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Editor's Introduction

DEBORAH TANNEN

This volume explores the relationship between gender and language
through the analysis of discourse in interaction. Some chapters compare
the discourse of females and males; others analyze interaction among fe-
males. All the analytic chapters both provide model analysis of conversa-
tional interaction and make significant theoretical contributions to the
literature on gender and language.

Of the many methodological and theoretical approaches to this topic
currently being pursued, the one embodied in this collection can be
thought of as ethnographically oriented discourse analysis or, alternatively,
interactional sociolinguistics. The chapters provide context-sensitive mi-
croanalysis based on observation, tape-recording, and transcription of lan-
guage as it is used in interaction. The time is ripe for this approach, as
gender and language research ncars the close of its second decade.

The year 1975 can be regarded as having launched the field of gender
and language. That year saw the publication of three books that proved
pivotal: Robin LakofPs Language and Women's Place (the first part ap-
peared as an article in Language in Society in 1972), Mary Ritchie Key's
Male I Female Language, and Barrie Thornc and Nancy Henley's edited
volume Language and Sex: Difference and Dominance. These ground-
breaking books made it possible to talk about—indeed, to see—systematic
differences in the ways women and men tend to use language.

LakofFs work in particular became a touchstone for subsequent re-
search. Previous linguistic research had described the phenomenon of
women and men using different forms of speech in American Indian lan-
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4 Introduction

gauges such as Yana (Sapir 1929) and Koasati (Haas 1944). Lakoffused
this as a point of departure to describe patterns of language use that,
according to her observations, distinguished women's and men's speech in
American English. She arrayed these differences on the traditional linguis-
tic paradigm: lexical, syntactic, and intonational levels. The succeeding
generation of researchers (fewer of whom were from LakofPs own field of
linguistics than from sociology, psychology, anthropology, and speech
communication) tested her observations about "women's language" in a
variety of settings. Lakoff also examined language used about women and
men—in other words, the way language uses us. For example, one of
LakofFs illustrations (as relevant now as it was then) identified the differ-
ing connotations of the word "aggressive" when it is applied to a man and
a woman; in the first case fairly positive, in the second quite negative.

Since that watershed year the relationship between language and gen-
der has become the focus of a vast multidisciplinary literature. Innumer-
able journal articles have been supplemented by review articles (e.g., Aries
1987, Eckcrt & McConnell-Ginet 1992, Gal 1991, McConncll-Ginet
1988, Philips 1980, Smith 1979, West & Zimmerman 1985), book-length
edited collections (e.g., Coates & Cameron 1988, Dubois & Crouch
1976, McConnell-Ginet, Borker, & Furman 1980, Philips, Stcelc, &Tanz
1988, Thorne, Kramarac, & Henley 1983, Todd & Fisher 1988), and
monographs (e.g., Baron 1986, Coates 1986, Hill 1986, Graddol &
Swann 1989, Kramarae 1981, Preislcr 1986, Smith 1985). The research
reported in these sources covers aspects of language and gender such as
language socialization in young children; lexical, phonological, and syn-
tactic differences in the language used by women and men; discourse
strategies; and language used to refer to women and men. In order to
quantify features of women's and men's speech, many studies have been
carried out in an experimental paradigm, and operational definitions have
been devised to facilitate coding and counting. This volume is not in-
tended to provide a cross section of such research. Rather, it presents a
broad and in-depth sampling of work that combines anthropological, so-
ciolinguistic, linguistic, and ethnographically oriented discourse analysis.

There has been a recent tendency to bifurcate the gender and language
field into two camps, roughly conceived as the "dominance" approach and
the "cultural" approach. The "dominance" approach is most often associ-
ated with the work of Nancy Henley, Cheris Kramarac, and Barrie
Thorne. The "cultural" approach can be traced to an article by Daniel
Maltz and Ruth Borker (1982) and is often associated with my own work
(Tannen 1990, chapter 7 in this volume). This bifurcation is unfortunate
because, like most bipolar representations, it belies the complexity of the
issues and the subtlety of the scholars' research. I hope that the analyses
and arguments contained in this volume will serve to obliterate this di-
chotomy. Those who take a "cultural" view of gender differences (many of
the authors included here would fall into this group) do not deny the
existence of dominance relations in general or the dominance of women by
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men in particular. Likewise, recognizing that men dominate women in
our culture does not preclude the existence of patterns of communication
that tend to typify women and men. What is needed—and what this
volume contributes to—is a better understanding of the complex relation-
ship between the cultural patterning of linguistic behavior and that of
gender relations.

The "cultural" approach to gender usually refers to the proposal by
Maltz and Borker that males and females can be thought of as belonging to
two different cultural groups since they tend to socialize in primarily sex-
separate peer interaction during childhood. Another aspect of cultural
patterning that bears on gender and language is the recognition that gen-
der is only one of many cultural influences affecting linguistic behavior. A
number of chapters included in this volume investigate such cultural pat-
terning. Penelope Brown's chapter is the most palpably anthropological in
that it examines discourse recorded in a Mayan community in Mexico.
Somewhat closer to home but still culturally diverse arc the subjects of
Marjorie Harness Goodwin's chapter describing discourse in an urban
black neighborhood, Barbara Johnstone's analysis of conversational narra-
tives of midwcstern men and women, and my own chapter distinguishing
the conversational styles of Americans of varying ethnic, regional, and
class backgrounds.

All the analytic chapters examine actual discourse as it occurred in
interaction. The chapters by Carole Edclsky and by me use the topic of
gender differences as a starting point to explore theoretical issues in dis-
course and to demonstrate that they must be understood before questions
about gender differences in language use can be addressed. A number of
other chapters also emphasize the complexity of issues involved in theoriz-
ing gender, and the necessity of understanding them before differences in
discourse styles can be understood. The final two chapters are particularly
important in that they provide critical reviews of the literature on two
topics that have been the subject of extensive investigation and debate.
With the explosion of research on gender and language being carried out
by scholars in a wide range of disciplines employing widely divergent
methodologies, such efforts to bring the research into the view of a single
lens are absolutely necessary.

Finally, this volume can be used as a kind of casebook for the field of
interactional sociolinguistics since it demonstrates how work in the field
addresses a particular sociolinguistic issue. The collection also sheds light
on a central theoretical and methodological problem: the transcription of
oral discourse. As discourse analysis has gained greater prominence, the
complexity of the transcription process has received increasing attention.
The question of transcription is not only methodological but also theoret-
ical. This volume provides rich material for an investigation of the implica-
tions of the various transcription systems found in the chapters. For exam-
ple, juxtaposing the nontraditional systems employed by Eckert and
Edelsky with the more traditional but still individually unique systems
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used by the other authors would provide an unusually fruitful entry point
to this topic.1 Furthermore, Edclsky discusses in detail the reasons she
found traditional transcription formats inadequate and potentially mis-
leading, as well as how the system she developed for this study led her to
questions about turn and floor that became the focus of her study.

This volume, then, provides an in-depth introduction to research on
gender and language that has been carried out in the tradition that might
be called ethnographically oriented discourse analysis or interactional so-
ciolinguistics.

Overview of the Chapters

Part I of this volume examines conversational discourse, including two
chapters focusing on the talk of adolescent girls. Chapter 1, Donna Eder's
'"Go Get Ya a French!': Romantic and Sexual Teasing Among Adolescent
Girls," represents the first extended treatment of the conceptually complex
speech activity teasing among junior high school girls. Combining socio-
linguistic and ethnographic methods, Eder taped the naturally occurring
interactions of girls, and in some cases girls and boys, in a middle school at
lunchtimc. Edcr observed the girls engaging in romantic and sexual teas-
ing about boys they were interested in or "going with"—a relationship
that could be as short as a few days in duration and might involve little or
no direct contact. Eder shows that teasing provides the girls with ways of
reinforcing bonds among themselves, experimenting with and reversing
traditional gender roles, and managing newly experienced feelings of jeal-
ousy.

In chapter 2, "Cooperative Competition in Adolescent 'Girl Talk,'"
Penelope Eckert draws on insights gained during two and a half years of
participant observation in a suburban Detroit high school in order to
analyze a discussion arranged, at her request, by six girls who had been
part of the same group in junior high but have assumed different positions
in high school. Three have found their place in the mainstream popular
crowd, and three are involved in alternative social networks. Eckert exam-
ines their multitopic discussion to uncover its purpose and the verbal
means by which that purpose is accomplished. Because the girls in high
school, like women in society, gain "symbolic capital" and status on the
basis of their character and relations with others rather than their accom-
plishments, possessions, or institutional status, they need to negotiate
norms of behavior and balance conflicting needs for independence and
popularity. Eckert shows how the girls accomplish this through group talk
that expresses disagreement at the same time that it negotiates consensus.2

In chapter 3, "Community and Contest: Midwestern Men and Wom-
en Creating Their Worlds in Conversational Storytelling," Barbara John-
stone argues that differences between women's and men's conversational
stories reflect and create women's and men's divergent worlds. Rather
than seeing women's stories as reflections of women's powerlessness,
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Johnstonc finds in their narratives evidence that for them the community
is a source of power. Analyzing naturally occurring conversational narra-
tives, Johnstone finds that the women's stories tend to involve social pow-
er, as "disturbing or dangerous events are overcome through the power of
interdependence and community." The men's stories involve "worlds of
contest in which power comes from the individual acting in opposition to
others." Accordingly, the men and women provide details about different
elements: the men about places, times, and objects; the women about
people and their speech. Finally, Johnstonc examines written narratives
relating to a flood that occurred in the town in which these stories were
told. She finds that the flood story—a community story—has much in
common with the women's narrative mode.

Part II is concerned with "Conflict Talk." Two of the authors whose
chapters are included in this section, Penelope Brown and Marjorie Har-
ness Goodwin, were pioneers in anthropological studies of gender differ-
ences in interaction: Brown's 1979 dissertation ("Language, Interaction
and Sex Roles in a Mayan Community") and Goodwin's 1978 disserta-
tion ("Conversational Practices in a Peer Group of Urban Black Chil-
dren") were landmarks in using extended flcldwork and recorded interac-
tion to address issues of gender and language use. Taken together, the
chapters in this section lay to rest the frequently heard claim that only boys
and men arc competitive and frequently engage in conflict whereas girls
and women are always cooperative and avoid conflict. At the same time
they make clear that neither is it the case that females and males tend to
engage in conflict to the same extent or in the same way

The first two chapters of this section compare male and female styles,
showing systematic differences in how the two groups use language in
their play. Chapter 4, "Pickle Fights: Gendered Talk in Preschool Dis-
putes," by Amy Sheldon, opens with an invaluable review of the literature
on gender and language in general and gender differences in children's
conflicts in particular. Sheldon then examines conflict talk among female
and male triads of three-year-old friends. In the same kitchen corner of a
day care center both groups (on different occasions) fight over possession
of a plastic pickle. The gendered aspects of the disputes arc made visible by
interpreting them in terms of two models. Maltz and Borker's anthro-
pological linguistic model characterizes feminine language style as affilia-
tive and masculine style as adversarial. Gilligan's psychological framework,
describing gender differences in reasoning about moral conflicts, charac-
terizes the feminine orientation as focusing on the relationship and the
masculine as focusing on the self. Sheldon finds the two dispute sequences
she analyzes to be consistent with predictions that the boys' conflict pro-
cess is more heavy-handed and their discourse strategies more controlling,
whereas the girls' conflict is more mitigated and their discourse strategies
more collaborative. Thus the study demonstrates the gendered nature of
children's peer talk at ages as young as three. However, Sheldon empha-
sizes that although the boys' and girls' styles tend toward the gender-
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specific paradigm, they are not mutually exclusive. The children share the
same discourse competencies, and there is overlap in their discourse
choices.

Chapter 5, 'Tactical Uses of Stories: Participation Frameworks Within
Boys' and Girls' Disputes," by Marjorie Harness Goodwin, examines how
children use narrative discourse to arrange and rearrange their social orga-
nization. Goodwin spent a year and a half observing and recording chil-
dren ranging in age from four to fourteen playing in their West Phila-
delphia black working-class neighborhood. She finds that boys use stories
to further an ongoing argument while transforming the participation
structure of the event. The boys' stories function as a direct challenge in
negotiating current status within a hierarchical social order. The girls use
stories as part of an "instigating" routine by which talking behind some-
one's back leads to future confrontation—an early stage in an ongoing
process of negatively sanctioning behavior the girls deem inappropriate. In
this way a girl's story can elicit a promise to confront the offender and
thereby spark a dispute that can mobilize the whole neighborhood.
Whereas the boys' disputes are localized, the girls' disputes extend over
time and can lead to ostracism from the group.

In chapter 6, "Gender, Politeness, and Confrontation in Tencjapa,"
Penelope Brown examines women's discourse in a court case, the only
setting in which the peasant Mayan women among whom she did field-
work are "authorized" to engage in direct confrontation. The two women
involved in the case are the mothers of a bridal couple whose marriage
ended when the wife left her new husband to live with another man. The
groom's mother seeks to be repaid for the bridal gifts she had given her
daughter-in-law, and the bride's mother seeks to avoid payment. The liti-
gants dramatize their confrontation not only by flouting the turn-taking
and kincsic rules for courteous interaction but also by exaggerating certain
characteristically female forms of polite agreement through conven-
tionalized irony, thereby transforming it into sarcastic agreement. In other
words, linguistic forms associated with women's speech in contexts of
cooperation and agreement arc here used to express conflict, hostility, and
disagreement. Brown argues that women can breach Tencjapan norms of
polite behavior in this context because such public confrontation is a
means of reestablishing one's public self-image or "face." Brown ends by
discussing the nature of relations between language and gender. She ar-
gues that gender is, in a sense, a "master status" in Tenejapan society, but
that the "relations between language and gender arc context dependent."
She therefore calls for research examining situation-specific speech
events—a call that is answered in part, one might add, by this volume.

The theoretical discussion with which Brown concludes her chapter
leads directly into Part III, "The Relativity of Discourse Strategics." This
section reinforces one of the major tenets of the ethnographic approach:
that linguistic forms must be examined in interactive context. The two
chapters in Part III demonstrate that specific linguistic strategies cannot be
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aligned with specific interactional meanings. Rather, meaning varies with
context in the broadest sense.

Chapter 7 is my own essay, 'The Relativity of Linguistic Strategies:
Power and Solidarity in Gender and Dominance." I demonstrate that the
theoretical framework of power and solidarity is essential for understand-
ing gender patterns in language use, and that gender and language is a
fruitful site for investigating the dynamics underlying language choice,
including such dimensions as power and solidarity. I use this framework to
show that gender and language research cannot be approached as the
mechanical search for specific linguistic devices. Analyzing examples from
conversation as well as literary creations of conversations, I argue that each
of the linguistic devices that have been claimed to show dominance can
also show solidarity. For example, one can talk while another is talking in
order to wrest the floor; this can be seen as a move motivated by power.
Yet one can also talk along with another in order to show support and
agreement; this must be seen as a move motivated by solidarity. The two,
however, are not mutually exclusive. If both speakers are engaged in a
ritual struggle for the floor, they might experience the entire conversation
as a pleasurable one: an exercise of solidarity on the metalevel. My pur-
pose, then, is not to question that particular linguistic devices, such as
interruption, may be used to create dominance, but rather to argue that
intention and effect may not be synonymous and that there is never a one-
to-one relationship between any linguistic device and an interactive effect.

Chapter 8 is a very slightly revised version of a paper that has become a
classic, Carole Edelsky's "Who's Got the Floor?" This chapter demon-
strates that gendered patterns of interaction must be distinguished not
only by speech event but by types of floor within a given event. Edelsky
taped five complete meetings of a standing faculty committee composed of
seven women (including herself) and four men. Although she initially set
out to compare the women's and men's verbal behavior, she realized that
she had to tackle a number of methodological and theoretical questions
before she could address gender differences. Her focus therefore shifted to
the nature of conversational turns and floors. Edelsky identified two types
of floor: a singly developed floor in which one speaker holds forth while
others listen or respond, and a collaborative floor in which several people
seem to be either "operating on the same wavelength or engaging in a free-
for-all." Gender differences could only be described in terms of these
differing floors: Men took more and longer turns and did more of the
joking, arguing, directing, and soliciting of responses during the singly
developed floors; in the collaborative floors women and men talked equal-
ly, and women joked, argued, directed, and solicited responses more than
men. Edelsky notes, however, that the women did not talk more during
collaborative floors; rather, the men talked less. Finally she concludes that
rather than asking how women and men use language to enact their
different positions with respect to power, research must ask "under what
conditions do men and women interact . . . more or less as equals and
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under what conditions do they not?" The implications of Edelsky's study
arc enormous and, despite the frequency with which it is cited, have not
yet been adequately dealt with by researchers.

An insight that emerges from Edelsky's study as well as mine is that
overlapping talk is not always uncooperative. Although it may be disrup-
tive in singly developed floors, it is a constructive and indeed constitutive
characteristic of collaborative floors. The phenomenon of overlapping talk
is the focus of the first chapter in Part IV.

Part IV consists of two chapters that present critical reviews of the
literature on two topics central to research on gender and language use:
the questions of interruption and of who talks more. One of the most
frequently cited claims in the literature is that men dominate women by
interrupting them in conversation and by taking up more speaking time.
In chapter 9, "Women, Men, and Interruptions: A Critical Review," De-
borah James and Sandra Clarke tackle the question of whether it is true
that men produce more interruptions than women in cross-sex—or same-
sex—conversation. They find that of fifty-four studies, the great majority
have, in fact, found women and men not to differ in number of interrup-
tions. However, they point out that the research on interruptions has been
seriously flawed by faulty assumptions (in particular, a failure to appreci-
ate the extent to which simultaneous talk can function to show solidarity)
and faulty methodology (studies have differed significantly in how inter-
ruptions were measured, have often used unreliable measures of interrup-
tion, and have taken insufficient account of a number of variables). They
survey potential ways of determining whether men produce more specifi-
cally dominance-related interruptions than women, noting that no clear
results emerge from the overall research based on any of these criteria.
However, none of these criteria are entirely reliable. The authors suggest
that to resolve this issue simultaneous talk must be examined in the frame-
work of conversational analysis that takes into detailed account the larger
context in which the simultaneous talk occurs. James and Clarke also note
that some evidence does exist to suggest that women are more likely to
produce cooperative overlapping talk than men—at least in all-female
interaction.

In chapter 10, "Understanding Gender Differences in Amount of Talk:
A Critical Review of Research," Deborah James and Janice Drakich exam-
ine the question of whether women or men talk more. The cultural stereo-
type holds that women are compulsive talkers who never let a man get a
word in edgewise; however, as has been widely reported in the language
and gender literature, most studies have found that men talk more. In their
review of fifty-six studies, James and Drakich point out that there has
nevertheless been considerable inconsistency in the research findings.
While noting some methodological problems with the research similar to
those outlined in chapter 9, they also propose that neither the "domi-
nance" approach nor the "cultural" approach, considered separately, is
adequate to account for the range of results with respect to amount of talk;
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they argue that the best explanation is one which takes into account the
overall social structure of the interaction, as informed by the difference in
status between the genders and the differential cultural expectations about
women's and men's abilities and areas of competence. As the social struc-
ture of the interaction changes, so do expectations and, consequently,
women's and men's behavior with respect to amount of talk. Here James
and Drakich adopt the approach of status characteristics theory (Berger,
Fizek, Norman and Zelditch 1977). Both chapters 9 and 10 show that far
more theoretical and methodological sophistication is required before key
questions in language and gender can be answered.

It is the goal of this volume to contribute to such theoretical and
methodological development. The strength of the interactional socio-
linguistic or ethnographically oriented discourse analytic approaches is
twofold: its focus on discourse as produced in interaction and its attention
to context in the deepest sense;. This volume provides a rich source of
insight into studies that examine gender and language in interactional
context. It points the way for a i'uture generation of studies that will be
based on more sophisticated understanding of how language works in
conversational interaction; that will be sensitive to context in the broadest
sense and will look at language holistically rather than as a bundle of
isolated variables; that will take into account research done in a range of
cultural settings; and that, ultimately, will broaden and deepen our under-
standing of gender, of language, and of the interaction between them.

NOTES

1. Edelsky cites a number of key papers discussing transcription. For recent
discussions of the theoretical implications of transcription, see Edwards (1990)
and Preston (1982, 1985).

2. This chapter, as well as the chapters by Sheldon, Goodwin, and Brown, were
originally published in a special issue of Discourse Processes, which I guest-edited,
entitled Gender and Conversational Interaction (13:1 [January—March 1990]). In
summarizing these chapters, I have drawn heavily on the abstracts that preceded
these articles in that journal.
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"Go Get Ya a French!":
Romantic and Sexual

Teasing Among
Adolescent Girls

DONNA EDER

There is no doubt that female-male relationships are of considerable signif-
icance to many adolescent females. During early adolescence many girls
are becoming increasingly concerned with relationships with boys, often
leading to conflicts with other girls (Schofield 1982). In later adolescence
a focus on romance and femininity is particularly important for white
working-class girls, who often base their rejection of academic values on
this counterculture (McRobbic 1978, Kcssclcr et al. 1985, Griffen 1985).

Adolescence is also a time when humorous, playful activities are an
essential part of peer culture (Willis 1977, Fine 1981, Everhart 1983,
GrifFcn 1985). Through play children transform the familiar into some-
thing novel and create their own culture (Schwartzman 1978, Corsaro
1985). While this culture is based on the old culture, it has a freshness and
uniqueness about it stemming largely from its playful nature. Thus, when
adolescents playfully tease each other about female-male relationships, we
find that it results in considerable transformation of traditional gender
roles.

Teasing encompasses a broad range of playful interactions. Here teas-
ing will be defined as any playful remark aimed at another person, which
can include mock challenges, commands, and threats as well as imitating
and exaggerating someone's behavior in a playful way. While the content
of teasing would often be negative or hostile if taken literally, the playful
meaning is determined in part by cues from the teaser indicating that the
remark should be taken in a playful manner, These usually take the form of
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metacommunication, because to be indirect is an inherent part of the
playful nature of this activity. However, it is also possible for the target
to respond in a playful manner to a comment that may have been meant
to be quite serious and thereby keep the activity in a playful mode (Eder
1991).

Although teasing is an extremely common activity among children it
has not been a frequent topic of research. In fact most of the sociolinguis-
tic research on teasing has focused on adult-child interaction, where teas-
ing has been found to serve a variety of social functions. For example, in
cultures that are egalitarian teasing has been found to be a way to teach
social norms and is often preferred to more authoritarian methods (Schicf-
felin 1986). It is also seen as a way to enhance solidarity and strengthen
social bonds through the shared enjoyment that participants experience
(Eiscnberg 1986). Some working-class parents view teasing as a way to
teach children how to defend themselves and control their hurt feelings
(Heath 1983, Miller 1986). Miller (1986) also found that teasing activ-
ities teach children how to play with language and develop creative and
novel responses. Finally a sociolinguistic study of teasing among adults
found that teasing was often a mild and indirect type of reproof for
overscrious behavior such as bragging, complaining, and extolling (Drew
1987).

The few studies of teasing among children have been primarily eth-
nographic in nature. They have found that teasing is often an important
means for initiating cross-sex interaction. Because of its ambiguous nature
teasing is a safe way to communicate liking without being held account-
able for one's feelings (Schofield 1982, Oswald et al. 1987). At the same
time romantic teasing has also been found to be a technique for maintain-
ing gender boundaries (Schofield 1982, Thorne 1985). Children will of-
ten tease other children for talking with or sitting next to someone of the
other sex, implying there is a romantic attraction. As a result males and
females often have limited contact with each other during the elementary
and middle school years.

While these studies suggest that teasing is a common activity among
adolescents with considerable significance for female-male relationships, it
is difficult to analyze this complex activity relying solely on ethnographic
methods. This study investigates romantic and sexual teasing activities
among early adolescents using a combined ethnographic and sociolinguis-
tic approach. When teasing is closely examined we see how it is used to
accomplish multiple peer objectives, such as strengthening female friend-
ships, communicating liking to males, and experimenting with gender
roles. In the process we develop a better understanding of how adolescent
females deal with jealousy and the tension it creates among group mem-
bers. We also develop a better understanding of the way adolescent girls
view traditional feminine and romantic behavior and of the socialization
process in general.
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An Ethnographic and Sociolinguistic Approach

This chapter reports on several findings of a larger study of adolescent peer
relations and culture in a middle school setting (Eder 1985). Three female
researchers observed peer group interaction during lunch periods and
other informal school activities over a three-year period. The students in
the groups we observed were between ten and fourteen years old and came
from a variety of social backgrounds, ranging from middle-class to lower-
class. While two of the groups included a black female, die rest of the
students were white. Once rapport was established, we audiotaped ap-
proximately eight lunchtimc conversations in each of the eight groups that
we studied and videotaped three additional conversations in one of the
groups. Altogether we have recorded data on fifty-nine students.

Because we did not want to be associated with adults in the school, we
did not ask them to introduce us to students. Instead we started attending
athletic practices and going to lunch, where we eventually found a range of
peer groups to join. We purposely tried to sit with groups from a range of
social backgrounds and status levels within the school. We also thought it
was essential to spend a considerable amount of time with the peer groups
to establish good rapport. After several weeks in the setting the students
realized that we were not taking on adult authority roles and they began to
swear openly in front of us and also to tell their friends that we were
"okay." By the time we introduced recording equipment in the field they
were very comfortable with our presence and when assured that no one
they knew would hear their voices, they felt free to swear and talk naturally
while the recorder was on.

There are a number of reasons for combining ethnographic and socio-
linguistic methods. Through ethnography the most salient issues and ac-
tivities of a group are allowed to emerge rather than be defined pre-
maturely. The less structured nature of this approach allows the researcher
to see more spontaneous behavior as well as ways in which participants
actively construct their own culture. In addition, the more detailed lan-
guage analysis can draw on a larger context in determining the meaning
and significance of specific comments. Because this is what we naturally do
in our conversations, this approach makes the sociolinguistic analysis more
valid (Corsaro 1985).

Having a sociolinguistic analysis was also essential given the complex-
ity of informal talk. While field notes are useful for identifying general
patterns of speech activities, they do not allow one to identify more de-
tailed patterns. Because teasing is a complex activity, it requires a detailed
analysis to show how it is used to construct peer relations as well as peer
knowledge. For example, we will see that teasing is a highly collaborative
activity, where one person's talk often builds directly on previous talk.
This is impossible to study without a detailed record of the talk. This
detailed level of analysis often reveals more clearly the way in which peer
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culture is actively constructed and can add to our current understanding of
adolescent culture.

Tensing About Romantic and Sexual Behavior

Teasing was a common activity among these adolescent girls. Overall the
most common topics for teasing were female-male relationships, sexuality,
and appearance. Other topics included female friendships, being "stuck-
up," being "dumb," and speech styles. This chapter will focus only on
teasing about female-male relationships and sexuality. These topics were
especially popular in the groups of girls who interacted with males, which
included six of the ten groups that we studied.

Interaction with males took a variety of forms in these six groups. Two
of the eighth grade groups included several males who sat with the groups
on a regular basis and had relatively long-term relationships with some of
the girls, perhaps "going with" them for several months at a time. These
groups also included several friends of each of the couples, some of whom
went together for short periods.

In another pattern a single male sat with a female group for a shorter
time. Usually he was currently "going with" one of the girls, had previ-
ously gone with one of them, or was interested in going with someone in
the group. Occasionally a younger boy would sit with a group of females
and while romantic teasing often occurred, it did not necessarily result in a
romantic relationship.

In still another pattern boys stopped by and talked briefly with group
members during the lunch period. These might be boys whom group
members currently liked or were "going with." In other cases they were
friends of boys who liked someone in the group or were contacts to boys
whom some of the girls liked. This pattern was most common in seventh
grade groups.

The term "going together" was widely used to describe a variety of
female-male relationships in this school. In some cases the couples spent a
lot of time together at school and the relationships were relatively long-
term, lasting up to several months. This was quite rare, however, and
group members were impressed by relationships that lasted as long as
three weeks, considering that to be a long time to "go with" someone.
Most of these relationships were quite brief, lasting from one day to two
weeks. Some involved minimal or no contact between the couple, who had
simply informed their best friends they were willing to go with each other
and then left it to them to initiate the relationship. In one case, when asked
about the last name of his girlfriend, a boy said, "I don't know but I'm
going to find out." This comment indicates the relatively nonserious na-
ture of many of these involvements.

In contrast to the instability of female-male relationships at this age,
female relationships were much more stable and in many respects more
central to females' overall self-esteem. Girls attached considerable signifi-
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cance to their popularity with other females (Eder 1985) and were very
concerned about having a best friendship with another girl. They were also
concerned about maintaining strong bonds within their female friendship
groups. While one of the things which helped unite some of the groups
was their common interest in boys, it is important to keep in mind that
this interest in boys did not replace the strong interest in female friend-
ships.

In general teasing is an important activity for strengthening female
friendships in most of the groups we studied. As mentioned earlier, teas-
ing can be an indirect way of expressing positive affect and through the
experience of shared humor and the enjoyment of that humor can increase
positive feelings among group members. Because of the common interest
in boys in many of these groups, teasing about boys was an activity in
which many groups members were likely to engage. In some cases girls
who were fringe members of the group would initiate teasing activities as a
way to enhance their solidarity with the group. This occurred in the first
example,1 where a group of seventh graders tease Mary about a boy she
likes. Elaine, who is a fringe member of the group, begins the teasing
activity by hinting at an activity in which Mary has been engaged, leaving
it to Linda and Carol to supply the details.

Example One: Seventh Grade

1 Elaine: You should have seen what Mary's been doing.
2 Mary: Shut up.
3 Elaine: Carol you should've been seen what Linda, see what Mary's

been doing.
4 Linda: Aw, she's been in the stairwell. Haven't / / you Mary?
5 Mary: I have not!
6 Carol: She's been watching Wally's butt go up and down.
7 Nancy: God. ((laughs))
8 Mary: Uh. Oh you guys.
9 Linda: Haven't you Mary?

10 Mary: Noocioj, //
11 Linda: Yes

Teasing typically has many of the features shown here. Usually more than
one group member joins in on the teasing activity, often expanding on it.
While Elaine's initial comments hint at a potentially interesting activity,
Linda supplies some of the details, saying, "Aw, she's been in the stair-
well," and Carol expands further, saying, "She's been watching Wally's
butt go up and down." As a result, all three girls share the enjoyment of
teasing Mary, increasing the group solidarity.

In order for a teasing activity to remain playful the target of the teasing
needs to respond in some nonserious manner. This can include an exagger-
ated denial or some other exaggerated response, such as extreme surprise.
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It can also include joining in on the teasing by mocking one's self in some
manner. Here Mary's response is one of exaggerated denial, shouting "I
have notr A little later her denial is somewhat less extreme. At this point
Linda questions her again, saying, "Haven't you Mary?" to which Mary
gives a more exaggerated response, shouting, "Nooo!" It appears that
Linda wants to be sure that Mary is treating their comments in a playful
way as that allows Mary also to participate in the shared enjoyment, and
thus the increased solidarity.

In the next example the teasing also is clearly aimed at strengthening
group solidarity. Prior to the teasing Marsha, Barbie, and Annie have all
been staring at Ginny and trying to make her uncomfortable. They appar-
ently are no longer interested in having Ginny in their group. However,
Ginny chooses to stay and switches to a teasing activity which at least
temporarily produces a high degree of solidarity among the group mem-
bers. The teasing begins when Ginny pretends that Annie is alone with her
boyfriend with a tape recorder on. Barbie and Marsha quickly join in and,
much later, Annie does as well.

Example Two: Seventh Grade

1 Ginny: You know what you guys are gonna say # Oh Bob # Annie
# ( ) tape record (you're gonna listen to it) and say
"Oh Bob it feels so good, ((laughter))

2 Annie: // You ain't gonna hear that cause I ain't doin' nothin'.
3 Barbie: ( ) deeper! ((laughter))

4 Ginny: Little bit higher Barbie # ( ) little bit higher # ( )
little bit higher.

5 Annie: ((loud groan))

6 Barbie: What can I do?! Arc we doin' it yet?! Uh # spread your
legs a little more and ( ).

7 Marsha: ((makes a kind of sign to B)) Forever! ((a popular novel
written for adolescents))

8 Barbie: In and out # Forever!
9 Ginny: Insert # outsert. (She goes - Annie.)

10 ( ): (In out in out.)
11 Annie: ( ) If she seems to be eryin1 it's a moment of joy!

((laughter))

Annie's initial response to the teasing is a somewhat serious denial as well
as groaning. It appears that the high level of sexual desire implied is
embarrassing to her and prevents her from treating the teasing lightly.
However, the teasing moves from making fun of male sexual incompe-
tence to mocking the romantic view of sexual behavior by bringing up the
title of a very popular romantic novel, Forever, which is then juxtaposed
with the mechanical phrases "in and out" and "insert outsert." Now that
the topic has switched from personal sexual feelings to a more impersonal
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topic, Annie gets over her embarrassment and joins in with a phrase that
also makes fun of the romantic portrayal of sexual experience, saying, "If
she seems to be cryin' it's a moment of joy!1' As a result all of the girls are
now united through their shared enjoyment of this activity.

This example shows one of the limits to successful female-male teasing,
namely, intense embarrassment as the result of making sexual desire too
explicit. It also shows how teasing allows girls to play with and transform
traditional gender role concepts. Here they transform the traditional view
of males as sexually competent as well as the traditional feminine view of
sexuality as one based heavily in romance. By mocking both of these
through their teasing play they signal both their knowledge of these tradi-
tional views and their current ability to detach themselves from them.
Thus, teasing activities demonstrate both their awareness of traditional
views and the areas which they currently feel free to make light of and
detach themselves from.

Another aspect of female-male teasing which can limit the ability of the
target to participate in a playful manner involves revealing her liking for a
boy in his presence. Thus different norms apply to teasing when a boy is
present as compared to when he's not. In the next example, which involves
some of the same girls as the previous example, Marsha is teasing Annie
about her current boyfriend, Wade, who is near the group. Later he joins
the group and Josephine teases Barbie about still liking him in his pres-
ence.

Example Three: Seventh Grade

1 Marsha: Go get ya a French!
2 Annie: ((pretends to push chair away)) Be back # no ((laughter))
3 Barbie: He probably wouldn't.
4 Annie: Yes he would
5 Barbie: (Not) in the stairwell
6 Annie: He did last night
7 Barbie: Not in the stairwell
8 Josie: Wade Wade # French her.
9 Wade: No!

10 Annie: She wants one ((referring to Josic))
11 Josie: Nuh uh! Barbie does # Barbie wants to go back with you.
12 Barbie: 1 do not.
13 Marsha: Josie! # Don't man.

Marsha's initial comment detaches from traditional gender roles by trans-
forming diem when she casts Annie in the role of sexual initiator. "French"
refers to a French kiss, a more sexual kiss involving the tongue. By telling
Annie to go get such a kiss, Marsha is implying that she should seek out a
sexual encounter. Annie plays along with the teasing by pretending to take
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Marsha's advice and go look for Wade. After a serious debate on the actual
nature of their sexual activity Annie's boyfriend comes closer to the group.
When Josie begins to tease him, saying, "Wade Wade French her," Annie
turns the teasing back on Josie by saying, "She [Josie] wants one." Josic
gives an exaggerated denial and claims that Barbie wants one. She also
adds, "Barbie wants to go back with you." This comment produces not
only a serious denial from Barbie but also a strong sanction from Marsha,
indicating how inappropriate it was. Not only is it embarrassing to have
one's attraction revealed directly to a boy but since Wade is now Annie's
boyfriend and may no longer like Barbie, it is even more embarrassing.
Again we can see that while these adolescent girls can make light of
traditional views regarding who initiates sexual behavior, they find it
much more difficult to make light of their own current feelings of attrac-
tion toward certain boys.

Dealing with Multiple Social Concerns Through Teasing

Another interesting aspect of female-male relations was a tendency for
several girls in a group to like the same boy. At first this was regarded as
normal, similar to all liking the same girl or activity, and brought them
even closer together. However, problems began to arise as they began to
experience jealousy if another girl "flirted" with their boyfriend or if a boy
they still liked began to show interest in one of their friends. These new
feelings of jealousy became a source of tension and a threat to the soli-
darity of female friendships in some of the groups.

By the eighth grade jealousy had become an issue for some of the girls.
This issue was most salient when a male spent time with the group and
became the target of playful teasing. As mentioned earlier, teasing a boy
can be a way to communicate affection indirectly. However, when teasing
was used to communicate attraction to a boy it occasionally brought out
underlying feelings of jealousy. Thus by eighth grade teasing is often a
complex activity reflecting multiple peer concerns.

Given the complexity of teasing among eighth graders I will concen-
trate on one series of teasing episodes in one of the eighth grade groups.
Three of the girls in this group, Natalie, Ellen, and Gwcn, have been
friends for several years and have very strong friendship bonds at this
point. The other two girls, Pam and Allison, have been part of this group
for much of the year. Jimmy has been sitting with this group quite often
over the past few weeks and is the recipient of considerable teasing atten-
tion on this day.

Two weeks ago Natalie and Jimmy went together for two days (which
Natalie reports is the shortest time she's ever gone with someone). When
they broke up, Jimmy told Natalie that he liked her and wanted to go with
her again but that he had some things he had to straighten out first.
Natalie claims that Allison tried to take Jimmy away from her and that this
is something which she always does. According to Natalie, Allison is not

24
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sincere when she does this and "has hurt about fifty boys this year,"
including the twenty boys that she liked, Allison docs have another boy-
friend at this point: and has been warned by Natalie to "cool it" with
Jimmy although he still continues to give her a lot of attention.

While Natalie is mainly jealous of Jimmy's attention to Allison, during
these teasing episodes Pam and Gwen are giving Jimmy a lot of attention.
Jimmy is sitting at the head of the table and Pam and Gwcn are at either
side of him so they are physically situated to have the most playful physical
contact with him. Natalie and Ellen are seated in the middle of either side
and Allison is at the far end of the table.

The first teasing episode is initiated by Natalie and targeted at Gwen.
Gwen has just noticed a boy she knows walking past the table and gets his
attention by saying "Oh Ted!" with a slight lilt in her voice. Natalie picks
up on her intonation and mocks her by imitating her phrase, "Oh Ted,"
with a much higher and more flirtatious tone of voice. Immediately after
that the other three girls begin imitating her phrase, using the same high
tone of voice.

Example Four: Eighth Grade

1 Gwcn: Oh Ted! When do we have to have our pictures turned in?

2 Natalie: Oh Ted! ((speaks in high, mocking, flirtatious tone, then
giggles))

3 Pam: |Oh Ted! ((same tone))

4 Ellen: |Oh Ted! ((same tone))

5 Rhoda: Ted. ((same tone))

6 ( ): Ted. ((same tone))

7 Jimmy: Ted. ((same tone, putting a hand lightly on Gwen's shoul-
der))

8 Gwen: Ohh Jimmy, ((touching Jimmy's arm, and mocking back))

9 Natalie: ((to Gwen, leaning across table and tapping her on arm))
You're not supposed to go, "Oh Jimmy"; you're supposed
to go, "Ohhh, Jim!" ((gives words a more blatantly sexual
emphasis. Leans back, elaps hands together, and laughs
giddily. Everyone else is laughing, too.))

10 Jirnrny: Oh man.
11 (Ellen): That is

12 Jimmy: ridiculous, ((poking Gwcn under table))

13 Gwen: Eek! ((slaps Jim on arm))

14 Natalie: Sorry, ((still giggling))

This episode provides another example of females making fun of tradition-
al feminine behavior, in this case the use of flirtatious behavior to get male
attention. When Gwen participates, she uses the same high flirtatious tone
that Natalie began mocking, thus malting fun of herself along with tradi-
tional norms about feminine behavior. By making Jimmy the new target
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of the teasing, she also gives positive attention to Jimmy while increasing
the general solidarity stemming from the mutual enjoyment of the activity.

However, by directing positive attention toward Jimmy, Gwen also
appears to have set off Natalie's underlying feelings of jealousy as Natalie
then escalates the teasing by saying, "You're not supposed to go, 'Oh
Jimmy'; you're supposed to go, 'Ohhh,/zwz!,'" with a strong sexual em-
phasis on the word "Jim." As in the second example this implies that Gwen
has strong sexual feelings, and this is something which is embarrassing to
these adolescents. It is clear to everyone that Natalie has taken the teasing
too far. Jimmy and Gwen respond by saying, "Oh man. That is ridicu-
lous," and Natalie apologizes. It appears that Natalie realizes that she was
inappropriate in her behavior, and, in fact, it is likely that she purposely
tried to end the teasing episode by taking the teasing too far. However,
Jimmy immediately resumes a more playful manner by poking Gwen un-
der the table, leading her to shout, "eek!" and playfully slap him back.

Shortly after this episode Pam and Gwen begin teasing Jimmy in a
playful way with verbal comments as well as physical actions. Pam begins
by telling Jimmy his hair is messed up and needs to be combed as she
reaches over and playfully messes up his hair. When Jimmy pretends to
leave, Gwen and Pam start a mock battle over Jimmy, pulling on him from
both sides and ordering him to stay. Natalie again tries to end the teasing
episode by making a serious command.

Example Five: Eighth Grade

1 Pam: ((to Jimmy)) Your hair's messed up.
Gotta comb it. ((Tricia messes up Jimmy's hair with hand.
Jimmy moves as if to leave))

2 Gwen: Stay here, Jim. ((Jimmy and Pam begin to wrestle play-
fully))

3 Pam: No! Stay here, ((laughing; both Pam and Gwen are pulling
on Jimmy))

4 Natalie: ((to Gwen and Pam)) Leave his hair alone. // It's not your
property. It's not mine either.

5 Jimmy: ((to Pam)) I've been insulted. I gotta go. I've been
insulted. ((Jimmy is smiling, looking at Pam, and is waving
his arms around as though trying to keep the girls away))

6 Gwen: ((grins at Natalie and then reaches under table and tickles
Jimmy on thigh)) It's mine! ((laughing))

7 Jimmy: Oh ho-ho.
8 Natalie: I said it wasn't mine.
9 Gwen: [It's my property, ((reaching out and touching Jimmy))

10 Pam: [It's mine. ((Gwen pulls Jimmy's chair a little toward her
and then puts hand on Jimmy's shoulder and pushes him to
floor))

11 Jimmy: ((to Pam)) She made me sit on the floor. ((Jimmy gets up
off floor and walks away.))

Talking Among friends
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12 Gwcn: Jim, if you don't get up here ((pointing to chair he was sit-
ting in)) 111 have someone kiss you // ( )

13 Natalie: ((whispering, in response to C-Jwcn's comment)) I will.

14 Rhoda: ((to Jimmy)) Natalie will!

Even though Natalie tries to end the teasing by telling her friends that
Jimmy is not their property, they resume their playful teasing by arguing
playfully about whose property he is. Gwen then pushes Jimmy to the
floor and he playfully responds by telling Pam, "She made me sit on the
floor." When Jimmy leaves the group. Gwen starts a new teasing activity
by threatening Jimmy with romantic behavior. However, instead of say-
ing, "I'll kiss you," she says, "I'll have someone kiss you" to which Natalie
adds, "I will." Gwen's wording supports the collective approach to teasing
and may be Gwen's way of keeping the focus on the use of teasing to
reinforce group solidarity. It is even possible that she is sensitive to
Natalie's underlying jealousy and is trying to reinforce their collective
playful pursuit of Jimmy as well to minimize the tension which Natalie's
jealousy has created in this group,

Throughout these episodes we can see how these girls use teasing both
to mock traditional female behavior and to experiment with nontradition-
al gender role behavior. By making fun of the use of a high, flirtatious tone
to attract the attention of a male, these girls are showing their awareness of
this traditional view of feminine behavior while also demonstrating their
ability to detach from it and treat it lightly. In this episode the females
continually engage in physically and verbally assertive behavior, pushing
Jimmy around and verbally ordering him to stay put (sec turns 1—3). By
engaging in these less traditional feminine actions they are mocking tradi-
tional gender behavior while giving positive attention to Jimmy. These
girls also transform the concept of ownership to one in which males are
the property of females instead of vice versa (see turns 6—10). Finally, it is
also possible that they are mocking the traditional notion that females are
always competing for males, by pretending to be physically fighting over
Jimmy. This is especially interesting because there is also real competition
for Jimmy's attention in this group. However, some of the girls seem to be
able to detach from and mock their own competitive behavior. There is
some support for this interpretation of detachment on the part of Gwcn
because it seems unlikely that she would openly include others in her
romantic threat toward Jimmy if she felt strongly competitive toward her
friends. On the other hand, there is no evidence that Natalie is able to
detach from her own competitive and jealous feelings at this point.

Shortly after this episode Gwen initiates another collective teasing
episode. Jimmy has still not returned to the group, so Gwen first com-
mands him to return and then threatens to start crying. After a complaint
by Allison, Natalie joins in by pretending to whine as a way of getting
Jimmy to comply. Finally Gwen joins in by ordering him and then giving
him a sexual threat.
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Example Six: Eighth Grade

1 Gwcn: ((to Jim)) Get over here! ((puts fist on table for emphasis))
# I'll start to cryin'.

2 Rhoda: ((softly and urgently)) Gwen, would ya shut-up, you're get-
ting us in trouble. Just // ( ) because of you.

3 Natalie: ((to Jimmy)) Come o'er here and sit down # Ple-e-ease.
((whining)) ((At this point all of the girls are looking in
Jimmy's direction.))

4 (Rhoda): Jim.
5 Ellen: Jim, c'mere or I'll do some//thing. ((Gwen is tapping loud-

ly on table with a pencil.))
6 ( ): Nothing
7 Natalie: Please sit // down, ((spoken in higher intonation))

((Jimmy walks back over.))
8 Ellen: I'll ruin your family life. ((Jimmy sits down.))
9 Jimmy: Oh! ((laughs with others))

In this episode the three closest friends in this group succeed in using
teasing to deal with multiple peer concerns simultaneously. To begin with,
all three girls communicate their liking of Jimmy by making him the target
of their playful teasing. At the same time by participating in a shared
enjoyable activity diey reinforce their own friendship bonds. Finally all of
their comments show some detachment from traditional gender roles,
either mocking traditional feminine behavior such as crying and whining
to get one's way (see turns 1 and 3) or reversing gender roles with females
being sexually aggressive (see turn 8). Thus, at this moment these girls are
able to express their common interest in boys while also maintaining their
shared friendships for each other. One reason this may be successful at this
point is that Gwen has been actively making teasing a collaborative activ-
ity, thereby showing Natalie that female friendship is a greater concern for
her dian competing for Jimmy's attention. It is likely that this has helped
reduce Natalie's own feelings of jealousy and competition, allowing her to
participate in a teasing episode even when it involves all three girls direct-
ing positive attention at Jimmy.

In summary, because teasing reflects a variety of peer concerns from
communicating liking for a boy to reinforcing female solidarity, it was
often a relatively complex activity by eighth grade when feelings of jeal-
ousy became most strong. Sometimes this resulted in conscious attempts
to end a teasing episode if one girl became too jealous when other girls
were giving positive attention to a boy through their teasing. However,
this might also lead to one of the girls emphasizing the collaborative aspect
of teasing as a way to minimize group tension resulting from jealousy.
When this occurred, the girls were occasionally able to use teasing simul-
taneously to communicate affection toward a male and solidarity with each
other and to experiment with traditional gender roles.
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Discussion

These findings indicate that teasing activities among adolescent females
share some of the same social functions previously found in studies of
adult-child teasing. As in Eisenberg's (1986) study teasing is a way for
females to strengthen social bonds through shared enjoyment. Also, as in
Miller's (1986) study teasing gives females an opportunity to play with
language and develop creative and novel responses. While this type of
teasing is less relevant for teaching social norms, it does allow adolescents
to experiment with and explore their own notions of gender roles.

One of the important findings from this analysis is the complex nature
of jealousy among adolescent females. The perception of adolescent girls
from ethnographic studies is that they are primarily focused on male rela-
tionships and often compete and fight: with each other over boyfriends.
Here it is clear that feelings of jealousy do exist among adolescent girls.
However, it is also obvious that female friendships continue to be very
important, and that some girls, such as Gwen in the last examples, actively
try to defuse jealousy and competitive feelings while reinforcing their
already strong female bonds.

Another important finding is the detachment that these girls have from
many traditional gender roles. Working-class girls have often been de-
scribed as rejecting school values through a focus on romance and femi-
ninity (McRobbie 1978, Kesseler et al. 1985). These data suggest that this
focus is more complex and includes a detachment from traditional views of
feminine and romantic behavior. Thus, rather than embracing and inter-
nalizing a set of traditional concepts, these girls feel free to use them as a
resource for creating their own peer culture and specifically for creating
humorous teasing episodes. It is even possible that this shared mocking of
traditional gender roles further enhances feelings of solidarity among the
females.

These findings provide additional support for a new approach to the
study of socialization. As more and more researchers analyze actual epi-
sodes of peer interaction, it is becoming increasingly clear that children
bring traditional and societal concepts to their activities, but primarily as a
resource. Their actual behavior reflects these traditional concepts but fre-
quently goes beyond them to include new and creative transformations
(Corsaro 1987, Corsaro and Eder 1990). Through these studies one be-
gins to develop a better sense of Mead's (1934) concept of the "I," or the
spontaneous and innovative side of individual's behavior. It is also increas-
ingly clear that while children and adolescents are aware of adult and
societal expectations they do not completely determine their behavior.

Less clear are the implications of this research for adult behavior. This
partly reflects a move away from the traditional model of socialization. If
concepts and values arc not being internalized, it is harder to predict the
behavior of adults as well as children. Specifically it is unclear what impli-
cations these findings have for female-male relationships among adults. At
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the same time it is apparent that these adolescents are gaining experience
in the creative use of language and humor which is likely to have long-
term consequences. In other words those girls who develop the ability to
play freely with language as adolescents may be more successful at doing
this as adults. Likewise they may be more successful at detaching from
traditional and societal gender roles through humor and verbal play. How-
ever, given the importance of collaboration and especially collaboration
with other females, this is more likely to occur when females continue to
have the opportunity to associate with other groups of females, either at
work or in family gatherings.

NOTES

I would like to thank Cathy Evans and Stephanie Sanford for their help in
collecting the data and Cathy Evans and Joyce Owens for transcribing the data.
Cathy Evans and Janet Enke provided helpful comments on an earlier draft. An
earlier version of this chapter was presented at a conference on Gender Roles
Through the Life Span, sponsored by Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana. This
research was supported by NIMH Grant No. 36684.

1. All names of people and places have been changed. The following notations
are used in the transcripts:

(( )) = nonverbal behavior
( ) = unclear utterance or unclear identification of speaker, used both

when the transcriber has a possible sense of the utterance or identity of the speaker
and when no sense of the utterance or speaker's identity can be made

// = point at which next speaker begins talking during someone's turn
[ = speakers begin to talk at the same time
# = brief pause during an utterance;

= louder tone of voice.
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Cooperative Competition in
Adolescent "Girl Talk"

PENELOPE ECKERT

I think girls just talk too much, you know, they- they- talk constantly be-
tween themselves and- about every little thing. Guys, I don't think we talk
about that much. (What kinds of things do you talk about?) Not much.
Girls ... cars, or parties, you know. I think girls talk about, you know, every
little relationship, every little thing that's ever happened, you know.

As reflected in the foregoing quotation from an adolescent boy, it is com-
monly believed that girls and women regularly engage in long and detailed
personal discussions about people, norms, and beliefs and that boys and
men do not. Such speech events are frequently but inaccurately referred to
as gossip sessions. Although they often contain instances of gossip, they
also contain a great deal of other kinds of discussion. For want of a better
name, I will call these events by their alternative popular name, "girl talk."
This paper examines part of a girl talk event involving six adolescent girls,
with a view to uncovering its purpose as a gender-specific speech event
and the verbal means by which it accomplishes its purpose.

The real gender specificity of girl talk or its components is not alto-
gether clear because we lack a systematic ethnographic account of the
verbal repertoires of men and women. As Goodwin (1980) shows, for
instance, gender differences in norms of interaction in one kind of speech
event (in this case norms concerning direct confrontation among black
elementary school girls) might not apply in another. And inasmuch as the
significance of gender is not uniform throughout society, one cannot as-
sume that what holds in one set of observations is true of the society as a
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whole. Indeed, gender differences in interaction must be studied within
the context of the situations in which they are observed, with an under-
standing of the significance of those situations to men and women in that
cultural group. There is some evidence that middle-class women in our
society arc more prone than men to pursue personal topics in discussion
(Aries 1976). My own observations among adolescents and Wodak's
(1981) data on therapeutic interactions show this to be less true for
working-class, as compared with middk>class, speakers. Aries (1976)
shows that in samc-scx groups of college undergraduates, women talk
about themselves, their personal feelings, and their relationships, and men
engage in competitive conversation comparing knowledge and experience
and recounting competitive exploits. There is also some evidence that
women are more prone to share the floor than men, at least in same-sex
interactions. Aries found a tendency in men's groups for an individual or
individuals to gain control ant! dominate the group in the current and
subsequent interactions, whereas the women tended to draw each other
out, spreading the talk around. Writers frequently refer to women's con-
versational style as "cooperative"—women have been found, not only to
encourage each other to participate, but also to build on each other's
utterances and stories (Jones 1972, Kalcik 1975). However, because this is
based primarily on the examination of women's behavior and not system-
atically compared with men's, the status of these differences remains highly
speculative.

One obviously cannot conclude from the available evidence of sex
differences in conversation that men do not engage in cooperative personal
revelation, or women in impersonal competition. One might, rather, ask
what competitive discussion of impersonal topics accomplishes in all-male
groups and what personal and cooperative conversation accomplishes in
all-female groups, The difference between male and female group dynam-
ics is, I argue, based on differences in gender roles in society as a whole.
The following discussion presents an analysis of some key aspects of per-
sonal and cooperative conversation among a group of white middle-class
teenage girls.

Women and Symbolic Capital

The origins of gender differences in styles of interaction can be traced to
the traditional roles that relegate women to the domestic realm and men to
the economic marketplace, and although these roles have changed to some
extent in our society, the social norms and the norms of interaction that
have come to be associated with them remain to complicate and thwart
social change. The domestication of female labor involves a strict division
of roles, with men engaged in the public marketplace and women re-
stricted to the private, domestic sphere (Sacks 1974). The man competes
for goods and power in the marketplace in the name of the family and
controls these within the family. Thus, although the woman is solely re-
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sponsiblc for maintaining the domestic unit, she has no direct control over
that unit's capital. Whereas a man's personal worth is based on accumula-
tion of goods, status, and power in the marketplace, a woman's worth is
based on her ability to maintain order in, and control over, her domestic
realm. Deprived of power, women can only gain compliance through the
indirect use of a man's power or through the development of personal
influence.

Women can use men's power indirectly by winning men's cooperation
through social manipulation or by borrowing men's status through the
display and exploitation of connections with men. It is not, therefore,
surprising that women are more concerned with the shape of their social
networks, with their connections to people in those networks, and with
their ability to understand and influence people. Although it is frequently
said that women are more status conscious than men, it would be more
accurate to say that they are more status bound.

Actual personal influence without power requires moral authority. In
other words, women's influence depends primarily on the accumulation of
symbolic capital (Bourdieu 1977): on the painstaking creation and elab-
oration of an image of the whole self as worthy of authority. This is not to
say that men are not dependent on the accumulation of symbolic capital
but to say that symbolic capital is the only kind that women can accumulate
with impunity. And indeed, women's symbolic capital becomes part of
their men's symbolic capital and, hence, part of the household's economic
capital. Men can justify and define their status on the basis of their accom-
plishments, possessions, or institutional status, but women must justify
and define theirs on the basis of their overall character and the kinds of
relations they can maintain with others. Women, therefore, unlike men,
are frequently obsessed with being the perfect spouse, the perfect parent,
the perfect friend.

Whereas men compete for status in the marketplace, women must
compete for their domestic status. The "better" woman gets the "better"
domestic situation, the better deal in that situation, and ultimately greater
access to the goods that men control. However, although the situation is
inherently competitive, one cannot overtly compete in the accumulation
of symbolic capital, for it is in the nature of symbolic capital that it should
not appear to have been consciously accumulated. Because good person-
hood is supposed to be an inherent property, its possession specifically
excludes competitiveness or the need for competition. Norms against
women's competitiveness stem from two sources, therefore: Competition
in the marketplace violates men's cultural prerogative, and competition in
the personal realm contradicts the underlying definition of personal
worth.

The marketplace establishes the value of men's capital, but women's
symbolic capital must be evaluated in relation to community norms for
women's behavior. The establishment and maintenance of these norms
require regular monitoring, and, because it is women who must compete
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in relation to these norms, it is they who have the greatest interest in this
monitoring. To the extent that they can control norms, women can in-
crease their competitive edge. Girl talk, I will argue, is the major means by
which they do this. Although it is certainly reasonable to assume, as is
generally done, that this activity of women's is a conservative force, partic-
ularly the gossip that can enter into girl talk, I argue that gossip and girl
talk not only keep track of individuals' behavior in relation to the norms
but also keep track of the norms in relation to individuals' behavior. In this
light, girl talk can be seen as an agent: of social change, as well as of social
control. By engaging in the negotiation of norms, women also increase
their stake in the norms, simultaneously tying together the community
and tying themselves to it. One might say that women's negotiation of
norms is an important part of what makes communities. Harding (1975)
characterizes much of women's talk as "climbing . . . the figurative fences
between households" (p. 302), providing a flow of information that, in
effect, maintains communication within communities.

The fact that women today arc entering the marketplace does not
change, but complicates, these dynamics. The strong norms associated
with the domestication of women function to limit women's participation
in the marketplace, and the verbal behavior that serves these norms takes
on new significance, serving simultaneously as an adaptive strategy and as
a barrier to access to the marketplace. For, as norms become more prob-
lematic, the need to negotiate them increases. It is reasonable, then, that
girl talk should intensify with the double bind that marketplace participa-
tion imposes on women. However, at the same time, women's engage-
ment in girl talk is taken as evidence of their unsuitability for the mar-
ketplace.

Female Symbolic Capital in the
High School Setting

Girls in high school spend a great deal of time engaging in girl talk. They
are at a life stage in which they are just coming to terms with women's
roles and dealing with new and unfamiliar norms. In addition, the high
school poses a double bind for many girls, for the emphasis on competitive
status in the school institution conflicts with norms for women's behavior.
Although there are any number of ways to function in high school, and
certainly more than one context in which to achieve success and status
(academics, music, ROTC, office assistance, etc.), there is a clear main-
stream acknowledged, not only by the students, but by the school itself
(Eckert 1989). Individuals of both sexes are expected to compete for
personal mainstream success, which involves the accumulation of power
through the domination of a small range of social, political, and athletic
activities and membership in the social networks that dominate those
activities. Although the importance of particular activities differs some-
what from school to school, the existence of a mainstream status group is
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common to public high schools across the country. Most high school
students feel that the status system that defines mainstream success in the
high school is unfair, even some of those who have benefited from it. But
they are locked in an institution that supports this system and, as a result,
must come to terms with it in some way.

Because the roles are arranged hierarchically and because there are few
of them in relation to the size of the student population, school activities
constitute a competitive marketplace. The terms of boys' and girls' compe-
tition in school are, however, very different. Central to this difference is
the notion of popularity. Popularity is the community's joint recognition
of an individuals' good personhood, in other words, a measure of her or
his symbolic capital. In view of females' greater dependence on the accu-
mulation of symbolic capital, it is reasonable that girls should be more
concerned with popularity than boys and that they should compete for it.
But, because popularity is accorded by the community as a whole, it
requires not only likability but also sufficient, well-managed visibility to
draw the community's attention to that likability. The visibility gained
through elected office and other formal roles in the school activity mar-
ketplace thus increases one's access to popularity. This involves not only
competition but also a certain measure of exclusivity (being associated
with only prestigious people), to maximize visibility. The result is a double
bind created by the conflict between competition and exclusivity on the
one hand and likability on the other.

This conflict is played out in the instance of teenage girl talk to be
presented here. This tape-recorded session took place in the course of two
and a half years of participant observation in a Detroit suburban high
school. During this time I followed one graduating class through their last
two years of high school. The six girls involved in this interaction arc all
members of that graduating class. The analysis is based on the broader
ethnographic context and on my relatively long-term and regular famil-
iarity with the participants in this interaction and with many of their
approximately six hundred classmates. This interaction did not occur
spontaneously: I had asked one of the participants, Karen, to get together
a bunch of friends after school to talk about "stuff." At the time of this
interaction, the six participants, Karen, Betty, Miriam, Carol, June, and
Pamela, were at the end of their junior year in high school.x All of them
except June had been friends in Rover Junior High School, where they
had been members of the same social cluster. June, who had gone to a
different junior high school, was casual friends with all of the girls in this
interaction and had been invited to come along to this session at the last
moment as the girls were at their lockers getting ready. As a result, she said
relatively little during the interaction, but she served as a kind of observer.2

The Rover girls had been part of the "active" group in junior high
school, a fairly large network of boys and girls who dominated school
activities and who pursued informal, large-group social activities outside
school. These girls, like many of their peers in that group, agreed that
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ninth grade had been their "best year ever." When their class merged in
high school with classes from two other junior high schools, the competi-
tion for status and opportunities in the new setting was fierce, and success
required learning quickly who was who from the other schools and estab-
lishing contacts with them. There was, therefore, a race to get to know as
many people from the other schools as possible and, in particular, to get to
know the powerful people from the other schools. Ultimately, one had to
run this race as an individual, and slower friends were typically left behind.
Betty's account (on another occasion) of the history of her friendship with
Karen, Miriam, and Pamela during this period of transition is a partic-
ularly poignant description of the process that yielded their current rela-
tions.

We're pretty much alike. But as soon as we got into high school, which was
kind of strange, we all just kind of drifted away, you know, and we were just
like, you know, new friends here, new friends there, but then it just all came
back together again, you know, because you can't really- you're never that
much different ... as soon as you get into high school, it's like popularity
popularity- everybody's like, you know, you have to be popular, that's what-
that's what's in you know, so you have to try to get the popular friends, die
people who are really popular. Well if, you know, you feel that you really- the
popular friends aren't too terrific, then, you know, you always fall back on
just your friends that have been friends for so long.

The session under analysis is the first time these girls have gotten together
as a group since junior high school, and this interaction, like any reunion,
prompts them to measure their own progress in relation to each other's.
Thus, it is inherently competitive: Each girl has a stake in showing herself
and the others that she has "done well." The terms of this competition,
however, arc complex for two reasons. First, there is the conflict between
their need to show that they have succeeded in the competitive mar-
ketplace and their need to show that they are likable. Thus, they must
compete without appearing to. Second, to the extent that the girls in the
interaction have been following different paths in high school, they need
to negotiate what "doing well1' is. In addition, they arc competing, not
only over status in the marketplace, but also over the very likability that
makes it impossible for them to compete openly. Therefore, their noncom-
pctitivc performance in this interaction, which allows each girl to display
her understanding of human nature and her ability to resolve conflict and
create community, can be seen as part of the competition. The result is that
the main activity of this interaction is the negotiation of a set of norms that
allows equally for the accomplishments, behavior, and beliefs of all the
girls involved.

The girls in this interaction are all good students with different mea-
sures of mainstream involvement and success in high school. None of
them is a full-time member of the most popular and powerful group.
Inasmuch as every one of these girls admits to having aimed for main-
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stream success in tenth grade, they have to account to themselves and to
each other for both the things they did in seeking it (the likability issue)
and their perceived success or failure to attain it (the status issue). Each girl
has to either establish her own mainstream status or account for her lack of
it. Establishing mainstream status involves the display of formal roles
and/or social contacts, and almost all of the girls in this interaction make
such displays in the course of this interaction.

One can account for lack of mainstream status by denying the value of
mainstream success, by establishing the preferability of an alternative sta-
tus system, and by affirming one's success in it. This is one main theme in
the discussion, and it is linked to the issue of personal autonomy, another
problematic issue for adolescents, particularly adolescent girls. Betty, Mir-
iam, and June have taken the mainstream route, confining their interac-
tions primarily to the network surrounding the mainstream popular crowd
in their own graduating class and pursuing the school activities that bring
mainstream status. Karen, Carol, and Pamela are involved in alternative
networks in the junior and senior classes and pursue some less mainstream
activities. Carol and Pamela, for instance, are involved in the band. They
present themselves in the interaction as more autonomous or independent
by virtue of their exploration of social alternatives and their transcendence
of their own graduating class. In much of the discussion, Karen and Carol,
on the one hand, and Betty and Miriam, on the other, form two sides in
the discussion. Associated with the juxtaposition between mainstream and
alternative networks is Karen and Carol's pride in their sophistication and
their liberal outlook, whereas Betty and Miriam willingly cast themselves
as the "innocents." (Their innocence stems from personal traits not neces-
sarily associated with their mainstream identities.)

The Girl Talk

The main body of the discussion lasts one hour and fifty-five minutes and
flows through a variety of topics. After everyone gets settled around the
table, discussion begins with my asking a question about how they find
things out in school. The discussion turns quickly to information manage-
ment: preventing unfavorable information from getting out and promot-
ing the dissemination of favorable information. This leads to a discussion
of how girls can let boys know they "like" them, which introduces the
section on boys. This section centers around relations with boys and ends
in a discussion of who the popular boys are and what they are like. This
leads to a discussion of popular people in general, popularity itself, and
people who will do anything to gain popularity. A discussion of one girl
who has been particularly responsive to peer pressure leads to the conclu-
sion that she suffers from lack of family support. This leads into the
discussion of family relations, in particular the need for mutual respect
between parents and children. Further discussion of people who have bad
relations with their parents leads Carol to tell about one such person who
has been supported in her family difficulties by her religious faith. This
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leads to the discussion of religion, which ends with a discussion of the
number of people in school that unexpectedly belong to church groups.
This leads to a brief discussion of unguessable things about people, in
particular popular people with family problems. Carol, Miriam, and
Karen then tell a story each about past resolved conflicts with parents.
After Karen's story, Carol points out how well Karen turned out in spite
of this conflict because she has a basically strong relationship with her
parents. This leads the conversation to how they have all changed since
junior high school. This is an extremely important topic, because it deals
explicitly with the covert agenda of the discussion. At this point, the
discussion begins to move back and forth among topics already covered
and ultimately leads to a discussion of their upcoming senior year, includ-
ing the impending loss of their senior friends, the necessity of getting their
own class together in senior year, and the responsibilities of being the
school leaders (as a class). From here on, the conversation jumps quickly
from topic to topic and, in a variety of ways, wraps up the entire conversa-
tion with implicit and explicit reference to earlier parts.

Shared norms imply community, and the negotiation of norms both
reaffirms and requires community. The building of consensus is the build-
ing of community through the development of a shared account of them-
selves as a group. Communities build through repeated interactions among
the individuals that constitute them, and each of these interactive events
constitutes, in some sense, a temporary community of its own.3 Each
interaction builds an internal history as it progresses. Stories can be built
on, points can be elaborated, and even a history of linguistic usage can
develop, all of which can be invoked through the interaction. If the tempo-
rary community is sufficiently memorable, its participants may refer later
either to the interaction as a whole or to community devices within it. The
girl talk under consideration here is a prime example of the creation of
community in an interaction. These girls arc together for the first time
after two years, and their separation has involved events and developments
that continue to divide them. To be able to interact as friends, they need to
become a community, but a temporary one, for they intend to resume
their separation when they leave this interaction. They are not trying to
recreate a community that existed earlier but a community that bridges the
gap between their earlier relations and the present and that allows them to
anticipate separating again without ill feeling or awkwardness. The partic-
ular value of this temporary community to each of them is to allow her to
show herself and the others how far she has come and to demonstrate that
her actions and choices have been worthy.

Disagreement: is an important way of getting norms onto the table.
Because these girls have followed somewhat different paths, and because
each giiTs claim to status depends on the group's recognition of her path,
the paths themselves have to be worked into the consensus. To a great
extent, therefore, the discussion is a long sequence of claims, counter-
claims, and negotiated consensus. In these cases, a pattern is followed in
which one girl makes a statement: of opinion or belief, which someone else
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contradicts. Others might or might not take explicit sides at this initial
stage, but then one or the other side presents support in the form of either
an argument or an illustration. This might be countered by another argu-
ment or illustration, or consensus negotiation could begin immediately.
Consensus is negotiated by finding a position that includes both positions
presented or by refining one or both of the positions to eliminate the
disagreement. Consensus is built not only through the accumulation of
items, but also through a hierarchical development, with fairly trivial items
of agreement combining to yield a broader item of agreement. As the girls
discuss a given topic, each subtopic leads to a related subtopic. Discussion
of each subtopic leads to some kind of consensus, and the progress
through subtopics leads to the development of agreement on a higher level
or a more general topic. It is clear at times that one or more of the
participants finds herself stuck in a consensus that she probably does not
really share, by virtue of having agreed to the earlier items of consensus
and not being able to argue against the other participants' logic in build-
ing the higher level item.

Illustrations of behavior in relation to norms (what is normally re-
ferred to as gossip) are an important component of the history of a girl
talk event. Gossip has been seen both as a means for building community
and emphasizing community membership (Gluckman 1963) and as a
means for personal advancement within communities (Paine 1967). It is
perhaps in girl talk that the lack of contradiction between these two is the
clearest. Within this interaction, gossip builds community in several ways.
It provides stories that can be built on and referred to throughout the
interaction, creating an interactional history. It also provides an oppor-
tunity for the group to align itself in relation to the people being discussed
(or at least to their foibles, problems, or behavior), setting them off from
the rest of the population as a temporary community. It allows the partici-
pants, singly and as a group, to display their compassion for the trans-
gressors and maturity in analyzing the causes of the transgression. And it
defines the community by virtue of the issues it raises. As Gluckman
(1963) points out, one must be a member of a group to know how to
gossip in it and to be allowed to. On the other hand, the same device
provides opportunities for the teller to enhance her position in the interac-
tion. Unlike a regular conversational turn, telling a story allows the indi-
vidual a relatively long time slot. It thus allows the individual to expand on
her point of view or to insert more information about herself than she
could otherwise, without competing for the floor. Gossip also emphasizes
the teller's individual network and information sources, and a personal
story about a popular or powerful individual, for example, enhances the
teller's claim to mainstream status. It is generally believed in our society
that women arc more likely than men to repeat confidences. I believe this
to be true in certain circumstances, for where one's status depends on
affiliation, repeating confidences is a way of displaying these affiliations. In
most circumstances, women arc more bound to prove affiliation than men.
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It has been my observation that, in situations where the same is true of
men, they do the same.

Illustrations can also be powerful in manipulating the point-by-point
building of consensus discussed earlier, because: illustrations are always
specific and the use of items of consensus built on them is at times quite
free. In the process of building consensus on a more general topic, there-
fore, illustrations allow the group to build consensus little by little, first by
agreeing on the relatively nonthrcatening interpretation of an individual
example, then by gradually weaving the examples into a higher level and
more general agreement that might, in fact, not be equally satisfactory
to all.

Talk About Boys

The remainder of this chapter focuses on the first section of the girl talk
event, the discussion of boys, because it contains illustrations of all of the
devices and strategies just discussed and sets the tone for the entire interac-
tion. It establishes the "sides" in die discussion, it establishes the norm of
consensus negotiation, and it introduces what emerge as the two main
themes of the entire interaction: popularity and independence. The under-
lying issues in the discussion of boys are (1) the issue of maturity and
independence, as measured by the nature of one's relations with boys; and
(2) the sticky issue of mainstream status, as measured by involvement with
the popular boys.

The discussion can be divided into four episodes. It: begins with issue
(1), focusing on two issues concerning how to behave with boys: using
go-betweens (Episode A) and asking boys out (Episode B). There is initial
disagreement on both subjects, and each is resolved in turn. The process of
resolution of each of these specific issues sets up Karen, Carol, and Pamela
as more familiar with boys and as more mature arid independent in their
relations with them. Karen and Carol then close the discussion of handling
boys by introducing what becomes a superordinate item of consensus: that
one should not idolize boys. It becomes apparent in the course of the
conversation that people are less likely to idolize boys if they know boys as
just people. There is an implicit understanding that the girls who orient
themselves toward popular boys have been denied this familiarity. By
emphasizing the importance of not idolizing boys, therefore, Karen, Car-
ol, and Pamela are leading the group into an endorsement of their involve-
ment with nonmainstream boys. This sets the stage for Episodes C and D,
in which the discussion turns to popular boys and the relative merits of
different kinds of boys. The final resolution (in Episode D) is that non-
mainstream boys and popular boys are desirable for different reasons. This
is a major step toward resolving the differences between the girls' notions
of "doing well,"

Episode A: Third Parties. As already mentioned, this section of the discus-
sion begins with the question of how girls can go about letting boys know
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that they "like" them. Carol and Pamela let the group know that they have
one juicy story on this topic, but when they do not tell it right away, June
tells a story about an unnamed person who made a fool of herself by
having a friend act as go-between. The first disagreement comes as June
finishes the story, saying that the strategy didn't work out. Karen de-
nounces the use of go-betweens, or "third parties," and Miriam agrees
(I).4 Carol and Pamela then disagree and refer again to their own as yet
untold story, which the others then beg them to tell (3-7).

1
June: . . . it just didn't work out.
Miriam: No they don't.
Betty:
Karen: Oh third parties NEVER work.
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckcrt:

2
June: I don't think so.
Miriam:
Betty: DON'T EVER use a third party.
Karen: They do SOMEtimes.
Carol: They do sometimes !!
Pamela:
Eckcrt:

3
June:
Miriam:
Betty: hhh !!!
Karen: It's never worked for me. !!!
Carol: This is the voice of experience.
Pamela:
Eckert: Apparently it just worked over here.

4
June: Yeah I know !!
Miriam:
Betty: God now I'm dying to know !!!
Karen: yeah
Carol: ((cough)) ! yeah !!
Pamela: really?
Eckert:

5
June:
Miriam: Let's see here's gossip. We all-
Betty: ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Karen:
Carol:
Pamela: ! ! !
Eckert: Arc are you dying to tell it or not? ! !
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6
June:
Miriam: =want to hear it. Come on, tell us.
Betty: ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Come on Pam !
Karen: ! ! ! Come on, Pamela.
Carol: Everybody just lean =
Pamela:
Eckert:

7
June:
Miriam: Yeah I know.
Betty: ! ! ! ! hhh
Karen: ! !
Carol: —forward.What was it? um Okay we might as well get it out.
Pamela: ((cough)) !'! yeah right.
Eckert:

Carol and Pamela agree to tell the story together, and the telling begins
jointly with Pamela helping Carol locate the incident in time (8—9). How-
ever, after their initial collaboration in establishing the approximate date
of the incident in question, Pamela assumes a role as antagonist by virtue
of her role as victim in the story by denying responsibility for the motives
of Carol's action (13). Throughout the telling, the other girls, including
Pamela, provide commentary on the story, jokingly challenging Carol's
contention that she had acted spontaneously (16 17) and invoking exter-
nal evaluations by filling in the boy's reactions (19—20). One might say
that the group participation in the story in the form of laughter and
comments implicates them all, already mitigating the disagreement that
Carol's and Pamela's stance raised in the earlier discussion.

8
June:
Miriam:
Betty: !!!!! snicker snicker hh
Karen: m hm
Carol: It was at a party earlier this year like November like was it
Pamela: m hm
Eckert:

9
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: late late October early November and um =
Pamela: November
Eckert:
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10
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: =everybody's in REAL good mood from the party OK? and two =
Pamela:
Eckcrt:

11
June:
Miriam:
Betty: hhh
Karen: ! !
Carol: = people are sitting there and I knew this one girl who wanted to go to S-
Pamela:
Eckert: ! ! who=

12
June:
Miriam:
Betty: hh
Karen:
Carol: right wanted to go to Sadie Hawkins OK which=
Pamela:
Eckert: =will remain unnamed

13
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: =is the girls ask
Pamela: not ALWAYS not really I was talked into it ! ! to go
Eckert: right

14
June:
Miriam:
Betty: hhh
Karen:
Carol: she she wasn't sure she wanted to go but I was confident! she did ! !
Pamela:
Eckert:

15
June:
Miriam: !
Betty: ((cough)) !
Karen:
Carol: and things just kept talking and so I asked the guy you know we were=
Pamela: !!
Eckert:
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16
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: just HAPPENED
Carol: =just if just happened to conic up in the conversation
Pamela: just HAPPENED?
Eckert:

17
June:
Miriam: ! ! ! sort of directed
Betty: hh ! !
Karen: !
Carol: yes. So we=
Pamela: she just happened to bring it up
Eckert:

18
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen:
Carol:
Pamela: =were talking about it 1 said "so eh John are you going to uh Sadie's?"
Eckert:

19
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: John ! !
Carol: said "no" said "would you like to go?" he looks at me=
Pamela: he looks at her !
Eckert:

20
June:
Miriam: he goes "phew" no I'm only kidding !
Betty:
Karen:
Carol:
Pamela: =and 1 said "not with ME" goes "oh SURE I'd love to go"
Eckert:

21
June:
Miriam: Fm only joking ! ! !
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: and i gO "Pamela wants to go with you" !
Pamela: hhhh ((sniff))
Eckert:
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22
June:
Miriam:
Betty: hh ! ! !
Karen:
Carol: =he goes "OH GREAT we'll go." They've been going out ever since.
Pamela: hh hh
Eckert:

At the end of the story, Miriam resolves the disagreement about third
parties by refining Karen's original statement that third parties never work
(1), making it compatible with Carol's story. According to Miriam's re-
vised version, it would be all right for a third party to operate on her own,
so long as it was not instigated by the first party (27). Now that the terms
of consensus have been established, Carol continues with a further story
about another girl who misused a third party (32—33). This extreme
example gives everyone the opportunity to reaffirm the consensus by
engaging in ridicule, aping, and laughter over this particularly ridiculous
transgressor, uniting them as a group in opposition to the kind of people
who do such silly things (34—36). The hilarity in this segment marks the
end of the issue of third parties, which has now been resolved to every-
one's satisfaction.

23
June: So what did YOU do Pamela did you know she was going to to say that=
Miriam:
Betty: ! ! !
Karen:
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

24
June: =to him?
Miriam:
Betty: hhh
Karen:
Carol: she was sitting=
Pamela: No I didn't YES I was sitting right next to him
Eckert: You were sitting right there?

25
June:
Miriam: !
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: = right next she was talking to somebody else though ! !
Pamela: yeah
Eckert: so you=
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26
June:
Miriam:
Betty: ! ! ! ! !
Karen: m hm
Carol: She ignored it
Pamela: Oh I HEARD i t ! ! I heard it but it's just=
Eckert: ^didn't hear it

27
June:
Miriam: Well those kind of third parties I think work when like==
Betty: hhhh
Karen: m hm I know ! !
Carol:
Pamela: =OH GOD !
Eckert:

28
June:
Miriam: =someone would go up to someone and you didn't know they were=
Betty:
Karen: Oh that's that's silly. Ifs too silly
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

29
June:
Miriam: = saying it but um the one where like I would say to Karen, "would you —
Betty-
Karen:
Carol:
Pamela: m hm ((sniff))
Eckert:

30
June:
Miriam: =please tell this guy that I like him" or something Those never-
Betty:
Karen: Oh that's =
Carol: Yeah.
Pamela: m hm
Eckert:

31
June:
Miriam: because yeah it just never get-
Betty:
Karen: =that's silly it's too SILLY
Carol: Yeah yeah a friend of mine=
Pamela: right
Eckert:
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32
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: juvenile and turns you off.
Carol: = did that and she's been doing it sinee uh last year and I think this =
Pamela:
Eckert:

33
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: =guy is really getting sick of it because she keeps telling him or she

keeps telling all these other people "well I really like him" and "kinda
drop the hint that I like him" I I think I'd get turned off by that. =

Pamela:
Eckert:

34
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: =Oh yeah. That's=
Carol: ((cough)) SAME GUY. yes.
Pamela:
Eckert: She's been dropping a hint about this one guy for a year?

35
June:
Miriam: And you eh you know he probably has gotten the hint. ! !
Betty: " ! ! ! ! ! ' " ! ! !!
Karen: = disgusting. ! ! Fm=
Carol:
Pamela: ! !
Eckert:

36
June:
Miriam: yeah
Betty: it's true ! !
Karen: =sure he's gotten it, yeah. Ohh
Carol: And it hasn't been too subtle cither.
Pamela: ! ! ! ! !
Eckert: Yeah right. ! !

The use of third parties is a key issue in relations with boys because of its
association with what the girls now see as the childish practices of junior
high school. In this consensus, the participants have all affirmed that they
are not silly about boys (as they might have been in ninth grade) and that
they know how to deal with them in a mature way. Carol's final story,
cementing the group's disapproval of immature dealings with boys, be-
comes a group story, which turns up later in this section.
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Episode B: Asking Boys Out. Episode B continues directly from Episode
A. Now that an end has been put to the issue of third parties, I ask
whether they would ever ask a boy out (37). This question raises a new
issue that results in a disagreement and conflict resolution sequence analo-
gous to those in Episode A, continuing the general issue of know-how in
relations with boys. In answer to my question, Miriam quickly says "nev-
er" and is contradicted by Carol's "yes" (37). (Of course, inasmuch as each
is answering for herself, this is not so much a contradiction as a difference
that must be resolved.) Negotiation of consensus on the issue of asking
boys out is accomplished early on by Miriam's admission that she'd like to
and Karen's mitigation of her statement that she has (38-39). Karen then
expands on this subject, giving a rough description of the time she asked
her current boyfriend out (39—45) and emphasizing the fact that she had
been friends with her boyfriend before they started going out. This both
introduces the fact that Karen has a boyfriend (which Carol and Pamela
did not know) and shows her to have graduated from sex-segregated
behavior with boys to more open, mature relationships.

37
June:
Miriam: Never. I WISH I could but I never would
Betty: !
Karen: yeah
Carol: Yes.
Pamela: oh yeah NOW I do
Eckert: Would you ever ask a guy out?

38
June: Betty!
Miriam: ! ! Oh Betty!
Betty: = NEVER AGAIN ! ! ! ! !
Karen: hh I have. but I mean it=
Carol: I have.
Pamela: ! !
Eckert: ! ! !

39
June:
Miriam:
Betty: !
Karen: =was like after we knew each other pretty well. Not that=
Carol: ven well.
Pamela: after yeah ! after=
Eckert:

40
June:
Miriam:
Betty: hhh hhh
Karen: =well but I mean it was like we both we both were like=
Carol:
Pamela: = you'd been going out with him uh !
Eckert:
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41
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: =said we were friends and stuff and it was a PLATONIC THING but=
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

42
June:
Miriam: N:O it=
Betty: M M ! ! !
Karen: = I asked HIM out. so no.! !
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert: and it stayed platonic. oh.

43
June:
Miriam: =didn't !
Betty:
Karen: but it was for a while but it it's I did ask him out it=
Carol: no. !
Pamela:
Eckert:

44
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: =was nothing and it was very relaxed. I was surprised. I thought Pd =
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

45
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: =be so nervous. but it was it was good.
Carol: It's easier=
Pamela:
Eckert: yeah, m hm

At the end of Karen's turn, Carol joins her by supporting the importance of
friendship (45-48) and denouncing "love at first sight" (48-49). By
referring to Carol's story in Episode A, of the girl who kept sending hints,
Karen then binds together the general subject of boy handling and allows
them all to agree that one should not idolize boys (49—53). Carol's expan-
sion of that story (53—54) allows the group to cement their agreement with
vociferous contempt for those who have not transcended junior high school
behavior with boys (54—57).
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46
June:
Miriam: Mm hm
Betty: ((sniff))
Karen:
Carol: =ir"s easier when they build from like small friendships.
Pamela: friendship
Eckert:

47
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: Oh yeah and it's probably, you know, it'll STICK longer if it's a =
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

48
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: =FRIENDSHIP instead of you know-
Carol: Yeah. Love at first sigri' -
Pamela:
Eckert: does that happen a lot?

49
June:
Miriam:
Betty: hh
Karen: No. It's not good either if one=
Carol: =Voom you know that's not good.
Pamela: hhh
Eckert:

50
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: =person IDOLIZES the other person. It's like the one girl said she's been=
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

51
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: = dropping hints and "oh God I just WANT to get to know him" well, you--
Carol: m hm
Pamela: ((cough))
Eckert:
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52
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: = know, it's like "I worship you" and lalala and all of that sort of thing.
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

53
June:
Miriam: I know
Betty:
Karen: HE can't relate to that. uncomfortable
Carol: and the things that that make her so excited=
Pamela:
Eckert:

54
June:
Miriam: m hm
Betty: ! ! ! ! ! !
Karen: ! !
Carol: =are like "He SMILED at me today." Whoopee
Pamela: Those things just OHH God
Eckert:

55
June:
Miriam: ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Betty: He gave me a GLANCE over ACROSS the room. ! ! !
Karen: yeah !
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert: by mistake

56
June:
Miriam:
Betty: M M ! !
Karen: big mistake
Carol: yes ! ! ! the big one that I hate is "he bumped into me in=
Pamela:
Eckert: ! MM

57
June:
Miriam:
Betty: uh huh
Karen: W:OOPS Oh:
Carol: =thehall." "hello:" Oh you got a long way to ...
Pamela: ((cough)) hello, mm
Eckert:

Episode C: Popular Boys. The girls have now agreed on appropriate behav-
ior with boys, and Karen and Carol arc assuming roles as authorities on
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boys. An important measure of mainstream success is familiarity with the
popular boys. Karen, Carol, and Pamela arc on friendly terms with boys
who arc not part of the popular crowd, whereas June, Miriam, and Betty
are more oriented toward the popular boys, who, by virtue of their status,
are generally available on only the most casual basis. There arises a tension,
therefore, between the value of popular contacts, on the one hand, and
close experience with boys such as Karen and Carol have displayed, on the
other. The issue of the desirability of popular boys takes longer and is
more complex than the issue of how to behave with boys.

Following the discussion of girls who idolize boys, I ask which boys
girls tend to idolize. This sparks a somewhat confused disagreement about
whether people look up to older boys, leading to the following segment
that starts with June's pronouncement on which boys people in general
look up to (1). This elicits the expected lineup of opinion: agreement from
Miriam and Betty and disagreement from Karen, Carol, and Pamela (1-
2). Karen and Carol then begin to expand on their view of popular boys,
while Pamela says that she doesn't know them (2—4). My question, along
with Miriam's answer (5), can be seen as a challenge to Carol's assertions
that popular boys have big heads and no personality, and she quickly backs
down (5). Karen, however, saves her position for her (6) by saying that "it
CAN be true." Carol then disavows contact with these popular boys, with
humorous support from Miriam and Pamela, and with June providing the
reason (7—11). More discussion ensues of what makes boys popular (such
as sports, student government, looks, well-roundedness).

1
June: mostly your BIG POPUIAR people.
Miriam: Yeah, 1 think so too, just like you=
Betty: Yeah. hh
Karen: I don't think so at=
Carol:
Pamela: ! !
Eckert:

2
June:
Miriam: =know I- Looking up?
Betty: hh
Karen: =ALL It's different for me. -pular
Carol: I find that that turns me off. the big No. The big popular
Pamela: those I don't know them. yeah big popular
Eckert:

3
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: whoo h turnoff. h
Carol: macho guy. That's one thing that I just do NOT like.
Pamela: ooli no I can't=
Eckert:
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4
June:
Miriam:
Betty: hh
Karen:
Carol: Yes. It's the big heads and no personality.
Pamela: = stand it.
Eckert: Why not?

5
June:
Miriam: Not all the time.
Betty: no comment hh
Karen: Yeah I-
Carol: no it's not. I think that's just a=
Pamela: mm hmm
Eckert: Is that really true?

6
June:
Miriam:
Betty: I think it's a front, yeah
Karen: = stereotype It CAN be true =
Carol: stereotype I don't have a lot of oh
Pamela:
Eckert:

7
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: = though
Carol: a lot of watchacallit No uh well that's the word but=
Pamela: interaction
Eckert:

8
June:
Miriam: relationships friendships hh
Betty:
Karen: ! ! m ! ! !
Carol: =it's not the one I Action. ! ! ! I don't=
Pamela: I know ! !
Eckert: ! ! !

9
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: yeah oh see I
Carol: =have a lot of exposure to a lot of those guys. I just don't see them.
Pamela:
Eckert:

frinend
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10
June: You're not a cheerleader you're not you're not=
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: I don't talk to a lot of those guys.
Pamela:
Eckert:

11
June: --involved with them.
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: |\[0

Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

Episode D: Flaws. Episode D begins when I ask who exactly these popular
boys are that they are talking about. Two boys are mentioned (1), who
serve as the focus of the ensuing conversation. Karen cuts off the naming
of popular boys (1) with a disavowal of contact: with such boys (1—4) and
an introduction of her alternative network. There ensues a short competi-
tion between Karen and Pamela over which of them has less to do with
popular boys (4-6). At this point, Miriam comes out in defense of popu-
lar boys, at the same time displaying her familiarity with them (6—10).
Carol supports her, first by providing the key word for her utterance
(change) (9), then by repeating Miriam's evaluation (10). She then dis-
plays her own familiarity with AJ Jones (10—12).

1
June:
Miriam: John Smith.
Betty: Al Jones !
Karen: See now I'm I'm around=
Carol: Al Jones.
Pamela: Al Jones
Eckert:

2
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: —the guys who are more inTELLigent when- they're seniors and =
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

3
June:
Miriam: yeah
Betty: hh that's true.
Karen: -BOY they're a LOT NICER ! ! Yeah I don't really=
Carol: m hm Yeah uh huh.
Pamela:
Eckert:
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4
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen: =even MESS with these guys I mean
Carol: Oh I don't either. I-
Pamela: I don't know them.
Eckert:

5
June:
Miriam:
Betty: yeah
Karen: I don't even know=
Carol:
Pamela: I mean I know them by face and-
Eckert:

6
June:
Miriam: but you know, Al Jones-
Betty: =their FACES I've just heard so much aBOUT them
Karen:
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

7
June:
Miriam: everybody looks up to him. I mean you know, as we were=
Betty:
Karen:
Carol:
Pamela: mm m
Eckert:

8
June:
Miriam: =saying, falling all over him and he- at first his appearance to me

that he was really you know big head and that, but when I met
him it was it=

Betty:
Karen:
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

9
June:
Miriam: =was so such a refreshing- change that he was not like that=
Betty: uh exactly
Karen: hh
Carol: change
Pamela:
Eckert:
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10
June:
Miriam: =at all. He was really nice
Betty: he is nice
Karen:
Carol: He is. He's a very nice guy. I've worked=
Pamela: I don't=
Eckert:

11
June:
Miriam: yeah.
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: =with him on makeup for one of the plays and he was=
Pamela: =know him. m hm
Eckert:

12
June:
Miriam: looks
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: =really nice.
Pamela: looks
Eckert: How do people GET into that position? how-

Whcn I ask how boys get popular (12), Miriam, Pamela, and Karen agree
that "looks" are important, but then Miriam brings up John Smith's
broader qualities (13—14) and finds support from the others (13—15).

13
June:
Miriam: I think hrnmmm
Betty: HIS case is looks but like there there's like John Smith's case where=
Karen: lot is looks
Carol:
Pamela: looks he's smart
Eckert:

14
June:
Miriam:
Betty: =it's just like sports and smartness and good personality yeah
Karen:
Carol:
Pamela: sports and smart he's a
Eckert:

15
June:
Miriam:
Betty: ! ! ! ! !
Karen: an apple pie face.
Carol:
Pamela: he's a basic all around American guy.
Eckert:
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If consensus is to cover each girl's behavior, it must allow for the desir-
ability of both the popular boys and the boys that Karen, Carol, and
Pamela arc involved with. It is Karen who offers the terms of consensus.
Her description of John Smith as having an "apple pie face" (15) provides
a transition to her evaluation of popular boys as too perfect (16). Her
humorous expression of affection for flaws (17—18) brings the others into
participation in her preference for nonmainstream boys. Miriam, who
until now has been the greatest defender of popular boys, expands on
Karen's statement, explicitly raising the theme of individuality for the first
time (20—21), and Carol's observation that there is a lot of individuality in
the band (22) brings this topic home. The girls have now agreed that
nonmainstream activities and networks have a special quality. The orches-
tration of the discussion of faults allows all the girls to agree on the
perfection of the popular boys, the importance of individuality, and the
frequent disjunction between the two.

16
June:
Miriam:
Betty: right, apple pic face ! !
Karen: I don't know - but they're so perfect.
Carol:
Pamela: mm
Eckert:

17
June:
Miriam: and it's it's-
Betty: They ARE. It is pathetic
Karen: you just wouldn't- Yeah, the people that are =
Carol: It's pathetic.
Pamela:
Eckert:

18
June:
Miriam: Yeah, m
Betty: m hmm
Karen: =morc appealing are the people with the flaws.
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

19
June:
Miriam:
Betty: ! !
Karen: I-1 really go for like a a big nose. ! ! ! I DO. Things that are WRONG =
Carol:
Pamela: ! !
Eckert:
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20
June:
Miriam: It just- they so you know what it is, they're individual
Betty: ! !
Karen: =-are GOOD. It's so- Oh yeah
Carol: yes
Pamela: ((cough)
Eckert:

21
June:
Miriam: individualized by that and it's so much more-
Betty: so much-
Karen: Individuality is a =
Carol:
Pamela:
Eckert:

22
June:
Miriam:
Betty-
Karen: ts ahh
Carol: =good thing you can find in uh band. Now see I don't when when 11 =
Pamela: yeah yes
Eckert:

23
June:
Miriam: m hm
Betty:
Karen: m hm
Carol: =came to Belten I was not appealed by any of the big jocks and I found=
Pamela:
Eckert:

24
June:
Miriam:
Betty:
Karen:
Carol: = myself not in any group. . .
Pamela:
Eckert:

It is at this point that one could consider the issue of boys to be resolved,
and indeed the discussion turns immediately to popular girls. The smaller
issues resolved in the discussions of third parties and asking boys out
combine to give the higher level agreement that boys are just people and
not to be worshipped. This discussion also establishes Karen and Carol as
ahead of at least some of the others in "normal" relationships with boys.
The affirmation of the merits of popular and alternative boys allows for all
six girls to justify their preferences because they have acknowledged the
validity of a choice of independence over the "popularity route."
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Conclusion

The themes of independence and popularity continue throughout the
interaction, as do the verbal strategies for their negotiation and the per-
sonal alignments. Consensus on the issue of independence becomes in-
creasingly broad, and, during the discussion on parents, the general con-
sensus develops that, ultimately, one must make her own decisions about
values and behavior. This consensus, now built on a solid and expanding
consensus about the importance of independence, takes an interesting
twist in the discussion of religion. Early in the discussion, Miriam comes
out against mixed marriages, on the grounds that the family must have a
single religion if the children are to develop strong values. At the end of
the discussion, however, because of the differences in religious back-
ground and opinion in the group, Carol offers the resolution, once again,
that each person must ultimately make his or her own decision, this time
about religious choice. Miriam is forced into an uneasy participation in
this consensus by her participation in all the previous steps that led to it.
The flimsiness of this consensus emphasizes the strikingly constant nego-
tiation of consensus in the interaction. The development of common
norms for the group is sufficiently crucial to the maintenance of the group
and its interaction that not one topic is allowed to conclude without an
expression of consensus.

The norms that govern this interaction are clearly derived from the
place that women and girls find themselves in in society. Their need to
define themselves in terms of their overall character and the constraints
placed on their participation in the world at large create a need to explore
and negotiate the norms that govern their behavior. In fact, their ability to
create freedom to function in the world depends on their understanding
of, and control over, these norms, and girl talk events like the one de-
scribed here are a major source of that understanding and control.

NOTES

This research was funded by grants from the National Science Foundation
(BNS-8023291) and the Spencer Foundation. This chapter originally appeared in
Discourse Processes 13 (1990):1.91-122.

1. All names are fictitious.
2. One could say that this interaction had five members, one inside observer

(June), one outside observer (me), and six mechanical observers (tape recorders).
Each girl wore a lavalier microphone attached to a separate tape recorder. The girls
controlled their own tape recorders, turning them on and off and turning and
changing the tapes. Although it is common in sociolinguistics to try to make
taping as unobtrusive as possible, to reduce the speakers' self-consciousness, I have
found that, in group sessions where individuals were implicated in their own
recording, there was less awareness of the machines than otherwise.

3. I owe a great deal in this section to discussions with Charlotte Linde.
4. To represent as clearly as possible the relations among different participants'
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utterances, I have organized the transcript as a musical score, with each speaker
represented at all times. Overlaps in speech are indicated as precisely as possible
within the limitations of uneven orthographic length. Successive uninterrupted
lines of speech (i.e., lines representing the speech of all six participants) are num-
bered sequentially, and it is these numbers that are referred to in parentheses in the
text. Transcription conventions within this format are similar but not identical to
those commonly used in conversation analysis. Although there is a good deal of
variation in actual pronunciation, all speech is represented by standard orthogra-
phy, to avoid the frequently misleading or stereotypic character of common con-
ventions for representing vernacular features of speech. An equal sign ( = ) at the
end and beginning of subsequent lines indicates latching. Blank spaces within and
at the limits of lines are rough indications of pause length. Exclamation points
represent laughter, while &'s represent inhaled laughter. A hyphen (-) at the end of
a word or word fragment indicates an incomplete utterance as signaled by level
pitch. Emphatic stress is indicated by printing die entire word in uppercase letters.
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Community and Contest:
Midwestern Men and Women

Creating Their Worlds in
Conversational Storytelling

BARBARA JOHNSTONE

It has often been noted (Labov 1972, Polanyi 1985, Johnstone 1990b)
that the anecdotes Americans tell about their lives in the course of ordi-
nary conversations tend to have a climactic structure. The plots of sponta-
neous oral narratives, like those of traditional folktales and many literary
stories, center around disturbances in the usual flow of events, which must
be overcome or lived through. Situations become dangerous or embarrass-
ing, failure looms, unusual people or supernatural apparitions arc encoun-
tered. Protagonists manage these disturbances, in their stories about them,
by calling on various sources of strength. In some stories, disturbances are
resolved as a result of individual characteristics of the protagonist: will-
power, cleverness, or physical prowess. In others the power to overcome
or understand disturbances is communal: the help and advice of friends or
neighbors, the law, or the dictates of religion. Still other stories involve
supernatural sources of power. Each of these choices about how to present
disturbances and their resolutions involves the creation, in the story, of a
world: a world of contest in which individuals act alone to overcome
challenge or threat, or a world of community in which disturbances in the
status quo are managed jointly, or a world in which supernatural forces
and personalities can create and resolve disturbances.

The story I call "When I Was Really in Shape" illustrates the first of
these options. Its teller, a white, twenty-five-year-old student, is talking to
a friend of the same age who is taping the conversation for a class project.
They are in Dave's apartment. The friend, Ron, has just been talking about
accidentally scaring a coworker, and Dave responds with a reminiscence

62
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about a longtime friend and former roommate, "Mr. McCoy," and a mis-
aimed karate kick.1

When I Was Really in Shape

Dave: When I was really in shape (Fd) throw kicks at him all the time,
shit that was when I could kick to my Adam's apple.
Used to practice at home?
Had this light cord hanging down you know?
Just .. practice kicking it up in the air.
I'd .. kick at him one time I kicked him.
He was closer than what I thought he w-,
well he wasn't closer,
yeah he was.
Kicked his goddamn bowl of .. soup out of his hand,
just reaction he [slaps hand] turned around and HIT me man,
[gesture of turning around as he hits fist against palm]
ana it backed, me \ up against the goddamn 1 revKigerator,

Ron: L [laughs] J
Dave: and wow .. what is this shit? .. 'cause Mister McCoy MELLOW you

know,
Ron: Yeah, | laughs]]
Dave: -Oh man J he felt bad as hell about that for a long time.

He finally told me he said,
"Yeah I don't feel too sorry about that no more." [ imitating deeper

voice)
[laughter]

The disturbance of normality around which this story revolves is Dave's
accidentally kicking his roommate's soup bowl out of his hand. Dave
delivers the next few lines in a voice ranging from loud to shouted, accom-
panied with iconic gestures of hitting and being "backed up," and punc-
tuated with "goddamn," "wow," and "shit." These heavily evaluated lines
call maximum attention to how Mr. McCoy resolves the disturbance: by
hitting Dave, "just reaction," hard enough to "back [him] up against the
goddamn refrigerator." Although he is referred to by his last name in the
story, McCoy is an old friend of Dave's, and for a time he feels "bad as
hell" about the accident. But eventually, in the only words Dave presents
him as actually saying, McCoy announces that he doesn't "feel too sorry
about that no more." "When I Was Really in Shape" is a story about
friends; it is in fact an illustration of friendship. But friendship, in the
world Dave creates in this story, expresses itself in contest of the most
elemental kind: kicks and punches. Neither of the friends regrets the inad-
vertent fight for very long, and their relationship survives intact.

The second option, resolution of disturbance by means of community,
is illustrated in "The Gift Box," another story about friends. The sto-
ryteller is Ruby, a white twenty-three-ycar-old housewife with some high
school education. She is part of a group consisting of her husband, Fred;
her brother, Rob; and her sister-in-law, Sammie, all in their early twenties.
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who arc sitting in her living room chatting about childhood antics. Sam-
mic made the recording.

The Gift Box

Ruby: Now when we were younger,
me and Ann my sister,
and Ellen and Marlene the neighbor kids,
used to go out,
and like we at first we started out with just purses.
We'd hide in these shrubs that were along the road,
and we'd set a purse out there with a piece of fish string tied to it.

[laughing]
Well we'd always get a dollar and stick out of it,
and this was you know,
right around sunset where it was getting kind of dark,
and we'd .. hide in those bushes, [laughsJ
and then cars would go by you know,
and they'd see that purse laying in the middle of the road,
sprung open here was a dollar hanging out of it you know,
and they'd ... stop and they'd back up,
and while they were backing up,
we'd pull the purse back in, [laughs]
and here they'd be out a-looking you know in the road,
knowing they'd seen that you know.
And we'd do this and do this,
and then finally,
One . you know that got kind of boring after while,
so we found this box, [laughs]
and Ann said ... "Let's set this out in the middle of the road,"
well (1.0) she said "Let's fill it with all die trash we can find."
Well she'd just went in the badiroom and used the bathroom,
and she goes "Oh I didn't even flush the toilet." [laughs lightly]
Well she took this spoon and started
scooping=

Sammic: =Ohjjross=

Ruby: = this stuff out, [laughing]
and putting it F in this "j box?

Fred: L Only Ann. J
Ruby: And then we went outside to Ellen and Marlene's dog Happy,

and gathered up his turds, [laughs]
Sammie: Oh God,
Ruby: and put them in there, [laughs]

And we put old chicken bones,
Fred: ( )
Ruby: grease ... old food,

everything we could think of that was nasty and awful into this
box,

and then we took it and gift-wrapped it and put this big bow on
it, [laughs]

and a little card.
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Well we set it out in the road,
and waited and waited you know ,md nobody ever came by.
(1.5)
And at this time also,
there was these Mexicans that lived down the road from Ellen.
And she kind of looked Mexican herself and his name was Javier,

[laughs lightly]
and he was you know really such a lover, [laughs lightly]
and he'd go . go by "Mu mu mu" | kissing noise] to that Ellen you

know, [laughing]
"Eh baby ch baby" [imitating Javier; laughing] always to her.
Well who would pull up in that van but Javier, [laughs]
We about lost it you know, [laughs]
We about gave ourselves away from laughing so hard, [laughs]
And here he comes you know,
"Aeee aeee," [imitating Javier]
talking in this Spanish as fast as he could seeing that box there.

[laughs lightly]
Him and this other ... Sambo ... was with him.

[laughs]
Fred, - [laugh]
Sammie:
Ruby: You know and here they come,

and stuff and they get out buddy and grab that box,
you know excited as can be, [laughs]
you know thinking they've really found something here, [laughs]
Well ... [laughing] they get that thing in the van and the van

stops,
and we're laughing so hard we can't hardly control it,
and all of a sudden man we hear them start this loudest Spanish

talking ever,
growing louder and louder and all of a sudden, [laughing]
this box comes a-flying out of that van all,
they're a-cussing in Spanish, [laughs]
and that stuff is scattered all over the road, [laughs]
We were er you know here we were scared to death they were

gonna hear us a-laughing in these bushes and come and get us.
[laughs]

[ [draws in breath] ]

, [laugh] -I
Ruby: But it was just wild. | laughs]

The disturbance in "The Gift Box" occurs when Javier, the irritating
but also somewhat alluring Hispanic, happens to stop with his friend
Sancho to take the girls' gift box bait. What was meant as a harmless, if
disgusting, joke to be played on strangers suddenly looks like a personal
insult to a "lover" and his friend, who could "come and get" the girls.
Though Ruby has presented Javier's sexual baiting of Ellen in light parody
("He'd go 'Mu mu mu' . . . 'Eh baby eh baby'"), the girls know they need
to keep themselves hidden: they "were scared to death [the men] were
gonna hear [them] a-laughing in these bushes." The disturbance is re-
solved (the girls don't get caught) through their mutual attempts to con-

TTT
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trol their laughter. Throughout the story, the girls are a team; the story's
protagonist is almost always the communal we, never an individual I, and
an individual she (Ann) only in the three lines of the bathroom episode.
Ruby uses her friends' names repeatedly in the story, as well as the name of
the neighbor's dog and those of the men, and key parts of the story, such
as the girls' decision to fill the gift box, Javier's history of sexual harass-
ment, and the men's reaction to the gift, are represented as actual speech.

A third option for a storyteller is to create a world in which distur-
bances can be resolved in supernatural ways. White, middle-class Ameri-
cans seem rarely to create such a world in personal-experience stories:
"ghost stories" are about often apocryphal others, and stories involving
the teller's being spooked usually end with a rational explanation of the
incident.2 "The Presence of a Presence," told by a businessman about a
distant relative of his, is thus somewhat unusual.

The Presence of a Presence

In 1976 my aunt's mother-in-law died,
she lived in Rockville Indiana,
and my aunt and her two daughter-in-laws went to this woman's house to clean

out her possessions.
After a hard day's work she bedded down in the downstairs bedroom with her

young grandson Robert,
the two daughter-in-laws were sleeping upstairs.
As she was drifting off to sleep,
she was aware of the presence- of a presence at the foot of her bed.
(4.0)
It was a tall man dressed in black with a beard.
She wasn't frightened at all,
because he had a sweet beneficent smile on his face.
(4.0)
And she waved him off,
and told him to go away,
that she was tired.
And then ... uh went uh ... to sleep.
In the morning she chuckled to herself,
thinking that this was all a dream,
and how silly it was,
then at breakfast,
(4.0)
her grandson Robert asked her "Grandma who was that man in black in our room

last night?"
and she dropped her fork.
They went through the family album that day,
and found ... that the man ... was the father of the dead woman,
and he had died in that room.
(5.0)
And they found his picture,
it matched perfectly with the vision seen the night before.

"The Presence of a Presence" is a well-rehearsed, writerly presentation of a
story, quite dissimilar from the two personal-experience narratives. The
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disturbance in this story, the apparition of the man in black, is resolved the
next day when the family figures out whose ghost it was. The world
created in this story is one in which the supernatural has a part, even if
people arc skeptical at first.

To recapitulate, then, personal-experience stories can create worlds of
various kinds. Some of these "talcrcalms" (Young 1987) center around
contest; others around community; others, less commonly created in
white, middle-class Americans' stories, around the supernatural. "When I
Was Really in Shape" exemplifies the first of these possibilities—a world of
contest. This story was created by a man. "The Gift Box" exemplifies the
second—a world of community. This is a woman's story. In the remainder
of this essay, I explore this correlation between gender and story type.3

To do this, I examine a corpus of spontaneous personal experience
stories which includes "When 1 Was Really in Shape," "The Gift Box," and
"The Presence of a Presence," stories told by white, middle-class mid-
western men and women. I explore whether there arc any systematic
differences between these men and women with regard to the worlds they
create in their stories and with regard to the linguistic resources they use in
doing so. Specifically, I examine the plots to which the men and women
adapt their experience; the men's and women's use of details to create
social and physical worlds in their stories; and the men's and women's
representation of their own and others' speech.

I have two aims in doing this. My first aim is to contribute to the
empirical, descriptive study of the discursive practices of a group of female
Americans who arc rarely studied: white, middle-class, urban mid-
westerners. These are women who would identify themselves, as they are
identified by others, as members of the "mainstream"; they are women of
the "silent majority" of the "heartland" of America, with whom women of
various minority groups are often implicitly—but much more rarely
explicitly—compared.4 I show that women's personal experience stories,
in the Indiana city I have been studying, do in fact tend to revolve around
joint action by communities of people, whereas men's stories tend to be
about acting alone, and that women's stories include more details about
people than do men's, more reported talk, and different ways of talking
about talk. I also examine a story created about and by the community in
which these women and men live: a story that belongs to the city of Fort
Wayne. I show that community stories like this are in some ways more like
women's stories than like men's.

My second aim is a theoretical one, which bears on the study of women
and language in a more general way. I am interested in the relationship
between the social world created in a story by means of a teller's linguistic
choices and the social world that gives rise to the story. I suggest that
women and men make the choices they do in storytelling not simply
because they have different psychologies or participate in different subcul-
tures, if they do, and not simply because their stones reflect their differen-
tial access to power in the real social world, but also because they arc
actively creating different worlds in and through their stories, worlds
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which are at the same time reflective and constitutive of men's and wom-
en's psychological, social, and cultural worlds outside their stories.

Discourse, Gender, and World

Evidence of a variety of kinds suggests that men and women do not—or
do not always—use and interpret language the same way. As discourse
analysis and sociolinguistics have become increasingly sophisticated, early
descriptions of "women's language" (LakofF1975) based on intuition and
informal observation have inspired empirical studies of how men and
women interpret others' speech (Tannen 1982) and how women use lan-
guage, in conversation with men (Zimmerman & West 1975, Eishman
1978, Maltz & Borker 1982, West & Zimmerman 1983) and among
themselves (Harding 1975, Kalcik 1975, Jones 1980, Rakow 1986), in
joking (Mitchell 1985), in public image making (Adams & Edclsky 1988),
and in the writing (Warshay 1972, Flyrin 1988) and telling of personal
stories (McLaughlin et al. 1981, Baldwin 1985, Mills 1985, Jahner 1985,
Silberstein 1988). As has much other work in discourse analysis and socio-
linguistics, work on language and gender in the United States has tended
to be about well-educated middle- to upper-middle-class women, who are
white and either Jewish or Christian. Universal claims about what women
and men do based on research about a subset of women and men must be
examined critically; however, since I am explicitly interested in the white
middle class, much previous research is potentially relevant to mine.

Explanations for gender differences in language use have been of sev-
eral kinds. Some scholars see the differences between men's talk and wom-
en's as reflections of psychological differences (Gilligan 1982, Boe 1987).
Others claim that the differences are social in origin, based in differential
status and prestige (O'Barr & Atkins 1980, Kramarae, Schulz, & O'Barr
1984). Others attribute language-use differences to cultural differences,
noting that girls and boys arc socialized, in same-sex peer groups, into
different forms and functions of talk (Maltz & Borker 1982, Tannen
1990). These approaches arc by no means mutually exclusive, of course.
All could be subsumed under the general claim that men and women live
in different worlds, be these affective and/or cognitive psychological
worlds; social worlds involving relationships of prestige, power, and sta-
tus; or worlds of belief and knowledge created by culture; and that the
world in which a person lives helps to shape the person's talk.

But talk and world are connected in a variety of ways. Talk is certainly
often about the world and reflects what the world is like. At the same time,
though, worlds arc created in talk. This is in fact most obviously true of
narrative talk, since stories, by means of introductory abstracts, summary
codas, and other linguistic framing devices, explicitly take teller and audi-
ence out of the "story world" in which their conversation takes place into a
"talerealm" in which the narrative takes place (Young 1987:19-68).

Many students of personality suggest that stories are central to people's
identities. As Ursula K. LeGuin (1989) puts it:
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Narrative is a central function of language. Not, in origin, an artifact of
culture, an art, but a fundamental operation of the normal mind functioning
in society. To learn to speak is to learn to tell a story. . . . [Narrative is] an
immensely flexible technology, or life strategy, which if used with skill and
resourcefulness presents each of us with that most fascinating of all serials,
The Story of My Life. (39, 42)

Telling one's story is at the heart of the psychoanalytic process, which,
according to Roy Schafer (1981), is about "the self as telling." Jerome
Bruner (1986) argues that while natural reality can be understood by
means of logical rationality, human reality is essentially narrative: people
make sense of human actions by telling stories about them.

The sociocultural world is also at least partly constituted through talk.
Victor Turner (1981) points out that "social dramas" and tellings about
them both reflect the same underlying process: stories take the form of
social life and social life takes the form of stories. People use stories not
simply to perpetuate social reality but also to create it and manipulate it
(Johnstone 1987). Stories are not merely—if they are at all—icons of a
preexisting extratextual world of cultural norms and social relations. The
worlds created in stories do provide evidence of how psychological and
social reality constrains people's tellings about it, but in addition, and
more interestingly, the social worlds created in stories provide evidence
about the nature of the creative power wielded by people who talk.

M.en's and Women's Narrative Worlds

I now turn to fifty-eight personal experience narratives, all of which arose
in the course of spontaneous conversation among familiars. All were told
by white middle-ciass Americans from in and around an Indiana city of
about 300,000 inhabitants. Thirty-three stories were told by women and
twenty-five by men; the tellers' ages range from fourteen to around seven-
ty. I will move from general observations about what these men's and
women's personal experience stories tend to be about to increasingly spe-
cific claims about what sorts of social worlds the women and men create in
their stories and how they make differential use of the resources of English
to do this.

On the most general level the women's stories tend to be about com-
munity, while the men's tend to be about contest. The men tell about
human contests—physical contests such as tights as well as social contests
in which they use verbal and/or intellectual skill to defend their honor.
They tell about contests with nature: hunting and fishing. Stories about
contests with people or animals can take the form of tall talcs, which are
themselves a kind of contest between a teller and an audience. When a
male storyteller is not the protagonist in his story, the protagonist is a
man; men rarely tell stories involving women.5

The women's stories, on the other hand, revolve around the norms of
the community and joint action by groups of people. The women tell
about incidents in which they violate social norms and arc scared or em-
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barrasscd as a result; about people helping other people out of scrapes;
about sightings of apparent ghosts which are then explained by others;
about meeting their mates and acquiring their cats. The women tell about
peculiar people, dramatizing their abnormal behavior and setting it implic-
itly in contrast with social norms. They tell stories about themselves, about
other women, and about men.

Looking in more detail at the plots of stories in which the teller is the
protagonist—in other words, people's stories about themselves—one
finds striking differences in how often male and female protagonists act
alone and how often they act in concert with others, and what the out-
come is in each case. Table 3.1 summarizes the figures to be mentioned.

Of a total of twenty-one men's stories about themselves, thirteen are
about men acting alone, in such situations as these:

A young man is hassled by another man in a bar but says the right threaten-
ing thing to put an end to the situation; he is with others, but no one else is
involved in this interchange.

The players on a semiprofessional Softball team pour ice water on the club's
public relations director, as a sort of initiation ritual; the victim responds in
just the right clever way, by breaking into the song "Stormy Weather."

By calling on his own willpower, a high school boy enables himself to beat
forty or fifty other contestants in a cattle-judging competition.

When men act alone, the outcome is usually positive, as in these examples.
Of the twenty-six women's stories, protagonists act alone in only ten.

In seven out of these ten, the outcome is bad: embarrassment, fright, pain,
or failure. In one case, not consulting others is explicitly the reason for the
bad outcome:

A woman pays respects to the wrong corpse at a funeral home, and, worse,
signs the visitors' book, a gaffe she could have avoided by asking someone
tor directions.

Table 3.1 Individual vs.

Protagonist acts alone
with bad outcome
with good outcome
TOTAL

Protagonist acts with others
others are just there
others help and advise
TOTAL

Joint Action by

Men's Stones
(N = 21)

3
10
13

4
4
8

Protagonists

Women's stories
(N = 26)

7
3

10

5
11
16
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In the other three stories in which female protagonist/tellers act alone,
they are successful.

Eight men's stories are about acting in concert with others. Of the
eight, however, four have men doing things together, but not advising or
helping each other: deer hunting, training to be pilots, hunting for fishing
worms, and fishing. Only four out of a total of twenty-one men's stories
about themselves involve their actively helping or being helped or advised.
In one (a tall tale), the protagonist asks for advice after he inadvertently
shuts a cat in a freezer. In another, a mechanic sends his assistant to help
with a car that won't start (though the mechanic himself is the one who
eventually solves the problem). In another, a soldier and his buddies sur-
vive being stranded with a broken-down vehicle in a remote part of Ger-
many, all working together. In the other, a driver prevails on a sheriff who
has providentially arrived on (he scene to do something about an erratic
tailgater.

Sixteen women's stories have the woman acting in concert with others.
In five of these, people arc simply doing things together: trashing a laun-
dromat, throwing crabapples at cars, joyriding in a friend's brother's car,
vacationing in Europe, visiting socially. In the other eleven, though, the
outcome depends crucially on cooperation with others. Examples arc
these:

What could have been an embarrassing mistake (saying "Good God" instead
of "Good morning" in Spanish) is shrugged off when the Spanish speaker
being addressed laughs about it, because he's such a nice fellow.

A woman trying to rescue her drowning nephew almost drowns too, but her
sister borrows a life raft and saves both.

A woman deals with the aftermath of a frightening skid in the snow with the
help of neighbors, who give helpful advice, and the local police officer, who
accompanies her back to the scene of the accident to retrieve her license plate
and check for damage.

To summarize, the men's stories tend to be about contests in which the
protagonist acts alone and is successful. When groups of men act in con-
cert, they tend not to stand in relationships of advice or support, but
rather simply to act as coprcscnt buddies. The women, on the other hand,
tell stories which stress the importance of community. When women's
protagonists act alone, they tend not to be successful, and when groups of
women act together, they do so in mutually supportive ways.6

Language and Storyworld

In addition to the thematic choices I have just described—choices about
which events to narrate, about who does what in a story, and about how it
comes out in the end—the men and women use a variety of strategies for
how to talk—discourse choices—as they create their worlds of contest and
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community. I examine two of these here: extrathematic detail and reports
of speech, both direct and indirect.

In many of the stories, both men's and women's, the teller includes
more detail than is strictly necessary to move the story's plot along or
provide minimal identification of its setting and characters. I call this type
of detail "extrathematic."7 When there is extrathematic detail in a story, it
can take the form of extra specifications of place or time, titles of events
like movies, descriptions of objects such as cars, or people's names—even
sometimes when the storyteller's audience does not recognize the names.
Table 3.2 shows what types of extrathematic detail occur in the men's and
women's stories.

While the men specify place and time more often than do the women,
the women use personal names more than twice as often as do the men.
The figures in the table do not include unsuccessful attempts to recover
proper names—sentences like "Now let's see, what was his name?" or "I
wish I could remember his name." Attempts like these are made only by
the women.

An additional type of extrathematic detail consists of reports of speech
events that take place in the background—details like "we were just talking
and visiting," "there they mostly spoke English," "he would sit and talk to
my mother," or "I'm talking to, you know, somebody." While six of the
women's stories mention such background talk, only two of the men's
stories do. Especially interesting in this regard is one man's story, in which
talk is rather conspicuously not mentioned as one of the things that went
on during a long Saturday on a hunting trip:

The Saturday of that weekend,
we just did a lot of shooting,
and actually just lounging around camp a lot.
Did a little bit of hunting,
really just ... took it good and easy that day.

Hunting trips are, in fact, traditionally silent events, I am told; stories like
this help create and perpetuate that tradition.

Table 3.2 Types and Numbers of Occurrences
of Extrathematic Detail in Stories

Type of Detail

specifications of place
specifications of time
descriptions of objects
titles of events
people's names
narrated reports of

speech acts

Women's Stories

11
3
1
2

15
6

Men's Stories

18
7
5
1
7
2
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Choices of detail, then, and especially choices of extrathcmatic detail,
help create different worlds in the men's and the women's stories. People
in the women's stories have names, and they sit around and talk; people in
the men's stories are more often nameless, and their environment is more
silent.

Talk is not just a possible background activity in these stories. Story
plots sometimes revolve crucially around talk: saying the right thing can
defuse a dangerous situation, for example, or a person's verbal response to
an event can create the humor in a story. Perhaps because reported speech
serves as an evaluative device (Labov 1972) in narrative, underscoring the
point of a story by creating drama, and because the drama created through
"constructed dialogue" helps establish rapport between storyteller and
audience (Tannen 1986, 1989:98-133), both the male and the female
storytellers use reported speech at least once in over half of their stories, as
is shown in Table 3.3.

But while there is little difference between the men and the women in
the percentage of stones that include reported speech, there is a notable
difference in the percentage of breath-group lines that report speech. As
Table 3.4 shows, half again as many women's story lines report speech as
men's.

This is to say that when the women report speech in their stories, they
do so at greater length and more often in the story. This is related to the
observation reported previously that talk seems to be a more salient sort of
detail for the women than for the men. Female tellers are sometimes
frustrated when the exact words of their characters don't come to mind:
"and I said ... I wish I could remember what I said!" One woman creates
words in a foreign language she doesn't know (the Hispanic men who
receives the disgusting package in "The Gift Box" are described as saying
"Aeee, acec"), and, in one story, a woman uses direct discourse to report
words she—fortunately—didn't say to a patient delivering a large urine
sample at her husband's rural medical office:

So I was .. I was saved from terrible embarrassment,
because I hadn't actually said,
'My husband will sure enjoy this,
he loves cider!"

To report speech that wasn't spoken is clearly a creative choice. Maybe
more obviously than most but no differently from any other, this story-

Table 3.3 Men
Including

Reported speech present-
No reported speech

's and Women's
Reported Speet

Men's Stories
(N = 25)

15 (60%)
10 (40%)

Stories
h

Women's Stories
(N = 33)

24 (73%)
9 (27%)



teller is creating a world, not just reporting about one. This woman's
world is like the worlds many women create in their stories: a world in
which what you don't say is as important as what you do say; a world in
which linguistic interaction is crucial.

A Community Story

I now turn to an illustration of the use to which stories like the women's
can be put in a larger social context. In the spring of 1982 there was severe
flooding in the city in which (or around which) these stories were col-
lected. Thousands of people had to leave their homes, and millions of
dollars worth of property was damaged. In the course of the two-wcek-
long disaster a public story about it was created in the local and national
news media. What began as reports of water-level and evacuation statistics
turned into a well-developed narrative, with animate characters (the water
as calculating enemy, the city as war-weary hero), consistent imagery
(both militaristic and Christian), and a clear moral. This story was told and
retold in various guises. The version which follows is from a special souve-
nir tabloid section of the evening newspaper, which appeared after the
crisis was over (Fort Wayne Journal-Gazette, special section "The Flood of
'82," March 19, 1982, p. 2):

They are charming rivers some springs. Their banks green with budding
plants and trees, the three waterways glide gracefully past homes and parks
in Fort Wayne, a delight for fishing, canoeing or a moment's peaceful con-
templation.

But in the spring of 1982, the Maumee, the St. Marys and the St. Joseph
rivers became an awesome and devastating natural force when the worst
possible weather conditions—a record winter's snow and ice, heavy rain and
a rapid thaw—sent tons of water pouring into their channels.

In a disaster that was heard about around the world, the bloated rivers
outgrew their banks and burst their streams, reclaiming thousands of acres
of lowlands and plundering cars, homes, farms and lives.

"When I went to sleep Saturday night, there wasn't any water," said one
stunned Nebraska resident. "When I woke up Sunday morning, it was at die
front door."

Nebraska neighbors—and later, those along Sherman Boulevard and
Superior Street—clung to their homes until the rising rivers began pouring
into their streets and basements, bursting up through sewers with a force
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Table 3.4 Total Number of Lines in Men's
Stories Reporting Speech

Men's Stories
(N = 25)

Total no. lines 1,538
Lines with reported speech 129 (8.3%)

and Women's

Women's Stories
(N = 33)

1,885
242 (12%)
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that popped oft'manhole covers and bubbled into houses through drains and
toilets.

And then the two rivers gushed into the backed-up Maumee at the
confluence in the heart of Fort Wayne. By March 18, when it crested at 1
a.m., the Maumee had become a 25.93-foot wall of treacherous water,
straining the city's aging dikes and holding 4,000 neighbors in the Lakeside
area and 2,000 others who were evacuated for precautions in suspense for
days.

Only the superhuman labors of hundreds of other neighbors, most of them
teen-agers, saved the graceful, old neighborhoods. With water seeping
through the muddy mound of the Pemberton Drive dike on the city's
northeast side on the night of March 17, the volunteers swallowed their fears
and strained under the weight of 25,000 sandbags an hour to bolster the
sagging dikes.

But The Flood of '82 left a mark on Fort Wayne that the cleanup effort
can't erase. After two years of morale-beating recession and unemployment,
fort Wayne -warmed the nation's soul—and surprised itself in the measure—with
an outpouring of care and help from its citizens.

The estimated 60,000 volunteers, serving meals, filling sandbags, building
dikes, turned the battle against the rivers into a triumphant celebration of neigh-
borly love. In a city that celebrates the three rivers each July, the flood fight
lent new eloquence to the meaning of the Festival of the Three Rivers.

This story presents elements of contest and community both. The
contest is that of the city against the rivers. But the city is a collectivity: it
is the fact that people worked together that allowed the city to prevail in
this contest. This is a story, then, in which community overcomes con-
test.8 The segments I have italicized highlight this theme. People are re-
ferred to as "neighbors" or "volunteers" who have to "swallow their fears"
and "strain" to save the city. They "care" and "help." What starts out as a
contest—a battle with the rivers—ends up as "a triumphant celebration of
neighborly love." This celebration of community allowed the story to be
used, later, as the basis for a very effective public relations campaign for
the city, designed around the slogan 'The City That Saved Itself." The city
thus created itself as a world and presented itself to the world in the terms
of a story of community.

Discussion

This analysis of some midwestcrn men's and women's personal experience
stories has shown that there is a tendency for the women's stories to
involve social power: disturbing or dangerous events arc overcome
through the power of interdependence and community. Accordingly the
women tend to include more details about people than do the men and
more reported conversation. The men, on the other hand, tend to create
worlds of contest in which power comes from the individual acting in
opposition to others. The men tend to use more details about places,
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times, and objects than do the women, and they tend to report less of
others' speech.

I have argued that neither of these two strategies for resolving the
disturbances that give rise to narrative is inherently more powerful or
reflective of greater power than the other. To make this point, I showed
how the story that arose out of a disturbance in the life of the city in which
these men and women live invoked the power of community most often
represented in the women's stories as well as the power of contest most
often represented in the men's. The theme of the flood story is the theme
of many American stories, including the American Revolution as it exists
in the popular mind: a beleaguered group of citizens acts as a community
to defeat an unjust force from outside.

I have also suggested that women's and men's narratives arc not simply
the products of women's and men's worlds. People create worlds in dis-
course, as they create selves, communities, and places (Johnstone 1990b).
The women storytellers I have been talking about often present them-
selves, as individuals, as powerless: things happen to them, and when they
act alone they arc unsuccessful. The women need other people, and when
they act in concert with others they overcome the challenges they tell
stories about. The community is thus the source of the women's power,
and this social power is tapped through discourse—through real talk
among named people. I sec the women's stories, then, not as examples of
powerless discourse or of women's discourse about their powerless worlds.
I find it more useful to sec these women's stories as statements about the
world-creating power of discourse.

NOTES

I am grateful to the men and women whose stories I analyze here, and to the
student field workers who collected them. Versions of this chapter were presented
at the "Discourses of Power" conference held at Arizona State University in Octo-
ber 1988 and at the "Georgetown University Bicentennial Conference on Women
in America" held in April 1989; audiences at both conferences made useful sugges-
tions, as has Deborah Tannen. Delma McLeod-Porter passed along some relevant
articles uncovered in her research on girls' and boys' written narratives.

1. The stories discussed in this chapter were collected between 1981 and 1984
by students at Indiana University-Purdue University, Fort Wayne. The field work-
ers taped ordinary, casual conversations among their families and friends and later
transcribed stories that had been told during the conversations. See Johnstone
(1990b:12-14) for a description of the project.

The transcription system used here is fairly conventional. Stories are tran-
scribed in lines, each of which corresponds to a breath group and ends with final
rising or falling intonation. This way of transcribing oral narrative and the ratio-
nale for transcribing this way are described in Chafe (1980). Rising intonation is
indicated with a question mark. Falling intonation is indicated with a comma, if
the line ends with an intermediate drop in volume and pitch, or a period, if it ends
widi a sentence-final drop. Hesitations of less than a second are marked with from
one to three dots; hesitations of more than a second with die number of seconds,
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in parentheses. Nonverbal accompaniments to the talk are described in square
brackets. Overlap (simultaneous speech or laughter) is indicated with brackets
connecting the overlapping segments. Talk that follows immediately on another's
talk is indicated with equals signs connecting the relevant turns. Raised volume is
indicated with italics, and especially loud talk is in small capital letters. Unfilled
parentheses, in one place, show that what was said is not intelligible on the tape.

2. This is not the case, for example, for Thais (Neill 1987), whose stories about
personal experience often include supernatural explanations for events.

3. Stories about the supernatural are, as I have mentioned, relatively rare in the
corpus of narrative with which I am working. When they are told, they often
sound more like rehearsed recitations than spontaneous anecdotes. More are told
by women than by men—"The Presence of a Presence" is an exception—but there
are not enough of them to support generalizations. I will not discuss stories of this
type in what follows.

4. The "mainstream" is not, of course, a monolithic whole, and the data 1 am
discussing are not to be taken as representative of all of mainstream culture. As I
show elsewhere (Johnstone 1990a, b), these stories are closely and in many ways
tied to the community in which they were told. Whether they are representative of
the narrative style of any larger group is an empirical question, with which 1 have
not been primarily concerned. As Senta Trocmmel-Ploetz has pointed out to me,
my concern with maintaining a specific, particularistic stance vis-a-vis these data
mirrors, in a way, the concern of the women storytellers with specific, named
people, and with real talk. It also reflects my theoretical orientation toward the
"linguistics of particularity" (Becker 1984, 1988).

5. Mills (1985) finds the same pattern in oral narratives of women and men in
Afghanistan: "men tend to tell stories about men, whereas women tell stories
about women and men" (187).

6. In a study of 236 written narratives by white midwestern college students,
Warshay (1972) found that the males involve themselves more in relation to events
than do the females,, locating events in a personal sphere of activity and making less
reference to others titan do females. Females, on the other hand, locate events in an
interacting community, "seek|ing| satisfaction in primary relations in the local
community" (8). Warshay's findings are strikingly similar to the results of the
analysis reported here, as are those of Flynn (1988), who analyzes four student
narratives and finds that "the narratives of the female students are stories of interac-
tion, of connection, or of frustrated connection. The narratives of the male stu-
dents are stories of achievement, of separation, or of frustrated achievement"
(428). Flynn's students are probably midwesterners (they are first-year students at
a Michigan college); their race is not identified. McLeod-Portcr (1991) finds
similar distinctions in an analysis of written stories by black and white adolescents
in east-central Texas.

7. Extrathematic detail is discussed in greater detail in Johnstone (1990a).
8. There is a great deal more that could be said about this story, some of which

I have tried to say elsewhere (Johnstone 1990b: 109-125).
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Pickle Fights:
Gendered Talk in

Preschool Disputes

AMY SHELDON

Introduction

Conversations are a fundamental, yet mysterious, part of our lives.
Through them we learn to express ourselves as female or male. This chap-
ter is concerned with the connections between language and the develop-
ment of gender identity in early childhood. What is the effect of gender on
how children construct the oral texts that embody their everyday social
interactions? Does the language that young children use in conflict epi-
sodes reflect gender socialization and, if so, in what way? I present a close
analysis of two long disputes that occurred during the spontaneous play of
three-year-old friends in same-sex groups. The chapter contains four sec-
tions. The first section is a survey of gender socialization in childhood
through language socialization by adults and peers. Gender differences in
dispute management are also discussed. The second section is a description
of two frameworks for thinking about how gender is reflected in the ways
that language is used. The third section is a description of the study of two
disputes over a plastic pickle, one in a girls' group and the other in a boys'
group. The fourth section contains concluding remarks.

Gender Socialization Through Language

Gender Socialization Through Language Socialization

Expectations about appropriate gendered behavior are powerful. Feminist
scholars and others have pointed out that gender is "the primary category
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by which the social world is organized" (Eagly 1987, Goffman 1979,
Harc-Mustin 1988; see also Kcssler & McKenna 1978). However, think-
ing about gender is complicated. Thorne (1980, 1986) argues for an
approach that analyzes the way gendered behavior is shaped and con-
strained by the situation and the context. According to Deaux and Kite
(1987), research on gender is moving more in this direction. In addition,
feminist scholars in a variety of disciplines have argued that discussions of
gender must be broadened to include factors such as class, race, and eth-
nicity. Thus, the study of the intcrconnectcdness of language and gender
depends as much on what we understand the characteristics of gendered
behavior to be as it does on which aspects of language and which aspects
of situations we choose to study.

Language is a part of culture and an instrument for transmitting and
perpetuating implicit, historically situated, and culture-bound principles
of social order and systems of belief that define and assign unequal social
value to femininity and masculinity. Not surprisingly, recent sociolinguis-
tic research in various cultures has found gender differences in the speech
styles of adults (e.g., Philips, Steelc & Tanz 1987, Thorne, Kramarae &
Henley 1983). From this we can expect that language is a major influence
on what and how children learn about gender and that gender is a major
influence on the way children use language in everyday life. Language
functions not only to initiate novices but also to perpetuate and enforce
asymmetrical gendered behavior by means of reconstructing social rela-
tions between and among females and males in countless ordinary daily
conversations over a lifetime.

The process by which children and other novices learn to use language
in ways that fit a culture's norms of appropriate feminine and masculine
behavior is called language socialization (Schieffelin & Ochs 1986). The
influence of language as a powerful tool offender socialization has, until
recently, been largely overlooked in child language research. In a review of
the language acquisition literature, Klann-Delius (1981) declares that
studies that test whether or not there are gender differences in children's
language are in "dire need of being developed." Such studies are begin-
ning to appear.

Interaction with adults is one way that children are "socialized through
language and socialized to use language" (Schieffelin & Ochs 1986:2)
according to the local gender ideology and norms. Sociocultural informa-
tion about gender is encoded in the organization of discourse. Thus adults
influence children by providing models of women and men talking to each
other (Fishman 1983), as well as to children (Freedle & Lewis 1977,
Glcason 1987, Lewis & Cherry 1977), that children can identify with and
learn from.

Gender Role Socialization Through Peer Talk and, Peer Play

Children spend much time in the company of other children. So, in addi-
tion to language socialization by adults, we can expect language socializa-
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tion by peers. In a review of cross-cultural studies of child development,
Whiting and Edwards (1988) conclude that patterns of interpersonal be-
havior are most influenced by the company that one keeps and the organi-
zation of activities performed with that company. If girls and boys fre-
quently engage in different activities, which evoke different forms of social
organization, then there will be differences in their behavior. We would
expect this to be true for language behavior, although research has just
begun to study this question.

Just how much children play with same-sex companions, given the
chance to do so, and what sorts of activities same-sex groupings prefer,
arc important questions for understanding the nature of peer talk in
childhood. Same-sex play increases the opportunity to learn about, try
out, reproduce, and solidify gender-appropriate styles of language use.
Whiting and Edwards (1988:81) claim that the "emergence of same-sex
preferences in childhood is a cross-culturally universal and robust phe-
nomenon." Their cross-cultural research and the work of others found
that children begin to show preferences for same-sex companions around
the age of two or three years. Same-sex play increases with age and is
more prevalent in the peer group than in the mixed-age group. The ro-
bustness of same-sex play shows up even in mixed-sex play, where a
child's nearest companion will often be of the same sex. Cahill (1986)
notes that same-sex play co-occurs with children's inclination to regard
members of the other sex with "benign hostility," as if they were tainted.
Thorne (1986) found that working-class elementary school children de-
fined girls as "polluting," and it is more taboo for a boy to play with a
girl than vice versa. This gender mythology heightens children's aware-
ness of sexual boundaries and, presumably, strengthens their belief in its
importance.

Given the possible universal preference for same-sex play starting in
very early childhood, how do female and male play groups differ? In what
ways does same-sex play in childhood constitute an experience of growing
up in different conceptual, social, and linguistic environments? Do girls
and boys have different experiences of common events such as conflict?
How do girls' groups and boys' groups function in ways that produce
predictably different speech events?

Female and male play groups in the United States have been found to
differ in marked ways that exert powerful influences in shaping behavior
(Brooks-Gunn & Matthews 1979, Cahill 1986, Ellis, Rogoff & Cromer
1981, Maccoby 1986, Thorne 1986). Of particular relevance to this paper
is the observation by Jennings and Suwalsky (1982) that white, middle-
class, three-year-old girls in dyads spent more time in sustained, mutual
play, whereas boys spent more time in solitary play, interactions with
others that were not sustained, or interactions in which they pursued their
own activity or attempted to impose their own ideas. McLoyd (1983)
reports that lower class boys in same-sex groups who play-acted domestic
script fantasies (e.g., playing "mommy," "daddy," and "baby") did so less
frequently than girls and for a shorter time. Such group play turns into
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solitary play or play alongside another child with toys such as trucks, in
which they create individual fantasy scripts.

Maccoby (1986) notes that, although there is considerable overlap
between boys and girls on individual social characteristics, as a group their
social behaviors are highly differentiated by sex. Thornc (1980, 1986), on
the other hand, emphasizes that situations constrain behavior. Girls' and
boys' behavior may be more a function of the particular context of their
play activities than of intrinsic gender attributes. Goodwin and Goodwin
(1987) stress the same point in the study of children's speech. Finally,
Maccoby (1986:271) points out that "we have a clearer picture of what
girls' groups do not do than what they do do," so there is a need for a
"more clearly delineated account of interaction in female social groups."

Gender Differences in Dispute Management

In this chapter I use the definition of conflict proposed by Eisenberg and
Garvey (1981:150): "an interaction which grows out of an opposition to
a request for action, an assertion, or an action . . . and ends with a resolu-
tion or dissipation of conflict." The disputes discussed in this paper are
mutual oppositions, rather than an opposition raised by just one child.

Observing children's conflict management provides a lens on the social
and linguistic context of development. C. Shantz (1987) suggests that
conflicts are an important part of getting to know other people. Conflicts
arise because of incompatibility in wants, goals, and behavior. Successful
resolution requires the participants to adapt to each other. Goodwin and
Goodwin (1987) point out that conflicts provide an opportunity for chil-
dren to demonstrate and learn a variety of discourse skills. Miller,
Danaher, and Forbes (1986) frame two perspectives on conflict: the first is
to see it foremost as a contest, a "competition of viewpoints," and to focus
on the tactics used for persuasion and control; the second perspective
considers the emotionally threatening aspects and focuses on tactics that
restore interpersonal function and harmony. Thus, each conflict has the
potential of being aggravated and escalated or of being mitigated and
resolved with a sense of community restored. Seen in this way, it is not
surprising that nonaggressive conflict doesn't block friendships in child-
hood; Green (1933:251) found that, in childhood, "mutual friends are
more quarrelsome, and mutual quarrelers are more friendly than the aver-
age." Moreover, in some cultures, conflict is a form of sociability and a
display of solidarity (Schiffrin 1984).

Studies of conflict in the child development literature, however, have
been largely about aggressive conflict that injures or threatens to injure
another person. Boys' play is more physically aggressive than girls' (Di-
Pietro 1981, Maccoby & Jacklin 1974, 1980). Nevertheless physical force
accounts for a small percentage of the strategies that children use to man-
age conflict (Eisenberg & Garvey 1981). Preschool girls have more nonag-
gressive conflicts than preschool boys do (D. Shantz & Schomer 1977),

C
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fighting more often over issues of personal control, whereas boys fight
more over objects. Considering such differences, it seems reasonable to ask
whether there are other differences in girls' and boys' disputes and, if so,
how they affect girls' and boys' characteristic verbal strategies for conflict
management.

Two Models of Gendered Styles in Children's Talk

A research program that aims to describe and eventually explain the acqui-
sition and cultural transmission of gencier through language is faced with
the question of how to theorize gender. How is femininity different from
masculinity? To look at verbal conflict through a gendered lens, we need a
model of gender and an idea of what features of language use differentiate
the sexes.

Affiliative Versus Adversarial Styles

Maltz and Borker (1982) present a model of gender-marked language use.
They hypothesize that, between five and fifteen years of age, American
children learn conversational rules from same-sex peer groups with differ-
ent results. However, it is clear that even the speech of children younger
than five can be differentiated by gender (Garcia-Zamor 1973, Haas 1979,
Leaper 1991, Meditch 1975, Sachs 1987). Maltz and Borker claim that
boys' and girls' speech is thought to have different content and to serve
different purposes. Male speech can be characterized as competition ori-
ented, or adversarial. Boys' (and men's) groups arc thought to be hierar-
chical and competitive. Boys play in larger groups (Brooks-Gunn &
Matthews 1979), and their play is rougher than girls' (DiPietro 1981).
Maltz and Borker (1982:207) state that boys use speech to "1) assert one's
position of dominance, 2) attract and maintain an audience, and 3) assert
oneself when other speakers have the floor."

On the other hand, female speech can be characterized as collaboration
oriented, or affiliative. DiPietro (1981), Fishman (1983), Goodwin
(1980), Kalcik (1975), Leaper (1991), and Maccoby (1986) claim that
girls (and women) use language more cooperatively, sharing turns to speak
more often than boys, showing more verbal organization of group behav-
ior, acknowledging what others have said, and expressing agreement
more. They show more interest in what other people are saying by re-
sponding to and elaborating on what others have said, by making more
supportive comments, by asking more questions, and by working harder
to keep conversations going. Closeness has been proposed as a develop-
mental theme for girls, whereas separation is a theme for boys (Bakan
1966, Chodorow 1978, Eagly 1987). Maltz and Borker (1982:205) claim
that girls learn to use words: "1) to create and maintain relationships of
closeness and equality; 2) to criticize others in acceptable ways; and 3) to
interpret accurately the speech of other girls."
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James and Drakich (this volume) observe that white, middle-class
American women's affiliative orientation makes it difficult for women to
assert status or dominance. Consistent with this is the popular belief that
an assertive woman is "pushy" or a "bitch" but an assertive man is "man-
ly." Competition has even been called a "taboo" for women (Miner &
Longino 1987). Girls criticize other girls for being "bossy" or "mean" if
they tell others what to do. Presumably what is being objected to is the
creation of inequality through a dominance hierarchy. Lever's (1976)
study has often been referred to in discussions of females and conflict. She
found that fifth-grade girls' play and games did not tolerate or resolve
conflict but disbanded instead. Subsequent work by Goodwin (1980) and
Goodwin and Goodwin (1987) shows that urban, working-class black
girls do engage in conflict and can be even more skillful at it than boys.
They frequently have conflicts and exchange ritual insults without disrupt-
ing their play. In this study, arguments were as common for girls as they
were for boys and could even be more extensive. Girls also were skillful in
legalistic debate. On the other hand, Goodwin (1980) found that the
social organization of the girls' group was more egalitarian than the boys',
with minimal negotiation of status. This group's activity was linguistically
organized by syntactic forms that enabled joint decision making and joint
action. Requests were presented in the context of what the situation or the
group required, rather than of what a group member was obligated to do.
The structure of the boys' group was more hierarchical. The boys were
more self-serving and negotiated status more. Their requests for action
were usually issued in the form of direct commands.

In a study in which dominant and subordinate middle-class children
were paired as play partners, Camras (1984) found that dominant boys
were much less polite than either dominant girls or subordinate girls and
boys. On the other hand, older dominant girls were as polite as or more so
than their subordinate partners or than younger dominant girls. Camras
(p. 263) interprets these results as showing that these dominant girls "are
gradually socialized to mask their exercise of power during conflicts with
use of polite language." Goodwin (1980) also found that, in certain activ-
ities, girls mitigated their attempts to control other girls and avoided the
appearance of hierarchy. Thus girls and women are forced by gender pre-
scriptions to avoid or limit direct self-assertion during competition and
conflict, at least in certain situations.

Focus on the Relationship Versus Focus on the Self

Another perspective on gender and conflict that is concerned with the
themes of affiliation and independence comes from the work of Gilligan
(1982, 1987, 1988) and her associates. This work looks at how females
and males differ in reasoning about hypothetical and real-life moral conflict.
Gilligan's model makes predictions that are relevant to young children's
verbal management of conflict. Gilligan claims that people approach the
resolution of moral conflict from "care" and "justice" orientations. Women
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are most likely to focus on the care orientation and men on the justice
orientation. However, both orientations arc used by women and men,
although only one is focused on at a time. Neither orientation belongs to
just one sex. The following discussion transposes Gilligan's care and justice
orientations into a hypothesis about young children's everyday conflict
styles.

Female-Associated Conflict Style: Focus on the Relationship

The care orientation focuses on maintaining the connection between
oneself and others in intimate groups, on defining the self in the context of
the relationship (Gilligan 1987). Terms used by others to describe this
focus are communion, affiliation, empathy, interdependence, and involvement
(Bakan 1966, Eagly 1987, Leaper 1991). This perspective pays more
attention to the needs of others. The following characteristics of this
perspective, presented in Gilligan (1987), might: also be associated with
girls' dispute management. A person who operates from the care orienta-
tion (1) assumes connection between the self and others, frames conflict
resolution in terms of the relationship; (2) shows greater tolerance of,
compassion for, and responsiveness to others; (3) emphasizes understand-
ing and communication through listening and speaking, hearing, and be-
ing heard; (4) seeks agreement and tries to respond to everyone's needs;
(5) shows less legalistic elaboration; (6) shows willingness to make excep-
tions to rules; (7) appeals more to a particularistic understanding of others
and less to a universal point of view.

Recent research on girls' language use is consistent with these predic-
tions. Miller ct al. (1986:543) claim that their female subjects were more
concerned with maintaining interpersonal harmony during conflict than
boys were. Observing racially and socioeconomically mixed five- and
seven-year-olds playing in mixed-sex groupings, they found that girls used
significantly more tactics that mitigated conflict, such as compromise and
peaceful acquiescence, than boys did. They also used less heavy-handed
persuasion tactics. Leaper (1991) found that collaborative speech acts
were more frequent than controlling speech acts in the dyads of middle-
class, educationally advantaged girls aged four to nine years. Girls also
showed greater positive reciprocity. Other studies that do not have conflict
as their focus support the theme of mitigation as a female-associated be-
havior. Preschool girls give directives and otherwise regulate the behavior
of peers using mitigated and indirect speech (Sachs 1987). They learn to
"say it with a smile." Differences in directness in the speech of American
women and men have been noted by Gleason (1987).

Mule-Associated Conflict Style: Focus on the Self

The justice orientation focuses on autonomy (Gilligan 1987). Terms used
to describe this focus are agency, self-assertion, individuality (Bakan 1966,
Eagly 1987, Leaper 1991). This orientation tends to appeal to a universal
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point of view, rather than to the particular concerns and needs of others
and of one's relationship with them. The following characteristics of this
perspective, discussed in Gilligan (1987), may also be associated with
boys' dispute management. A person who operates from the justice orien-
tation (1) frames conflict in terms of individual rights that must be re-
spected in the relationship; (2) values detachment, independence, and
autonomy; (3) assumes separation and the need for an external structure
of connection; (4) steps back from the situation and appeals to a rule or
reasons from a principle to resolve conflict, valuing logic, rationality, and
control and often losing sight of the needs of others; (5) attends to rights
and respect.

Recent research on boys' language use is consistent with these predic-
tions. Miller, Danaher & Forbes (1986:543) claim that the boys in their
study were more "forceful" in pursuing their own agenda than the girls
were. Boys also had more conflict episodes than girls did, as also noted by
Dawe (1934). They engaged in the more heavy-handed tactics of threats
and physical force. Boys' dyads have shown greater amounts of controlling
speech acts and more negative reciprocity (Leaper 1991). Sachs (1987)
found more unmitigated requests and prohibitions in the speech of pre-
school boys. These results are consistent with those of Lever (1976), who
found that fifth-grade boys' games involved continual quarrelling and that
they seemed to enjoy legalistic disputes about rules.

The Pickle Fights

Method

The conversations to be examined here arc from an extensive research
project with three- to five-year-old children at a day-care center in a large
midwestern city. The children were grouped into twelve same-sex triads on
the basis of friendship and age. The groups were formed after consultation
with the children's teachers. The participants in this study were educa-
tionally and socially advantaged, middle-class, urban children who were
predominantly white. The children attended the day-care center for full
days, year round, and had known each other for one to three years.

The triads were videotaped during the regular day-care day in one of
the children's usual play areas, which was separate from the larger group.
The only children in the room were those being filmed. They were not
supervised by an adult, although an assistant and I sat somewhat out of
sight in a play loft above and behind the children's play area. The children
knew we were there. They were videotaped on three separate occasions,
each time playing at one of three types of activities. Each group was
videotaped for a total of approximately seventy-five minutes (twenty-five
minutes per session).

The choice to group in triads rather than dyads was made on the
assumption that this would produce more talk. It also produces greater
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complications in recording and transcribing because the three voices must
be identifiable. To solve this problem, each child wore a vest that had a
lavalier microphone attached to the front and a wireless microphone trans-
mitter in a pocket on the back. An audio technician, who was out of sight,
recorded each child's voice on a separate audio cassette at the same time
that the three voices were mixed onto the videotape sound channel. Later,
during transcription, if it was unclear which child was speaking, the tran-
scriber could verify by playing back that child's individual audiotape.

This chapter examines extended disputes that arose in two of the
twelve triads: one in a girls' group and the other in a boys' group. The
girls' ages were 3.0, 3.7, and 3.11 years; the mean was 3.7 years. The boys'
ages were 3.8, 3.9, and 4.0 years; the mean was 3.8 years. All but one
(Lisa) were firstborn children.

The conflicts both come from housekeeping sessions. For this activity
the room was set up with a number of props for dramatic play. There was a
housekeeping area that had a toy stove and sink, a basket of lifelike plastic
food items, cooking pots, plastic eating utensils, and paper plates and
cups. Nearby was a child-size dining table with three chairs. A doll's high
chair was placed on the fourth side. In a nearby area there was a telephone
next to a child-size easy chair. There was also a doll's bed with dolls and
blankets in it. Close by was a doctor's kit. There was an area with dress-up
clothes and a mirror.

These two sessions produced two long disputes. Both were fights over
one of the food items, a plastic pickle, that had become part of one child's
play. The girls' conflict lasted one minute and forty-five seconds and con-
tained forty turns. The boys' conflict lasted five minutes and contained
seventy turns. In a study of nearly two hundred preschool children,
grouped into dyads, Eiscnberg and Garvey (1981) found that 92% of
conflict episodes were shorter than ten turns and 66% were shorter than
five. The average length of children's conflicts has been computed across a
number of studies to be twenty-four seconds (C. Shantz 1987). The great-
er length of the disputes discussed here could have come from a variety of
factors, such as the facts that they occurred in a triad; they were not
monitored by an adult who, in other circumstances, might have stepped in
and terminated them; the participants were friends; and the dispute was
over an object that was the only one of its kind.

Differences in the Use of the Pretend Frame by the Girls and the Boys

The number of themes involved in the girls' and boys' fantasy play in the
full session was similar: five themes for the boys and seven themes for
the girls. However, a more interesting pattern emerges if one looks at the
number of times that the children changed the theme of their play. There
were seven theme shifts for the girls and seventeen theme shifts for the
boys. Shifts were from pretend play themes like preparing food, talking on
the telephone, taking a trip, and dressing up. In addition, two of the shifts
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out of a pretend play theme for the boys involved unresolved conflicts or
competition for resources. These shifts served as transitions out of the
conflict. They provided temporary resolution of the dispute, but conflict
resurfaced in the next play frame. There were no shifts out of a play theme
and into another for the girls as a result of conflict. Play theme shift was
not the mechanism that the girls used to resolve their dispute.

The different number of play theme shifts in the two groups reflects
the different balance struck in each group between (a) involvement in the
joint construction of pretend play and (b) opposition that prevented the
joint construction of pretend play. The girls' agenda appeared to be that of
jointly inventing and sharing play. Their conflict episodes did not prevent
the rich elaboration of their pretend play. In fact, each girl used the pre-
tend frame to try to convince the other girl to let her have the pickle. On
the other hand, the boys' agenda seemed to be to oppose one another.
Their strategies escalated the conflict. They used the pretend frame less
than the girls. The result was that their pretend play was much less devel-
oped, each play theme lasted for a shorter time, and there were many more
play frames attempted.

The Girls' Session: Preliminary Discussion

The girls' disputes in this housekeeping session were characterized by the
participants' ability to find (or acquiesce to) resolutions, to maintain their
pretend play themes through the dispute, and to maintain group cohesion.
Three strategies in particular that helped maintain group cohesion during
conflict were characteristic of this group: compromise, clarification of
intent, and evasion (see Eiscnberg & Garvey 1981, Miller et al. 1986).
Despite some physical aggression (pushing a child down, grabbing for the
pickle), the pickle fight did not break up the pretend play frame of prepar-
ing food.

A degree of harmony in play was established before the pickle fight.
The following discussion describes the context preceding that dispute.
Two interconnected pretend play scenarios have been going on in adjacent
areas since the session began eleven minutes before the girls' pickle fight.
Mary and Lisa are absorbed in playing with dolls at the doll bed. Nearby,
Sue is preparing food for everybody in the kitchen area. Sue keeps Mary
and Lisa involved in her pretend frame of food preparation by describing
what she is doing and checking back with Mary and Lisa about what food
they want to eat. She is taking the role of the mother and has indicated that
she considers Mary and Lisa her children. Meanwhile Mary and Lisa arc
taking care of their babies. Both subdivisions of the triad have stayed with
their own theme since the beginning of the session, using language to
maintain connection between the two groups. An effective strategy for
doing this that they frequently use is for one girl to ask for clarification of
another's feelings or intent and to clarify her own behavior in connection
with their pretend play. Miller et al. describe this as a conflict mitigating
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strategy, but it also functions in nonconflictual interactions, as shown in
the following example of interaction that takes place in overlapping pre-
tend frames. This example took place prior to the pickle fight.

Sue is in the kitchen area preparing food; Mary anci Lisa are playing
with the dolls at the doll bed. Sue keeps including Mary and Lisa in her
pretend play frame, despite their absorption in their own, by telling them
what she is doing and asking about their wishes. (In the transcriptions
below overlapping utterances are indicated by a caret [ A ] at the place
where the subsequent phrase starts to overlap. The line numbering is from
the original transcript. Some lines from the transcript were omitted be-
cause they are not related to the topic; omission is indicated by ellipses. A
hyphen indicates a break in the utterance. An increase in volume is marked
by underlining. The children's names are fictional.) In the following seg-
ment simultaneous talk is represented vertically; one conversation has a
food theme and the other has a cioll theme.

FOOD THEME DOLL THEME

26 Sue: (to Mary and Lisa) I'm gonna
cook sandwiches. We're gonna
eat them for supper. We're

27 gonna have milk, right?
28 Lisa: Yeah, we're gonna have milk.
29 Sue: (setting out plates) One for Mary. Mary: (to Lira) And this baby
30 I'm gonna set up the table, ok? know what, my baby has
31 One plate for Lisa. to go to bed.
32 Lisa: (to .Mary) Oh, your baby

has to go to bed?

Mary leaves the doll play with Lisa and comes over to Sue who is at the
kitchen table. Sue and Mary converse (lines 40—44) while Lisa talks to
herself (lines 41-44).

40 Sue: I'm setting up the table, you want some eggs?
41 Mary: No, I want, um, Lisa: Oh, this shirt is too
42 cauliflower. big for baby. Oh, this
43 shirt is really too big

45 Mary: (to Sue about the cauliflower)
That's big, I can't eat it.

46 Sue: Lisa, do you want eggs?
47 Lisa: I want eggs, yeah, eggs are really good.
48 Mary: I want eggs
49 Sue: Okay.

In this example, Sue announces to the others what she is doing ("Pm
gonna cook sandwiches," "I'm setting up the table"). At 27 and 30 she
asks tag questions that are directed to either Mary or Lisa ("We're gonna
have milk, right?"), and at 40 and 46 she asks each one if she wants some
eggs. Asking is a way of keeping tabs on one another and of including

for baby.44 Sue: Cauliflower.
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Mary and Lisa in her pretend play. In addition, both Mary and Lisa do
their part in maintaining a connection with Sue. Mary responds with a
thoughtful reply about the cauliflower and Lisa is enthusiastic about eggs.
This conversation is representative of other sequences in the girls' session
in which connection was maintained by asking for or giving clarification
about behavior, wishes, or intent. Use of this strategy is congruent with
Maltz and Borkcr's claim that girls learn to create and maintain relation-
ships of closeness and equality. It is also consistent with Gilligan's "care"
orientation, which focuses on the relationship.

The Girls' Pickle Fight

The pickle fight is the longest series of oppositions in the girls' session.
While Mary and Lisa were playing with the dolls, Sue was preparing food
for all of them by herself. She has been involving them in her play
thoughout their own play, as seen in the preceding example. But now,
Mary has left Lisa at the doll bed and has joined Sue with the intention of
choosing food herself. Both Mary and Sue are choosing things to eat from
the food basket at the stove and bringing the food to the table where Lisa
is now sitting. Mary moves into Sue's role of food preparer/mommy and
makes a decision about what is for dinner. Sue opposes, and each in turn
grabs for the pickle. This is the beginning of the pickle fight. The fight is
presented in sections. It is described in terms of conflict-management
strategies based on those proposed by Eisenberg and Garvey (1981) and
Miller, Danaher & Forbes (1986).

213 Sue: Arid strawberries are for dinner, right?
214 Mary: And the- and this is for dinner. (Mary puts the pickle into a pot on the

stove)
215 Sue: And the pickle. Do you like pickle? (Sue takes the pickle out of the pot)
216 Mary: And this (the hamburger) is for dinner. (Mary pulls the hamburger and

pickle out of Sue's hand and puts them back into the pot)
217 Sue: No, they aren't for dinner, no, Lisa wants pickles. (Sue tries to grab the
218 hamburger and pickle back from Mary but she holds on and puts them

back into the pot)

Both Mary and Sue have used or attempted physical force to get
possession of the pickle. At 216 Mary grabs it from Sue and at 218 Sue
tries unsuccessfully to grab it back. At 217 Sue contradicts Mary's asser-
tion that the hamburger is for dinner. She invents a reason for why she
should get the pickle, arguing not in terms of what she wants, but in terms
of what Lisa wants, even though Lisa herself has not made her wishes
known yet.

At 219 Sue continues to oppose Mary and insists that Lisa wants the
pickle. Mary replies with a counter reason, that Lisa has something al-
ready, and she seems to be suggesting that there has been a fair distribu-
tion of food.

219 Sue: No, Lisa wants pickle. (Sue tries to grab the pickle again)
220 Mary: She gots (unintelligible).
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At 221 Sue goes over to Lisa at the table and asks for clarification of what
she wants. Sue is presumably asking for confirmation of her claim that Lisa
wants the pickle, and Lisa provides it.

221 Sue: You want pickle, Lisa?
222 Lisa: Mmnihm. (Mary brings the pickle over to Lisa at the table]
223 Sue: Lisa says she wants pickle.

At 223 Sue again insists that the pickle should go to Lisa and cites as
evidence the fact that Lisa said she wants it. Lisa confirms Sue's claim,
making an alliance with her. Mary accepts this, but she still wants the
pickle.

At 224 Mary invents a compromise, using the pretend frame, saying
that she will "cut" the pickle. Lisa rejects this. Mary insists on her pro-
posal, giving as justification that she "needs" to. Meanwhile Sue has got-
ten involved in looking for other food and either avoids or ignores the
discussion or is too preoccupied to join in. At 228 Mary takes the pickle
off the table near Lisa and puts it back into the pot on the stove once again.
At 230 Sue takes it out of the pot.

224 Mary: I'll cut it in half.
225 Lisa: No, that's not fair!
226 Sue: (looks for other food} And the oranges.
227 Mary: I need, I need to cut it in half, one for dessert and one for you. (Mary
228 takes the pickle back to the stove and puts it into a cooking pot)
229 Sue: 'kay, another one.
230 Lisa: Orange. (Sue takes the pickle out of the pot)

At this point there is a struggle and both girls use physical force. At
232 Mary continues to insist on her compromise of cutting the pickle and
at 234 she insists on her rights to the pickle. Sue holds her ground and
insists in turn.

231 Sue: And this is a pickle. (Mary pushes Sue down and struggles with her
for the pickle. Sue holds it away from Mary. Mary tries to grab it.)

232 Mary: No, no, I- I- I cut it in half, and I'm going to

233 Lisa: No.
234 Mary: put it in the pan now, I- I had it. first.

235 Sue: No, Lisa wants it. Lisa wants it!
(Suegives the pickle to Lisa)

Now Mary tries another compromise that also utilizes the pretend
frame.

236 Mary: I'm cutting it in half, (she takes the pickle off the table and pretends
to cut it with the plastic knife)

237 Lisa: (to Mary) Look what you did with it!

238 Sue: No, Lisa wants it.
239 Lisa wants it!
240 Mary: (holds on to pickle) I cut it in half. One for Lisa, one for me, one

for me.
241 Sue: But, Lisa wants a whole pickle!
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242 Mary: Well, it's a whole half pickle.
243 Sue: No, it isn't.
244 Mary: Yes, it is, a whole half pickle.

At 236 Mary tries to find a mathematical solution that will satisfy every-
one. She is not successful. Sue rejects her plan. Mary continues to pursue
her imaginative resolution, pretending to cut the pickle in half and ex-
plaining how the pickle will be distributed ("One for Lisa, one for me, one
for me"). When Sue challenges her solution ("But Lisa wants a whole
pickle!), Mary explains how, in the pretend frame, she can accommodate
Lisa ("It's a whole half pickle"). Sue rejects this attempt at compromise.
Mary insists. At 245 Sue counters by inventing what she thinks is a better
alternative. Pointing to some food on the table, she says,

245 Sue: Fll give her a whole half- I'll give her a whole,
246 whole, I gave her a whole one. (she touches the pickle on the table]

At this point the alliance between Sue and Lisa dissolves. Lisa moves
out of the pretend frame, criticizes Sue, and rejects her proposal.

247 Lisa: No, that's not a whole half, that's a egg! (disparagingly)

At 248, without an ally, Sue pulls back from the fight. She turns away from
facing Mary and Lisa, which takes some of the force out of her opposition.
She uses the pretend frame to further mitigate her opposition. Her tone
softens. She clarifies her intent, which also has the force of insisting on the
pretend logic.

248 Sue: I'm pretending 1 gave you one. (She turns away from Mary and Lisa.)
249 Lisa: (pause) No. (surprised, doesn't accept this explanation)
250 Mary: (pause) No. (surprised, doesn't accept this explanation)

At 251 Sue appears to avoid quarreling. She evades, offering a different
food.

251 Sue: Do you want the oranges?

252 Lisa: I need one.
253 Mary: Orange.

The following section is a transition out of the dispute, a prelude to the
resolution of the fight. In it the girls jointly reflect on what just happened.
They step out of the pretend frame and try to clarify each other's behavior.
They describe or excuse the quarrel as just play ("just pretending"). This is
a patching-up process that brings them to a face-saving resolution. Their
commentary on the play frame dissipates the opposition and forms a basis
of agreement among them.

254 Mary: (to Sue) You were just pre- (to Lisa) she was just pretending.
(ameliorating tone)
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255 Sue: You were just pretending it was tomato, (agreeing in cm ameliorating
tone)

257 Sue: It was a orange.
258 Mary: Yeah.
259 Lisa: Ok, and I get the pickle, (takes the pickle off the table)

The pickle fight is over quickly at 259. Sue gets her way, Lisa gets the
pickle, and Mary gives in. The food preparation fantasy continues. How-
ever, one effect of the conflict is that a new role for Mary and Lisa in the
food play is getting negotiated. The power in the group gets redistributed
right after the pickle fight. Sue is no longer exclusively in charge of prepar-
ing the food. She now has to share this role. She no longer can act as if she
is the mother and Mary and Lisa are the children. At 260 she tells them
which food they are having. Mary resists her idea at 262—263 by telling
her that the food will be for dessert and then ending the utterance with a
tag question asking for Sue's agreement. At 264 Sue acquiesces to the
redistribution of power in the group. The acquiescence continues at 277,
279, and 281, where Sue shifts from telling Mary what food will be served
to asking her.

260 Sue: And here's one for you.

262 Mary: No, that is going to be for dessert.
263 This is gonna be for dessert, ok?

264 Sue: Oh. Yes, it is.

272 Mary: There. Here's some- or- here's some pepper for me. Here's lots of
strawberries.

277 Sue: Can you give Lisa one? Give Lisa one.
278 Mary: I'll give her all of them.
279 Sue: All of them?
280 Mary: Just those.
281 Svie: Those? Can I have one of them?

In conclusion, the girls' pickle fight contains a number of opposition-
insistence-opposition sequences. However, the girls also use a variety of
tactics and reasons to elaborate on their resistance to each other's opposi-
tion and to negotiate a resolution. Mary is persistent in using the pretend
frame to argue for a compromise to satisfy everyone who wants the pickle
("I'll cut it in half, one for Lisa, one for me, one for me"). The girls'
conflict process maintains interconnectedness among the group members
and stability of the play theme.

The Boys' Session: Preliminary Discussion

There were a number of features that differentiated the boys' dispute from
the girls'. The boys' fight was a more extended struggle for control of the
pickle. It lasted two and a half times longer than the girls' fight. It was
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principally between two of the boys, Kevin and Nick. However, Nick was
able to make an ally of the third boy, Joe, who alternately stepped in for
him and escalated the fight or moved out of it and played by himself.
Neither Kevin nor Nick was willing to give in to the other. Their insis-
tence on getting their own way escalated and extended the fight. Eisen-
berg and Garvey (1981) note that insistence is the least adaptive strategy
for ending conflict. The use of more heavy-handed dispute tactics and the
more adversarial quality of boys' interactions have also been noted in
studies with larger data samples discussed earlier. The boys' fight was
temporarily concluded by inventing and switching to a new pretend
theme, taking a trip "to another nation," which didn't require the pickle.
(The idea for taking this trip came about because Nick had just gone to a
local Festival of Nations that featured activities, crafts, and foods from
many nations.)

Another difference in the boys' pickle fight, compared with the girls', is
that it disrupted the boys' play. In fact, throughout their twenty-five-
minute play session disputes frequently erupted over control of various
objects, such as who got to push die buttons and talk on the telephone.
Connected to this is the fact that there were seventeen theme shifts. It is
not clear what the frequent theme shifts and shorter pretend play episodes
were due to. Perhaps it was the nature of the play resources in the house-
keeping situation. Resources that are more associated with boys' play
preferences, such as trucks (sec Connor & Serbin 1977), might produce
more extended pretend play scenarios. As mentioned earlier, shorter pre-
tend play scenarios in boys' groups have also been noted by Jennings and
Suwalsky (1982) and McLoyd (1983).

There were two aspects of the boys' pickle fight that were unique to
their conflict process: (1) the appeal to rules to settle the dispute and (2)
the threat of separation as a way to solve the conflict. Both were ways in
which they tried to establish control. In addition, the heavy-handed tactics
of physical intimidation and threats of physical force played a major role in
their fight. The two main combatants, Kevin and Nick, did not use mit-
igating strategies like clarification of intent, ignoring, or acquiescence.
Compromise tactics were tried by Nick, without success. Finally the boys'
fight did not result in a redistribution of power as the girls' fight did;
instead it resulted in a stalemate.

Two separate play themes have been in progress since this session
began twelve minutes before the boys' pickle fight: food preparation and
telephone play. During this time each of the boys has changed the theme
of their play at least once, moving back and forth between the telephone
and the kitchen area. Joe and Kevin are at the telephone. Nick has left
them and is sitting at the table preparing the food. Throughout their
telephone play he has been describing what he is doing, but they have not
paid attention to him. In part, this is because Kevin and Joe have been
quarreling about how to play with the phone. Like Sue, before the pickle
fight, Nick plays with the food while the rest of the group plays with other
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resources. However, in the examples to follow, Nick's statements report
what he is doing. They neither elicit nor receive a response from the others
("I'm having dinner," "I'm cutting the cauliflower"). Contrast this with
Sue's questions to Mary and Lisa about what they want, which elicit replies
in lines 40-49 (Sue: "Lisa, do you want eggs?" Lisa: "I want eggs, yeah,
eggs are really good"). The boys' verbal interaction is not designed to,
and does not, connect the group across the two play themes as the girls'
docs.

FOOD THEME TELEPHONE THEME

105 Nick: (at table) I'm having dinner. Kevin: (on phone) Hi, oh yeah. This is
106 Kevin and this my friend Joe.
107 Oh, yeah. Okay. Bye-bye. Okay.
108 Joe: (to Kevin who is still on the phone)

Now can I call again?
109 Nick: I'm gonna have- Kevin: (still on the phone) Oh, sure,
110 that's great. Okay. Bye-bye.
111 Nick: I'm gonna have cauliflower. Joe: (toKevin) Now, I'll do it. (makes

a. call)
112 Nick: And pickles Kevin: (to Joe) Okay. You- No, FU
113 push the buttons.
114 Joe: I will!
115 Kevin: (pushes the buttons) There! Now

the person's there you wanted.

129 Nick: I'm cutting the cauliflower. Joe: (to Kevin) Then I can (i.e., it will be
130 Joe's turn) and then you push die
131 buttons. I'll push one more button.

137 Nick: I'm cutting the cauliflower. Kevin: (on the phone) Oh boy. Your
138 I'm cutting the cauliflower phone is broken too. I know it.
139 with my knife. Oh, bye-bye.

The Boys' Pickle Fight

Nick has been playing with the food at the table and intermittently watch-
ing Kevin and Joe. Now Kevin leaves the phone and approaches the table.
The food is spread out in front of Nick, who has turned to watch Joe on
the phone.

148 Kevin: (at the table) Pickle, (takes the pickle)

Nick turns back, continues cutting the cauliflower, starts to rcannounce
that fact, and then sees that Kevin has the pickle.

149 Nick: I'm cutting- I'm cutting- No, I have to cut that!
(Nick tries to take the pickle back from Kevin)

150 Kevin: No, I cut it.
151 Nick: No! No, no, no! You're the children!
152 Kevin: No, I'm not!
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At 149 Nick insists on his right to continue to play with the pickle. Kevin
rejects his reason. Nick counters with a reason in a pretend frame ("You're
the children!"), which presumably vests him, as the parent, with the right
to prepare the food. Kevin denies being "the children."

Nick continues to angrily insist, citing as reasons that he "has to" and
"wants to" cut the pickle. He also claims the right of possession.

153 Nick: (screams) Kevin, but the, oh, I have to cut! I want to
154 cut it! It's mine! (in a whining voice)

Nick is not successful in getting the pickle back. He complains to Joe,
who has been using the phone. Joe's strategy for solving the dispute is to
threaten physical force, a win-lose plan that pits Nick and Joe in an alliance
against Kevin. This aggravates the competition over the pickle and per-
haps distracts Kevin from reasoning with Nick. Kevin gets into an
opposition-insisteiice-opposition sequence with Joe and Nick.

155 Nick: (whining to Joe) Kevin is not letting me cut the pickle.
156 Joe: (joins conflict and says to Nick) Oh, I know! I can pull it away
157 from him and give it back to you. That's an idea!
158 Kevin: Joe!
159 Nick: I can pull it, take it away from you and put it in the oven.

A
(Kevin runs away with the pickle and Nick chases him.)

160 Kevin: Don't, Joe, don't, don't, don't,
161 don't!

At 162 Nick invents an imaginary reason to get the pickle, an apparent
compromise that utilizes the pretend fr;jne, expressed as an order to Kev-
in. He and Kevin again get into an opposition-insistence-opposition se-
quence. Joe has gone back to the phone.

162 Nick: You have to make a pickle salad! So I'll put it in die pot.
163 Kevin: Don't.
164 Nick: You have to make a pickle salad, Kevin. (Nick follows Kevin around

the room)
165 Joe: (on the phone) Hello. What? Bye.
166 Kevin: Don't (Joe returns to the dispute)

167 Joe: You have to make a pickle salad.
168 Kevin: Don't, Nick. I'm gonna have-

At 169 Joe again threatens physical force. He shows his anger, faces
Kevin, points at him, and uses a mild curse word. He orders Kevin to give
the pickle back and threatens force if Kevin doesn't comply. Kevin contin-
ues to resist. At 174 he rejects Joe's proposal, stating outright that he
doesn't like it.

169 Joe: Oh, you get it back and bring it to Nick! I'll get it!
170 Darn you Kevin! (joe gets more agitated, plants his feet, clenches his

fists, and spreads two rigid arms out to his sides as if to block Kevin.)
171 Kevin: No, Joe!
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172 Joe: I'll give it back to Nick, if you don't! I'll get it
173 away and give it back to Nick if you don't. (Joe lifts and spreads bis

arms down rigid again]
174 Kevin: Joe! Joe! That's
175 not a way to solve the problem Joe, because I don't like that.
176 (Kevin pushes the back of Joe's arm with the blade of his plastic knife)

At 177 Nick proposes another imaginative resolution, an ad hoc alter-
native that is compatible with his pretend play; he will get the pickle after
Kevin cuts it. Kevin orders Joe to stop bothering him. Joe and Nick again
insist that Nick "needs" the pickle. Kevin insists on "cutting" the pickle
first.

177 Nick: I'll- after you cut it, I'll put it back together and HI cut it.
179 Kevin: No. Joe, don't.
180 Joe: Well, Nick needs it.
181 Nick: (conciliatory) I really need it to make a pickle salad.
182 Kevin: Nick. Can't cut it now.
183 I'm going to.

Joe again proposes physical force. Nick also tries to get the pickle from
Kevin, and when Kevin orders him to stop and walks away from him, Nick
screeches, begs, and continues to insist that he "needs" the pickle. Kevin
continues to refuse.

184 Joe: Well, I'll get it away! (Joe gets up to go to Kevin)
185 Kevin: No, I just cut it. (rubs plastic knife on pickle)
186 Joe: (turns to Nick) Nick, I'll get your pickle back.
188 Kevin: (moves away) I'm sorry, I already cut it, in half
189 I'm sor-

A
190 Nick: I'll get it, I'll get it! (goes to Kevin)
191 Kevin: Don't! (goes away from Nick)
192 Nick: (screeches) I need if! Oh. (begs) Please give it back to me. (Nick

walks after Kevin, who scampers away)
193 (Joe appears uncomfortable, looks at the camera, and leaves the area)
194 Nick: I need it.
195 Kevin: No.

Nick again proposes physical force and Kevin again opposes him.

196 Nick: (Nick chases Kevin) I'll grab it from you.
197 Kevin: No. (runs away from him) Don't, Nick. I'm not gonna let you have it,
198 if you're not gonna let me- if you're not gonna tell me.

Nick follows up on the pretend alternative that he proposed in 177. Joe
has left the quarrel and plays with the telephone.

200 Nick: (conciliatory tone) I need- I need to get that pickle back.
201 Cause I'm gonna put it back together.
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Kevin, still holding the pickle, goes over to the phone and grabs it from
Joe. They get into an opposition-resistance-opposition sequence over the
phone.

202 Joe: (at the telephone) I'll call one more person.
203 Kevin: No, I'm gonna call a person. (Kevin grabs the phone from Joe)
204 Joe: Ow! I will.

Kevin, who now holds the phone, hands the pickle to Nick without a
word. Nick, however, continues the opposition. At 205 his strategy is an
appeal to an ad hoc rule. The rule also fits in with the pretend frame. Kevin
joins in with him in pretending to cut the pickle, and Nick appeals to
another rule, in a pretend frame, to try to stop him. When Kevin doesn't
pay attention to that admonition, Nick invokes the pretend frame again to
tell Kevin that he can't cut the pickle because he, Nick, has already "cut" it.
Joe continues to stay out of their fight, playing alone and talking to
himself.

205 Nick: But you-but our rule is put it back together, (he pretends to cut the pickle)
206 Cut, cut, cut, cut, cut, cut, cut, cut, cut, cut, cut.
207 Kevin: (sitting next to Nick, looks up from the phone and also pretends to cut

the pickle with his knife) Cut, cut, cut, cut, cut.
208 Nick: No, no! No, no! (pulls pickle off table, holds it away from Kevin)
210 Nick: You can't, Kevin. Our rules is you can't, Kevin, with a sharp knife.
211 Kevin: (reaches over to the pickle with his knife, trying to cut it) I can't cut.
212 Nick: You really can't cut this pickle. I already cut it in half. (Kevin keeps
213 reaching with his knife to cut it)
214 Kevin: I'll put it back together. Putting back together, (sing-song)

219 Nick: (starts to pretend to cut the pickle again) Cut, cut, cut, cut, cut, cut!

220 Kevin: (starts to pretend to cut the pickle too) Cut, cut, cut,
cut, cut, cut, cut!

Then Nick appeals to a principle that preschoolers often hear, namely,
to "be cooperative," and threatens Kevin with separation from "the fami-
ly." Perhaps thinking that he is still the parent, he assumes the right to
decide who stays and who goes. When this doesn't work Nick threatens to
send him away again, to bed this time.

221 Nick: (pulls the pickle away from Kevin) No, no, no! I'll, I'll make-
(Kevin pushes Nick in the chest) you have to go out of this family

222 if you don't co- roperate with this family.

223 Kevin: Joe! no, Joe, no! (Joe has stood up behind
Kevin, and Kevin turns around apparently surprised)

224 Nick: Well, then I'll send you to bed and you'll never have a sweet- your dinner.
225 All right?

This starts another opposition sequence between Kevin and Nick. At
226 Kevin counters Nick's proposal by inventing a new play theme in
which he tells Nick that he is going to leave him. Nick picks up on this and
orders him to go away. Kevin reverses himself and refuses. This prccipi-
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tatcs another cycle of oppositions in which Nick orders Kevin to leave and
Kevin refuses.

226 Kevin: I'm not- I'm not- I'm not gonna be with you.
227 I'm gonna go to drive somewhere else.

229 Kevin: I'm going to another place if you're not gonna do this.
230 Nick: Go to another country.

232 Kevin: No, I won't.
A

233 Nick: Go to another country, go to another nation.

235 Kevin: No, I won't. I'm here, (holds the phone)
236 Nick: Drive off to another nation.
237 Kevin: No, I won't.

At 238 Nick decides to pursue the idea of going away himself. He
develops the new pretend theme, announcing his intentions to the others.

238 Nick: I'll tell part of my family I'm gonna
239 take a trip to another nation.

241 Nick: (goes over to Joe) I'm gonna take a trip to another nation.
242 Joe: (unintelligible')
243 Nick: What? With my baby, all right? All right. With my baby, (gets a

doll from the doll crib)
244 Kevin: (on the phone) Hello? Oh, well, I bet they can.

245 Nick: (sing-song, boasting) I- I'm taking a trip to another nation.

Nick sits down with the doll on a foam chair next to where Kevin is
playing with the phone. At 247 Kevin opposes him for the chair.

247 Kevin: No, this is mine. No this is my car. That's my car.
(Kevin stops talking on the phone and pulls on the chair)

At 249 there is a transition out of their quarreling. There is a detente,
or respite, when Nick, who is sitting on the chair, offers Kevin a place
on it.

249 Nick: Okay, well you can sit by me. (very conciliatory tone)
250 Kevin: (sits down on foam chair next to Nick) Sure, okay.

At 251 Nick and Kevin move into a new pretend frame. Nick an-
nounces it and Kevin agrees.

251 Nick: We're going to another nation.
252 Kevin: Yeah,
253 Nick: So we won't be with this family so much. Right?
254 Kevin: (no verbal response)

At 253 Nick comments retrospectively on the dispute that happened in
the previous play frame while they are in the new one of taking a trip "to
another nation." Nick indirectly refers to their dispute by criticizing "this
family," as if it is something outside themselves. This is also an indirect
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acknowledgment of the unpleasantness of their fight. There is a momen-
tary truce. Unlike the girls, they don't seek to retrospectively understand
the others' actions during the dispute (e.g., Mary to Lisa: "She was just
pretending"; Sue to Mary: "You were just pretending"). Rather, by attrib-
uting their quarreling behaviors to "this family," they distance themselves
from their own actions. Leaving the "family" is a way to leave their quar-
reling selves behind. They move on, and at 255 they change to another
theme, dressing up.

255 Kevin: (jumps up from the chair) Oh boy, what did I forget? I forgot my
coat! (/joes over to dress-up clothes]

256 Joe: I forgot my coat. This is my coat, (goes over to dress-up clothes)

259 Nick: Oh, look what I forgot. I forgot my coat! (goes over to dress-up clothes]

In conclusion, the boys' dispute is escalated and stretched out by many
more rounds of opposition-insistcncc-opposition in which they resist do-
ing what the other wants them to do. They use more directive speech and
coercive physical tactics such as threats and physical intimidation (chasing,
blocking.) Although Nick made two proposals—one at 162 ("You have to
make a pickle salad! So I'll put it in the pot") and the other at 177 ("after
you cut it, I'll put it back together")—the boys do not jointly negotiate a
resolution. All of this contributes to the greater rigidity and tension in this
fight. Even when Kevin gives the pickle back to Nick at 205 and turns his
attention to controlling the phone, Nick still tries to dominate him and
Kevin continues to oppose Nick, as if their play agenda is one of opposi-
tion.

Conclusion

The analysis of the two disputes reveals similarities and differences. Both
disputes are complex because of their length and the range of strategics the
participants used. Both make use of pretend and real elements in interest-
ing ways. Both are precipitated by a child's attempt to maintain control
over a resource that he or she was playing with and that a playmate has
become interested in. There are quarrels over an object, as well as quarrels
over interference in one's ongoing activity. Finally, in both disputes an
alliance was formed between one of the disputants and the third child (the
bystander).

The way the children conduct the pickle fights is consistent with gener-
alizations in recent studies of young children's sex-related strategies for
negotiating conflict (Miller, Danaher & Forbes 1986) and other forms of
discourse (Leaper 1991), which involved a total of 162 children and the
analysis of more than 1,000 conflict episodes. In these studies boys were
found to engage in more conflict. Their conflict is described as more
heavy-handed and more controlling. Girls' negotiation of conflict is de-
scribed as more mitigated than boys', and their discourse is characterized
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as more collaborative, suggesting greater (apparent) interpersonal har-
mony.

In addition, when the pickle fights are interpreted in terms of Maltz
and Borker's model and Gilligan's "different voices" framework, they do
not look like random events. The two dispute processes are congruent
with the predictions made by these frameworks. The boys' pickle fight fits
Maltz and Borker's claim that boys use language "to assert one's position
of dominance." The girls' pickle fight fits their claim that girls use lan-
guage "to create and maintain relationships of closeness and equality" and
"to interpret accurately the speech of other girls." When the pickle fights
are interpreted through Gilligan's framework, the girls' focus on the rela-
tionship shows through in their negotiations, which serve to enhance com-
munication and respond to the needs of others. Negotiation through
clarification of intent, compromise, and evasion mitigates opposition and
works through conflict to find a resolution. The girls' real interest ap-
peared to be in jointly constructing and maintaining their pretend play.
Their conflict process kept them on that track. In the boys' pickle fight, the
focus on the self shows through in their insistence on getting their way,
their appeal to self-serving rules and threats of separation, and their lack of
joint negotiation. The boys' longer and more insistent conflict process
made it difficult to develop their pretend play scenarios very much, al-
though, as mentioned, Nick tried some proposals. Gilligan's model has
been proposed to account for gender differences in adult and adolescent
moral reasoning processes. This study indicates that Gilligan's model is
useful for interpreting face-to-face verbal conflict management by children
as young as three years of age.

In regard to the discussion of gender socialization in the first section,
there are questions this study has not addressed and that we need to
understand better. In what ways are "gendered" behaviors due to the
activities and social organization of female and male groups? Although
features of the pickle fights are consistent with what previous research
labeled feminine and masculine, this should not be taken to mean that girls
or boys only function in these ways, that their styles are mutually exclusive,
or that these are essential, intrinsic, and biologically determined attributes.
Gender and situation are confounded. Gendered behavior is situationally
dependent. Some work has already shown this (e.g. Goodwin 1980,
Thorne 1986), but we need to do much more. In a different play activity,
for example, a boy-associated activity like playing with trucks (Connor &
Serbin 1977), these girls and boys might interact differently. In addition,
conflict in triadic interaction may be different for girls or boys from con-
flict in larger groups or in dyads. Future research needs to address these
and other issues concerning the systematic variation of girls' and boys'
language behavior.

In conclusion, the pickle fights provide insight into the negotiation
skills that three-year-old children are developing through the process of
constructing a world of shared fantasy. The ways that conflicts are re-
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solved, or whether they are resolved at all, have immediate consequences
for the continued construction of the oral texts that embody their social
interactions. This study, then, is as much about how very young children
construct a world of meaning with their friends as it is about their argu-
ments. The pretend play framework is sensitive to opposition. Pretending
can be derailed by conflict, and it can be creatively enriched and developed
by conflict. Observing children's arguments can show us just how fragile—
and how resilient—their process of constructing shared meaning is.
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Tactical Uses of Stories:
Participation Frameworks Within

Girls5 and Boys' Disputes

MARJORIE HARNESS GOODWIN

Introduction

Stories are often treated as artifacts that can be abstracted from their local
circumstances and examined in terms of their internal features (Labov
1972). Here, instead, I want to look at how they are deeply embedded
within larger social processes. My concern is with how children use stories
as a constitutive feature of the activities they are engaged in and as power-
ful tools to arrange and rearrange the social organization of a group. In
this paper I examine stories within a particular context, the organization of
dispute.

My primary concern is with the participation frameworks that stories
provide, allowing children to construct and reconstruct their social organiza-
tion on an ongoing basis. I examine how boys and girls, in their same-sex
groups, make use of features of stories to accomplish and restructure social
identities within encounters. To investigate how stories constitute tools
for accomplishing social tasks I look at how they structure situations
within one particular domain, argumentative sequences, a fruitful site for
investigating the intersection of genres. As noted by Turner (1986:39—
43) a world of theater is often created while redressing grievances, as
conflict provides the quintessential arena in which "the structures of
group experience (Erlebnis) are replicated, dismembered, re-membercd,
refashioned, and mutely or vocally made meaningful" (p. 43). When sto-
ries are used in dispute processes they permit the playing out of an event
in full dramatic regalia; through a multiplicity of voices (Goffman 1974),
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the teller of the story and her hearers animate principal figures in the
story and offer commentary upon the unfolding action and characters.

Using the same story and dispute resources, boys and girls construct
quite different types of events. Boys use stories as a way of continuing an
ongoing argument while reshaping the domain in which dispute takes
place; by switching from a sequence of counters to a story, a speaker may
radically reformulate the participation structure of the moment. Girls, in
contrast, use stories to restructure alignments of participants, not only in
the current interaction, but also at some future time. Stories can generate
in listeners who are offended parties statements of future plans to confront
an offending party, which result in confrontations that mobilize the entire
neighborhood. I examine how each gender group manages its social orga-
nization through storytelling.

Fieldwork and Theoretical Approach

The present study is based on f ieldwork among a group of children in a
black working-class neighborhood of West Philadelphia whom I encoun-
tered during a walk around my neighborhood. I observed them for a year
and a half (1970—1971) as they played in their neighborhood, focusing on
how the children used language within interaction to organize their every-
day activities.1 The children (whom I will call the Maple Street group)
ranged in age from 4 through 14 and spent much of the time in four same-
age and same-sex groups:

Younger Girls
Younger Boys
Older Girls '
Older Boys

Ages 4-9
Ages 5-6
Ages 9-13
Ages 9- 14

5 children
3 children

15 children
21 children

Here I am concerned principally with older children, ages nine to four-
teen. Specific ages of the children who are included in the groups reported
on in this paper are listed in Appendix A.

As the children played on the street after school, on weekends, and
during the summer months, I audiotaped their conversation. In gathering
data, I did not focus on particular types of events that I had previously
decided were theoretically important (for example, games or rhymes) but
instead tried to observe and record as much of what the children did as
possible, no matter how mundane it might seem. Moreover I tried to
avoid influencing what the children were doing. The methods I used to
gather data about the children were thus quite different from those charac-
teristically used in psychological and sociological studies of children's be-
havior; in such studies efforts are typically made to systematically collect in
a carefully controlled fashion particular types of information deemed to be
theoretically important. Rather than being based on a laboratory model,
the methodology I used was ethnographic, designed to capture as accu-
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ratcly as possible the structure of events in the children's world as they
unfolded, in the ordinary settings where they habitually occurred.

The tapes I collected preserved a detailed record of the children's activ-
ities, including the way in which their talk emerged through time. In all,
over two hundred hours of transcribed talk form the corpus of this study.
The approach used in this chapter, conversation analysis, constitutes an
approach to the study of naturally occurring interaction developed within
sociology by the late Harvey Sacks and his colleagues.

Stories Within Disputes of Boys

Within the boys' group, games in which points are scored or activities in
which there are winners and losers provide a way of distinguishing group
members with respect to relative rank. Boys' pastimes permit a range of
comparisons in terms of skill and ability, and boys proclaim and protest
how they stand in a scries of activities. For example, boys discuss ranking
in terms of skill displayed in games and contests.

(1)
William: I could walk on my hands better than

anybody out here. Except him.
And Freddie. Thomas can't walk.

(2)
((Discussing ranking of go-cart members))

Malcolm: I'm the driver.
Tony: He's the driver. // You know he drives it.
Malcolm: I know what / / that- Archie can't

drive that good.
Archie: See- I'm number three driver.

I'm number three driver.
Malcolm: And Dave can't drive that good,=

Tony: I'm number // two driver.
Archie: I'm number three driver.

In addition, boys compare one another in contests of verbal repartee,
as in the following fragments, which occur during a slingshot-making
session. Nine boys, aged nine through fourteen, are making slingshots in
the backyard of Malcolm and Tony Johnson. The boys have informally
divided themselves into two teams, one under the direction of Malcolm
(aged thirteen), and the other led by Tony (aged fourteen).2

Disputes Built Through Reciprocal Counters

Looking at example 3, it can be observed that argument proceeds through
a sequence of reciprocal counters: two-turn sequences in which a first
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challenge or threat is answered by a counter to it. Data arc transcribed
according to the system developed by Jefferson and described in Sacks,
ScheglolF, and Jefferson (1974:731-733). A simplified version of this
transcription system appears in Appendix B.3

(3)
1 Tony: (rtmme the things.
2 Chopper: You sh:ut up you big lips. (Y'all been
3 hangin around with thieves.)
4 Tony: (Shut up.)

5 Chopper: Don't gimme that. = I'm not talkin t:o
6 you.
7 (1.4)

8 Tony: I'm talkin to y:ou\
9 Chopper: Ah you better sh:ut up with your

10 little- <fe':ngy sneaks.
11 (1.4)
12 Tony: I'm a dingy your hea:d.--How would you
1 3 like that.

Using such couplets to build an argument shapes the interaction of the
moment in distinctive ways. First, it both focuses talk and restricts partici-
pation in the debate. Each subsequent challenge selects prior speaker as
next speaker. Thus, though nine people are present, only two parties speak
in the sequences. Second, the protagonists in this sequence talk in rela-
tively short turns that, typically, are not interrupted.

Within the context of the event that has been in progress, this is
striking. The boys have divided themselves spatially into two separate
teams, each making its own ammunition in preparation for the slingshot
fight, and, during most of this work, parties within each group have been
carrying on separate conversations. The effect of this has been consider-
able simultaneous talk.

The emergence of the dispute sequence creates a point of focus for all
present. It thus provides organization not only for those who talk within
it, but also for the others present, who become ratified overhearers to it. In
brief, argumentative sequences built from paired counters shape in distinc-
tive ways both the interactions of the moment and the talk occurring
within it.

Looking at line 9 of example 4, we find that, at a certain point, Tony
simply disattends Chopper and turns to other activities.

(4)
1 Tony: Why don't you get out my yard.
2 Chopper: Why don't you make me get out the yard.

3 Ton\': I know you don't want that.
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4 Chopper: You're not gonna make me get out the yard
5 cuz you can't.

6 Tony: Don't force me.
7 Chopper: You can't. Don't force me to hurt you.
8 ((snickering)) Khh Khhh!

9 Tony: ((to his team)) Now you gotta make
10 .your noodles.
11 Chopper: You hear what I said boy?

Thus, despite the fact that Chopper wants to pursue the sequence—note
his "You hear what I said boy?" in line 11—he is unable to do so without
Tony's continuing coparticipation. Moreover, though an extended dispute
occurs here, there is no clear demonstration that one of the protagonists
has gotten the upper hand over the other.

One might ask how a speaker in the midst of a sequence of this sort
coulcl design talk that would prevent a move such as the one made by
Tony. For example, would it be possible to build a participation frame-
work in which such a unilateral exit would no longer be a strong possi-
bility?

Using a Story to Restructure a Dispute

Example 5 is a continuation of the "I'm a dingy your head" dispute seen
in (3).

(5)
12 Tony: I'm a rfwgy your heard. = How would you
13 like that.
14 (0.4)

15 Chopper: No you won't you little-*h Guess what.

Recognizable Self Story
Counter to Interrupt Preface

Prior
18 (0.4)

19 Chopper: Lemmc~te\\~ya.=Guess what. (0.8) We
20 was comin home from practice, (0.4)
21 and, three boys came up there (.) and
22 asked—us—for—money—and—Tony—did—like—
23 this. (0.6)
24 *hh ((raising hands up))
25 "I AIN'T GOT n(h)(hh) .o (°m(h)oney)."
26 Pete: ' Ah-hih-ha,
27 *hh Hah~hah!
28 Chopper: ((snicker)) khh
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29 ( ): (° look .good.
30 Pete: [*hh
31 Tokay: You di: d, ((smile intonation))
32 Pete: fAw:,
33 Chopper: ((snicker)) *hhh~Khh "Hey Poo(h)chie.
34 Malcolm: Ah~fc»~aa~aa Ah~ha//ha
35 Tokay: You there Af«/colm,

36 Chopper: ((snickering;)) *hhKJi He was the(hh)re.

37 Tokay: What'd he say Chopper, ((smile
38 intonation))
39 Chopper: ((snicker)) *hKh Yeah.=
40 Tony: =Tou was there Tokay I
41 Chopper: *hih *hih
42 Chopper: Lemme—tell ya, An h(h)e sai(hh)d,

In line 15 Chopper starts a counter to what Tony has just said but
breaks it off before it reaches completion.

No you won't you little-

He then produces a prototypical story preface, "Lemme tell ya. Guess
what" and, subsequently, in lines 19-25 tells a story about Tony. With his
preface he signals that he has a rnultiutterance unit to complete that will
extend over several turns. Although, generally, following such a preface a
recipient provides a warrant for the telling by responding at that point,
here the storyteller launches quickly into a story.

Participant Frameworks Invoked by the Story

Introducing a story at this point has a range of consequences. First, since
the utterance containing Chopper's counter is not brought to completion,
Tony is not given the opportunity to respond to it. The return and ex-
change sequence has, in effect, ended, and participants are no longer
within that frame. Second, the story invokes a participation framework that
is quite different from that provided by the aborted counter. The counter
locates Tony as its specific addressee—for example, with the second person
pronoun in line 15 ("you little-")—and makes relevant particular types of
next actions, such as return counters, from him and not others. Dialogue is
restricted to two persons. Though others are present, they are positioned
as onlookers to the dispute between Chopper and Tony.

By way of contrast the story is addressed to all present and, indeed,
Tony, who is now referred to in the third person, is no longer the exclu-
sive, or even the principal, addressee. Rather than being situated as on-
lookers to a dispute that does not concern them, others present now
become the audience to the story. Moreover insofar as members of the
audience are active coparticipants in the production of a story (C. Good-
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win 1984, 1986), they gain rights to participate in the telling in distinctive
ways.

Within the story, Chopper portrays Tony as cowardly. In addition,
Chopper proposes that Tony's behavior be evaluated in a particular way,
specifically as laughable: In line 25, as Chopper speaks the words
"no(h)(hh)o m(h)oney," he starts to embed laugh tokens in the talk being
quoted. This laughter is not heard as part of Tony's words but rather as
Chopper's current comment on those words. Here, rather than simply
reporting what Tony said, Chopper enacts Tony's behavior at the moment
of climax; indeed as Volosinov (1971) has argued, one never simply re-
ports an action but, rather, takes up a position with regard to what she or
he is saying. First, with the phrase 'Tony did like this," Chopper an-
nounces that an enactment is to follow. He then marks the talk that follows
as an enactment through animation cues such as increased volume (indi-
cated by capital letters) and emphasis (italicized words, the italicization
marking high pitch), which result in focus upon the initial part of the
reported denial "I AIN'T GOT." Other work (M. H. Goodwin 1980b)
has demonstrated that such heightened dramatizations in the midst of
speech function to obtain enhanced responses from recipients. Thus rather
than treating people other than Tony as overhearers, Chopper is now
inviting them to participate in the talk of the moment. Moreover, in
animating (Goffman 1974:516-544) Tony's talk and drawing attention
to it through increased loudness, Chopper proposes that it should be
evaluated in a particular way—as laughable. Jefferson (1979) has demon-
strated that such laugh tokens can solicit recipient coparticipation in the
laugh, and, indeed, that is what happens here. In response to Chopper's
talk, Pete (lines 26—27) and Malcolm (line 34) produce laughter. Before
Chopper's animation has reached its conclusion, Pete is laughing with
him. Shortly afterward, Malcolm (line 34) also laughs, thereby displaying
an affiliation and agreement with the mode of argument Chopper is pre-
senting.

In brief switching to a narrative about Tony creates a participation
framework into which others now have rights to enter with their evalua-
tions of the events heard in the story. Rather than treating people other
than Tony as overhearers, Chopper is now inviting them to participate in
the talk of the moment.

Audience Alignment Toward Opponent I Story Character

Recipients may, of course, respond in a number of different ways, depend-
ing on their structural positions with respect to the story: (1) Recipients
occupying the identity of prior participant in the recounted event can
assist the teller in providing details of the event, (2) a prior participant
whose actions are negatively portrayed may counter the claims made
against his character, (3) participants absent from the event being dis-
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cussed can provide requests that lead to expansion of the story or replay-
ing of its key scenes.

In what follows, Tokay not only requests information concerning spe-
cifics of the story but also displays intense interest in the report and, with
smile intonation, aligns himself with Chopper:

(6)
25 Chopper:
26 Pete:
27
28 Chopper:
29 (ei2):
30 Pete:
31 Tokay:
32 Pete:
33 Chopper:
34 Malcolm:
35 Tokay:
36 Chopper:
37 Tokay:
38
39 Chopper:
40 Tony:
41 Chopper:
42 Chopper:

"1 AIN'T GOT n(h)(hh) o (°m(h)oney)."
^Ah~hih~ha,

*hh Hali~hah!
((snicker)) khh
(° look good.

^*hh
You di: d, ((smile intonation))

^Aw:,
((snicker)) *hhh~-Khh "Hey Poo(h)chie.

Ah~&«~aa~aa Ah~/&«/ha
You there Malcolm,
((snickering)) *hliKh He was the(hh)re.
What'd he say Chopper, ((smile
intonation))
((smcker)) *hKh Yeah.=
-Tou was there Tokay I

' *hih *hih
Lenime—tell ya, An h(h)e sai(hh)d,

Tokay's talk is first answered by Chopper, who intercepts a request
directed to Malcolm ("Tou there ,M«/colm") and requests for elaboration
("What'd he say Chopper"). Second, it is answered by protagonist Tony,
who argues that Tokay's asking questions into the story is inappropriate
("Tou was there ToJfeay!") in line 40.

Tony elaborates a defense against the portrait: being presented of him
in lines 45—51; he argues that he didn't, in fact, raise his hands up in
cowardice.

(7)
42 Chopper: Lemme—tell ya, An h(h)e sai(hh)d,
43 Tokay: WH:EN\ =
44 Chopper: ="/ain't got no(h) mo _(h)ney."
45 Tony: Member=
46 Pete: Whew::,
47 Tony: that night when we was goin there,
48 Chopper: ' ((snicker)) Khh
49 Tony: and them boys came down the street,
50 Chopper: *-((snicker)) Klihh!
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51 Tony: —> I ain't rat:sed my hands up.
52 Chopper: Go
53 ahead. = You're gonna say it- 7 know:.
54 *hh Didn't he g'like this? (0.4)
55 "7 «*n't go(hh)t
56 no(hh)n (h)e."
57 Malcolm: Ah~A«~ha~ha-~ha~ha~ha
58 Chopper: ((snicker)) *hkh
59 Malcolm: Aw::::
60 Chopper: ((snicker)) *KHH
61 Malcolm: ((baby voice)) "7 »*»'t got no money."
62 Ah~ ha~ha.
63 Chopper: ^((snicker)) Khhhhheh!

This move is useful to the ongoing development of Chopper's character! -
zation of Tony. Chopper counters Tony's defense: "Ton was there Tokayl"
and then explicitly requests confirmation ("Didn't he g'like this?") of his
quote of Tony, which he recycles once again in lines 55—56.

Afterward Chopper's talk receives renewed laughter (line 57), as well
as recycling of the refrain ("I ain't got no money") in mocking intonation
(line 61) from Malcolm. Refutations arc used to Chopper's benefit in the
elaboration of the story that he wants to tell. Though Tony repetitively
produces counters, these arc defensive answers to Chopper's stories rather
than first moves in counter sequences. Throughout the storytelling, when
Tony attempts to defend himself, he gets himself into greater and greater
trouble. Counters result in three further descriptions that instance Tony's
cowardice. Recipients ratify Chopper's depiction through laughter and
through recyclings of the quote "I ain't got no money" (which gets used as
a refrain indexing Tony's cowardice) until Chopper finally entraps Tony.

Building a Multiparty Consensus

Though the introduction of the story constitutes a marked transformation
of the dispute, it remains very relevant to it. Of crucial importance is the
way in which the story allows Chopper to create a visible multiparty
consensus against Tony. Chopper moves to a structure that provides par-
ties not initially designated as ratified participants the opportunity to
participate. Maintaining and shaping their participation in particular
ways, Chopper is able to demonstrate publicly that his characterization of
Tony is one that others share. Through their laughter Pete and Malcolm
affiliate themselves with Chopper's position.

Throughout the encounter the story remains a point of focus to which
others can return. More important, the rearrangement of argument mode
also calls into play a different configuration for social organization. The
event shifts from one designating only two parties to the dispute (others
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present being ratified overhearcrs but not full-fledged contributors) to one
inviting the participation of all those present. In that others may become
contributing participants in the activity, even without being officially sum-
moned as witnesses, they may align themselves with a particular side of the
dispute, and their participation may display whose version has more sup-
port.

The structure of the recounting itself allows for displays of apprecia-
tion, both laughter and repetition of lines in Chopper's story produced in
a mocking tone of voice, as well as requests for elaboration of the story,
which grant Chopper a warrant to develop his line.

Girls' Stories
In contrast with boys, girls do not generally utilize direct methods in
evaluating one another. They seldom give one another bald commands or
insults, and making explicit statements about one's achievements or pos-
sessions is avoided. Such actions are felt to indicate someone who "thinks
she cute" or above another, thus violating the egalitarian ethos of the girls.
These different cultural perceptions concerning evaluating oneself in the
presence of others lead to different ways in which stories that are part of
dispute processes are built by the teller and involve others in the process of
storytelling. Rather than directly confronting one another with com-
plaints about inappropriate behavior, girls characteristically discuss their
grievances about someone in that party's absence. Through an elaborated
storytelling procedure called "instigating," girls learn that absent parties
have been talking about them behind their backs, and they commit them-
selves to future confrontations with such individuals.

The activity of reporting to a recipient what was said about her in her
absence constitutes an important stage preliminary to the confrontation
event. It is the point where such an event becomes socially recognizable as
an actionable offense. The party talked about may then confront the part}'
who was reportedly talking about her "behind her back," producing an
utterance of the following form:

I wasn't gonna go around Poplar no more.

in the present

about what Kerry told Bea

that Annette told Kerry

about Bea

Bea is speaking to Annette

Kerry said you said that (0.6)
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A is speaking to B 3 Confrontation
in the present

about what C told A 2 Instigating

that B told C 1 Offense

about A

Informing leading up to the confrontation typically is accomplished
through use of stories by a girl who stands as neither accuser nor defen-
dant. This type of storytelling, as noted, is called "instigating" by the
children. The instigator may initiate a sequence of events that leads to
conflict as part of a process of negatively sanctioning the behavior of a girl
who steps outside the bounds of appropriate behavior or as a way of
demonstrating her ability to orchestrate such events.

The larger framework of the he-said-she-said dispute provides organi-
zation for the storytelling process in several ways.

1. It provides structure for the cited characters and their activities
within the story.

2. It influences the types of analysis recipients must engage in to
appropriately understand the story.

3. It makes relevant specific types of next moves by recipients: for
example, evaluations of the offending party's actions during the
story, pledges to future courses of action near the story's ending,
and rehearsals of future events at story completion and upon sub-
sequent retellings.

Structure in Telling and Listening to Instigating Stories

Bringing about a future confrontation has direct bearing upon the way a
speaker structures her instigating story and recipients respond to it.
Through dramatic character development, the speaker skillfully guides her
recipients to interpret the events she is relating in the way she wants them
to and attempts to co-implicate hearers in forms of future activity. Recip-
ients' responses to instigating stories are differentiated, depending upon
the identity relationship of listeners to figures in the story.

Bea tells two stories dealing with Kerry. Bea's first story recounts to
both Julia and Barbara what Kerry said about Julia. Julia then leaves, and
Bea starts a new set of stones in which she tells Barbara what Kerry said
about her (Barbara).

The description of the past is organized so as to demonstrate that the

120
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events being recounted constitute offenses. Moreover, the presentation of
past events is carefully managed, so as to elicit from its recipient, now
positioned by the story as an offended party, pejorative comments about the
part}' who offended her, without this appearing as the direct intent of the
speaker's story.

I start by examining the initiation of Bea's first story, recounting what
Kerry said about Julia.4

(8)
11 Bca: How- how- h- urn, uh h- h- how about me
12 and/»lia, *h and all them urn, and
13 Kerry, *h and all them -
14 Julia: Isn't Kerry mad at
15 me or s:omp'm,
16 (0.4)
17 Bea: I'on" kn//ow.
18 Barb: Kerry~«/ways~mad~at somebody.
19 °I 'on' care.
20 Julia: Cuz- cuz cux I wouldn't, cu:z she
21 ain't put my nmne on that/wper.
22 Bea: I know cuz OH yeah. Oh yeah.

This story beginning has the form of a reminiscence. Bea requests that
others remember with her a particular event: "How- how- h- um, uh h- h-
how about me and/«lia, *h and all of them um, and Kerry." The numer-
ous stutterings in her speech contribute to the highly charged framing of
this talk. The proposed story concerns negative attribtitcs of Kerry. The
telling of pejorative stories, especially in the context of the he-said-she-
said, poses particular problems for participants. That is, such stories con-
stitute instances of talking behind someone's back, the very action at issue
in a he-said-shc-said.

A party who tells about another runs a particular risk: Current recip-
ient might tell the absent part}' that current speaker is talking about her
behind her back. The activity of righteously informing someone of an
offense against her can itself be taken and cast as an offense. Are there ways
in which a party telling such a story can protect herself against such risk?
One way might be to implicate her recipient in a similar telling so that
both are equally guilty and equally vulnerable. However, this still poses
problems: Specifically, it would be most advantageous for each party if the
other would implicate herself first. This can lead to a delicate negotiation
at the beginning of the story: In lines 11—13, when Bea brings up Kerry's
offenses toward Julia, she requests the opinion of others, while refusing to
slate her own position. In response, Julia asks a question that describes her
relationship to Kerry in a particular way: "Jm't Kerry mad at: me or
s:omp'm" (lines 14—15). If Bea in fact provides a story at this point dem-
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onstrating how Kerry is mad at Julia, Bca will have talked pejoratively
about Kerry before Julia has co-implicated herself in a similar position.
Bea subsequently passes the opportunity to tell such a story by saying
"Pan* know" (line 17). Then Julia provides an answer to her own ques-
tion: "Cuz- cuz cuz I wouldn't, cu:z she ain't put my wame on that/>«per"
(lines 20—21). Only after Julia implicates herself does Bea begin to join in
the telling (line 22).

Cited Characters and Current Participants

Instigating stories concern others within one's neighborhood group of
friends who are judged to have behaved in an inappropriate fashion. Such
stories have certain features in common:

1. The principal character in the story is a party who is not present.
2. The nonpresent party performed actions directed toward some

other party.
3. These actions can be seen as offenses.
4. The target of the cited offenses is the present hearer.

The placement of present recipient within the story as a principal figure
provides for her involvement in it and, consequently, for the story's rather
enduring life span, by comparison with other rccountings.

Some evidence indicates that the four features just listed are oriented to
by the teller in the construction of her instigating stories. In the data being
examined, Bea's initial stories (line 20 in Appendix D) involve offenses
Kerry committed toward Julia. These include having said that Julia was
acting "stupid" and inappropriately when girls were telling jokes and hav-
ing intentionally excluded Julia's name from a "hall pass." During these
stories both Julia and Barbara are present. However, Julia then departs,
leaving only Barbara as audience to Bea. Bea now starts a new series of
stories (line 21) in which Barbara is the target of a different set of offenses
by Kerry. Thus, when one hearer (Julia) leaves (prior to the beginning of
line 21), the speaker modifies her stories. In both sets of stories the absent
party who commits the offenses, Kerry, remains constant. However, the
recipient of her actions is changed so that the target of the offense remains
the present hearer. Through such changes the speaker maintains the rele-
vance of her story for its immediate recipient. What happens here demon-
strates the importance of not restricting analysis of stories to isolated texts
or performances by speakers but, rather, of including the story's recipients
within the scope of analysis, since they are consequential to its organiza-
tion.

Stories may also be locally organized with respect to the person se-
lected as the offender. The fact that Kerry is reputedly the agent of offen-
sive talk in the story to Julia may well be why she is selected as a similar
agent in the stories to Barbara several minutes later.

Larger political processes within the girls' group might also be relevant
to the selection of Kerry as offender in these stories. Gluckman (1963:308)
notes that gossip can be used "to control aspiring individuals." In the
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present data, Kerry is the same age as the other girls but has skipped a year in
school, and they are annoyed at her for previewing everything that will
happen to them in junior high school. The structure of the immediate
reporting situation, as well as larger social processes within the girls' group,
is thus relevant to how past events are organized within these stories and the
way in which particular members of the girls' group become cited figures
(Goffman 1974:529-532).

In replaying past events, the teller animates (Goffman 1974) the cited
figures within her stories in ways that are relevant to the larger social
projects within which the stories are embedded. In a variety of ways the
absent party's actions toward the current hearer are portrayed as offensive.
Thus, in describing what Kerry said about Julia, Bea (lines 26-31) reports
that Kerry characterized Julia as having acted "stupid."

Teller

Animates

Absent Party

Animating

(9)
26 Bca: She said, She said that urn, (0.6)
27 that (0.8) if that girl wasn't

28 there— Tow know that girl that always
29 makes those funny jokes, *h Sh'aid if

30 thatjfirl wasn't there ^ow wouldn't be
31 actin, (0.4) a:ll stupid like that.

Continuing on, Bea (lines 35-36) animates Kerry's voice as she reports
that Kerry said that Julia had been cursing.

(10)
35 Bea: and she said that you sai:d, that,
36 "Ah: go tuh-" (0.5) somp'm like tha:t.

As Bea further elaborates her story about Kerry, she relates how Kerry
attempted to exclude Julia's name from a "hall pass" (a permission slip to
go to the bathroom). At the same time that she describes Kerry's actions as
offensive, she portrays Julia as someone whose actions were appropriate
and exemplary (lines 64-66) and herself as someone who stood up for
Julia (lines 68-69).

Current Hearer
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Hersel

Conflict Talk

Teller

Animates

f as a Cum:nt

Figure Hearer

Affiliating With

(11)
64 Bea An m- And Julia w'just sittin
65 up there actin- actin:, ac- ac- actin
66 sensible. An she up- and she up there
67 talking bout, and she-1 said, I s'd I
68 s'd I s'd "This is how I'm- I'm gonna
69 put Julia na:me down here." Cu- m- m-
70 Cuz she had made a pa:ss you know. *h
71 She had made a. pa:ss.

Throughout her talk, Bea's stuttering adds to the dramatic quality of
her talk as she expresses excitement about what she is relating. As Bca
animates Kerry's voice, she colors her talk with a whiny high-pitched
defensive tone, enacting Kerry's distaste for having to include Julia's
name. Immediately following, however, Bea again portrays herself as
someone who defended the position of her present hearer against the of-
fender.

Teller

Animates

(12)
93 Bea:
94
95

Absent Party

Disparaging Hearer

Being Opposed by

But she ain't even put your name, down
there. I just put it down there. Me
and Martha put it down. = An I said, and

Teller
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96 she said "Gtmme-that-paper. = I don't
97 wanna have her name dawn here." I s- I
98 s- I s- 1 said "She woulda allowed you
99 name."

Quite different forms of affect and alignment toward Julia's perspective
are conveyed by Bea's animation of Kerry and of herself. Kerry was eager
to remove Julia's name from the hall pass, so that she would not be
included in the group of girls exiting from the classroom together. Bca, in
contrast, stood up for Julia and argued that, had Julia been in a similar
situation, she would have included Kerry.

Recipient Responses

In responding to talk, participants pay close attention to the differential
access they have to the events being talked about. Briefly, parties who both
were present when the action described occurred and are figures in the
story may participate in its telling, denying and countering the absent
offending party's statements about them. Recipients who were not present
at the past event and are not characters in the story may provide general
comments on the offender's character, referring to ongoing attributes of
the offender in the present progressive tense, for example:

(13)
18 Barb: Kerry~«/ways~mad~at somebody.
19 "I 'on' care.

(14)

40 Barb: Kerry a/ways say somp'm.= When you
41 jump in hefface she gonna dewy it.

In response to listeners' evaluations of events, the speaker acts upon
any indication by recipient of her alignment toward the absent party. For
example, when Julia makes an evaluative comment, "OO: r'mind me a-
you old b:aldheadcd Kerry" (lines 109-110) at the close of the story
about Kerry's actions toward Julia, Bea states, "J should say it in fronta her
face. (0.8) Bal: head" (lines 111-112). Bea presents a model of how she
herself would confront the offending party and invites the recipient to see
the action in question as she herself does, as an action deserving in return
an aggravated response such as an insult.

Suggestions for how to act toward absent party may also take the form
of stories in which speaker, rather than recipient, appears as principal char-
acter reacting to actions of offending part)'. Briefly the speaker makes her
suggestions by telling her present recipient the kinds of actions that she
herself takes against the offender, these actions being appropriate next
moves to the offenses described in the informing stories.
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Teller

Animates

Herself as a Absent

Figure Party

Confronting

(15)
142 Bea *h And she was leanin
143 against- I- I said, I s'd I s'd I s'd I
144 said, "Hey girl don't lean against that
145 thing cuz it's weak enough." *h And
146 she said and she said *h she- she did
147 like that. = She say, "Teh!" ((rolling
148 eyes)) II like that. I s'd- I said "You
149 c'd roll your eyes all you want to.
150 Barb: Yeah if somebody do that to her-
151 And if f you know what?
152 Bea: LCuz I'm tellin you. (0.5)
153 TMlin- I'm not askin you." (0.4) An I
154 ain't say no plea:se either.

In this story, Bea tells how she confronted Kerry with marked insult
forms, issuing a direct command to her: "Cuz I'm tellin you. (0.4) Ttfllin-
Fm not askin you" (lines 152-153). The bald, on-record nature of the
command is highlighted by placing it in contrast with a more mitigated
form that was not said: "An I ain't say nopleaisc either" (lines 153-154).

Evaluation through descriptions of past activities is consequential for
the process of eliciting from the recipient a promise to confront the of-
fender in the future. On the one hand pejorative actions performed by the
absent party can be interpreted as explicit offenses against the current
recipient. On the other hand, a speaker's description of her own actions in
response to such offenses, that is, confronting the offender, can provide a
recipient with a guide to how she should act toward that party. Thus
Julia's statement that she will confront Kerry occurs right after Bea has
described how she confronted Kerry about having excluded Julia's name
from the bathroom pass.

(16)
87 Julia: I'm a- I'm a tell her about herself.

Offended parties' responses that constitute plans to confront the of-
fending party are made in the presence of witnesses; they thus provide
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displays of someone's intentions to seek redress for the offenses performed
against her. Failure to follow through with a commitment statement such
as "I'm a fell her about herself" can be remarked on as demonstrating
inconsistencies in a person's talk and actions, thus reflecting negatively on
her character. Indeed, when Julia later fails to confront Kerry, others use
her actions in the present exchange to talk about the way in which she had
promised to tell Kerry oft" but then did nothing.

(17)
Bea: Yeah and Julia all the time talking

bout she was gonna tell what'shername
off. And she ain't do it.

Alignments taken up in the midst of an exchange such as this can thus
be interpreted as commitments to undertake future action for which
parties may be held responsible by others. People who refuse to confront
once they have reported their intentions are said to "swag," "mole," or
"back down" from a future confrontation. The fact that a statement about
future intentions can be treated as a relevantly absent event at a future time
provides some demonstration of how responses to instigating stories are
geared into larger social projects.

Thus, through a variety of activities—passing the opportunity to align
herself with a definitive position before the hearer does at story beginning,
presenting herself as having defended the offended party in the past, and
portraying how she boldly confronted the offending party—the speaker
carefully works to co-implicate her present recipient in a next course of
action. Though the report is reputedly a narrative account of past events
involving teller and offending party and speaker's alignment of righteous
indignation toward these acts, it may also function to suggest future
courses of action for present recipient.

A Comparison of Boys' and Girls' Dispute Stories

The forms of participation made available in boys' and girls' dispute stories
may now be compared. The girls' and boys' stories examined here share
several features: ( I ) The principal topic is offenses of another, and (2) one
of the characters in the story is a present participant. In the case of boys'
stories, cited offenses deal with wrongdoings of a present participant.
Among girls, however, offenses concern reported deeds of absent parties.
Such differences have consequences for the trajectory of dispute in girls'
and boys' groups; whereas boys can deal directly with an offender, girls
must wait to confront the offending party at a future time.

Within boys' arid girls' dispute stones hearer who is a character in the
story is portrayed in different ways. Whereas in Chopper's story Tony has
performed objectionable actions in the past as a coward, in girls' instigat-
ing stories the present hearers (Julia and Barbara) are said to have per-
formed exemplary actions in the past that sharply contrast with the report-
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cdly objectionable actions of an absent party (Kerry). Among the girls,
storyteller skillfully works to align hearer with teller against an absent third
party. A coalition of what the girls call "two against one" (teller and hearer
against absent party) is established in the immediate interaction. From the
teller's perspective, the offended party's alignment is important for bring-
ing forth a future confrontation. From the recipient's perspective the fact
that at least two parties agree on a particular version of an event provides a
warrant for bringing action against a third party. By way of illustration,
consider the following speech that Vettie (age eleven) makes to her adver-
sary during a confrontation:

(18)
Vettie: Well I'm a get it straight with the people.

What,K>n-y, (1.4)
it's between Kerry, and you, (1.0)
See two (0.5) two against one. (0.7)
Who wins? The one is two. = Right? (0.5)
And that's Joycie and and Kerry. (0.5)
They both say that you said it.
And you say that you didn't say it.
Who you got the proof that say that
you didn't say it.

In contrast the teller in the boys' stories constructs a situation of conflict,
not at some future time, but instead between teller and recipient, who is
the principal character in the immediate interaction; boys who are hearers
(and can be co-tellers of the story) align themselves with the teller against
the present principal character.

Response from parties other than those who are principal figures in the
story are similar in both girls' and boys' stories; such parties aid in the
teller's depiction of the offending party by providing comments on the
offender's character. Responses of offended parties, however, differ in
girls' and boys' groups. Although oftended parties in both girls' and boys'
groups oppose reported descriptions, they oppose different identities.
Boys who are offended parties direct counters to principal storyteller, but
girls direct counters to cited figures who offended them in the past.

The portrayal of characters and events within dispute stories has conse-
quences for the form and timing of interaction that ensues. Thus, whereas
boys' dispute stories engender disagreements that permit contesting in the
immediate setting, girls' stories engender alignments of "two against one"
against an absent third party who will be confronted at some future time. In
that the offending party is absent from the instigating event, girls cannot
resolve their disagreements in the present interaction. Girls' he-said-she-
said disputes, in contrast with those of boys, may be extended over several
days.

An offended party in girls' stories reacts by stating not only that she
disapproves of the offending party's actions toward her in the past, but
also that she is prepared to confront her offender. When the offended
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party confronts the plaintiff, she docs so with indirect, rather than direct,
speech, in that the offenses at issue have been learned about through a third
party. Girls' stories constitute a preliminary stage in a larger process of
negatively sanctioning inappropriate behavior. After the instigating ses-
sion, girls replay reactions of offended parties to the stories and rehearse
future possible scenarios for confrontation with friends (M. Goodwin
1988b). Following the confrontation, serious offenders of the girls' moral
code may be ostracized; the degradation ceremony of ridicule and teasing
that results can extend over several weeks. Whereas boys' stories have little
motive power beyond the present situation, girls' instigating stories are
embedded within a larger social process., the he-said-she-said, a speech event
providing for the involvement of participants in multiple phases of activity.

The present stud)' has relevance for theories regarding not only the
relationship of speech activities to larger social processes but also gender
differences in children's social organization and culture. Whereas boys'
arguments display an orientation toward social differentiation and princi-
ples of hierarchy, within he-said-she-said disputes girls display a form of
organization based on what has been called "exclusiveness," reportedly
more characteristic of American girls' groups than of boys'(Douvan &
Adelson 1966:200-202, Eder & Hallinan 1978, Feshbach & Soncs 1971,
Lever 1976, Savin-Williams 1980:348, Sutton-Smith 1979). Girls affirm
the organization of their social group through assessing the behavior of
absent parties. The alliances they form in the process of discussing others
mark who is included and excluded from the social group of the moment,
rather than relative rank.

It is sometimes argued that girls avoid direct competition and are little
interested in "negotiational involvements" (Gilligan 1982, Lever 1976,
Sutton-Smith 1979). Girls' tendency to be more nurturant than boys is
felt to result in relatively less conflict in their same-sex peer group (Miller,
Danahcr, & Forbes 1986:547). Within certain domains (M. H. Goodwin
1980a, 1988a) girls do select accounts for their actions that more closely
reflect what Gilligan (1982:62-63) terms an ethic of care (as contrasted
with an ethic of justice) and appear more concerned with a self "delineated
through connection," than with a "self defined through separation" (Gill-
igan 1982:35) or differentiation from others. Such forms of behavior,
however, must be interpreted as situated presentations of self, sensitive to
the contexts in which they occur. As the data presented here vividly show,
within the hc-said-she-said storytelling event, girls react with righteous
indignation when they learn their character has been maligned. They dis-
play an intense interest in initiating and elaborating disputes about their
rights (not to be talked about behind their backs) that differentiate offend-
ing and offended parties. Alignments taken up during such disputes clearly
demarcate who stands within the bounds of an inner circle of friends, as
well as who is relegated to that circle's periphery. Stories thus provide
arenas for each gender group to negotiate concerns central to each group's
notions of social organization.
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Appendix A: The Children

Name

Tony
Archie
Pete
Malcolm
Tokay
Dave
Chopper
William
Tommy

Boys

A$e

14
13
13
13
12
12
12
10
9

Grade

8th
8th
8th
8th
7th
7th
7th
5th
5th

Name

Barbara
Bea
Martha
Julia
Kerry
Annette
Rochele

Girls

Age

13
12
12
12
12
10
9

Grade

8th
7th
7th
7th
8th
5th
4th

Appendix B. Transcription

The following example has been constructed to contain a variety of
relevant transcription devices in a brief example. It is not an accurate
record of an actual exchange. Features most relevant to the analysis in this
paper are identified after it.

Example
Number
i

(16)

Pam:
Bruce:
Pam:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I
Twel- 7Viir.tee:::n.

Fou::r//teen. = *hh W~u-mean.
((Chanting)) THIRteen (only) Thirtee(h)n.

t (0.4) T

I T I
I I 12 13

T
I

14

T

15

1. Low Volume: A degree sign indicates that talk it precedes is low
in volume.

2. Cutoff: A hyphen marks a sudden cutoff of the current sound. In
the example, instead of bringing the word twelve to completion,
Pam interrupts it in midcoursc.

3. Italics: Italics indicate some form of emphasis, which may be
signaled by changes in pitch and/or amplitude.

4. Overlap Bracket: A left bracket marks the point at which the
current talk is overlapped by other talk. Thus, Brucc's ''''Thirteen"
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begins during the last syllabic of Pain's Fourteen." Two speakers
beginning to speak simultaneously are shown by two left brackets
at the beginning of a line.

5. Lengthening: Colons indicate that the sound just before the
colon has been noticeably lengthened.

6. Overlap Slashes: Double slashes provide an alternative method
of marking overlap. When they are used, the overlapping talk is
not indented to the point of overlap. In the example, Pam's last
line begins just after the "Four" in Bruce's "Fowrtecn."

7. Intonation: Punctuation symbols arc used to mark intonation
changes, rather than as grammatical symbols:
• A period indicates a falling intonation contour.
• A question mark indicates a rising intonation contour.
• A comma indicates a falling—rising intonation contour.

8. Latching: The equal signs indicate "latching"; there is no interval
between the end of a prior turn and the start of a next piece of
talk.

9. Inbreath: A series of //s preceded by an asterisk marks an in-
brcath. Without the dot, the h's mark an outbreath.

10. Rapid Speech: Tildes (-) indicate that speech is slurred together
because it is spoken rapidly.

11. Comments: Double parentheses enclose material that is not part
of the talk being transcribed, for example, a comment by the
transcriber if the talk was spoken in some special way.

12. Silence: Numbers in parentheses mark silences in seconds and
tenths of seconds.

13. Increased Volume: Capitals indicate increased volume.
14. Problematic Hearing: Material in parentheses indicates a hear-

ing that the transcriber was uncertain about.
15. Breathiness, Laughter: An h in parentheses indicates plosive

aspiration, which could result from events such as breathincss,
laughter, or crying.

16. Citation: Each example is preceded by a citation that locates the
tape and transcript where the original data can be found.

Appendix C. Boys3 Dispute Story

(19)

1 Tony: Gimme the things.
2 Chopper: You sh:ut up you big lips. (Y'all been
3 hangin around with thieves.)
4 Tony: (Shut up.)
5 Chopper: Don' t gimme that. = I' m not talk'm to
6 you.
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1
8 Tony:
9 Chopper:

10
11
12 Tony:
13
14
15 Chopper:
16 Jack:
17
18
19 Chopper:
20
21
22
23
24
25
26 Pete:
27
28 Chopper:
29 ( ):
30 Pete:
31 Tokay:
32 Pete:
33 Chopper:
34 Malcolm:
35 Tokay:

36 Chopper:
37 Tokay:
38
39 Chopper:
40 Tony:
41 Chopper:
42 Chopper:
43 Tokay:
44 Chopper:
45 Tony:
46 Pete:
47 Tony:
48 Chopper:
49 Tony:
50 Chopper:

53 Tony:
52 Chopper:

=[(

(1.4)
I'm talkin to y.oul
Ah you better sh:ut up with your
little- <&:ngy sneaks.

(1.4)
I'm a dingy your hea:d. =How would you
like that.

(0.4)
No you won't you little- f *h Guess what.

("foul) foul
thing.

(0.4)
Lemme~tell~ya.=Gwess what. (0.8) We
was comin home from practice, (0.4)
and, three boys came up there (.) and
asked~us~for~money~and~Tony~did~like~
this. (0.6)
*hh ((raising hands up))
"I AIN'T GOT nOiXhhXo °m(h)oney."

Ah-hih-ha,
*hh Hah-hah!
((snicker)) khh
(° look rgood.)

*hh
You di'.rd, ((smile intonation))

Aw:,
*hhh~ ((snicker)) Khh ."Hey Poo(h)chie.

Ah~/ia~aa~aa Ah~Aa//ha
You there A/a/colm,

((snicker)) *hhKh He was the(hh)re.
What'd he say Chopper. ((Smile
Intonation))
((snicker)) *hKh Yeah.=
=you was there /Tokayl

*hih *hih
Lemme-tell ya, An h(h)e sai(hh)d,
WH:EN\ =
="/ ain't got no(h) mof(h)ney."

Member=
Whew::,
that night when we was goin rthere,

((snicker)) Khh
and rthem boys came down the street,

((snicker)) Khhh!

/ ain't rarsed my hands rUp.
Go
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53
54
55
56
57 Malcolm:
58 Chopper:
59 Malcolm:
60 Chopper:
61 Malcolm:
62
63 Chopper:
64 Tony:

65 Chopper:
66 Tony:

67 Chopper:
68 Tony:
69 Chopper:
70
71
72 Jack:
73
74 Chopper:
75
76 Chopper:
77 Tony:
78
79 Chopper:
80 Malcolm:
81
82 Chopper:
83
84
85
86
87 ( ):
88 Chopper:
89
90

91 Jack:
92 Chopper:
93 Ray:

94 Tony:
95 Chopper:
96
97
98 Tony:
99 Chopper:

ahead.=You*re gonna say it- / know:.
*hh/Mdn'theg'l ikethis? (0.4)
"/ain't go(hh)t
no(hh)nr(h)e."

Ah~/ia~ha~ha~ha~ha~ha
((snicker)) *hkh
Aw.-.-::
*H ((snicker)) KHH
((baby voice)) "I ain't got no money."
Ah-,ha-ha.

((snicker)) Knhhhheh!
If he had money. If ,he had money

*hihh
I fand he said he didn't=

*hih
=them boys kicked his b'hi(hh)nd. °eh hen
/ ain't had no mon- / only had a penny
they didn't even find it.

(0.4)
°mmYeah.

(0.8)
At least I didn't go up there and say,

(1-2)
r,"I ain't got none."

Well there'd be some problems if he
came found it didn't it.
Nope. And ,guess what Mai,colm.

"He said said
((baby voice)) "I ain't got no money."=
=Guess what Malcolm.=Them boys out
there said, *hh "Your football player
ca:n't, play," And guess where To:ny
was. (0.6) All the way ar(h)ound the
cor(hh)n(h)er, (0.5) *hih ,Remember=

"What?
=that night? Them little boys said
"That little p:unk can't fight?" And
Tony started runnin across the s:treet.

Hey:[:,

Not Crven waitin for em.=
eh~/je/j~heh.

=WHAT?!
Member that time, (0.5) Lemme see we
got about- where we was playin
basketball at? (1.2) And/ /you had
Where who w'playin basketball at.
You know, where we were playin
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100 basketball? And you wasn't even waitin
101 for us, you was up there runnin,
102 Until you got way around the
103 corner.=Them boys said, those boys kep,
104 those boys kept on (/ said,) "Hey Tony
105 what you runnin for." He said "/ ain't
106 runnin." That boys woulda come next to
107 me I(h) woul(hh)da, ((snicker)) *hKkh I woulda
108 k:icked their oss. And//Tony was
109 was all the way ar(h)ound the comer.
110 Tony: I don't know what you talkin bout.

111 Jack: °Talkin//boutbeinkicked. That's
112 what it//is.
113 Pete: Member that time,
114 Tony: I don't remember // what you talkin
115 about.
116 Pete: that we was goin around the corner on
117 Poplar?
118 Chopper: "/ ain't got no(hh) mo(hh)ney."
119 Pete: That boy down there
120 Malcolm: ((baby voice)) "/a/n't got no money."
121 "I ain't got no money."
122 Tokay: Remember when that boy down in the
123 park, "that time, when he was talkin
124 to , Tony for

125 Tony: What he-When is he talkin ,about.
126 Chopper: OH YEAH!
127 (0.5)
128 Chopper: "I know you ain't talkin to
129 me!" Down in the park! ((snicker)) Khh~heh!
130 Pete: eh~heh~heh.
131 Chopper: *hh We was down the park, (0.7) and we
132 was- (0.6) and wh- wh- what was he
133 rfoin,=
134 Tony: =You can ask Ralph what happened down
135 the park Malcolm Johnson cuz this
136 sucker lie too much.
137 Chopper: Uh UH. we was playin-(0.3) we was
138 makin a darn raft, (0.5) and them
139 boys (.) was thro win things at Tony,
140 (0.7) And he said, (0.6) "Boy!" And-
141 lemme \ell.=(They) were talkin to that
142 //ttle boy. Th'he said, "Boy you
143 better watch them things!" That big
144 boy said,
145 Tony: "What ones.=
146 Chopper: ="I know (he ain't talkin to me!)" I
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147 said (0.4) and he said-

148 "NO: not ,you: du(hh)mmy-"
149 Tony: What things.
150 Pete: Ah:~fee/i~heh~fheh.

151 Chopper: "The fa'ttle bo:(hh)y."
152 Eh~heh~heh. ((snicker)) *hKh
153 Malcolm: That-
154 Chopper: That big boy woulda kicked his butt!
155 Malcolm: That//.ttle boy.
156 Tony: That's a lie too Chopper.
157 Chopper: Why you talk to that /ittle boy.
158 (1.0)
159 Tony: / said what!
160 Chopper: Got you got you got you!
161 (1.2)
162 Chopper: Say Hey rich heh
163 heh, Hey hey HEY! HEY HEY HEY\ "I
164 ain ' t go(h)t no(h)" (0.8) Da:g!

135

Appendix I). Girls' Dispute Story

(20)

((Bea, Barbara, and Julia are sitting on
Julia's steps discussing substitute teachers
during a teacher's strike.))

1 Barb: Teach us some little sixth grade work.
2 (0.4) That's how these volunteers doin
3 now. A little um, *h Arfdin 'n all
4 that.
5 Bea: Kahp. Xahp. // Yahp. An when
6 we was in the-
7 Barb: Twenny and twenny is // forty an all
8 that.
9 Bea: How bout when we was in-

10 Barb: Oolhate that junk.
11 Bea: How- how- h- um, uh h- h- how about me
12 and JuRa, 'h and all them um, and
13 Kerry, 'h ,and all them-
14 Julia: Isn'i Kerry mad at
15 me or s:omp'm,
16 (0.4)
17 Bea: /'on' kn//ow.
18 Barb: Kerry~a/ways~mad~at somebody.
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19 °/ 'on'care.
20 Julia: Cuz- cuz cuz I wouldn't, cu:z she
21 ain't put my name on that paper.
22 Bea: / know cuz , OH yeah. Oh yeah.
23 Barb: An next she,
24 (0.3)
25 Barb: ,,talk-bout-people.
26 Bea: She said, She said that um, (0.6)
27 that (0.8) if that girl wasn't
28 there=>'ow know that girl that always
29 makes those funny jokes, 'h Sh'aid if
30 thatgi/7 wasn't there you wouldn't be
31 actin, (0.4) a:ll stupid like that.
32 [f°Sh-
33 Julia: But H>as I actin stupid w,ith them?
34 Bea: Nope, no,=And
35 she- and she said that you sai:d, that,
36 "Ah: go tun-" (0.5) somp'm like ,tha:t.
37 Julia: °No I
38 didn't.
39 Bea: She's- an uh- somp'm like that. She's-
40 Barb: Kefrry a/ways say somp'm.=When you=
41 Bea: She-
42 Barb: -jump in her/ace she gonna deny
43 it.
44 Bea: Yah:p Yrahp.=An she said, 'h An- and
45 Julia: "Right on.
46 Bea: she said, hh that you wouldn't be actin
47 /ike that aroun- around people.
48 Julia: So: she wouldn* be actin /ike that
49 wi' that other gir\.=She the one picked
50 me to sit wi'them.='h She said , "Julia you
51 Bea: Y:ahp.
52 Julia: sit with her, 'h and I'll sit with her,
53 'h an Bea an- an Bea an-
54 an an .Martha sit together."
55 Barb: SHE TELLIN Y'ALL WHERE TA SIT
56 AT?
57 (0.2)
58 Bea: An so we sat together, An s- and s- and
59 so Julia was ju:st s:ittin right
60 there.=An the girl, an- an- the girl:

61 next to her?'h and the girl kept on
62 getting back up. 'h Ask the teacher
63 can she go t'the bathroom. An Julia
64 say she don' wanna go t'the bathroom
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65 w'her. An m- And Julia w'just sittin
66 up there actin- actin:, ac- ac- actin
67 sensible. An she up- and she up there
68 talking bout, and she- / said, I s'd I
69 s'd I s'd "This is how I'm- I'm gonna
70 put Julia na:me down here." Cu- m- m-
71 Cuz she had made a pa:ss you know, 'h
72 She had made a pa:ss.
73 (0.2)
74 Bea: ,For all us to go down to the bathroom.
75 Barb: Y'all go down t'the bathroom?
76 Bea: For ALLA-yeah. Yeah. Forum, (0.4)
77 for-for alia us-t 'go to the
78 bathroom. =1 s'd- I s'd "How: co:me you
79 ain't put Julia name down here." *h So
80 she said, she said ((whiny defensive lone))
81 "That other girl called 'er so,
82 she no:t ivi:th M:S, so,"
83 That's what she said too. (0.2) So /
84 said, s- so I snatched the paper
85 wi'her. I said wh-when we were play in
86 wi'that paper?
87 Julia: I'm a I'm a tell her about herself
88 toda,y. Well,
89 Bea: Huh? huh remember when we're
90 snatchin that rpaper.
91 Barb: An she gonna tell you
92 another story anyway. II (Are you gonna
93 talk to her today?)
94 Bea: But she ain't even put your name down
95 there. / just put it down there. Me
96 and Martha put it down.=An I said, and
97 she said "Gimme-that-paper.=I don't
98 wanna have her name down here." I s-1
99 s-1 s-1 said "She woulda allowed you

100 name (if you started)."
101 (1.0)
102 Julia: I said Kerry "°How come you ain't put my
103 name."
104 Barb: Here go B//ea, "uh uh uh well-"
105 Julia: "You put that other girl (name down)
106 didn't you. I thought you was gonna
107 have- owl: a hall pass with that other
108 girl." Thai's °what Kerry said. I said
109 (What's~her~problem.) OO: r'mind me a-
110 you old b: aldheadcd Kerry.
111 Bea: / should say it in fronta her face.
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112 (0.8) Bal: head.
113 Barb: Hey member when what we did th(h)e
114 o(h)ther ti(/i)me.

(21)

((The following occurs 45 seconds later
after Julia has gone inside.))

1 Bea: She shouldn't be writin things, about
2 me. (0.5) An so- An so- so she said
3 Barbara, Barbara need ta go
4 somewhere.
5 (1.0)
6 Barb: Well you /ell her to come say it in
7 front of my fa:ce. (0.6) And /'ll put
8 her somewhere. (3.8) An Barbara
9 ain't got nuttin t'do with what.

10 Bea: Write- um doin urn, rthat- that thing.
11 Barb: What do y'all
12 got ta do with it.
13 Bea: Because because um, / don't know what
14 we got to do with it. Bu ft she said-
15 Barb: W'll she
16 don't know what she talkin bout.
17 Bea: But- but she- but we di:dha\e somp'm
18 to do because we was ma:d at her.
19 Because we didn't like her no more.
20 (0.6) And that's why, (0.6) Somebody
21 the one ,that use-
22 Barb: So, she got anything t'say she
23 come say it in front of my face. (1.0)
24 I better not see Kerry today. (2.5) I
25 ain'l gonna say- l'm~a~say "Kerry what
26 you say about m,e. She gonna say
27 Bea: ((whiny)) (Nyang)
28 Barb: I ain't say nuttin."
29 Bea: (behind her face) she meant- sh'ent You
30 know you- you know what. She- she
31 chan^gin it.
32 Barb: If I HT0:te somp'm then I wrote
33 it.=Then I got somp'm to do with
34 it.=W'then I wrote it.
35 (0.5)
36 Bea: And she said, an- an- she u:m ah
37 whah.(I'm sorry oh.) I'm a walk you
38 home. She said that um,
39 Barb: She get on my nerves.
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40 Bea: She said that um,=
41 Barb: -Nown I got somp'm ta write about her
42 now::.
43 (0.5)
44 Bea: Oh yeah.=She sai:d tha:t, (0.4) that
45 um, you wouldn't have nuttin ta do with
46 it, and every/lung, and plus, (0.5)
47 Bea: ,\\m,
48 Barb: WELL IF I WROTE SOME'N/HAD SOMP'M
49 TOO with it.
50 Bea: An she said, / wanna set; what I was
51 gettin read ta say, (2.0) "And um,
52 Barb: She gonna deny every >fo«/.=Now watch.
53 I c'n put more up there for her the:n.
54 (2.0)
55 Bea: .What,
56 Barb: An in magic marker °so there.
57 (0.6)
58 Bea: Oh yeah, oh yeah.=S/i« was, she- w's
59 she was in Rochele: house you know, and
60 she said that um, that-1 heard her
61 say um, (0.4) um um uh uh "jM/ia said
62 y'all been talking behind my back."=I
63 said I'm a- I'm a say "H:oney, I'm gla:d.
64 that you know I'm talkin behind your
65 back. Because /- because / meant
66 for you to know anyway." An she said,
67 I- said "I don't have to talk behind
68 your back.=I can talk in front of your
69 face too" // And she said-
70 Barb: That's all I write. I didn't
71 write that. / wrote that.
72 (1.2)
73 Bea: Over here. / write this-1 cleared it
74 off. Because Landa wrote
75 and I- *h, and / made it Wgger.
76 Barb: Mmm,
77 (0.2)
78 Bea: So she said, ,'Fhat nrst-
79 Barb: And the other I did with
80 my finger on the cars ,and all that.
81 Bea: An-so-/said,
82 an- an so we were playin school you
83 know at Rochele's house? And boy we
84 tore her all- we said, I got
85 uh y'know ,1 was doin some signs?
86 Barb: I better not go around an
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87 catch Kerry.
88 Bear And Rochele called her iaWheaded
89 right~in~fronta~her face. She said "You
90 AaWheaded thing." Because she was
91 messin with Rochele.=I said, and so she
92 said, you know we were playin around
93 with her? And she said "You ftaWheaded
94 thing."=She said, "Rochele YOU DON'T
95 LIKE IT?" I said I said , that's why-
96 Barb: Yeah she gonna
97 base in some little kid's rface.
98 Bea: Yeah. And
99 she said, //1 said AND I SAID= I said I

100 said "What~are~ya doin to her."
101 Barb: I better not see Kerry today. I'm a
102 say "Kerry / heard .you was talkin bout
103 me."
104 Bea: I a s.ay-
105 Barb: Then she gonna say "I ain't- What
106 / say about you." I say "Ain't none
107 yer business what you said.=You come
108 say it in front a my ./ace since what=
109 you been tell everybody else." (0.4)
110 ((falsetto)) OO:, And I can put more
111 and I'm a put some- some "bad words in
112 today.
113 (0.5)
114 Bea: She said, and she was saying,
115 rShe said-
116 Now:

n I got somp'm to write ,about.
117 Bea: /said,
118 Barb: I better not catch you t'day.=I'm a
119 tell her butt o:ff.
120 (0.4)
121 Barb: An if she //get bod at me:?: I'm a,
122 punch her in the eye.
123 Bea: / said, / s-/ said, I said, Hey
124 Barbara I said, "Why don't you" urn, I
125 s-1-1-1- and "Why don' you stop
126 messing with her." And she said she
127 said "She called me baldheaded."
128 =1 said,
129 Barb: That's right.
130 Bea: =[An so-
133 Barb: That's her name so call her name back.
132 Bea: Guess what. Guess what. Uh- we- w-
133 an we was up finger waving?=And 1 said,
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134 I said, I said I said ((does motion))
135 like that.=I did.
136 hh An ,just like that.='h and I said=
137 Barb: OO::,
138 Bea: an I an 1 was doin all those sig:ns in
139 her face and everything? (0.5) 'h And
140 she said that um, (1.0) And then she-
141 an you- and she s- "She- roll her eye
142 like that, 'h And she was leanin
143 against-1-1 said, I s'd I s'd Is'd I
144 said, "Hey girl don't lean against that
145 thing cuz it's weak, enough." *h And
146 she said and she said 'h she- she did
147 like that.=She say, "Teh!" ((rolling
148 eyes)) II like that. I s'd-1 said "You
149 c'd roll your eyes all you want to.
150 Barb: Yeah if somebody do that to her-
151 And if ,you know what?
152 Bea: Cuz I'm tellin you. (0.5)
153 Tellin- I'm not asMn you." (0.4) An I
154 ain't say noplea:se either.
155 Barb: mmhmm.
156 Bea: ((chews fingers))
157 Barb: Don't do that. (1.5) W'H I'm tellin ya
158 / better not catch Kerry today. Cuz if
159 I catch her I'm gonna give her a word
160 from my mouth. (0.6) An if sheyump in
161 my/ace I'm a punch her in her/a:ce.
162 (1.5) And she can talk behind my ba:ck
163 she better say somp'm in front of my
164 face.
165 (1.5)

166 ((Boy walks down the street))

167 Barb: OO: there go the Tack, 'h 'hh 'hh Eh
168 That's your na(h)me.
169 (1.5)

170 ((Barbara starts down the street))
171 Barb: °h See y'all.
172 Bea: See you.

NOTES

This chapter originally appeared in Discourse Processes 13(1990):!.35-71.
1. For a more complete description of this fieldwork see M. H. Goodwin

(1990).
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2. A more extensive analysis of the formation of teams, as well as speech
activities, occurring in this encounter appears in C. Goodwin and M. H. Goodwin
(1990).

3. The complete cycle of stories from which these data were selected appears in
Appendix C. Subsequent line numbers related to this example refer to line num-
bers in the expanded version of this story in Appendix C.

4. The series of stories from which these data were taken appears in Appendix
D. Line numbers in this fragment correspond to line numbers in the more ex-
panded sequence of which this story is a part, which appears in Appendix D.
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Gender, Politeness,
and Confrontation

in Tenejapa

PENELOPE BROWN

This chapter examines some interactional details of a court case that took
place in the Mexican community of Tenejapa, a community of peasant
Mayan Indians who speak a language called Tzeltal, and compares it with
Tzeltal verbal interaction in other contexts. In particular I want to contrast
women's speaking style in amicable cooperative 'ordinary' Tzeltal conver-
sation with their speech in angry confrontation in a Tzeltal court case, the
only context in this society in which face-to-face angry confrontation is
authorized for women.

The purpose of this study is to explore how relations between language
and gender are context dependent, with respect to both the kind of
discourse—in this case cooperative versus confrontational interaction—
and the speech event and the particular norms governing talk within it.
Yet, despite this context dependency, women's characteristic concerns, and
the ways of speaking characteristic of women in this society that derive
from those concerns, put their stamp on interactions with radically differ-
ent interactional goals, so that gender is, in some senses, a "master status"
transcending contexts in this society.

Specifically, what I want to claim is that, in many ways, the interaction-
al conduct of a Tzeltal court case, a formal arena for face-to-face confronta-
tion with the aim of settling disputes between people, is the inverse of
interactional conduct in ordinary conversation in Tenejapan society. That
is, ordinary conversational structures and interactional norms are system-
atically violated in a public display of indignation and anger. Nevertheless,
in this context, certain features pervasive in women's speech in ordinary
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amicable conversation—features used to convey positive affect, empathy,
agreement, sympathetic understanding—are here carried over but are used
to convey the opposite: negative affect, hostility, contradiction.

In short, even when women aren't being polite—emphatically the
opposite—their characteristically female "ways of putting things" indi-
rectly, using irony and rhetorical questions for positive politeness, carry
over but with inverted functions: to emphatically contradict or disagree.

In what follows I first give a brief indication of some current issues in
language and gender research to which this study is oriented. Second, I
describe conversational structures employed in ordinary Tzeltal conversa-
tion, as well as the norms governing Tzeltal interaction in general and
women's normal public demeanor in particular. Third, I describe the orga-
nization of Tzeltai court cases and show how interaction in the courtroom
flouts certain of these norms systematically. Finally, I draw some conclu-
sions about (1) the nature of dispute settlement in Tenejapa, (2) how
gender meanings can get transformed in different contexts, and (3) impli-
cations for language and gender research in other contexts and societies.

Current Themes in Language and Gender Research

Out of the past fifteen years of cross-linguistic and cross-cultural research
into aspects of the relationship between language and gender has gradually
emerged the perspective into which I want to place the data discussed in
this chapter. This perspective, which has been promoted in my own work
(Brown 1979, 1980, Brown & Levinson 1979, 1987) and more recently
cogently argued for in, for example, McConnell-Ginct (1988), Philips,
Steele, and Tanz (1987), and Ochs (1992), has several basic tenets:

1. Although gender-based differences in language are, for most lan-
guages examined to date, fairly minimal in language structure, they
are pervasive in language use., especially in clusters of linguistic
features that differentiate male and female communicative styles.

2. For the most part, gender is not marked directly, but gender index-
ing is indirect, via other connections between gender and habitual
uses of language (speech acts, speech events, social activities, inter-
actional goals, and strategies).

3. (tender indexing is context dependent in very interesting, patterned
ways.

In this view, the study of language and gender is part of the more general
study of relations between language and social meaning (Ochs 1992). We
have to think in terms of a complex web of social meanings being con-
veyed when individuals speak, gender being only one, and not necessarily
always a relevant one, of these social meanings.

What is needed is a much better understanding of both gender, as a
social attribute, and how social meanings like gender are expressed in
speech. What kind of a thing is gender? Is it a master status, omnirelevant
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in all situations? How is it related to social roles, to activities and speech
events? To what extent do gender norms constrain people's behavior even in
situations in which gender should be irrelevant? How do different social
meanings (for example, professional identity versus gender identity) inter-
act? How do these reflect speakers' perceptions of their social relationships?

The study reported here is oriented to these sorts of questions; it aims
to illustrate with an example from my own work in southern Mexico what
I think is a profitable approach to the problem of trying to understand the
ways in which gender influences language use and is reflected in that use.
To the extent that gender influences the social meanings that people ex-
press when they speak, these can be discovered by conversation-analytic
techniques applied to interactions in different social contexts, where lan-
guage is being used to achieve different purposes.

This paper takes up this banner in one particular domain, comparing
gender influences on language usage in casual cooperative conversation
with those in angry confrontation. The Tzeltal case exemplifies the ap-
proach originally promoted by Garfmkel (1967): If you want to under-
stand social norms, look at how they are breached and how the manage-
ment of breaches reinstates the norms.1

Ethnographic Background

Tenejapa is a peasant Mayan community in the Chiapas highlands of
southern Mexico, about twenty miles from the town of San Cristobal de
las Casas. It is a corporate community of Tzeltal-speaking Indians, in a
populous rural area where there are many other Indian communities of
Tzeltal or Tzotzil speakers, each of which maintains a strong ethnic identi-
ty distinguishing it from the others and from the dominant Ladino (Mexi-
can national) culture.

As a corporate community Tenejapa has its own hierarchy of civil-
religious officials who run the local political system with a large degree of
autonomy, although it is subject to the Mexican laws and policies in some
arenas (schooling and health, principally). In law Tenejapa can settle its
own disputes, except for very serious ones such as murder, which go to the
Mexican court in San Cristobal.

The community consists of dispersed hamlets, connected by a dense
network of foot trails, and a ceremonial center, where local political and
religious ceremonies are based and where people holding political or reli-
gious offices live during their tenure. Here there are a large church, the
locus of the community's religious ceremonies, and a town hall (Cabildo),
which is the locus of political activities; it is here that our court case takes
place.

Norms of Interaction

My 1972—1973 fieldwork in Tenejapa focused on gender differentiation
in this community, in particular male-female styles of interaction (Brown
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1979, 1980). In this work it became clear that, on many indices, women
can be seen to be "more polite" than men; men are more direct and
straightforward in their speech. Thus, compared with men, women are
more positively polite to intimates and familiars, expending more interac-
tional effort in reassuring their interlocutors of their interest in, and appre-
ciation of, their conversational contributions. They are also more nega-
tively polite in public, where they are normally self-annihilating kinesically
and operate under very stringent interactional constraints including strong
inhibitions against public displays of emotion or public confrontation,
which do not apply to nearly such an extent for men. Self-control and
self-humbling arc crucial aspects of a woman's public presentation of
self; sanctions against behaving otherwise include ridicule by one's peers
and potential physical punishment by fathers, elder brothers, or hus-
bands.

Women's demeanor in public; is highly constrained; eye contact tends
to be avoided, and deference to or social distance from unfamiliars is
indicated by using a very high-pitched register. Among familiars, "positive
politeness" imbues most interaction with elaborated expressions of sympa-
thy, approval, and interest. Rhetorical questions and ironies are a conven-
tionalized mode of expression among women. They are used to stress
shared understandings and values, emphatic empathy and agreement, as
in these two examples taken from natural conversation in relaxed situa-
tions.2

1 A: . . . mak ma wan sc'ahubotik ta sramel 'in c'i
. . . perhaps it's not possibly that we get tired from bending over to pick
(coffee, that has fallen to the ground) then! (conveys sympathetic
understanding: of course, it's tiring!)

B: mak bi yu'uni ma sc'ahub.
Perhaps why don't (we) get tired, (conveys: We sure do!)

A: yak mak.
Yes, perhaps. (We do!)

2 A: mak ban yaAvil 'a'ba
Perhaps where do we see each other?
(conveys: Nowhere, we never get a chance to see one another.)

B: hu'u
No (agrees with implicature: No, nowhere.)

Women use this form of expression notably more than men do; indeed, it
seems to be a highly conventionalized form of feminine positive politeness
in this society (sec Brown 1979:chap. 4, and Brown, in press, for more
details).

Casual Conversational Style

Tzeltal conversation is archctypally two-party, with speaker and respon-
dent roles distinguished. Turn-taking rules apply quite rigidly; overlap is
relatively rare and covers relatively short segments of the utterance at
speaker-transition points. The floor is passed back and forth at regular
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short intervals, and interruptions are relatively few. Even during the telling
of a story or anecdote (where one interlocutor has all the information and
is trying to impart it to the other), the respondent takes up each point with
a revSponse indicating interest, understanding, an appropriate emotional
reaction, or simply the Tzeltal equivalent of "yeah, I hear you, go on."
These, essentially back channel, comments occupy a full turn; they nor-
mally do not overlap with the storyteller's running speech as they often do
in English conversations. Smiles, nods, or other nonverbal attempts to
respond might accompany, but cannot supplant, a verbal response.

These responses often take the form of repeating part of the prior
speaker's utterance, elaborated with appropriate prosodic indications of
surprise, interest, or agreement. These repetitions structure Tzeltal conver-
sations into neat little sequences of utterance, plus repeat-response, plus
optional repeat of the repeat (or part of it), and so on, resulting in inter-
changes like the following, which illustrates this highly characteristic struc-
ture of Tzeltal conversation:

3 (from a conversation between an elderly woman (GM) and her visiting
granddaughter (GD), who is explaining how it is that she has come vis-
iting so late in the day)
GD: ha?te ha? ye z'in ?a ka?yix tal ha?al ho?otike

But so it was, we-exel. got rained on (on the way here)
GM: eh! la?wa?yix tal z'in

Oh! you got (rained on) then

GD: LI
(we) did!

GM: la ha? in sab i
That was this morning.

GD: ha?
It was.

GM: ha?
It was.

GD: ha?
It was.

GM: ha?te hie suhtat nix tal ?a z'in
But so thus you've just returned (from hot country) then.

GD: suht nix z'in
So (we) have just returned.

GM: suht
Returned.

GD: suht
Returned.

The conversational uses of such repeats as responses to an utterance
have been reported for other languages and societies (sec, for example,
Tanncn 1987, 1989, for English; Havcrkatc 1989:402 for Spanish), but in
Tzeltal these are conventionalized as the normal way to respond to an
interlocutor's narrating or explaining something. Men in Tenejapa do this
too, in casual speech, but their repeat cycles tend in general to be shorter
and less affectively positively polite.
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Arenas for Conflict

Women in daily interaction tend to suppress conflict. It is veiled, even in
private, and, between nonintimatc women, openly angry confrontation
rarely occurs. Interaction is simply avoideci, and gossip, mockery, and
backbiting against the object of one's anger are expressed to sympathetic
intimates.

Anger between women who are intimates (for example, members of
one's own household, family, or neighbors) is normally expressed through
controlled "leakage," in which silence, nonresponsivencss, or terse replies
(clipped pronunciation and abrupt timing) to proffered utterances can
indicate restrained anger. There might also be kinesic distancing, avoid-
ance of smiling, of eye contact, and of physical contact, which contrast
with normal relaxed behavior to suggest anger. It is common to declare
stiffly, if questioned, that one is not angry, to insist that nothing is wrong,
and, if pressed, to launch into a tirade of self-abuse, saying, in effect, "I'm a
terrible person, a no-good, a bum." In this context it is overwhelmingly
obvious that the person is angry, but there are strong constraints on
overtly admitting it to the object of one's anger.3

Men, in contrast, can and do express conflict overtly in relatively pri-
vate contexts; both verbal and physical abuse from husband to wife are
routine in some households. In public arenas men are likely to express
open conflict only if drunk.

Procedures for dispute settlement operate at various levels. They might
be worked out through family mediation or taken up in front of a local
hamlet arbitrator, in informal meetings with the two sides both presenting
their points of view; the arbitrator (a schoolmaster or church leader, for
example) has, however, no authority to impose a settlement.

The forum of last resort for irresolvable conflicts is the Tenejapan
court; this is resisted by most, as here private quarrels (and their embar-
rassing or humiliating details) are exposed to public view. That is what
happened in the case we're going to examine here,

A Tenejapan Court Case

Format and Procedures

The format of a typical court case at this community level is a hearing in
the Cabildo, presided over by the Tenejapan president or judge, either of
whom can act as judge for the case. The "plaintiff" (the person who
originated the case with a complaint to the judge) and the "defendant"
(the accused party, who has been summoned to the court) appear, and
each is given a chance to present his or her case.4 This is done in a special
named speech style, (col k'op "explaining speech"), which is a sequential
presentation of argument (with features similar to those of narrative in
casual conversation) laying out the source and details of the dispute from
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the speaker's point of view.5 A number of Tenejapan officials who have an
interest in the case, or who have nothing else to do, may be present as
audience to the transaction, though they rarely participate. The judge
presides, listens, asks questions, and eventually decides what ruling to
make. This ruling is discussed, and may be modified, until all participants
agree to it. Then it is typed up by the Ladino secretary in an official
document (an acta), which is signed by all three; copies are retained by
each participant and a copy goes into the court record.

This process is set in motion by a complaint, when the plaintiff" comes
to the president or the judge, or to one of the officials representing the
plaintiff's local hamlet, and asks for the defendant to be summoned to
court. The officials representing the defendant's hamlet go to his or her
house and fetch the defendant to the town, where a hearing takes place in
the Cabildo (or at the president's house). People who arc afraid or
ashamed to appear may get someone to appear for them—a representative
who is deemed good at speaking in public. Friends of the court, family
supporters, witnesses, and casual bystanders may all be present, may wan-
der in and out, and may contribute to the discussion. Normally the defen-
dant pays the fee exacted by the officials for the summons; in addition,
fines or jail or a period of community service (for example, work on
church repairs) might be imposed. In cases involving moral breaches, a
lecture might be given to the wrongdoer by the judge. The procedure ends
with the signing of the acta by all three parties.

The majority of issues tried in this forum are domestic quarrels, includ-
ing adultery, physical violence such as wife-beating and drunken attacks,
child support, divorce and property settlement. They can also involve land
disputes and inheritance disagreements, debts, property damage or (rare-
ly) theft, interactional hostilities (drunken insults, character assassination),
and witchcraft.6

The procedure, then, is straightforward: When the opponent is not
present in the courtroom (because he or she couldn't be found or is
already in jail, for example), the plaintiff "explains" his or her complaint in
a long narrative detailing the cause and conduct of the dispute. The judge
asks questions, then makes a ruling. The tone of the court cases we ob-
served with no opponent present was generally earnest, calm, and self-
righteous. When the opponent is present, however, as is normally the case,
blatant interactional confrontation can occur between the two, in which
the interaction violates, point by point, the interactional norms of cooper-
ative discourse, resulting in a display of confrontation for rhetorical (and
perhaps cathartic) ends.

The Case of the Runaway Daughter-in-Law

In the case we are considering here, a woman, the principal plaintiff,
complains that her former daughter-in-law owes her a lot of money. The
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background of this complaint is as follows: The daughter-in-law married
her son after a normal Tenejapan courtship, stayed with him in his parents'
household for five months, then ran away arid married another Tenejapan
man without any divorce proceedings first. This breach of social relations,
outrageous by Tenejapan standards, is not the subject of this case, how-
ever; in fact it only comes up obliquely in the forty minutes of the pro-
ceedings. The complaint is that the daughter-in-law, while living with her
first husband's family, received a number of gifts from her husband and his
parents. These gifts were things normally (but not obligatorily) given to
new brides and included a corn grinding machine, a skirt, a red belt, a
white belt, some meat, and some thread for weaving. The plaintiff has no
(official) complaint against this girl for leaving her husband, but she claims
that she should be paid for all these items that were given to the bride, in
good faith, as a new daughter-in-law.

The defendant pleading here isn't the wife who remarried, but her
mother. The daughter doesn't appear in court (she was too ashamed, be-
cause of her "bad" behavior, it was said). The claims are against her natal
family, represented here by her mother.

The case takes place in the Cabildo, around a large central table. The
judge is seated at one side; the litigants take up standing positions at the
end near the door. The Ladino secretary is typing business letters (unre-
lated to this case) at the far end of the room. Around the table on benches
against the wall arc seated about ten Tenejapan officials and litigants from
preceding cases, as well as a number of bystanders (plus the two ethnogra-
phers, filming and taping the event). The case begins when the judge
addresses the plaintiff" and asks her to explain her complaint (she has
previously entered, greeted the judge, and stood waiting at the end of the
table while another case was presented). The plaintiff presents her claims,
and the defendant (the runaway wife's mother) vociferously argues against
these claims. There is a lot of disagreement, simultaneous speech between
the defendant and the plaintiff, and overt expression of hostility, anger,
and contempt—quite extraordinary by Tenejapan standards. The interac-
tion alternates between sections in which the judge poses questions and
the plaintiff or the defendant replies, in an orderly fashion, and those in
which they take oft in mutually oriented antagonistic tirades while the
judge quietly listens. Eventually the judge succeeds in getting them to
agree that the defendant will pay the plaintiff nine hundred pesos for the
gifts and that she will bring the money to court the following Sunday. This
solution represents a compromise between the amount of money the
plaintiff claimed (totaling some twelve hundred pesos) and the amount the
defendant concedes is due (somewhat less than nine hundred pesos), as
well as in the amount of time she is given to come up with the money. The
local official is paid for his summons by the defendant, and the case ends
(to be followed immediately by another one) when the two women leave
the courtroom.
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Interaction in the Courtroom Context

Here I focus on specific contrasts between courtroom behavior and ordi-
nary interaction.

Speech Event Demarcation. There arc no clear boundaries to the event.
Minimal greetings are given by the plaintiff, none by the defendant, and
no farewells at all. And, although the case is started by the judge's saying
to the plaintiff, "So I'll listen to your speech now ma'am," it is readily
interrupted when he is called to attend to other business, and, although
the two parties may carry on their presentation, the judge isn't listening.7

Participants. There are three main participants (plaintiff, defendant, and
judge), with a large audience of about ten officials and several litigants
from other cases, including a number of men from the neighboring Indian
community of Chamula. With this "audience" (or, more strictly, "copre-
scnt bystanders," not necessarily attending) under other circumstances the
behavior of Tenejapan women would be extremely circumspect. Members
of the audience frequently engage in background conversation not ad-
dressed to the case at hand. Periodically the judge is drawn into this
background conversation, especially when required to say ritual greetings
or farewells to men who are entering or leaving the courtroom, but the
litigants in our case ignore this entirely.8

Roles of speaker and addressee arc fluid and rapidly switched, and the
large degree of overlapping speech means that both the plaintiff and the
defendant can be both speaker and addressee simultaneously. The judge's
institutional role as adjudicator is operated with restraint; he docs not
heavy-handedly push the parties toward a resolution but allows them to
work toward one themselves with minimal interference. And his role as
listener is not rigidly upheld; although some of the time he does conscien-
tiously display his attentiveness with hms, uhuhs, and the like, at several
points he turns to other business. The audience takes no part in the
argument or discussion of this case.

Although the judge is the monitor of the proceedings, except at the
beginning when he invites the plaintiff to begin and asks her some ques-
tions, he rarely exercises his right to choose the next speaker. Generally,
turn taking operates as a local management system, as in ordinary casual
conversation.

Turn-Taking Structure. The most interesting features of the interaction
are in the management of turn taking, which has two distinctive charac-
teristics:

1. An overall dyadic structure is imposed on what is, in principle, a
three-party interaction.

2. Periodically the normal turn-taking rules are suspended in interac-
tion between the two women, and they speak simultaneously.
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First, despite the fact that there are three main participants, the interac-
tion overwhelmingly displays a dyadic stmcturc, with two of the three
participants addressing one another (in an A-B-A-B-A-B sequential struc-
ture). The third party frequently tries to gain the floor and participate in
the dialogue but cither fails entirely (is ignored by the two) or succeeds in
gaining only one addressee, and the dyadic structure is retained with
different members constituting the dyad. Thus, over the entire event,
speech alternates among the judge-plaintiff dyad, the plaintiff-defendant
dyad, and the judge-defendant dyad.

Speech in ordinary conversation also shows a marked tendency toward
dyadic exchanges, but the clearly demarcated roles of speaker and respon-
dent, with the respondent replying with encouraging repetitions of the
speaker's utterances, is almost entirely absent in the courtroom.

The most surprising feature of this interaction, compared with speech
in other contexts, is the simultaneous speech of the plaintiff and the defen-
dant for extended periods. As a result of persistent attempts to gain the
floor by the party not included in the dyad of the moment, there are
frequent interruptions and a great deal of overlap, which in extreme in-
stances consists of the plaintiff and the defendant speaking simultaneously
at one another for as much as half a minute. Sometimes their utterances,
though heavily overlapping, are responding to one another's remarks and
challenges; at other times they are apparently totally independent tirades.

Thus, the basic dyadic structure of the interaction is continually being
challenged by the party left out at an)' moment, but the successful chal-
lenge only succeeds in shifting the constitution of the dyad. Interactional
orderliness is also maintained to some degree by the judge exercising his
monitoring role; periodically he interjects questions to break up a dyadic
interchange and redirect the topic. Frequently, however, his attempts fail,
as illustrated in (4), where the judge makes two unsuccessful tries before
finally capturing P's attention (at line 324) on his third attempt (•—» marks
turns where J tries to enter the conversation):

4 Judge's attempts to monitor
(D = defendant P = plaintiff J = Judge)
(P is in the middle of her explanation to J about the background to her
claims against D)

302 P: ha' ye z'i (. . .) waxakcb to k'al 'a kuc'tik tc pox
So it was for 8 days we drank the booze together

1 ] [ 1
303 —» J: bweno

OK,
304 J: ha' nax bal 'a z'i bi

That was how it was, eh?
305 (J) =yu? me ya'-

because if you-
I. 1

306 D: clihh cuhkilal-
(to P) Eh, the belt-
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307 (D) peru bi yu'un ha''* nax ya'toy 'a'ba
but why is it you just pride yourself

= [ J
308 P: ha' (.) waxakeb k'al 'a kuc' ho'tik 'a poxe (.)

(to D) It is so. For 8 days we drank the booze that time,
309 (P) (ba kuzi) k'amal ba ya slckot z'in te=

? where it was made good then, at
[ L I

J: ((laughs))
311 D ( t o P ) ehhh:
312 (P): = pask'ue

Easter
[ ]

313 —^ J- yu' nax z'i ha' nax bal z'i ya stikun te-
Just because, so is it just that he sent-

[ ]
314 D (to P) mac'a lah: (.)

Who, was it said
315 (D) mac'a xkucoh'ocel (teklum) (.)

who had carried (it) entering town?
316 (D) tatik ya- 'a scelbet 'a'ba mac'a 'a skucoh (. . ,) r=

the man, he ?-cd for you, the one who had carried

[ 1 ' [ 1
317 P- hoo

Huh.
3jg p. mak ha' z'i kerem ku'un

Perhaps it was my boy, eh
319 (D): =pepsic'c --=

the Pepsis, eh?!
I 1

320 J: hoo
Huh.

321 p- = ha' bal z'i kerem ku'uni=
(to D) Was it my own boy then?

322 —> J: =ya na wan z'i stolik 'in te pox c'e
They perhaps paid for this booze then, eh?!

323 D (to P); xk'otok (cikin) bi mak
His (ear?) returned perhaps, eh?

324 P (to J); hai?
What?

325 ): ya wan 'a (st- kurik na)
Perhaps he ( ? )

I ]
326 P: rna niwan s'os stikun bel 'a hue stukcl=

Perhaps he didn't send away (for it)
327 (P) =ya'wa'y z'in pox van z'in te ha' nax kalat . . . .

you see then, the booze, or rather it's just as I tell you,
I 1

328 J: hoo
Yeah

(P continues her explanation to J)

This refusal to yield the floor is extremely marked behavior by two women
to a male official; he, however, treats the interchanges as a normal and
expected part of the proceedings, not as an extraordinary breakdown.
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The simultaneous speech of the women and their refusal to yield the
floor are important vehicles for their expression of antagonism. The mood
of dynamic confrontation that permeates this interaction is also carried
more explicitly by their aggressive kincsics, direct eye contact, and aggres-
sive gestures that suggest contempt or disgust. Occasionally there are
overt insults and abusive words, but prosodic indication of anger and
emphasis is rampant throughout.

In short, interactional antagonism is carried to a large extent in break-
downs and manipulations of the turn-taking rules: in interruptions, over-
laps, and speech that is simultaneous and nonresponding. In contrast, the
plaintifPs and defendant's interchanges with the judge are much more
orderly and slow, with fewer overlaps and interruptions. Both the plaintiff
and the defendant: occasionally use the Tzeltal "respect voice" (very high
pitch) to the judge, though never to each other.

Irony and Rhetorical Questions. A final realm for the display of antago-
nism is in the very noticeable absence of preference for agreement; indeed,
in direct contradictions of one another's claims, especially via an exploita-
tion of women's typical positive politeness agreement strategy—rhetorical
questions and ironies—which are here done sarcastically, as challenges.
Let's look at some of these in detail.

5 Irony and rhetorical questions as confrontation
(P has been listing her claims; J has just said "\vait a minute" and begun
to write them down, one by one).

231 J: te: urn-
the, urn

232 P: =hm
umhm

233 (1.5)
234 j: zckcl z;i

(for the) skirt, then
235 p. hm (.) ox-cehp /'in zckele (1.5) ca'cehp cuhkilal

Hm, three hundred then for the skirt, two hundred for the belt.
236 —> D: hi yu'un ma ha'^uk z'in mak yu'r> ma ho'winikuk (sti) =

Why wasn't it then, perhaps it wasn't one hundred or so
(ironic: conveys: it was only worth 100 pesos)

237 (D) =mak bit'il fa? ya stoytik yu'-' mak ha? te sle bi xan yae
how is it that they overstate (the price of the belt) because per-
haps it's that she "(F) is looking for something more (from me)!

238 (1)
239 (D) ( hobe . . . .) -

I 1
240 P: ya stakxa'lcbcn (.)

You can look for (it- the belt) for me,
241 (P) ya stak xa'lebcn shol temc hicc

you can look for a replacement for it if that's the way it is. (i.e., if
you think that was a cheap belt, get a better one!)

1
242 —> D: = ha"i> yu'1' wan ha' z'i baz'il szozil -L'\ mak ma ha? —

It's that, perhaps it's that it's real wool then perhaps! (Con-
veys: It wasn't of real wool; i.e., it was cheap!)
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243 (D) = (tay z'in men)
(perhaps it's not then)

f J
244 -^> p: mancuk ?a z'in mak yu? ma toyoluk k'uxel z'i=

So what about that then, perhaps it's not that it was ex-
pensive then (conveys: It was expensive!)

245 —> D: =toyol nanix stukel '•'A z'i hi mak
Really expensive, (it is) itself then, perhaps, eh? (conveys sarcasm:
It was really cheap!)

The effectiveness of this ironic phrasing of agreement, sarcastic agree-
ment, to convey disagreement relies on the conventional use of irony to
agree, and the disagreement is thereby made more poignant, more dramat-
ic, taking place as it does against the background of feminine positive
politeness. By the same token, the occasional sarcastic use of normally
respectful address forms underlines the women's hostile intent.

Conclusion

This Tzeltal court case is a paradigm example of verbal interaction in one
social context (a court case) being played out in opposition to the norms
for verbal interaction in another social context (everyday public interac-
tion), in order (partially) to reinforce those first-context norms (appropri-
ate gender behavior) and, as I now argue, where face is threatened, in
order to restore face. For the case under discussion is indeed partly about
money but largely about face, and personal reputation. In the buildup to
this confrontation, appropriate female role behavior and affinal behavior
have been grossly transgressed; both parties have been publicly shamed.
The conduct of the court case is, to a large extent, oriented toward rein-
stating them in the community.

Two distinct things are at issue in this court case:

1. A dispute about financial outlays, requiring a monetary settlement
2. Face, as implicated in female roles, especially in the female in-law

relationships

In aid of the substantive dispute is the content of the argument in
court, which is overtly about the rights and wrongs of financial outlays:
whether they occurred, whether they legitimately were part of the mar-
riage ceremonies or part of subsequent in-law relationship obligations,
and, therefore, whether they should be reimbursed due to the breakdown
of the in-law relationship. In aid of face-support is the whole style of the
courtroom proceedings: the plaintiffs portrayal of innocent outrage, indi-
cating a generalized message to the effect that "this person has so rent the
social fabric that I'm justified in breaking the norms of propriety gover-
ning female behavior" (specifically, nonconfrontation). By successfully dis-
playing her outrage, she (1) reestablishes her face, (2) influences the finan-
cial outcome of the case, and (3) gets cathartic release from long-term
pent-up anger. The defendant, by responding with a display of innocent
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outrage, casts doubt on the authenticity of the plaintifPs outrage and gains
certain concessions in the financial outcome.

In Tcnejapa, then, despite the strong constraints against public displays
of anger, there is an institutionalized context (and mode) for confronta-
tion: a dramatized outrage played against the backdrop of appropriate
norms for female behavior. The very excessivencss of the hostility ex-
pressed suggests that, in Tenejapa, litigation involves a form of drama, in
which the litigants are given scope to dramatize their antagonism, to
display their anger and outrage in direct face-to-face confrontation, in
ways almost unheard of in other contexts. The forum of the courtroom
provides a frame for this display that makes it interactionally manageable;
such open display of anger outside the courtroom would be, for women,
unthinkably dangerous, provoking accusations of witchcraft. The pro-
tagonists here are breaking the norms (in a controlled manner), in order to
affirm the norms of appropriate female behavior.

I do not mean to suggest that all women in Tencjapan court cases
behave in this confrontational manner, nor that men never do, but only
that in court such behavior is not only sanctioned but actually necessary to
reestablish one's besmirched reputation.

The courtroom solution results in a compromise, negotiated between
the two protagonists, that reinstates both in the community with some
face left. Gossipers can now have a field day with the details of the dispute;
nonetheless, by going through the court procedure the plaintiff rees-
tablishes herself as "not exploited and shamed," and the defendant rees-
tablishes herself as having paid for her daughter's flouting of social norms.

But here we find the paradox at the heart of Tzeltal litigation. If the
display and revelation in the courtroom interaction accomplish the work-
ing out of anger and the reinstatement of public "face," at the same time
they work against one of the most cherished Tenejapan values: self-
protection through emphatic insistence on privacy. Privacy is an over-
whelming concern in Tenejapan social life; in this small, gossip-ridden
community people are extremely sensitive to what others know about
them, as well as to what they can learn, and infer, about others from their
behavior. Hiding the details of one's personal effects and social relations
from prying eyes is a dominant concern in interpersonal conduct.9 In this
context it is astonishing that cases are ever brought to court at all, and
indeed, public exposure of one's private affairs in court is much feared.
Litigation is a form of mutual punishment, at least potentially, through
which the air is cleared. Face is saved by face being thrown to the winds.

That in a small-scale, facc-to-facc, nonhierarchical peasant society
where privacy is a dominant concern disputes are settled in a confronta-
tional display is perhaps not too surprising. And that they are likely not to
remain settled is perhaps an obvious consequence of their agonistic dis-
play.

What can we conclude from all this about gender and language in
Tenejapa? The norms of gender-appropriate behavior are clear: Politeness,
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restraint, and circumspection are enjoined. Nonetheless, in one kind of
social context, litigation, whether at the local level or in the official Tenc-
japa court, where a woman's reputation is on the line inverted behavior
occurs: Women are given license to excel in public demonstrations of
anger and outrage. Indeed, such a display seems part of the very process
of, and essential to, clearing one's stained reputation, reestablishing one's
public face.10

This provides clear evidence, for Tenejapan society, that gender is not a
unified one-dimensional feature of one's social identity; one's gender has
different applicability (and different effects) in different kinds of situations.
We do find (in Tenejapan society, at any rate) gender-characteristic pat-
terns of speaking across contexts—even contexts as contrastive as those
we've been considering—that indicate that gender-specific "ways of put-
ting things" can operate across contexts, and this is perhaps especially so
when one's face qua woman (or man) is implicated in the different con-
texts.

In a recent paper, Elinor Ochs (1992) puts forward an analysis of how
gender is indexed that can help us understand what is happening in Tcne-
japa. Ochs argues that the relation of language to gender is not a straight-
forward mapping of linguistic form onto the social meaning of gender
but is constituted and mediated at least partly by the relation of language
to what she calls stances: general interactional poses having to do with
how one presents oneself to others, for example, hesitation/aggression, or
coarseness/delicacy, or accommodation versus nonaccommodation to the
addressee. I think that the ironies and rhetorical questions that proliferate
in Tenejapan women's speech arc manifesting a characteristic female
stance, emphasizing in-group solidarity expressed through ironic agree-
ment and displays of shared values; women's joking and humor in Tenc-
japa also often take the form of irony. In amicable interactions, women's
positively polite ironic phraseology assumes and stresses shared values and
norms, cooperation, mutual sympathy and understanding. In the court-
room confrontation this stance is evoked, but from a distance, ironically, in
the sarcastic politeness of hostile pseudoagrcement.

As Ochs (1992:341-342) puts it,

the relation between language and gender is mediated and constituted
through a web of socially organized pragmatic meanings. Knowledge of
how language relates to gender is not a catalogue of correlations between
particular linguistic forms and sex of speakers, referents, addressees and the
like. Rather, such knowledge entails tacit understanding of 1) how particu-
lar linguistic forms can be used to perform particular pragmatic work (such
as conveying stance and social action) and 2) norms, preferences and expec-
tations regarding the distribution of this work vis a vis particular social
identities of speakers, referents, and addressees.

She goes on to argue that we need to understand, then, (1) how particular
linguistic forms can be used to perform particular pragmatic work and
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(2) what arc the norms, expectations, and preferences about the distribu-
tion of this work across gender categories. Continuity in women's verbal
practices across diverse situations is clue to habitual gender differences in
things like stance and social action (for example, confirmation checks),
which carry over from situation to situation.

The Tenejapan case is a beautiful example of this, for it: is the exception
that proves the rule: Even when women arc not being polite, characteristic
female strategies of indirectness and politeness are manifested in their
speech.

This suggests that, for a deeper understanding of language and gender,
we need to take very detailed looks at gender behavior in different situa-
tions. One situation casts light on others, especially if one (like confronta-
tion) is defined in opposition to the other (ordinary courteous interac-
tion). By looking at how gender meanings get transformed in contexts of
confrontation, we can explore the complex situational variability in what
speakers, male or female, are aiming at when they speak. For example, is it
cooperation, harmony, the "we" code that is being evoked, or is the inter-
action one of conflict or self-defense, in the idiom of "I versus you"?

Most significantly, the Tenejapan case suggests how we might try to
make sense of the widespread finding in language and gender research that
women interact more cooperatively than men do, at least on the surface;
that a patina of agreement is put over women's interactions in many
contexts and in different societies. With the Tenejapan women, this coop-
erative ethos spills over into their noncooperative discourse. The result is
sarcastic cooperation and sarcastic indirectness: exploiting mutual knowl-
edge and shared agreement strategies to emphasize disagreement. In Tcne-
japa (as well as in Japan, it has been suggested)11 this particular stance is a
woman's forte, and it makes the criticism/disagreement all the more pain-
ful, as the superficial amicability in which it is couched adds an additional
barbed clement to the contrast.

One would hope that close attention to these situation-specific kinds
of speech events will improve our understanding of how and when gender
is implicated in interaction and, when it is, just how it affects women's and
men's ways of speaking. Only then will we be in a position to address the
more general comparative sorts of questions posed by Ochs (1992): What
kinds of meanings (social, pragmatic) are women and men likely to index
in their speech in different kinds of societies, and how do such gender
meanings relate to the positions and the images of men and women in
society?

NOTES

In previous incarnations, this chapter was given as a paper at the Australian An-
thropological Society meetings in August 1981 and at seminars at the Australian
National University; at Sussex University, England, in 1983; at the University of
Colorado, Boulder and at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nij-
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megen, Holland, in 1988. I am grateful for die many comments that improved my
thinking about the issues herein addressed. The ficldwork on which this paper is
based was conducted by Stephen Levinson and me in July—August 1980, when
four court cases in addition to the one analyzed here were tape-recorded and
filmed with Super-8 equipment, in a project funded by die Department of Anthro-
pology, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian National University.

This chapter originally appeared in Discourse Processes 13(1990): 1.123-141.
1. This study is pertinent not only as an exploration of language and gender,

the emphasis in this chapter, but also as a contribution to the literature on the
organization of courtroom speech, as contrasted with speech in other contexts
(sec, for example, Atkinson & Drew 1979, Lakoff 1989), and to the recently
burgeoning interest in how face-to-face confrontation is managed (for example,
Goodwin & Goodwin 1987, Haviland 1989, Grimshaw 1990).

2. The Tzeltal data cited here come from films and/or tape recordings of
natural interactions in Tcnejapa. Transcription conventions: Square brackets []
indicate overlapping speech; = indicates speech tied to that on the next line with
no pause; dots in parentheses ( . . . ) indicate material omitted; a single dot in
parentheses (.) indicates a micropause; numbers in parentheses, for example (1.5),
indicate approximate pauses in seconds; words in parentheses () indicate sections
where transcription is uncertain; an arrow —-> draws attention to a line of transcript
under discussion. The Tzeltal transcription is roughly phonemic: c represents the
sound spelled in English ch, x corresponds to English sh, z represents English ts, '
indicates a glottal stop, and ' indicates that the preceding consonant is glottalized.
Speakers' initials are in parentheses when the line following is a continuation of a
turn begun on a prior line. Question mark ? in translation indicates translation
uncertain.

3. There are, of course, personality differences among individuals. I am de-
scribing a general cultural constraint on the mode of expression of anger, which
individuals may differentially bow to.

4. I use the labels "plaintiff' and "defendant" in these restricted senses here,
although these arc very unsatisfactory terms insofar as they carry all the connota-
tions of Western legal practice, which are inapplicable in the Tenejapan case. The
summons-initiator, who lodges the original complaint, and the summons-
recipient, who is the object of the complaint, might well switch complainer-
complainee roles in the course of the proceedings: Plaintiff might become the
accused and defendent the accuser, and indeed, the original plaintiff might be the
one who is hauled off to jail.

5. Despite this named style, Tzeltal speakers themselves do not categorize
speech in the courtroom as different in kind from that taking place in other
contexts. Conversation in Tzeltal is a form of ?ac k'op "new speech," covering all
the secular and modern genres of speech (joking, conversing, word play, speech-
making), as distinct from the special genres of poko k'op "ancient speech," which
cover the sacred and ritual uses of words and music. The speech in a court case is a
kind of ?ac k'op, with structural features similar in most respects to those of casual
conversation (*ayanef)', it is not a specialized genre (see Stross 1974), and "explain-
ing speech" in other contexts is also called col k'op.

6. Serious crimes under Ladino law, especially murder, arc not tried in the
Tenejapan court but are sent to a Ladino court in San Cristobal. Major crimes
(murder, by violence or witchcraft, and major theft) often do not come to court at
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all. The culprit flees and lies low for a while, possibly for years; then he or she may
return and all may be, if not forgotten, ignored.

7. It should be noted that Tcnejapan cases differ in this respect from the case
reported by Nash (1970) for the nearby Tzekal community of Amatenango,
which was much more formally structured and bounded. See also Collier's (1973)
description of Tzotzil courts in Zinacantan.

8. They also completely ignore the camera, two tape recorders, and the two
foreign ethnographers in the room. At no point do their eyes meet the camera, and
they appear oblivious to it. (This was not the case during our filming of casual
interaction.)

9. This is even more true in the neighboring community of Zinacantan (Havi
land & Haviland 1983). There women are apparently much more circumspect
about entering into court cases at all (Devcreaux 1988).

10. This is particularly clear in eases where the charge is an assault on a girl's
sexual reputation. In one hearing I observed at the hamlet level, a girl who had
been publicly accused by a woman of "wanting to marry the woman's son,"
produced an hour-long tirade violently protesting her innocence, outrage, and
humiliation at the unjust slander. Her reputation as a "good" girl was thereby
publicly reinstated, a matter of some importance in a society where the sullying of
an unmarried girl's reputation, whether justified or not, can provoke beatings from
her father and/or brother.

11. The connection between Japanese women and ironic politeness as rudeness
was suggested to me by a Japanese student at one of the seminars in which this
material was presented. In Brown (1979) I illustrated Tenejapan women's ironic
stance in much more detail and made the suggestion that an ironic stance is
perhaps especially the ploy of the downtrodden or underprivileged.
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The Relativity of
Linguistic Strategies:

Rethinking Power and Solidarity
in Gender and Dominance

DEBORAH TANNEN

Introduction

In analyzing discourse, many researchers operate on the unstated assump-
tion that all speakers proceed along similar lines of interpretation, so a
particular example of discourse can be taken to represent how discourse
works for all speakers. For some aspects of discourse, this is undoubtedly
true. Yet a large body of sociolinguistic literature makes clear that, for
many aspects of discourse, this is so only to the extent that cultural back-
ground is shared. To the extent that cultural backgrounds differ, lines of
interpretation and habitual use of many linguistic strategies are likely to
diverge. One thinks immediately and minimally of the work of Gumperz
(1982), Erickson and Shultz (1982), Scollon and Scollon (1981), and
Philips (1983). My own research shows that cultural difference is not
limited to the gross and apparent levels of country of origin and native
language, but also exists at the subcultural levels of ethnic heritage,
class, geographic region, age, and gender. My earlier work (Tannen 1984,
1986) focuses on ethnic and regional style; my most recent work (Tannen
1990b) focuses on gender-related stylistic variation. I draw on this work
here to demonstrate that specific linguistic strategics have widely diver-
gent potential meanings.1

This insight is particularly significant for research on language and
gender, much of which has sought to describe the linguistic means by
which men dominate women in interaction. That men dominate women
as a class, and that individual men often dominate individual women in
interaction, are not in question; what I am problematizing is the source
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and workings of domination and other intentions and effects. I will show
that one cannot locate the source of domination, or of any interpersonal
intention or effect, in linguistic strategies such as interruption, volubility,
silence, and topic raising, as has been claimed. Similarly, one cannot locate
the source of women's powerlessness in such linguistic strategies as indi-
rectness, taciturnity, silence, and tag questions, as has also been claimed.
The reason one cannot do this is that the same linguistic means can be
used for different, even opposite, purposes and can have different, even
opposite, effects in different contexts. Thus, a strategy that seems, or is,
intended to dominate may in another context or in the mouth of another
speaker be intended or used to establish connection. Similarly, a strategy
that seems, or is, intended to create connection can in another context or
in the mouth of another speaker be intended or used to establish domi-
nance.

Put another way, the "true" intention or motive of any utterance can-
not be determined from examination of linguistic form alone. For one
thing, intentions and effects are not identical. For another, as the socio-
linguistic literature has dramatized repeatedly (see especially McDermott
& Tylbor 1983, Schegloff 1982, 1988, Erickson 1986, Du'ranti & Bren-
ncis 1986), human interaction is a. "joint production": everything that
occurs results from the interaction of all participants. A major source of
the ambiguity and polysemy of linguistic strategies is the paradoxical rela-
tionship between the dynamics of power and solidarity. This is the source
that I will explore here.

Overview of the Chapter

In this chapter I first briefly explain the theoretical paradigm of power and
solidarity. Then I show that linguistic strategies are potentially ambiguous
(they could "mean" either power or solidarity) and polysemous (they
could "mean" both). Third, I recxamine and expand the power and soli-
darity framework in light of cross-cultural research. Finally, I demonstrate
the relativity of five linguistic strategics: indirectness, interruption, silence
versus volubility, topic raising, and adversativeness (that is, verbal con-
flict).

Theoretical Background

Power and Solidarity

Since Brown and Gilman's (1960) introduction of the concept and subse-
quent elaborations of it, especially those of Friedrich (1972) and Brown
and Levinson ([1978]1987), the dynamics of power and solidarity have
been fundamental to sociolinguistic theory. (Fasold [1990] provicies an
overview.) Brown and Gilman based their framework on analysis of the
use of pronouns in European languages which have two forms of the
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second-person pronoun, such as the French tu and vous. In English
the closest parallel is to be found in forms of address: first name versus
title-last name. In Brown and Gilman's system, power is associated with
nonreciprocal use of pronouns; in English, the parallel would be a situa-
tion in which one speaker addresses the other by first name but is ad-
dressed by title-last name (for example, doctor and patient, teacher and
student, boss and secretary, building resident and elevator operator). Soli-
darity is associated with reciprocal pronoun use or symmetrical forms of
address: both speakers address each other by tu or by vous (in English, by
title-last name or by first name). Power governs asymmetrical relationships
where one is subordinate to another; solidarity governs symmetrical rela-
tionships characterized by social equality and similarity.

In my previous work exploring the relationship between power and
solidarity as it emerges in conversational discourse (Tannen 1984, 1986), I
note that power and solidarity are in paradoxical relation to each other.
That is, although power and solidarity, closeness and distance, seem at first
to be opposites, each also entails the other. Any show of solidarity neces-
sarily entails power, in that the requirement of similarity and closeness
limits freedom and independence. At the same time, any show of power
entails solidarity by involving participants in relation to each other. This
creates a closeness that can be contrasted with the distance of individuals
who have no relation to each other at all.

In Brown and Gilman's paradigm, the key to power is asymmetry, but
it is often thought to be formality. This is seen in the following anecdote. I
once entitled a lecture "The Paradox of Power and Solidarity." The respon-
dent to my talk appeared wearing a three-piece suit and a knapsack on his
back. The audience was amused by the association of the suit with power,
the knapsack with solidarity. There was something immediately recogniz-
able in this semiotic. Indeed, a professor wearing a knapsack might well
mark solidarity with students at, for example, a protest demonstration.
And wearing a three-piece suit to the demonstration might mark power by
differentiating the wearer from the demonstrators, perhaps even remind-
ing them of his dominant posit ion in the institutional hierarchy. But wear-
ing a three-piece suit to the board meeting of a corporation would mark
solidarity with other board members, whereas wearing a knapsack in that
setting would connote not solidarity but disrespect, a move in the power
dynamic.

The Ambiguity of Linguistic Strategies

As the preceding example shows, the same symbol—a three-piece suit—can
signal cither power or solidarity, depending on, at least, the setting (e.g.,
board meeting or student demonstration), the habitual dress style of the
individual, and the comparison of his clothing with that worn by others in
the interaction. (I say "his" intentionally; the range of meanings would be
quite different if a man's three-piece suit were worn by a woman.) This
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provides an analogue to the ambiguity of linguistic strategies, which are
signals in the scmiotic system of language. As I have demonstrated at length
in previous books, all linguistic strategies arc potentially ambiguous. The
power-solidarity dynamic is one fundamental source of ambiguity. What
appear as attempts to dominate a conversation (an exercise of power) may
actually be intended to establish rapport (an exercise of solidarity). This
occurs because (as I have worded it elsewhere) power and solidarity are
bought with the same currency: The same linguistic means can be used to
create cither or both.

This ambiguity can be seen in the following fleeting conversation. Two
women were walking together from one building to another in order to
attend a meeting. They were joined by a man they both knew who had just
exited a third building on his way to the same meeting. One of the women
greeted the man and remarked, "Where's your coat?" The man responded,
"Thanks, Mom." His response framed the woman's remark as a gambit in
a power exchange: a mother tells a child to put on his coat. Yet the woman
might have intended the remark as showing friendly concern rather than
parental caretaking. Was it power (condescending, on the model of parent
to child) or solidarity (friendly, on the model of intimate peers)? Though
the man's uptake is clear, the woman's intention in making the remark
is not.

Another example comes from a letter written to me by a reader of You
Just Don't Understand: Women and Men in Conversation. A woman was at
home when her partner arrived and announced that his archrival had
invited him to contribute a chapter to a book. The woman remarked
cheerfully how nice it was that the rival was initiating a rapprochement and
an end to their rivalry by including her partner in his book. He told her
she had got it wrong: because the rival would be the editor and he merely
a contributor, the rival was actually trying to solidify his dominance. She
interpreted the invitation in terms of solidarity. He interpreted it as an
expression of power. Which was right? I don't know. The invitation was
ambiguous; it could have "meant" either.

The Polysemy of Power and Solidarity

The preceding examples could be interpreted as not only ambiguous but
polysemous. The question "Where's your coat?" shows concern and sug-
gests a parent-child constellation. The invitation to contribute a chapter to
a book brings editor and contributor closer and suggests a hierarchical
relationship.

One more example will illustrate the polysemy of strategics signaling
power and solidarity. If you have a friend who repeatedly picks up the
check when you dine together, is she being generous and sharing her
wealth, or is she trying to flaunt her money and remind you that she has
more of it than you? Although the intention may be to make you feel good
by her generosity, her repeated generosity may nonetheless make you feel
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bad by reminding you that she has more money. Thus both of you arc-
caught in the web of the ambiguity of power and solidarity: it is impossi-
ble to determine which was her real motive, and whether it justifies your
response. On the other hand, even if you believe her motive was purely
generous, your response is nonetheless justified because the fact that she
has this generous impulse is evidence that she has more money than you,
and her expressing the impulse reminds you of it. In other words, both
interpretations exist at once: solidarity—she is paying to be nice—and
power—her being nice in this way reminds you that she is richer. In this
sense, the strategy is not just ambiguous with regard to power and soli-
darity but polysemous. This polysemy explains another observation that
initially surprised me: Paules (1991) reports that waitresses in a restaurant
she observed over time are offended not only by tips that are too small, but
also by tips that are too large. The customers' inordinate beneficence
implies that the amount of money left is insignificant to the tipper but
significant to the waitress.

Brown and Oilman are explicit in their assumption that power is asso-
ciated with asymmetrical relationships in which the power is held by the
person in the one-up position. This is stated in their definition: "One
person may be said to have power over another to the degree that he is
able to control the behavior of the other. Power is a relationship between
at least two persons, and it is nonrcciprocal in the sense that both cannot
have power in the same area of behavior" (p. 254). I have called attention,
however, to the extent to which solidarity in itself can be a form of
control. For example, a young woman complained about friends who
"don't let you be different." If the friend says she has a particular problem
and the woman says, "I don't have that problem," her friend is hurt and
accuses her of putting her down, of acting superior. The assumption of
similarity requires the friend to have a matching problem (Tanncn 1990b).

Furthermore, although Brown and Oilman acknowledge that "power
superiors may be solidary (patents, elder siblings)" and "power inferiors,
similarly, may be as solidary as the old family retainer" (p. 254), most
Americans are inclined to assume that solidarity implies closeness, whereas
power implies distance.2 Thus Americans regard the sibling relationship as
the ultimate in solidarity: "sister" or "brother" can be used metaphorically
to indicate closeness and equality.3 In contrast, it is often assumed that
hierarchy precludes closeness: employers and employees cannot "really" be
friends. But being linked in a hierarchy necessarily brings individuals clos-
er. This is an assumption underlying Watanabe's (1993) observation, in
comparing American and Japanese group discussions, that whereas the
Americans in her study saw themselves as individuals participating in a
joint activity, the Japanese saw themselves as members of a group united
by hierarchy. When reading Watanabe, I was caught up short by the term
"united." My inclination had been to assume that hierarchy is distancing,
not uniting.

The anthropological literature includes numerous discussions of cul-
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tural contexts in which hierarchical relationships are seen as close and
mutually, not unilaterally, empowering. For example, Beeman (1986) de-
scribes an Iranian interactional pattern he dubs "getting the lower hand."
Taking the lower-status position enables an Iranian to invoke a protector
schema by which the higher-status person is obligated to do things for him
or her. Similarly, Yamada (1992) describes the Japanese relationship of
nnicte, typified by the parent-child or employer-employee constellation. It
binds two individuals in a hierarchical interdependence by which both
have power in the form of obligations as well as rights vis-a-vis the other.
Finally, Wolfowitz (1991) explains that respect/deference is experienced
by Suriname Javanese not as subservience but as an assertion of claims.
The Suriname Javanese example is particularly intriguing because it calls
into question the association of asymmetry with power and distance. The
style Wolfowitz calls respect-politeness is characterized by both social
closeness and negative politeness.4 It is hierarchical insofar as it is direc-
tional and unequal; however, the criterion for directionality is not status
but age. The prototypical relationship characterized by respect politeness
is grandchild-grandparent: a relationship that is both highly unequal and
very close. Moreover, according to Wolfowitz, the Javanese assume that
familial relations are inherently hierarchical, including age-gracied siblings.
Equality, in contrast, is associated with formal relationships that are also
marked by social distance.

We can display these dynamics as a multidimensional grid of at least
(and, potentially and probably, more) intersecting continuua. The close-
ness/distance dimension can be placed on one axis and the hierarchy/
equality one on another. (See Figure 7.1.) Indeed, the intersection of these
dimensions—that is, the co-incidence of hierarchy and closeness—may
account, at least in part, for what I am calling the ambiguity and polysemy
of power and solidarity.

Similarity I Difference

There is one more aspect of the dynamics of power and solidarity that
bears discussion before I demonstrate the relativity of linguistic strategics.
That is the similarity/difference continuum and its relation to the other
dynamics discussed.

For Brown and Gilman solidarity implies sameness, in contrast to
power, about which they observe, "In general terms, the V form is linked
with differences between persons" (p. 256). This is explicit in their defini-
tion of "the solidarity semantic":

Now we are concerned with a new set of relations which are symmetrical;
for example, attended the same school or have the same parents or practice the
same profession. If A has the same parents as B, B has the same parents as A.
Solidarity is the name we give to the general relationship and solidarity is
symmetrical. (257; italics in original)
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Fig. 7.1 The intersecting dimensions of closeness/distance and hierachy/
equality.

The similarity/difference continuum calls to mind what I have discussed
elsewhere (Tanncn 1984, 1986) as the double bind of communication.5 In
some ways, we are ail the same. But in other ways we are all different.
Communication is a double bind in the sense that anything we say to
honor our similarity violates our difference, and anything we say to honor
our difference violates our sameness. Thus a complaint can be lodged:
"Don't think I'm different." ("If you prick me, do I not bleed?" one might
protest, like Shylock.) But a complaint can also be lodged: "Don't think
I'm the same." (Thus, for example, women who have primary respon-
sibility for the care of small children will be effectively excluded from
activities or events at which day care is not provided.) Becker (1982:125)
expresses this double bind as "a matter of continual self-correction be-
tween exuberance (i.e., friendliness: you are like me) and deficiency (i.e.,
respect: you are not me)." All these formulations elaborate on the tension
between similarity and difference, or what Becker and Oka (1974) call
"the cline of person," a semantic dimension they suggest may be the one
most basic to language: that is, one deals with the world and the objects
and people in it in terms of how close (and I would add, similar) they are
to oneself.

As a result of these dynamics, similarity is a threat to hierarchy. This
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is dramatized in Harold Pinter's play Mountain Language. Composed of
four brief scenes, the play is set in a political prison in the capital city of
an unnamed country that is under dictatorial siege. In the second scene,
an old mountain woman is finally allowed to visit her son across a table
as a guard stands over them. But whenever she tries to speak to her son,
the guard silences her, telling the prisoner to tell his mother that it is
forbidden to speak their mountain language in the capital. Then he con-
tinues:

GUARD
. . . And I'll tell you another thing. I've got a wife and three kids. And you're all a
pile of shit.

Silence.

PRISONER
I've got a wife and three kids.

GUARD
You've what?

Silence.

You've got what?

Silence.

What did you say to me? You've got what?

Silence.

You've got what?

He picks up the telephone and dials one digit.

Sergeant? I'm in the Blue Room ... yes ... I thought I should report, Sergeant... I
think I've got a joker in here.

The Sergeant soon enters and asks, "What joker?" The stage darkens and
the scene ends. The final scene opens on the same setting, with the prison-
er bloody and shaking, his mother shocked into speechlessness. The pris-
oner was beaten for saying, "I've got a wife and three kids." This quotidian
statement, which would be unremarkable in casual conversation, was in-
subordinate in the hierarchical context of brutal oppression because the
guard had just made the same statement. When the guard said, "I've got a
wife and three kids. And you're a pile of shit," he was claiming, "I am
different from you." One could further interpret his words to imply, "I'm
human, and you're not. Therefore I have a right to dominate and abuse
you." By repeating the guard's words verbatim, the prisoner was then
saying, "I am the same as you."6 By claiming his humanity and implicitly
denying the guard's assertion that he is "a pile of shit," the prisoner
challenged the guard's right to dominate him.7 Similarity is antithetical to
hierarchy.

The ambiguity of closeness, a spatial metaphor representing similarity
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or involvement, emerges in a nonverbal aspect of this scene. In the perfor-
mance I saw, the guard repeated the question "You've got what?" while
moving steadily closer to the prisoner, until he was bending over him,
nose to nose. The guard's moving closer was a kinesic/proxemic analogue
to the prisoner's statement, but with opposite effect: he was "closing in."
The guard moved closer and brought his face into contact with the prison-
er's not as a sign of affection (which such actions could signify in another
context) but as a threat. Closeness, then, can mean aggression rather than
affiliation in the context of a hierarchical rather than symmetrical relation-
ship.

The Relativity of Linguistic Strategies

The potential ambiguity of linguistic strategies to mark both power and
solidarity in face-to-face interaction has made mischief in language and
gender research, wherein it is tempting to assume that whatever women
do results from, or creates, their powerlcssness and whatever men do
results from, or creates, their dominance. But all the linguistic strategics
that have been taken by analysts as evidence of dominance can in some
circumstances be instruments of affiliation. For the remainder of this chap-
ter I demonstrate the relativity of linguistic strategies by considering each
of the following strategics in turn: indirectness, interruption, silence ver-
sus volubility, topic raising, and adversativeness, or verbal conflict. All of
these strategics have been "found" by researchers to express or create
dominance. I will demonstrate that they are ambiguous or polysemous
with regard to dominance or closeness. Once again I am not arguing that
these strategies cannot be used to create dominance or powerlessness,
much less that dominance and powerlcssness do not exist. Rather, my
purpose is to demonstrate that the "meaning" of any linguistic strategy can
vary, depending at least on context, the conversational styles of partici-
pants, and the interaction of participants' styles and strategies. Therefore
we will have to study the operation of specific linguistic strategies more
closely to understand how dominance and powerlessness are expressed and
created in interaction.

Indirectness

Lakoff (1975) identifies two benefits of indirectness: defensivcness and
rapport. Defensivcness refers to a speaker's preference not to go on record
with an idea in order to be able to disclaim, rescind, or modify it if it does
not meet with a positive response. The rapport benefit of indirectness
results from the pleasant experience of getting one's way not because one
demanded it (power) but because the other person wanted the same thing
(solidarity). Many researchers have focused on the defensive or power
benefit of indirectness and ignored the payoff in rapport or solidarity.

The claim by Conley, O'Barr, and Lind (1979) that women's language
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is really powerless language has been particularly influential. In this view
women's tendency to be indirect is taken as evidence that women don't
feel entitled to make demands. Surely there are cases in which this is true.
Yet it can easily be demonstrated that those who feel entitled to make
demands may prefer not to, seeking the payoff in rapport. Furthermore,
the ability to get one's demands met without expressing them directly can
be a sign of power rather than of the lack of it. An example I have used
elsewhere (Tannen 1986) is the Greek father who answers, "If you want,
you can go," to his daughter's inquiry about going to a party. Because of
the lack of enthusiasm of his response, the Greek daughter understands
that her father would prefer she not go and "chooses" not to go. (A "real"
approval would have been "Yes, of course, you should go.") I argue that
this father did not feel powerless to give his daughter orders. Rather, a
communicative system was conventionalized by which he and she could
both preserve the appearance, and possibly the belief, that she chose not to
go rather than simply obeying his command.

Far from being powerless, this father felt so powerful that he did not
need to give his daughter orders; he simply needed to let her know his
preference, and she would accommodate to it. By this reasoning, indirect-
ness is a prerogative of the powerful. By the same reasoning, a master who
says, "It's cold in here," may expect a servant to make a move to close a
window, but a servant who says the same thing is not likely to sec his
employer rise to correct the situation and make him more comfortable.
Indeed, a Frenchman who was raised in Brittany tells me that his family
never gave bald commands to their servants but always communicated
orders in indirect and superpolite form. This pattern renders less surpris-
ing the finding of Bellinger and Gleason (1982, reported in Gleason
1987) that fathers' speech to their young children had a higher incidence
than mothers' of both direct imperatives (such as "Turn the bolt with the
wrench") and implied indirect imperatives (for example, "The wheel is
going to fall off").

The use of indirectness can hardly be understood without the cross-
cultural perspective. Many Americans find it self-evident that directness is
logical and aligned with power whereas indirectness is akin to dishonesty
as well as subservience. But for speakers raised in most of the world's
cultures, varieties of indirectness are the norm in communication. In Japa-
nese interaction, for example, it is well known that saying "no" is consid-
ered too face-threatening to risk, so negative responses arc phrased as
positive ones: one never says "no," but initiates understand from the form
of the "yes" whether it is truly a "yes" or a polite "no." And this applies to
men as well as women.

The American association of indirectness with female style is not cul-
turally universal. Keenan (1974) found that in a Malagasy-speaking village
on the island of Madagascar, women are direct and men indirect. But this
in no way implies that the women are more powerful than men in this
society. Quite the contrary, Malagasy men arc socially dominant—and
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their indirect style is more highly valued. Kccnan found that women were
widely believed to debase the language with their artless directness, where-
as men's elaborate indirectness was widely admired. In my own research
(Tannen 1981) I compared Greeks and Americans with regard to their
tendency to interpret a question as an indirect means of making a request.
I found that whereas American women were more likely to take an indirect
interpretation of a sample conversation, Greek men were as likely as Greek
women, and more likely than American men or women, to take an indirect
interpretation. Greek men, of course, are nor less powerful vis-a-vis
women than American men.

Indirectness, then, is not in itself a strategy of subordination. Rather, it
can be used by either the powerful or the powerless. The interpretation of
a given utterance and the likely response to it depend on the setting, on
individuals' status and their relationship to each other, and also on the
linguistic conventions that are ritualized in the cultural context.

Interruption

That interruption is a sign of dominance has been as widespread an as-
sumption in research as in conventional wisdom. Most frequently cited is
West and Zimmerman's (1983) finding that men dominate women by
interrupting them in conversation. Tellingly, however, Deborah James and
Sandra Clarke (this volume), reviewing research on gender and interrup-
tion, do not find a clear pattern of males interrupting females. Especially
significant is their discovery that studies comparing amount of interrup-
tion in all-female versus all-male conversations find more interruption, not
less, in all-female groups. Though initially surprising, this finding rein-
forces the need to distinguish linguistic strategies by their interactional
purpose. Does the overlap show support: for the speaker, or does it contra-
dict or change the topic? I explore this phenomenon in detail elsewhere
(Tannen 1989b) but 1 will include a brief summary of the argument here.

The phenomenon commonly referred to as "interruption," but more
properly referred to as "overlap," is a paradigm case of the ambiguity of
power and solidarity. This is clearly demonstrated with reference to a two
and a half hour dinner table conversation that I have analyzed at length
(Tannen 1984). My analysis makes clear that some speakers consider talk-
ing along with another a show of enthusiastic participation in the conver-
sation (solidarity, creating connections); others, however, assume that
only one voice should be heard at a time, so for them any overlap is an
interruption (an attempt to wrest the floor, a power play). The result, in
the conversation I analyzed, was that enthusiastic listeners who overlapped
cooperatively, talking along to establish rapport, were perceived by
overlap-resistant speakers as interrupting. This doubtless contributed to
the impression reported by the overlap-resistant speakers that the coopera-
tive overlappers had "dominated" the conversation. Indeed, the tape
and transcript also give the impression that the cooperative overlappers
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had dominated, because the ovcrlap-aversant participants tended to stop
speaking as soon as another voice began.

It is worth emphasizing the role of balance in determining whether an
overlap becomes an interruption in the negative or power-laden sense. If
one speaker repeatedly overlaps and another repeatedly gives way, the
resulting communication is asymmetrical, and the effect (though not nec-
essarily the intent) is domination. But if both speakers avoid overlap, or if
both speakers overlap each other and win out equally, there is symmetry
and no domination, regardless of speakers' intentions. Importantly,
though, and this will be discussed in the last section under the rubric of
advcrsativeness, the very engagement in a symmetrical struggle for the
floor can be experienced as creating rapport, in the spirit of ritual opposi-
tion analogous to sports. Further, an imbalance can result from differences
in the purpose for which overlap is used. If one speaker tends to talk along
in order to show support, and the other chimes in to take the floor, the
floor-taking ovcrlapper will tend to dominate.

Thus, to understand whether an overlap is an interruption, one must
consider the context (for example, cooperative overlapping is more likely
to occur in casual conversation among friends than in a job interview), the
speakers' habitual styles (for example, overlaps arc more likely not to be
interruptions among those with a style I call "high-involvement"), and the
interaction of their styles (for example, an interruption is more likely to
occur between speakers whose styles differ with regard to pausing and
overlap). This is not to say that one cannot use interruption to dominate a
conversation or a person, only that it is not self-evident from the observa-
tion of overlap that an interruption has occurred, or was intended, or was
intended to dominate.

Silence Versus Volubility

The excerpt from Pinter's Mountain Language dramatizes the assumption
that powerful people do the talking and powerless people arc silenced.
This is the trope that underlies the play's title and its central theme: By
outlawing their language, the oppressors silence the mountain people,
robbing them of their ability to speak and hence of their humanity. In the
same spirit, many scholars (for example, Spender 1980) have claimed that
men dominate women by silencing them. There arc obviously circum-
stances in which this is accurate. Coatcs (1986) notes numerous proverbs
that instruct women, like children, to be silent.

Silence alone, however, is not a self-evident sign of powerlcssncss, nor
volubility a self-evident sign of domination. A theme running through
Komarovsky's (1962) classic study, Blue Collar Marriage, is that many of
the wives interviewed said they talked more than their husbands: "He's
tongue-tied," one woman said (p. 13); "My husband has a great habit of
not talking," said another (p. 162); "He doesn't say much but he means
what he says and the children mind him," said a third (p. 353). Yet there is
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no question that these husbands are dominant in their marriages, as the
last of these quotes indicates.

Indeed, taciturnity itself can be an instrument of power. This is pre-
cisely the claim of Sattel (1983), who argues that men use silence to
exercise power over women. Sattel illustrates with a scene from Erica
Jong's novel Fear of Flying, only a brief part of which is presented here.
The first line of dialogue is spoken by Isadora, the second by her husband,
Bennett. (Spaced dots indicate omitted text; unspaced dots are a form of
punctuation included in the original text.)

"Why do you turn on me? What did I do?"

Silence.

"What did I do?"

He looks at her as if her not knowing were another injury.

"Look, let's just go to sleep now. Let's just forget it."

"Forget what?"

He says nothing.

"It was something in the movie, wasn't it?"

"What, in the movie?"

". . . It was the funeral scene. ... The little boy looking at his dead mother. Some-
thing got you there. That was when you got depressed."

Silence.

"Well, wasn't it?"

Silence.

"Oh come on, Bennett, you're making mv.funous. Please tell me. Please."

The painful scene continues in this vein until Bennett tries to leave the
room and Isadora tries to detain him. The excerpt certainly seems to
support SatteFs claim that Bennett's silence subjugates his wife, as the
scene ends with her literally lowered to the floor, clinging to his pajama
leg. But the reason his silence is an effective weapon is her insistence that
he tell her what's wrong. If she receded into silence, leaving the room or
refusing to talk to him, his silence would be disarmed. The devastation
results not from his silence alone but from the combination of his silence
and her insistence on talking, in other words, the interaction of their
differing styles.8

Researchers have counted numbers of words spoken or timed length of
talk in order to demonstrate that men talk more than women and thereby
dominate interactions. (See James and Drakich [this volume] for a summa-
ry of research on amount of talk.) Undoubtedly there is truth to this
observation in some settings. But the association of volubility with domi-
nance does not hold for all settings and all cultures. Imagine, for example,
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an interrogation, in which the interrogator does little of the talking but
holds all the power.

The relativity of the "meaning" of taciturnity and volubility is high-
lighted in Margaret Mead's (1977) discussion of "end linkage," a concept
developed jointly by Mead, Gregory Bateson, and Geoffrey Gorer. Their
claim is that universal and biologically constructed relationships, such as
parent-child, are linked to different behaviors in different cultures. One of
their paradigm examples is the apportionment of spectatorship and exhibi-
tionism. In middle class American culture, children, who arc obviously the
weaker party in the constellation, are expected to exhibit while their more
powerful parents are spectators; in contrast, in middle- and upper-class
British culture, exhibition is associated with the parental role and spec-
tatorship with children, who are expected to be seen and not heard.

Furthermore, volubility and taciturnity, too, can result from style dif-
ferences rather than speakers' intentions. As I (Tannen 1984, 1985) and
others (Scollon & Scollon 1981, Scollon 1985) have discussed at length,
there are cultural and subcultural differences in the length of pauses ex-
pected between and within speaking turns. In my study of the dinner table
conversation, those who expected shorter pauses between conversational
turns began to feel an uncomfortable silence ensuing while their longer-
pausing friends were simply waiting for what they regarded as the "nor-
mal" end-of-turn pause. The result was that the shorter pausers ended up
doing most of the talking, another sign interpreted by their interlocutors
as dominating the conversation. But their intentions had been to fill in
what to them were potentially uncomfortable silences, that is, to grease the
conversational wheels and ensure the success of the conversation. In their
view, the taciturn participants were uncooperative, failing to do their part
to maintain the conversation.

Thus silence and volubility, too, cannot be taken to "mean" power or
powcrlessness, domination or subjugation. Rather, both may imply either
power or solidarity, depending on the criteria discussed.

Topic Raising

Shuy (1982) is typical in assuming that the speaker who raises the most
topics is dominating a conversation. However, in a study I conducted
(Tannen 1990a) of videotaped conversations among friends of varying
ages recorded by Dorval (1990), it emerged that the speaker who raised
the most topics was not always dominant, as judged by other criteria (for
example, who took the lead in addressing the investigator when he entered
the room). In a twenty-minute conversation between a pair of sixth-grade
girls who identified themselves as best friends, Shannon raised the topic of
Julia's relationship with Mary by saying, "Too bad you and Mary arc not
good friends anymore." The conversation proceeded and continued to
focus almost exclusively on Julia's troubled relationship with Mary.
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Similarly, most of the conversation between two tenth-grade girls was
about Nancy, but Sally raised the topic of Nancy's problems. In response
to Nancy's question 'Well, what do you want to talk about?" Sally said,
"Your mama. Did you talk to your rnama?" The ensuing conversation
focuses on happenings involving Nancy's mother and boyfriend. Overall,
Sally raised nine topics, Nancy seven. However, all but one of the topics
Sally raised were questions focused on Nancy. If raising more topics is a
sign of dominance, Sally controlled the conversation when she raised
topics, although even this was subject to Nancy's collaboration by picking
them up. It may or may not be the case that Sally controlled the conversa-
tion, but the nature of her dominance is surely other than what is normally
assumed by that term if the topics she raised were all about Nancy.

Finally, the effect of raising topics may also be an effect of differences in
pacing and pausing, as discussed with regard to my study of dinner-table
conversation. A speaker who thinks the other has no more to say on a
given topic may try to contribute to the conversation by raising another
topic. But a speaker who was intending to say more and was simply
waiting for the appropriate turn -exchange pause will feel that the floor was
taken away and the topic aggressively switched. Yet again, the impression
of dominance might simply result from style differences.

Adversativeness: Conflict and Verbal Aggression

Research on gender and language has consistently found male speakers to
be competitive and more likely to engage in conflict (for example, by
arguing, issuing commands, and taking opposing stands) and females to
be cooperative and more likely to avoid conflict (for example, by agreeing,
supporting, and making suggestions rather than commands). (Maltz &
Borker [1982] summarize some of this research.) Ong (1981:51) argues
that "adversativeness" is universal, but "conspicuous or expressed advcr-
sativeness is a larger element in the lives of males than of females."

In my analysis of videotapes of male and female friends talking to each
other (Tannen 1990a), I have begun to investigate how male adversative-
ness and female cooperation are played out, complicated, and contradicted
in conversational discourse. In analyzing videotapes of friends talking, for
example, I found a sixth-grade boy saying to his best friend,

Seems like, if there's a fight, me and you are automatically in it. And every-
one else wants to go against you and everything. It's hard to agree without
someone saying something to you.

In contrast, girls of the same age (and also of most other ages whose talk I
examined) spent a great deal of time discussing the dangers of anger and
contention. In affirming their own friendship, one girl told her friend,

Me and you never get in fights hardly,
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and

I mean like if I try to talk to you, you'll say, "Talk to me!" And if you try to
talk to me, I'll talk to you.

These examples of gendered styles of interaction are illuminated by the
insight that power and solidarity arc mutually evocative. As seen in the
statement of the sixth-grade boy, opposing other boys in teams entails
affiliation within the team. The most dramatic instance of male affiliation
resulting from conflict with others is bonding among soldiers, a phenome-
non explored by Norman (1990).

By the same token, girls' efforts to support their friends necessarily
entail exclusion of or opposition to other girls. This emerges in Hughes's
(1988) study of girls playing a street game called foursquare, in which four
players occupy one square each and bounce a ball into each other's
squares. The object of the game is to eliminate players by hitting the ball
into their square in such a way that they fail to hit it back. But this effort to
"get people out" is at odds with the social injunction under which the girls
operate, to be "nice" and not "mean." The girls resolved the conflict, and
formed "incipient teams" composed of friends, by claiming that their
motivation in eliminating some players was to enable others (their friends)
to enter the game, since eliminated players are replaced by awaiting play-
ers. In the girls' terms "getting someone out" was "nice-mean," because it
was reframed as "getting someone [a friend] in." This dynamic is also
supported by my analysis of the sixth-grade girls' conversation: Most of
their talk was devoted to allying themselves with each other in opposition
to another girl who was not present. So their cooperation (solidarity) also
entails opposition (power).

For boys power entails solidarity not only by opposition to another
team, but by opposition to each other. In the videotapes of friends talking,
I found that all the conversations between young boys (and none between
young girls) had numerous examples of teasing and mock attack.9 In
examining preschool conversations transcribed and analyzed by Corsaro
and Rizzo (1990:34), I was amazed to discover that a tight could initiate
rather than preclude friendship. In the following episode, a little boy
intrudes on two others and an angry fight ensues. This is the way Corsaro
and Rizzo present the dialogue:

Two boys (Richard and Denny) have been playing with a slinky on the
stairway leading to the upstairs playhouse in the school. During their play
two other boys (Joseph and Martin) enter and stand near the bottom of the
stairs.

Denny: Co!
(Marrin now runs off, but Joseph remains and he eventually moves halfway
up tile stairs.)

Joseph: These are big shoes.
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Richard: I'll punch him right in the eye.

Joseph: I'll punch you right in the nose.

Denny: I'll punch him with my big fist.

Joseph: I'll- I- I-

Richard: And he'll be bumpety, bumpety and punched out all the way
down the stairs.

Joseph: I- I- I'll- I could poke your eyes out with my gun. I have a gun.

Denny: A gun! I'll- I- I- even if

Richard: I have a gun too.

Denny: And I have guns too and it's bigger than yours and it poo-poo
down. That's poo-poo.

(All three boys laugh at Denny's reference to poo-poo.)

Richard: Now leave.

Joseph: Un-uh. I gonna tell you to put on- on the gun on your hair and
the poop will come right out on his face.

Denny: Well.

Richard: Slinky will snap right on your face too.

Denny: And my gun will snap right-

Up until this point I had no difficulty interpreting the interaction: the
boys were engaged in a fight occasioned by Joseph's intrusion into Rich-
ard and Denny's play. But what happened next surprised and, at first,
perplexed me. Corsaro and Rizzo describe it this way:

At this point a girl (Debbie) enters, says she is Batgirl, and asks if they have
seen Robin. Joseph says he is Robin, but she says she is looking for a
different Robin and then runs oft'. After Debbie leaves, Denny and Richard
move into the playhouse and Joseph follows. From this point to the end of
the episode the three boys play together.

At first I was incredulous that so soon after their seemingly hostile en-
counter, the boys played amicably together. Finally I came to the conclu-
sion that for Joseph picking a fight was a way to enter into interaction with
the other boys, and engaging him in the fight was Richard and Denny's
way of accepting him into their interaction—at least after he acquitted
himself satisfactorily in the fight. In this light, I could see that: the refer-
ence to poo-poo, which occasioned general laughter, was the beginning of
a refraining from fighting to playing.10

Folklore provides numerous stories in which fighting precipitates
friendship among men. One example is the Sumerian Gilgamesh epic, as
recounted by Campbell (1964:87—92). Enkidu, a hairy man who lives
with wild animals, is created by the mother-goddess to tame Gilgamesh, a
god-king who has grown too arrogant and tyrannical. A hunter who
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encounters Enkidu appeals to Gilgamesh for help in subduing him. Gil-
gamcsh sends the temple prostitute to lure Enkidu away from his wild
animal eompanions. When the prostitute tells Enkidu about Gilgamesh,

his heart grew light. He yearned for a friend. "Very well!" he said. "And I
shall challenge him."

When they meet:

They grappled, loeked like bulls. The doorpost of the temple shattered; the
wall shook. And, at last, Gilgamesh relented. His fury gone, he turned away.
And the two, thereafter, were inseparable friends, (p. 89)

When Enkidu dies, Gilgamesh is distraught. In this legend, fighting each
other is the means to establishing lifelong friendship.] J

A modern-day aeademic equivalent is to be found in the situation of
fruitful collaborations that began when an audience member publicly chal-
lenged a speaker after his talk. Finally, Penelope Eckcrt (p.c.) informs me
that in her research on high school students (Eckcrt 1990) she was told by
boys, but never by girls, that their close friendships began by fighting.

These examples call into question the correlation of aggression and
power on one hand, and cooperation and solidarity on the other. Again
the cross-cultural perspective provides an invaluable corrective to the
temptation to align aggression with power as distinguished from soli-
darity. Many cultures of the world see arguing as a pleasurable sign of
intimacy. Schiffrin (1984) shows that among lower-mideile-class men and
women of East European Jewish background, friendly argument is a means
of being sociable. Frank (1988) shows a Jewish couple who tend to polar-
ize and take argumentative positions, but they are not fighting; they are
staging a kind of public sparring, where both fighters arc on the same
team. Byrnes (1986) claims that Germans find American students unin-
formed and uncommitted because they are reluctant to argue politics with
new acquaintances. Eor their part Americans find German students bellig-
erent because they provoke arguments about American foreign policy with
Americans they have just met.

Greek conversation provides an example of a cultural style that places
more positive value, for both women and men, on dynamic opposition.
Kakava (1989) replicates SchifFrin's findings by showing how a Greek
family enjoy opposing each other in dinner table conversation. In another
study of modern Greek conversation, Tanncn and Kakava (1992) find
speakers routinely disagreeing when they actually agree and using diminu-
tive name forms and other terms of endearment—markers of closeness—
precisely when they are opposing each other.'2 These patterns can be seen
in the following excerpt from a conversation that took place in Greece
between an older Greek woman and me. The woman, whom I call Ms.
Stella, has just told me that she complained to the police about a construc-
tion crew that illegally continued drilling and pounding through the siesta
hours, disturbing her nap:
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Deborah: Echete dikio.
Stella: Ego echo dikio. Kopella mou, den xero an echo dikio i den echo

dikio. Alia ego ypcraspizomai ta symferonta mou kai ta
dikaiomata mou.

Deborah: You're right.
Stella: I am right. My dear girl, I don't know if I'm right or I'm not

right. But I am watching out for my interests and my rights.

My response to Ms. Stella's complaint is to support her by agreeing. But
she disagrees with my agreement by refraining my statement in her own
terms rather than simply accepting it by stopping after "I am right." She
also marks her divergence from my frame with the endearment "kopella
mou" (literally, "my girl," but idiomatically closer to "my dear girl").

In another conversation, one which, according to Kakava, is typical of
her family's sociable argument, the younger sister has said that she cannot
understand why the attractive young woman who is the prime minister
Papandreou's girlfriend would have an affair with such an old man. The
older sister, Christina, argues that the woman may have felt that in having
an affair with the prime minister she was doing something notable. Her
sister replied,

Poly megalo timima re Christinaki na pliroseis pantos.

It's a very high price to pay, re Chrissie, anyway.

I use the English diminutive form "Chrissie" to reflect the Greek diminu-
tive ending -aki, but the particle re cannot really be translated; it is simply a
marker of closeness that is typically tiseci when disagreeing, as in the
ubiquitously heard expression "Ochi, re" ("No, re").

Conclusion

The intersection of language and gender provides a rich site for analyzing
how power and solidarity arc created in discourse. But prior research in
this area evidences the danger of linking linguistic forms with interactional
intentions such as dominance. In trying to understand how speakers use
language, we must consider the context (in every sense, including at least
textual, relational, and institutional constraints), the speakers' conversa-
tional styles, and, most crucially, the interaction of their styles with each
other.

Attempts to understand what goes on between women and men in
conversation are muddled by the ambiguity of power and soliciarity. The
same linguistic means can accomplish either, and every utterance com-
bines elements of both. Scholars, however, like individuals in interaction,
are likely to see only one and not: the other, like the picture that cannot be,
seen for what it is—simultaneously a chalice and two faces—but can only
be seen alternately as one or the other. In attempting the impossible task of
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keeping both images in focus at once, we may at least succeed in switching
from one to the other rapidly and regularly enough to deepen our under-
standing of the dynamics underlying interaction such as power and soli-
darity as well as gender and language use.

NOTES

This chapter is a significantly revised, rewritten, and enlarged version of a paper
entitled "Rethinking power and solidarity in gender and dominance," in Kira Hall,
Jean-Pierre Koenig, Michael Meacham, Sondra Reinman, & Laurel A. Sutton
(Eds.) Proceedings of the 16th Annual Meeting of the Berkeley Linguistic Society (519—
529). Berkeley: Linguistics Department, University of California, 1990. The re-
thinking and rewriting were carried out while I was in residence at the Institute for
Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, for which I am grateful to Clifford
Geertz and the other faculty members of the Institute's School of Social Science.

1. I use the term "strategy" in its standard sociolinguistic sense, to refer
simply to a way of speaking. No implication is intended of deliberate planning, as
is the case in the common parlance use of such expressions as "military strategy."
Neidicr, however, as Gumperz (1982) observes, are linguistic strategies "uncon-
scious." Rather they are best thought of as "automatic." That is, people speak in a
particular way without "consciously" thinking it through, but are aware, if ques-
tioned, of how they spoke and what they were trying to accomplish by talking in
that way. This is in contrast to the "unconscious" motives of Freudian theory about
which an individual would be unaware if questioned. (For example, most men
would vigorously deny that they want to kill their fathers and marry their mothers,
but a Freudian might claim that they do, only this wish is unconscious.)

2. I myself have made the observation that asymmetry is distancing whereas
symmetry implies closeness, for example, with regard to the ritual of "troubles
talk" and the way it often misfires between women and men (Tannen 1990b).
Many women talk about troubles as a way of feeling closer, but many men fre-
quently interpret the description of troubles as a request for advice, which they
kindly offer. I have observed that this not only cuts off the troubles talk, which was
the real point of the discourse, but also introduces asymmetry: if one person says
she has a problem and another says she has the same problem, they arc symmetri-
cally arrayed and their similarity brings them closer. But if one person has a
problem and the other has the solution, the one with the solution is one-up, and
the asymmetry is distancing—just the opposite of what was sought by initiating
the ritual.

3. This assumption is made explicit by Klagsbrun (1992:12), who writes, in a
book about sibling relationships, "Unlike the ties between parents and children,
the connection among siblings is a horizontal one. That is, sibs exist on the same
plane, as peers, more or less equals." This comes immediately after she gives a
pivotal example of how frustrated she was as a child by always being bested by her
older brother. It is clear from the example that she and her brother were not
equals: that he was older, and that he was male, were crucial factors in their rivalry
and in his unbeatability. Much of the rest of Klagsbrun's book illustrates the
fundamental inequality of siblings.

4. Negative politeness, as discussed by Brown and Levinson ([1978] 1987),
entails honoring others' needs not to be imposed on.
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5. Scollon (1982:344-345) explains that all communication is a double bind
because one must serve, with every utterance, the conflicting needs to be left alone
(negative face) and to be accepted as a member ol society (positive face). The term
"double bind" traces to Bateson (1972).

6. I have demonstrated at length (Tanncn 1987, 1989a) that repeating anoth-
er's words creates rapport on a mctalevcl: It is a ratification of the other's words,
evidence of participation in the same universe of discourse.

7. After the oral presentation of this paper both Gary Holland and Michael
Chandler pointed out that the prisoner may be heard as implying the second part
of the guard's statement: "and you're a pile of shit."

8. This scene illustrates what Bateson (1972) calls "complementary schis-
rnogenesis": each person's style drives the other into increasingly exaggerated
forms of the opposing behavior. The more he refuses to tell her what's wrong, the
more desperate she becomes to break through his silence. The more she pressures
him to tell her, the more adamant he becomes about refusing to do so.

9. Some examples arc given in Tannen (1990a, 1990b). Whereas the boys
made such gestures as shooting each other with invisible guns, the girls made such
gestures as reaching out and adjusting a friend's headband.

10. Elsewhere (Tannen 1990b:163—165) I discuss this example in more detail
and note the contrast that the boys fight when they want to play, and the girl
avoids disagreeing even when she does in fact disagree.

11. I was led to this legend by Bly (1990:243-244). In Ely's rendition, Gil-
gamcsh is motivated by a desire to befriend Enkidu, the wild man.

12. Sifianou (1992) independently observes the use of diminutives as soli-
darity markers in Greek conversation.
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Who's Got the Floor?

CAROLE EDELSKY

Introduction

Though originating as and concluding with an analysis of gender and
language, this study is primarily an initial investigation into that interac-
tional structure known as "the floor." As such, it also entails a rc-vicw of
"turn." Using inferred participants' meanings rather than technical defini-
tions, "floor" and "turn" were defined and two kinds of floors were identi-
fied in five informal committee meetings. One was the usual orderly, one-
at-a-time type of floor; the other, a collaborative venture where two or
more people either took part in an apparent free-for-all or jointly built one
idea, operating "on the same wavelength."

The present chapter will follow an order that reveals how a piece of
sociolinguistic research was conducted when both variables and hypothe-
ses were allowed to emerge from the data (Glaser & Strauss 1967). It will
also demonstrate that data analysis begins well before the traditional "data
analysis stage" in research; that is, that transcribing data is at once prob-
lematic, intuition-producing, and fraught with often unrcported yet im-
portant decisions. The sequence of presentation will be: (a) the original
reasons for and initial procedures in the study; (b) the impetus (transcrip-
tion display problems and the existence of collaborative floors) for the
eventual research questions (defining the floor and describing two types,
and investigating gender differences in relation to floor types); (c) a criti-
cal review of the literature dealing with floors and turns; (d) answers to the
definitional questions regarding floor (and turn); (c) procedures for pre-
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paring the data for various frequency counts; and (f) a description of
objective features of two floor types and related gender differences.

Theoretical Prods for the Study

At the time these date were collected (1978-79) there was a considerable
discrepancy between theoretical notions about people and their behavior
and research that investigates that behavior. On the one hand, according
to certain theory people act toward categories of objects, ideas, other peo-
ple, events—in short, toward the world—on the basis of the meanings
they attribute to these categories. As they construct and verify these mean-
ings through social interaction they, in essence, "produce culture" (Stokes
& Hewitt 1976). Numerous writers advocated (as they still do) this view
of jointly produced social "facts," "of a world that is both of our making
and beyond our making" (Mchan 1978:60—61), wherein finely tuned,
locally managed everyday events provide evidence of shared interpreta-
tions on the part of participants (Blumer 1969, Brown & Levinson 1978,
Cicourel 1980, Garfmkcl 1972, Goody 1978, Mehan 1974, 1978,
O'Keefe, Delia, & O'Keefe 1980, Schegloff 1972a, Stokes & Hewitt
1976). For the sociolinguistic researcher such a theoretical stance implies a
methodology that would allow variables and hypotheses to emerge, to
some extent at least, from naturalistic data and that would account for the
interpretive character of peoples' language interactions.

On the other hand, much early research on gender differences in lan-
guage viewed women and men as almost mechanical entities often acting
in contrived settings, and used variables that were designated a priori (see
bibliographic examples in Dubois & Crouch 1976, Eakins & Eakins 1978,
Edelsky 1978, Kramer, Thornc, & Henley 1978). Conflicting findings
were rarely explained in ways that account for the interpretive or even
contextual character of interaction (see Kramer, Thorne & Henley 1978,
Nichols 1978, McConnell-Ginct, Furman, & Borkcr 1980, for excep-
tions). Until the middle to late 1970s the variables studied were rarely
above the level of syntax. Only since the late 1970s has there begun to be
anything resembling a trend in language/sex investigations focusing on
discourse or pragmatic variables such as interruptions (West 1977) or
topic control (Fishman 1978) in naturally occurring interactions. (Sec
Soskin & John 1963 for an earlier example of an investigation of gender
and conversational role.)

Thus in 1978 I began a "fishing expedition" to discover what gender
differences might exist at a discourse level in English in the Southwest.
This was based on the following beliefs: (a) that gender differences in
speech are not evident in every word (Hymes 1977:168); (b) that power
imbalances are both reflected and constructed anew not primarily through
words or syntax but through aspects of the structuring of discourse (Fish-
man 1978); and (c) that although research questions don't ever totally
emerge "on their own," they can nevertheless gain precision from particu-
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lar data (Erickson 1977). Though aware at the outset that, indirectly at
least, control of the floor and length of turns had been an issue in previous
research on gender and language (Thornc & Henley 1975), I did not
anticipate at the start the extent to which this study would temporarily
forsake the gender/language issue for an investigation into the nature of
the floor and exactly how this would then lead back to the original ques-
tion concerning gender differences.

Initial Procedures

I audiotape-recorded five entire meetings of a standing committee that
dealt with program and scheduling issues pertaining to a subarea within a
university department. The committee was composed of seven women (of
whom I was one) and four men. Different members could be classified as
anything from familiar colleagues to very close friends. For the many years
of its existence the committee membership had changed only with retire-
ments and new hires; that is, by the time of taping the members constitut-
ed a stable collegial group. The recorded meetings ranged from one and
one quarter to two hours in length with some members present at all
meetings for the entire time and some present at only a few and for only
part of the time. At one meeting a pair of visitors (one male and one
female) were also present for one half hour. At all meetings dessert and
coffee were always available, people sat around two round tables pushed
together, and each meeting actually began with loud, joking prc-meeting
conversation that either "slid" into or was explicitly terminated by the
meeting talk. Although each meeting had a different character depending
on those present, agenda topics, contemporaneous events in the depart-
ment, and so on, all presumably shared characteristics with each other and
with other kinds of multiparty talk (Atkinson, Cuff, & Lcc 1978).

I transcribed the tapes by hand during one academic year, requiring
about five hundred hours of transcription time. In addition, I took dated
notes of my perceptions as I transcribed. The intended procedure was to
let the intensive immersion in the data, a by-product of so many hours of
transcribing, along with the possibility of recurring perceptions in the
notes, engender specific hypotheses related to the focus of sex differences
in discourse.

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the focus

Partway through the transcribing it became clear that problematic aspects
of transforming data to a written record would have to divert the study's
focus to a different topic: structural aspects of interaction itself. That is,
the question of the relation between gender and language could not be
addressed until certain interactional concepts were clarified.

The original mode of transcribing was a simplified version of the
Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson model (Schenkein 1978), listing speakers
vertically and indicating overlaps as in (1) where Rafe (the committee
chair) was trying to find the best time for holding meetings.
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(1)
1 Rate: OK, let's talk about Tuesday=
2 Len: =WeIl=
3 Carole: —OK, Tuesday

[
4 Sally: as long as we're out by four-thirty

r
5 Carole: is my day from seven-forty in =
6 Marion: ( )
7 Carole: =thc morning until six at night
8 Lcn: Well I'm here from eight

I ]
9 Carole: I have

[ 1
10 Rafe: that's a little hard ((laugh))
11 Carole: Yeah. Now I've got three classes =
12 Rafe: = ((whistles))
13 Carole: =And I usually use the in-between times to make sure for the
14 Rafe: OK

It ]]
15 Len: Yeah that's my problem

1 J
16 Carole: the night times and it's the same thing for Thursday also

[
17 Rafe: so Tuesday is out

Transcribing this way, I experienced an increasingly gnawing feeling that
what was "really" going on was not being visually captured. For instance,
it appears, if one overlooks the syntax, in lines 4 and 5 that Carole may be
overlapping Sally, and yet, if one knows Carole's normally slow and pause-
ful manner of talking, one knows that lines 3 and 5 constitute one, not
two, of Carole's utterances. The same discrepancy between the impression
created by the transcription display and the felt sense of what really consti-
tuted one person's full turn can be seen in lines 15 and 16. Here what
seems to be a case of Carole overlapping Len is actually an example of Len
and Rafe talking within a pause in Carole's utterance which begins in line
11. Similarly line 17 was part of a turn begun in line 14 rather than an
overlap begun in line 17.

Example (2), taken from the same negotiation over optimal meeting
times, appears to be visually similar to (1), especially in lines 9 through 18,
but there is a qualitative difference when listening to it; that is, one gets
the impression of more raucousness and overlapping in (2). While in (1),
lines 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 16 were actually part of a single turn (in the
sense of participants' meanings for what counts as a turn rather than in an
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"objective" or speaker-change sense), in (2), lines 6 and 7, lines 10 and 11,
and lines 13, 14, 16, and 18 arc three separate turns.

(2)
1 Marion: I'll see if 1 can (st- )

2 Carole: i—Oh, I have office hours =
3 Len: Yeah that's ( ) three of em

4 Rafe: _ Is thai OK? Could we try that

5 Carole: =but I'm here. I mean office hours doesn't count

[ ]
6 Len: Oh yeah I could schedule my eating during office hours; =:

7 Len: = (double )

I ]
8 Rafe: ( )

1 J
9 Sally: That was the day I was gonna stay home and write but

that's -

10 Len: that was —
11 Len: --my day to stay home and write

12 Sally: =gonc by the boards. Scratch that idea

I 1
13 Len: Well did you see awright--

14 Len: =did you see what happened. Every Thursday. Same=

I ]
15 Rafe: Now see you got a good excuse.

16 Len: -thing. That's every Thursday. I try to keep that home-

[ 1
17 Sally: every Thursday

18 Len: =to write

It gradually became apparent that I could even deliberately bias the
perception of the number of turns someone took by how much was typed
onto one line. Compare the impression of a single turn for Sally in lines 9
and 12 in (2) with the impression of two turns for Sally in lines 1, 2, and 5
in example (3), depending on the length of the lines and the order in
which the speakers are listed.

(3)
1 Sally: That: was the day I was gonna stay home =

2 Sally: = and write but that's gone by the boards.

[
3 Len: that was my day to stay home and—

4 Len: = write
I
L

5 Sally: Scratch that idea.
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The effect of the transcript display on the understanding or (mis)per-
ception of a phenomenon has been occasionally noted by others (Aleguire
1978, Jefferson 1973; see Ochs 1979 for a detailed discussion of this
problem in relation to transcribing child-adult interactions). Usually it is
ignored, however, sometimes to the point of "hiring out" the transcription
process so that the researcher is not even privy to particular transcribing
decisions that have been made.

In order to overcome the problem of bias stemming from the amount
of type on a line or the order in which speakers were listed, I attempted to
transcribe as though on a musical staff. Since all present have an effect on
interaction, whether speaking or not, I constructed a fixed staff, with each
line representing a participant, and with the leftmost type being that
which was heard first. Example (4), from a discussion about how to title
and grade a proposed new course, shows the difficulty such a display
presents. Not only docs this mode still fail to capture "felt" turn bound-
aries, but it makes the content hard to follow and suggests that timing (or
rhythm) is the basic interactional issue.

They're only allowed one

it to be

498 and that could be
call it a

course that's

Y

composition workshop

a Y

Composition workshop

why don't we

that's better. Credit

no they- must be a more- cause four eighty-one is a

no credit I mean that would be so much better
is a Y, four sixty-six is a Y, that's two right there

(4)

Rafe:

Mary:

Carole:

Len:

Anne:

Karen:

Sally:

Nelly:

Rafe:

Mary:

Carole:

Len:

Anne:

Karen:

Sally:

Nelly:
Rafe:

Mary:

Carole:
Len:

Anne:
Karen:

Sally:

. Nelly:

There were obviously important events that were not being captured:
for example, did a speaker complete a turn (that one can feel "he never let
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me finish" despite one's having arrived successfully at a transition-relevant
place [Sacks ct al, 1974] is evidence that a participant's sense of what
counts as a turn is not necessarily the same as a research definition of a turn
as ending with the speech of another participant or the end of a unit type) ?
For example, was a speaker chimed in on and helped or was s/he inter-
rupted? With mounting distress over the inhospitality of the traditional
down-the-page, line-by-line transcription to these important events, I
turned the paper sideways in order to try to capture the multidimensional,
interrelated (as opposed to linear) character of the talk. I intended to place
the offering of the speaker who had the floor in the center of the page and
show any simultaneous talk, encouraging remarks, and so on, on either
side. At this point I was still assuming that, even for periods of simul-
taneous talk, there would be one turn taker who was actually holding the
floor. Example (5) is thus a retranscription in this new mode of what was
shown in (1). It provides a display of a participant's sense of who had the
floor, of how long a turn was, and of what happened to or concurrently
with that turn.1 It did not indicate that speaker change necessarily pro-
vided the boundaries for turns or for floor control. It also seemed to
eliminate the problem of a display that could be biased by the amount
typed on a line.

(5)
Rate: OK let's

talk about

Tuesday

Len: Well

Sally: As long as Carole: OK Tuesday

we're out by

four thirty

is my day MA: XXX

from seven

forty in the

morning until six

at night. I have-- Len: Well I'm here

from eight

Yeah.

Now I've got three

classes and I usually

Rafe: That's a little hard

(laugh)

Rafe: (whistle)
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use the in-between time to

make sure for the Rafe: OK so Tuesday] [ten: Yeah that's

is out my problem

night times and it's

the same thing for Thursday also.

One very difficult problem remained, however, relating to the inten-
tion to present the floor holder in the center. Despite my participation in
the meetings and my ability, on hearing the tapes, to remember my im-
pressions of what had generally been happening at any moment during the
meetings, there were frequent stretches of talk, lasting from 1.8 to 45.9
seconds in the first meeting at least, for which I could not determine who
had the floor. I referred to these as collaboratively developed floors, as
opposed to singly-developed floors which were held primarily by one
person at a time. There were two main types of collaborative floors:
seeming free-for-alls and, more frequently, cases of several people being
"on the same wavelength." The free-for-alls were stretches similar to exam-
ple (6), an excerpt from a section when Rafc was introducing the topic of
what to do about students who were poor writers. He began by citing the
case of an administrator at an elite university who was notorious for his
poor writing. In (6) the enclosed area is the free-for-all; it shows much
simultaneity, joint building of an answer to a question, collaboration on
developing ideas (appreciation of irony and the minor scandal involved),
and laughter.

(6)
Rafe:

as being uh

probably the

worst writer that

Cornell has as Len: Oh I saw

Rafe: Well I thoueht that in Marion: XXantiques

Carole: Where did

that was

hilarious and

theuh and all XX

you see that

Rafe: I don't remember Len: was in the

where I read it Sunday paper
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Carole: Oh, I didn't] [Rafe: Yeah Sunday] [Marion: There was a Len: Oh there

XXX paper big analysis

Marion: Oh just-

scathing

analysis of

oh was just

dreadful

Sally: (laugh)

y'know from one end to

the other so

Carole: (laugh) Marion: I looked at my

students' papers

Other collaborative stretches of talk, however, seemed more "orderly"
and less "noisy"; yet it still was not possible to say that any one person had
the floor. Rather, the impression was that several people were "on the
same wavelength," even if in a sequence, sharing in the creation of an idea
or a function (joking, suggesting, etc.), as they were in (7) when the
committee began joking about having to name a laboratory after the
members who were donating their "complimentary" publisher-supplied
materials to that lab.

(7)
Rafe: ThaS'd be fantastic.

Yeah it could. Look, the

idea is that we'll work these Marion: Then we'll

materials in to these have to call

Sally: Then it'd it Seybrook

have to be the

Hudson Seybrook

Carole: Oh now listen, Room

Rafe: That's-- ! )"st donated
A A

a big box full

nf Rafe: Oh my god/

now we ye

Marion: (laugh)

Sally: Of Piaget

stuff?

done it

was a

Rafe: His-it just tore the
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Carole: No, a big box

of uh the Marion: Let's make

Goodman, Scott

Foresman stuff

that I XXX
A

an acronym

Len: I suegest that

we call it
A

Sally: Yeah we could
A

make an acronym

Marion: An acronym

the

Molly

Bush

Memorial

Lab

Marion: The S.E.H. Carole: (laugh)

Sally: The She Lab.

S.H.E.

Marion: Yes (laugh)

Carole: The Sh- oh yes, Sally: Why'd you put

Marion: Well I

don't XXX

Sometimes, being on the same wavelength was inferred from long overlap-
ping turns which each simultaneously developed the same entire idea or
answered the same question (8) and where neither turn yielded to the
other, as though in a fugue or a variation on a theme. (Example [ 81 is a
two-person rebuttal to someone else's idea that an entire project be
planned in great detail. The end of the overlapping in [8] has been marked
by double lines so the reader can sec the extent to which the two turns co-
occurred and the absence of any attempt to repair the simultaneity.)

(8)
Rafe: Let's, I think maybe

we could move to that
after a person worked

A
Len: Yeah, after you worked

A

for a few semesters
and then pretty soon
you saw what it was.

with it and develop
your modules as you go
go along every semester

that's won- the S.E. first,

derful Marion?

C: Well one Sally: How about Esh?

reason

Rafe:OK
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But we can't precon-
ceive what it is

develop one or two
more. By the third
semester // you'd have them.

There were other times, as (9) shows, when this collaboration was
achieved both through attention to the same function (answering) and
topic and also through matching and marked rhythm and intonation.

(9)

Len: Who came and-

Carole: What was it? It was

kids who came and

wrote?
A A

Rafe: :What'd you have? Nine

Len: Nine hundred
A

hundred or something?
A

or something

Len: They came and Carole: But they wrote? In

shared each

other's

J?
writings and

front of XXX?

Carole; Oh, oh

y'know, this
A

kind of thing

] [Rafe: Yeah

Rafe: Bill Martin was there

A ^and he did a thing

Len: And this year they've already
A

and he-
A

got a list of people that

they're considering

Note Len "singing":

ting,
wri

each other's

Rafe's echoing with:

"g,
thi

he did a

and Len completing the collaboration:

ar
this ye

and

after Carole had tried to get clarification of something Len and Rafe had
referred to as a "Young Author's Day,"
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Elsewhere, joint development of meaning and/or function was accom-
plished by individuals contributing pieces of one idea. There were even
same-wavelength episodes where two or more people built one hedge,
aborting their turns on their own, uninterrupted, and unovcrlappcd.

A New Focus

With so many instances where who had the floor was problematic, with
the existence of two kinds of floors rather than one—one developed singly
and one jointly [see examples (6) through (9)]—and with the repeated
complaint in my notes ("I can't tell who has the floor here") and the
frequent suspicion ("the women seem to outdo the men in the free-for-alls
but not the holding forths"), I finally came to three realizations. First, I
could no longer equate taking a turn and having the floor. Second, the
interactional conduct of the sexes, often reflecting differentially accorded
nonlinguistic rights and privileges, might also be related to an interaction
of the type of floor in progress and those unequal rights. And third, a
careful look at the nature of floor would have to precede an examination of
gender and language.

Two research questions had thus emerged:

1. What is "the floor" (what definition will cover the kinds of floors
discovered in these data: are there objective ways of differentiating
the subjectively perceived collaborative floors from singly devel-
oped floors? is the contest metaphor—winning/losing the floor—
always appropriate? how is having a turn related to having the
floor, etc.)?

2. Are there gender differences in language use depending on the type
of floor that is occurring (do women really outdo the men in
collaborative floors?)?

Turns and Floors in the Literature

One-At-A-Time

The one-at-a-time character of conversation is the conceptual basis for the
insightful and useful work on turn taking generally (Goffman 1971), turn-
allocating mechanisms (Sacks et al. 1974), sequencing in speech acts or
events (Schegloff 1972b), precise timing in verbal interaction (Jefferson
1973), turn-yielding and claiming signals (Duncan 1972), displays of
power (West 1977) or other factors (Aleguire 1978) through interrup-
tion, and objectively defined formality (McHoul 1978). This characteriza-
tion of one-at-a-time-ness has several possible sources. Many (Aleguire
1978, Duncan 1972, 1973, Duncan & Niedcrehc 1974, Kcndon 1967,
Meltzer, Morris, & Hayes 1971, Shapiro 1976, West 1977, Yngvc 1970),
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though certainly not all studies making extensive use of the concept of
turns have depended on data from dyads. In addition, the speech situa-
tions in many of the studies, regardless of the number of participants,
have been relatively formal and have not always consisted of what natives
would call "conversations": that is, therapy sessions, classes, experimenter-
requested conversations between strangers (Duncan 1972, Jefferson 1973,
Kendon 1967, Mchoul 1978, Mehan 1974, Shapiro 1976, Stephan &
Mishlcr 1952, Yngve 1970) have provided the data for many "conversa-
tional" analyses. If not the source of the proposition that the fundamental
normative structure as well as the statistical norm is that one party talks at
a time, data from dyads or from situations where participant: statuses are
institutionally defined would most likely legitimate that proposition. A
primary justification for why conversation should proceed in this fashion
is that simultaneous talk would not permit much communication (Meltzer
et al. 1971) since it is potentially unhcarable (Jefferson 1973).

Though onc-at-time has proved to be a useful premise for studies of
speaker change, it has attendant problems. Its raison d'etre, that people
can only process a message from one source at a time, was found to be not
necessarily true in a laboratory study of language processing (Spelke,
Hirst, & Ncisser 1976). There is also at least one speech community where
naturally occurring simultaneous talk is frequent, expected, and processed
(Reisman 1974). Onc-at-a-time is therefore not a conversational universal
nor is it essential for the communication of messages. More seriously than
the existence of exceptions, the unquestioning adoption of this premise
causes researchers to see morc-t:han-one-at-a-tinic as degenerate (Goftman
1967:40), as a breakdown (Duncan 1973:33), or as something requiring
repair (Mchoul ] 978:199). It causes one not only to avoid looking for
alternative explanations for and characterizations of the well-attested exis-
tence of simultaneous talk but also to discredit the possible importance of
this presumably less frequent phenomenon.2 As this study demonstrates,
instances of more-than-one-at-a-time are not always brief, repaired, or
degenerate.

Turns

Onc-at-a-timc is usually taken to mean one turn at a time. How turns are
defined explicitly or implicitly varies from study to study, but the common
thread is that some dimension .1 will call "technical" or mechanical is used
as the basis for that definition. One notable exception is Yngve's (1970)
work, which took what I call a "participant's or intentional sense" as a
basis for determining a turn. (This technical/participant sense distinction
is the same one alluded to by Aleguirc | 1978 j when he criticized the use of
researcher's rather than speaker's definitions for what counts as an inter-
ruption.) To Yngve, it was often hard to tell "who 'really' has the turn, if
there is any such thing" (568), Though he never defined a turn, he did
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indicate that having a turn was a state of mind in addition to the display of
particular behaviors.

The polar opposite of Yngve's basis for describing turns and the clear-
est example of the use of a technical or mechanical basis can be found in a
technique called chronography, attributed to Jaffe and Feldstcin (Burke
1979). Chronography can be done by machine, requires no researcher
interpretations, and defines a turn as solo talk, beginning the instant one
person starts to talk and ending prior to the instant someone else begins to
talk alone. Obviously any overlaps are not considered part of anyone's
turn. Duncan (1973), in somewhat less mechanistic but still technical
fashion, tried to minimize the role of researcher organization of talk by
looking for signals that themselves organize the stream of talk and that
thus accomplish the smooth exchange of turns. Using a unit of analysis
"between the clause and the turn," his analysis led him to define a turn
as a unit of interaction with an end boundary marked by turn-claiming
responses from the auditor. Mehan (1978) sometimes used turn syn-
onymously with "who is speaking"; lack of precision here is understand-
able since turns and turn taking were not the primary concern of this piece
of work. To Ochs (1978) and Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974), turns
are defined at one level as they are defined in Webster's Third New Interna-
tional Dictionary of the English Language (1971)—as a right, duty, or
opportunity that occurs in a certain order. At another level, with a focus
on distribution (exchange) of a "good" (turns), Sacks, Schegloff, and
Jefferson (1974) use a "technical, nonintuitive characterization" of turns
(Jefferson & Schenkein 1978:163). What occupies a turn slot in this work
is a turn unit containing one or more (turn) transition-relevance places.
For Scheglorf (1972b), a turn is neither a "natural message" nor an activity
but a slot in adjacency pairs.

Turns are not the only way conversational units have been categorized,
nor arc they the only unit which displays discrepant bases for categoriza-
tion. Talk has been separated into turns and back channel responses (Dun-
can 1973, Duncan & Niederche 1974, Sacks et al. 1974, Yngve 1970),
planned and habitual responses (Kendon 1967), conversation and side
sequences (Jefferson 1972), first pair parts and second pair parts of adja-
cency pairs (Schegloff & Sacks 1973), floor holdings and assenting ut-
terances (Shapiro 1976), in- and out-of-meeting talk (Atkinson, Cuff &
Lee 1978), pretherapy and therapy talk (Turner 1972). The turn versus
back channel distinction is the one showing least agreement both among
researchers and within the same piece of research.

To Duncan (1973) and Duncan and Niederehe (1974), back channels
are short utterances not accompanied by speaker-state signals (postural,
paralinguistic, and inhalation cues). In their research back channels in-
cluded sentence completions, questions of clarification, brief restatements,
nods, and mmhm's. Duncan and Niederehe (1974) forsook their reliance
on technical definitions (brevity plus claim signals), however, with an
indication that there were some longer back channels that intuitively
seemed to have the quality of a turn yet were unaccompanied by speaker-
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state signals. Shapiro (1976) and Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974),
on the other hand, believe that any change of speaker constitutes a trade of
turns (with the exception of brief assents). Short questions and restate-
ments were, then, not back channels as they were for Duncan and his
colleagues. Yngve (1970:574-576) claimed that since long back chan-
neled utterances could themselves be back channeled by other speakers,
they could be considered turns. Earlier in the same article (568), however,
his stance was that back channel talk does not count as a turn.

The cited implicit or explicit definitions of "turn" (and back channel
talk) sometimes equate turns with speakers, sometimes require lone speech
as a criterion, often include other participants' behaviors for determining
boundaries, but do not include the turn taker's intentions as part of the
definition.

The problem with defining turns simply on the basis of speaker ex-
change is that this does not account for either a participant's sense of what
constitutes a turn or the intention of the turn taker. One is thus led away
from an attempt to distinguish ratified from unratified talk (Goffman
1976, Philips 1976). One also misses the fact that some transcribed inter-
ruptions are not "felt" as interruptions while some transcribed one-at-
a-time "turns" are (Aleguire 1978). This is related to a general inclination
to disregard the completeness of a turn's content in favor of the structural
features of that content. Such an inclination leads to defining a turn as
finished even if the speaker did not feel the message was completed and so
cither added an afterthought or silently suffered an interpreted but not a
technical cut-off. (Though Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson's [1974] notion
that "possible completions" are what is oricnted-to is extremely helpful for
studies of speaker change, it distracts one from noticing that such places
do not always co-occur with speaker's felt-to-be completed messages. Felt
completion has consequences for social meaning, if not for syntax or
timing.)

To use the signals of speakers or auditors as the determination of what
counts as a turn and deliberately avoid the use of categories such as turns
and topics that participants themselves perceive as meaningful (i.e., to take
the role of cultural klutz) may be extremely useful for revealing certain
features of synchronized speaker change. It provides little help, however,
in understanding that the meaning and categorization of behavior do not
reside in the behavior. For instance, the banging of a gavel can be the
opening of a meeting or a joke (Atkinson, Cuff & Lee 1978); a speaker's
gaze away may mean a "touchy" topic rather than a turn completion
(Kcndon'l967).

This is certainly not a new idea. Other writers (some of whom are the
same ones who use a technical way to delimit turns) have either explicitly
noted that what counts as "conversation," "topic," "floor," "turn," "gap"
(all structural terms) is problematic for researchers (though not necessarily
for participants) or have simply used a participant's sense to determine the
category without directly mentioning it. Topics, for instance, arc not self-
evident; what happened to the salt, as a request at the table, is not a topic,
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whereas what happened to the car is (Speier 1972). Neither does all talk
count as conversation. Are you busy, as an opener, is prior to "the conversa-
tion" in conversation (Schegloff & Sacks 1973). Nor are "conversation,"
"turn taking," and "floor holding" useful concepts for looking at perfunc-
tory exchanges such as take out the garbage!OK (Yngve 1970). Gaps are
not silences determined technically but rather "audibly unfilled slots" de-
termined by participants' expectations that someone should be talking
(McHoul 1978). There is thus a history of recognizing the problem in
eliminating participant interpretations from analyses of units in the orga-
nization of conversation. Nevertheless the majority of the work on the
mechanisms in turn taking appears to derive its definitions of "turn" and
"floor" from a technical perspective and to presume tacitly that the prima-
ry goal in conversation is to conduct the event rather than to make mean-
ings (Cicourcl n.d.).

Floor

Not only does the literature reveal an absence of extensive analysis of
entire speech events where turns include participants' perspectives, but it
also reveals hardly any work which has as its major focus the concept of the
floor or an explicit definition of "floor." There are some exceptions. Phil-
ips (1983) devotes an entire chapter to analyzing ways to get the floor in
classrooms on the Warm Springs Indian Reservation. She maintains that in
the official (versus the infrastructural) organization of classroom interac-
tion, the teacher always sustains "one end of the floor." While she carefully
and vividly describes participant structures that entail different means for
getting the floor, she does not explicitly define "floor" itself. Using Phil-
ips's notion of participation structure, Shultz, Florio, and Erickson (1982)
identify four such structures at family dinners. In these events the four
different patterns in allocation of interactional rights and obligations pro-
duced four corresponding floor types. Shultz, Florio, and Erickson sug-
gest that better questions than "who has the floor?" are "where is it?" and
"how many kinds are there?"

A few other pieces of work make incidental statements or devote part
of their attention to a distinction between floor and turn. Goffman (1976,
1981) discusses the use of asides, quips, and so forth, by listeners who
remain in the "role of listeners" even as they speak (i.e., they do not gain
the floor), while speakers who listen to such kibbitzing do not as a result
lose the "role of speaker" (i.e., floor holder). His emphasis is on the
options and resources a speaker can use while having the floor, rather than
on "what is had" when one has it. Yngve (1970) claimed that having the
floor was not the same as having the turn, on the basis of examples where
several turns had been taken "before someone [had] the floor" and where
one person had the floor while the other took "an occasional turn to ask
him a question" (575). Possibly Yngvc's definition of the floor was some-
thing like "official attention." Atkinson, Cuff & Lee (1978) called rtght-
e:r, which occurred while others were taking turns during coffee break
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conversations, & floor holder for the beginning of a meeting. Schcgloff and
Sacks (1973) could perhaps be considered to have distinguished the two
terms when they said that certain (but not all?) utterances "occupy the
floor for a speaker's turn" (304), and Philips's (1976) notion of ratified
and unratified talk may have been a start in separating turn from floor.
West (1977) differentiated the two by proposing that interruptions "ap-
pear to acquire the floor if not the turnspace" for male speakers (13). In
that study floor might have meant control over the conversation.

With these exceptions the literature either ignores an examination of
the floor or uses "turn" and "floor" interchangeably. Duncan (1972) stated
that turn boundaries were marked by floor-yielding cues which elsewhere
were called turn-yielding cues. In writing about overlapping turns in one
speech community, Reisman (1974) referred to the lack of a process for
deciding "who is to have the floor" (113). Speakers "hold or release the
floor when it is their turn," according to Speier (1972:400). Kcndon
(1967) reported that a speaker signaled when she was offering her partner
the floor, signals which were later referred to as turn offerings. In writing
about rules for turn taking, Mohan (1978) alternated between labeling
them as rules for taking turns and rules for gaining access to the floor.
Goodwin (1980) referred to floor-yielding signals as turn-yielding signals
(440). Meltzer, Morris & Hayes (1971) equated the lone turn with the
floor in their study of outcomes in contests for the floor. Shultz, Florio,
and Erickson (1982) defined floor as access to a turn at speaking. (Goff-
man [1976] reversed that and defined turn as an opportunity to hold the
floor.) Citing Goffman, Sacks, Schcgloff, and Jefferson (1974) claim that
what is organized in conversation is turns at talk which are accompanied
by cues for requesting the floor and giving it up. Their entire article,
concerning cues and mechanisms involved in the exchange of turns, could
also be taken, therefore, as a proposal for cues involved in an exchange of
having the floor.

In sum, then, the floor is variously and indirectly defined as a speaker, a
turn, and control over part of a conversation. Metaphorically the floor (if
not always "a turn") is viewed as the site of a contest where there is one
winner and loser(s) (Meltzer, Morris & Hayes 1971, West 1977).

Interestingly dictionary definitions both do and do not equate turns
with the floor (Webster's 1971). Turn is applied to a place, time right, or
opportunity to do or receive anything (not just talk) which occurs in due
rotation (both a slot and sequence). "Floor," a term more frequently a part
of the language of meetings than of conversations, is used to mean a space
(that part of a chamber occupied by members), participants (members of
an assembly), and a right to be heard. The spatial and membership mean-
ing of floor is not related to the meaning of turn; the right-to-be-heard
meaning is. The tendency to equate these terms is therefore widespread in
ordinary usage.

It could be, of course, that all of the cited works arc using turn in two
senses: a turn [at speaking] and a turn [at holding the floor]; that they
simply delete what is in brackets; and that there is no equation of turn with
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floor. However, there is often careful and explicit attention to distinguish-
ing speaking (or an utterance) from turn taking (or a turn). The absence of
general efforts toward warning the reader that a turn at speaking is not the
same as a turn at holding the floor coupled with the rarity of any separate
definition for "floor" leads me to reject this possibility.

A possible source of the equation of turn, floor, and lone speaker is
actual experience: that is, much interaction probably does consist of one
speaker speaking in turn and also having the floor in turn. Experience with
non-co-occurrence of turn, floor, and lone speaker and with extended
simultaneous talk may simply not be considered, just as multiple topics
and twists and turns to conversation are not considered when people tend
to think of "a conversation" as having been monotopical (Schegloff &
Sacks 1973). In addition, Goffman (1971) proposed that the body is a
marker of various preserves such as space and turns. Thus a speaking turn,
meaning an order, could easily come to be associated with the body that
takes that turn. Rosch's theory of cognitive prototypes cited by Cicourcl
(n.d.) may also be functioning here with clear-cut prototypes being
produced for each of these conversational categories. The prototypes
might then merge as a result of one's experience with their frequent co-
occurrence.

Regardless of the source the existence of that merger of turn, floor, and
lone speaker embedded in a metaphor of competition presents several
problems for research on face-to-face interaction. First, and most obvi-
ously, it discourages a separate analysis of speaking turn and floor turn. As
the data will show, the two arc not the same. Because separate analyses are
discouraged, a careful search for how to define the floor apart from a turn
also becomes unlikely. As one example some imply a definition of the floor
as the focus of attention, so that a client's turn in a therapy session has the
floor while the therapist's mmhm's do not. It is certainly conceivable that
in some cases, the mmhrn's are as much the focus of the client's attention as
the client's long speaking turn is to the therapist (and the researcher). How
to define the floor is not self-evident, but what should be evident from
several of the examples shown earlier and the data to be presented later is
that one person taking one turn at a time is only one way having the floor
is accomplished, that lone control is a feature of only certain floor hold-
ings. Lumping turn and floor together tends to discourage acknowledg-
ment and investigation of the regular (and not necessarily brief) occur-
rence of other ways to have the floor.

Passing mention of "other ways" does occur sporadically, but in true
"cquational" fashion, these are considered collaboratively constructed
turns rather than floors. Aleguirc (1978) noted that turns could be shared,
could operate in tandem, and did not necessarily transfer "possession" (of
the floor? of the turn?). Yngve (1970) mentioned that there were cases in
his data where each member thought s/he had the turn and where this was
not merely due to an afterthought on the part of the first speaker. (Were
these jointly produced turns or were they jointly developed floors accom-
plished through overlapping turns?) Spcicr (1972) and Jefferson (1973)
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cited Sacks's mention of the existence at collaborative sentences. (Who has
the floor when all are taking these short turns to make one long turn?)

A metaphor of competition may also be appropriate for one but not all
ways of having the floor.

Partial Answer to the First Research Question:
What Is the Floor?

Turn and Floor Defined

Turn. Using intuitions gained from having been present as a participant, I
developed definitions that are the opposite of Jefferson and Schenkein's
(1978): that is, they are intuitive and wcwtechnical. I define turn as an on-
record "speaking" (which may include nonverbal activities) behind which lies
an intention to convey a message that is both referential and functional.

As others have emphasized, just any talk does not count as a turn. A
turn is taken among particular participants. Therefore, what is truly off-
record and is said to one or a few persons rather than to all, usually in a
subdued voice, is considered a side comment (like the "counter conversa-
tions" of Atkinson, Cuff & Lee [1978] or Goffman's [1967] modulated
messages that are not part of the officially accredited flow), since the
participant makeup of the group which is addressed has now changed.
Example (10) shows Len, Rafe, and Sally making side comments (Len is
jokingly asking for sympathy for a broken university-issued pen; Rafe
teases that his works; Sally asks Carole to pass her a cookie). Note espe-
cially that chairperson Rafe also takes a turn, shifting voice tone and topic
as he moves from side commenting to taking a turn. He even marks this
with a preface, uh, in this lab, to his on-record topic-shifting turn.

(10)
Rafe: (the topic has been scheduling)

other than that

it stays where it is

Sally: Awright

Rafe: =Uh in this lab, this

lab is going to be

named the Hudson

Len: Is there a doctor here?
A

Marion: (laugh)

Rafe: (to Len) It's OK

I've tried mine.

It works well=

Sally: (to Carole) I need

one of those

cookies

Room
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The definition of turn also attempts to incorporate the turn taker's
intentions in relation to making meaning, conveying referential as well as
functional messages. That requires, then, that utterances where the speaker
intends to provide only a feedback but not a referential message—mhm,
yeah, and so on—not be considered turns. Rather, they arc encouragcrs
(Sacks, Schcglotf, & Jefferson [1974] call them back channel responses).
That's right, in this data, was categorized as a turn if it was said with a
loudness and intonation pattern that would make it heard as / agree with
you entirely or as an cncourager if it was said more like 'ts right, was placed
in a particular way, and was heard zsjyo on. Example (11) shows Rate first
making an encouraging remark and then immediately taking a turn at the
same time Manny is taking a turn. Manny's turn, a disparaging report
about a campus sports figure inserted into the agenda item concerning
allegations of poor writing ability of some (usually minority) students, is
considered a floor-holding turn while Rate's is not. This distinction will
soon be described in more detail.

(11)
Manny: . . . in racist comments he made in

his hour commentary on

Sunday about the
A

game. One was with
A

reference to .

Rafe: Oh he did?

Rafe: What were they?

V
couldn't

see him very well

The definition of turn not only demands that one differentiate a con-
tent from a feedback message but that one try to account for the speaker's
intention regarding the boundaries of that message. If one were to take a
speaker exchange perspective, one would transcribe to improve himself in
(12) in the second position in which it is shown. If one used a participant's
sense of where this phrase belongs, one would consider it an afterthought
which belongs at the end of Manny's long turn about proposed proce-
dures to help poor writers, as is shown in the first position in (12).

(12)
Manny: S'posing you identify

one student who needed

some help. Then what

recommendations, what

alternative do you have
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to make recommendations

Carole: Well we to that student to improve himself
AI I

were talking (OR)

about setting Manny: To improve himself

up a clinic

This obviously has implications for who is interrupting whom (AJc-
guirc 1978) and for why some "speaker exchange" interrupters are felt to
be "participant sense" interruptccs.

If one attempted but managed to convey no part of a referential mes-
sage (I-I-I-; Yeah, but see-), that was considered an aborted utterance (rath-
er than an aborted turn) because no message was revealed.

Floor. The floor is defined as the acknowledged what's-going-on within a
psychological time/space. What's going on can be the development of a topic
or a function (teasing, soliciting a response, etc.) or an interaction of the
two. It can be developed or controlled by one person at a time or by
several simultaneously or in quick succession. It is official or acknowledged
in that, if questioned, participants could describe what's going on as "he's
talking about grades" or "she's making a suggestion" or "we're all answer-
ing her."

There can thus be messages which are meant for public hearing (on
record, not side comments), have both prepositional and functional con-
tent (not merely encouragers), and are therefore turns but which do not
constitute the official what's-going-on. Such non-floor-holding turns can be
seen in (13) with my question of clarification as Rate describes a party to a
bad situation, in (14) with Len's wisecrack as Rafe introduces a new topic,
and in (15) with Sally's addition of a detail to Len's report on how to fund
Young Author Days. (These arc examples taken from single floor epi-
sodes.)

(13)
Rafe: and y'know Fran's just a very

nice person and to her it is

in terrible shape and Carole: Fran's the blonde?

Rafe: No, dark hair and nh, oh my god,

it was just bad

(14)

Rafe: Uh y'know there's uh

something that uh
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Bud wanted brought up

(chuckle) is uh a Len: Dinner

schedule about Anne: (laugh) Carole: (laugh)

scheduling

(15)
Len: Well, they're gonna offer,

because we need we need money,

they're gonna offer to

do workshops, one day

do workshops
A

for a fee, for a fee

Sally: But you have to

pay for it

and what they want the Sally: Right

school district to do-

In other words, it is possible to take a turn without having the floor.
It is also possible to have the floor while one is not talking. The clearest

example of this from the present data is a case where what was going on
was that Carole was making a report about students who needed help with
writing. In the midst of the report she began to recount papers sorted into
various categories. That her silence and counting did not change the offi-
cial what's-going-on can be seen in example (16). Len and Sally took
turns: that is, they made on-record comments addressed to the whole
group, but they used low voices as a show of "respect" for the fact that
Carole was still controling the floor even though she was not taking a turn.
Moreover there were long silences when no one took a turn, when there
was no rush to fill them, and when the silence was not heard as noticeably
absent talk.

(16)
Carole: | (11.3 seconds while counting)

Len: (low voice)
Commit to memory
if you will these
elements of style.
Read this XXX

So out of twenty five
there's eight in that
group
Sally: (whisper) Oh my gosh
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Len: (low voice) I I I And there's one, two-
said thirty
percent

Len: (low voice) Well I
said thirty percent of
the ones I know that
have reading problems
and I assume they
have writing problems
also

Sally: Yeah, two out of eighteen
is about thirty percent
(laugh) isn't it

(25.4 seconds)

(15.5 seconds)
I don't know what my
division was on this

The floor happens within a psychological time and sometimes space.
Turns that jointly build one floor can be separated in real time by another
turn as Sally's is from Len's and Marion's in (17) around the start of the
meeting.

(17)

Len: But I certainly wish

we'd call this meeting

together

Rafe: Oh there are some things-

Marion: C'mon Rafe

Rafe: The meeting is called together

ISally: I have to go |

Here, Sally, Len, and Marion arc heard as collaborating in producing
what's going on: directing/prodding Rafe to hurry. There were instances
that I believe exemplified the claim that a floor also occurs within a psy-
chological space. At those times, the floor was being jointly produced,
many turns were occurring at once, and, as I remember, the gazes of the
turn takers were converging on a spot somewhere in the middle of the
circular seating about a foot above the surface of the table. Unfortunately
since there is no videotape record, I can supply nothing but this re-
membrance as evidence.

Turns occur among particular participants. So does what's going on.
That means there is a possibility that, for more than an instant, nothing is
going on for a given group—that there is no floor. In one case, (18), the
original group temporarily dissolved in favor of the formation of different
groupings in the midst of planning a retirement party for a department
member. All the utterances were thus side comments in relation to the
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original set of people but turns in relation to the temporary smaller sets. A
singly developed floor was accomplished among Mary, Sally, and Marion,
but no floor was occurring in the total group of participants.

Marion: Maybe a dinner, a little

dinner I don't know

Mary: (to Sally) (low voice) | |Bud: (to Rafe) (low voice)

I wonder if we shouldl I well you know--

talk to Martha and see

Sally: (to Mary) (low voice)

Is that his wife?

Marion: (to Sally) (low voice)

Yeah

Mary: (to Sally and Marion) (low voice)

Shall I go call her?

Rafe: Well let's see what

we'd like to do

Procedure for Analyzing the Data Objectively

Preparing the Data, for Analysis

Once the research questions and the definitions were developed, the tran-
scripts were divided into topical and/or functional episodes.3 Conversa-
tional contributions were categorized as turns, side comments, or encourag-
ing remarks.4 The function(s) of each turn was then noted. Again I used my
sense as a participant coupled with the perspective of an outside-reader-of-
the-transcript to assign functions to contributions. That is, if it can be
assumed that most talk conveys to intended recipients what the speaker
wanted to get across (Goffman 1976), then as one of the recipients I should
have been able to detect the functional intent (feeling tone, demand type,
verbal activity) of a contribution as it was being made. As a check (perhaps
at the time of the event and certainly as a later transcript reader and coder), I
could wait to see how a "speaking" was responded to, getting help "qui-
etly . . . from someone who [had] already read the situation for [me]"
(Goffman 1976:179).5 The functions thus identified were informing/
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explaining; soliciting response; giving a positive or negative opinion, crit-
icising, praising; reporting; arguing or disagreeing; joking/teasing; agree-
ing/validating; complying/acknowledging; warning/announcing; analyzing/
interpreting; chiming in/hitching on; complaining; suggesting; summariz-
ing; initiating a topic; offering; apologizing; using ritual politeness or
greeting formulae.

At first an attempt was made to identify collaboratively constructed
floors on an "objective" basis by circling only episodes which contained
the same meaning units produced by two or more people, and later by
circling only episodes which contained identical function notations pro-
duced by more than one speaker. Neither approach worked. Segments
were circled that did not sound like collaborative floors and some were
missed which sounded like clear collaborations. Ultimately, I used my
subjective impression to isolate those episodes that sounded like cither free-
for-alls or two-or-morc-on-the-same-wavclcngth. What remained were ei-
ther singly produced floors or a very small number of uncategorized epi-
sodes which will be eliminated from further discussion.

Inducing the Variables

Following Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Blciberg and Churchill (1975), I
found the data had generated two major categories of floors. I selected
prime exemplars of each and then attempted to induce/discover the ele-
ments or properties that distinguished them. That the presence of these
elements would not be an artifact of the procedure for sorting the data
into the two categories can be seen from the failure I had experienced
earlier in trying to separate single from collaborative floors on the basis of
more than one speaker's production of utterances with similar meanings
or identical functions. Although [ had thought they would, these hypothe-
sized features clearly had not separated all collaborative floors from singly
developed ones. (Another example of a lack of one-to-one correspondence
between impression and actual production will be demonstrated in the
section on results regarding sex difFerences. My feeling that women had
participated more in collaborative floors than in single ones was not borne
out by objective counts.)

As I relistened to the prime examples, I hypothesized a number of
variables which might be characteristic of the two types of floors in vary-
ing proportions rather than in all-or-nothing terms. The variables were the
following:

1. Quantity of participation (how long was each turn)
2. Frequency of participation (how many turns were taken in each

type of floor episode)
3. Shared functions (how often did single or collaborative-floor epi-

sodes contain more than one turn used for identical functions)
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4. Shared meaning units (how often did episodes contain messages
which were very similar in content)

5. Shared function and shared meaning units (how often did epi-
sodes contain turns used for the same purpose and carrying the
same message)

6. What percentage of similar messages were also shared in functions
7. Predominant functions depending on floor type
8. Amount of laughter (any laugh from one person on one occasion)
9. Number of "deep" overlaps over several phrases where each per-

son continued without re-start-ups
10. Frequency of long, unfilled pauses (1.5+ seconds) within a turn
11. Frequency of long, unfilled pauses (1.5+ seconds) between turns
12. Instances of long pauses within a turn or a floor holding filled by

a sotto voce turn of another person
13. Number of blocked or self-stopped utterances
14. Number of other nonturn utterances
15. Instances of use of the past tense (excluding modals since might,

could, etc., are indicators of politeness as well as pastness)

Variables 1—12 were derived from attempts to articulate the base of my
subjective impressions. Variables 13—15 were "logically" derived: that is,
on the basis of the turn-allocation model of Sacks, Schcgloff & Jefferson
(1974) it seemed likely that in a one-at-a-timc constructed floor, there
would be more avoidance of potentially overlapping turns and thus more
aborted utterances. When the speakership responsible for developing
what's going on was more distributed, there might be fewer off-record
asides and encouraging remarks from the sidelines since fewer would re-
main in the "gallery." With seemingly more solemn, orderly, and slower
paced floors, there might be more monologues containing references to
past events.

Data Analysis

Each meeting had a different character: One was more formal due to the
presence of certain, members; one seemed bizarre to almost everyone
present (verified by postmeeting gossip); one was concerned almost totally
with planning a party, and so on. It seemed unfaithful to the data to
combine them and treat them as one set. Instead I analyzed the September
meeting in its entirety and a different fifteen minutes of each of the re-
maining four meetings. In a few cases, however, for statistical reasons, data
from all five meetings were combined.

Besides counting words, turns, functions, pauses, and so forth, I exam-
ined each episode, regardless of floor type, to see what began or preceded
it. This included noting such elements as laughter; topic; functions; A
(speaker knows about the event) versus B (addressee knows about the
event) versus AB (both know about the event) events—extending Labov's
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(1972) classification of who knows about the topic of reported events to
who knows about any kind of topic; and first or second pair parts of
adjacency pairs.

In addition to trying to describe features of the two kinds of floors in
some numerical way to help answer an aspect of the first research question
(are there objective ways of differentiating the subjectively perceived dif-
ferences in floor type), I also analyzed the data in relation to quantity and
language function according to sex of participant to answer the second
research question (are there sex differences in language use depending on
the type of floor that is occurring).

Counted Results

Differences Between the Two Types of Floors

Singly developed floors were far more prevalent than collaborative ones,
whether one considers the amount of time devoted to them (from five to
fourteen times the number of minutes) or the number of episodes so
categorized (a total of 192 single floors and 96 collaborative ones). In
most meetings, there were at least twice as many single floors, and each
single-floor episode was considerably longer than most collaborative-floor
episodes. Multiple analyses of variance (MANOVA) comparing floor type
and sex of speaker showed that people took significantly (beyond the .01
level of probability) longer and fewer turns in singly developed than in
collaboratively developed floors.

Rather than turns decreasing in size as a result of changing numbers of
participants, as Sacks, ScheglofF, and Jefferson (1974) posit (the same
number of people were usually present for contiguous single and collabor-
ative-floor episodes), they became shorter when the organization of the
floor shifted. Episodes were longer when the floor was developed by
single speakers in a sequence, then, not because more people took more
turns but because people used single floors for holding forth. Related to
this is the fact that reporting functions occurred during single but not
collaborative floors. And related to the reporting function is the fact that
past tense usage in single floors was two to three times what it was in
collaborative ones. In other words, the induced variables are not totally
discrete.

More turns in collaborative floor episodes contained the same meaning
units, were used for the same functions, or were shared in both meaning
units and functions. Example (17) earlier was an instance of shared func-
tion (prodding/directing Rafc) with different meaning units (Lcn's wish
we'd call this meeting together, Marion's c'mon Rafe, and Sally's / have to go}.
Example (19) shows Rafe and Marion producing similar meaning units
but with different functional intent (in the discussion about what to do
about students' writing problems someone has suggested a need to also
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consider handwriting, Marion is arguing that that is out of the question;
Rate is both agreeing with and teasing her).

(19)
Marion: Mm no, there's nothing

you can do about people's

cursive at this point.

Y'cart teach them

manuscript, OK, but
A

Rafe: OK, the manuscript

no one's going to

change anybody's

Maybe. Yeah. The

cursive is overf

No chance for cursive

Episodes containing turns conveying the same meaning and the same
function message arc shown in examples (20) (where three people answer
a question with the same simultaneously supplied answer) and (21)
(where Marion and Rafe tease Carole as she admits ignorance of a friend's
whereabouts).

(20)
Jon: Which word are you talking about?

Marion: Individualize] [ Rafe: Individualize! [Carole: Individualize

Jon: Oh

(21)

Len: Isn't that ] [ Carole: I don't know. I

awful? don't see him

I don't know (laugh)
A

Marion: Oh, it's

Rafe: Oh my god,

it's called off
A

called

off

(laugh)

Marion: Yeah

In collaborative floors, from 22% to 38% of the turns shared the same
meaning units, while fewer than 15% of the turns in single-floor episodes
were alike in this way. There was less of a gap between the floor types

cursive.
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regarding turns that were used for the same function (in one meeting,
60% of collaborative-floor turns shared functions while 53% of single-
floor turns did). Listening to several people in succession informing or
analyzing or reporting was not so likely, then, to result in the impression
that these people were collaborating on developing what was going on.
Hearing several contribute the same ideas was more likely to produce that
impression. An even more likely source for a subjectively perceived collab-
orative floor were turns that shared ideas and functions. Such turns oc-
curred five to ten times as often in collaborative-floor episodes.

There was a different "functional feel" to the two floor types. When
actually counted, certain functions predominated in single floors but
not collaborative ones (reporting, soliciting response, and validating/
agreeing) or collaborative floors but not single ones (joking, hitching
on/chiming in). Managing the agenda (reporting on items, seeking opin-
ions and information, etc.) was the predominant (but not sole) activity
when single floors were occurring. Time-outs from the agenda more often
(but not always) coincided with collaborative floors. It is reasonable, then,
that the distribution of functions was as it was. However, it is important to
note that this is not simply the difference between meeting talk and con-
versations. There were collaborative floors that concerned and constituted
the agenda, were not time-outs, and should be considered part of the
meeting proper (see examples [8] and [9]); there were also single floors
during conversations that occurred as prc-meeting talk.

My impression that collaborative floors were marked by more laughter
must have been related to the greater amount of joking/teasing/wise-
cracking functions since there was a near equivalence of instances of laugh-
ter in the two tloor types in most meetings.

The perception of more pauses in single-floor episodes and more in-
stances where a non-floor-holding turn was delivered in a low voice out of
respect for the single-floor holder who was not currently speaking was
validated.

More nonturn utterances, side comments and cncouragers, occurred in
single floors. In fact, in some meetings, none of these occurred in collab-
orative ones. Regarding side comments, when the topic was being at-
tended to by at least two people in a singly developed floor (a speaker and
a listener), others were more free to do something else. In collabora-
tive floors, the participation was so widely distributed that there was
hardly anyone left to make a side comment to. As for encouraging remarks
when many were developing an idea, an activity which could occupy
everyone and which intrinsically displayed understanding/Pm-with-you/
appreciation, what need would there be for additional encouragement?

Deep overlaps, a source of the impression of a free-for-all character to
aomc collaborative floors, did occur more often in collaborative-floor epi-
sodes. By definition deeply overlapping turns did not contain stops and
restarts; they were continuous, fluent contributions. That these occurred
from four to sixteen times as often in collaborative floors as in single ones
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is evidence for the lack of concern for interruption in collaborative floors.
Perhaps, as Reisman (1974) proposed for contrapuntal conversations in
Antigua, people could rely on the repetition and redundancy (indicated by
sharcdness of meaning units/functions) of these overlapping messages to
help in their processing.

The reasoning behind the guess that singly developed floors would
contain more blocked or self-stopped utterances that never even developed
into turns may not have been faulty but neither did it lead to an accurate
prediction. As with laughter, the floors did not seem to be differentiated
on the basis of aborted utterances. Self-stopped contributions, however,
are intriguing phenomena in themselves. Some were cut off (interrupted)
by other speakers. Many, though, were begun once another's turn was
under way, were apparently stopped by their initiators, and might be
considered unsuccessful interruptions. A label related to interruptions
does not capture their complexity, however. Content, floor type, speaker's
degree of involvement in the event, and speaker's role may all be related to
self-stopped utterances.

In singly developed floors self-stops often seemed to be the beginning
of an idea that did not mesh well with the ongoing message. Sometimes
these may have been preludes to new topics (OK, now what about );
at other times they were incipient rebuttals (but ). In collaborative
floors, they seemed more likely to be the beginning of an addition than a
new direction (sure, it's ). In both floor types some could have been
actual demonstrations of the message "speakcr-is-aghast" (that's such a

.' what a /), where the incomplete utterance might make a
stronger statement about the speaker's feelings about the content than a
complete one would.

A speaker's perception of the content match between his/her utterance
and the current flow (being in or out of "synch") as the source of many
aborted contributions is still not the whole story. Another factor is the
perception of what kind of floor is occurring and what kind the speaker
needs. If one is about to rebut or initiate a new topic, one needs lone floor
space. An overlap might not have the desired impact. A self-stop (or a
series of them, as often happened) could then be a signal that one is
reserving a spot to develop an idea alone. If, however, one's idea is already
being expressed (in a collaborative floor) and all a speaker has to offer is an
addition, s/he can allow another to complete the message, can either
overlap or stop without fearing that the contribution will go unheard.
Thus, the meaning of the collaborative-floor self-stop may be quite differ-
ent from that of the single-floor self-stop.

A consideration of both content and floor organization is still insuffi-
cient to account for all the factors behind an aborted utterance. There
seems to have been a relationship between self-stops and deep overlaps,
almost as though these were two sides of the same coin. Those who self-
stopped most often (Len, Rafc, and Carole) also took part in most of the
deep overlaps. Additionally they were among the most frequent turn
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takers. It is possible, then, that a high degree of involvement in each step
of the progression of a speech event results in many signals for entrance to
a single floor, many contributions that others can finish in a collaborative
floor, and also many full, yet overlapped, contributions in the latter, (I am
unable to explain why speakers would stop themselves on one single-floor
occasion, yet deliver the full message on another.)

Content, floor organization, and a desire to be in on all the action still
do not totally explain self-stopped contributions. Rafc, the chairperson,
stopped himself in collaborative floors as often as he did in single ones,
even if he began his speaking first. Perhaps, in his role as chair, he saw
himself as being responsible for ensuring wide participation. When some-
one else would start, then as a "good chair/host," he could relax, stop
himself, and clear the way for that person.

When looking for what began the collaborative- floor episodes, I found
very few answers. They did not especially start with laughter or pauses or
any particular function. Although there were more AJB "events," topics
several participants knew about, at the opening of collaborative- than
single-floor episodes, this kind of topic was also present for many opening
turns in single-floor episodes. It was apparently not the case, then, that
when people spotted a topic they knew about, they always jumped in. The
one consistent finding in relation to counted instances of a variable was
that second pair parts of adjacency pairs (primarily, answers in question/
answer sequences) were more often the openers of collaborative episodes.
Apparently a question, for example, often appeared legitimately answer-
able by many at once. Second pair parts, however, accounted for only 19—
44%, not 100%, of the opening turns in collaborative episodes. Most
likely some combination of verbal and nonverbal signals invited a coopera-
tively developed floor. Videotapes might help give insight into what starts
such floors. A topical analysis might also help. For instance, sex was men-
tioned once and obscenities were uttered twice in the five portions of
analyzed transcriptions. All three cases were followed by collaborative
floors. Obviously that still does not account for the other 93 collaborative
episodes that grew out of other topics. There seemed to be no pattern, in
these audiotapcd data, to account for what occurred at the very beginning
of or just before these episodes.

Gender Differences

What is immediately striking about some of the variables counted by
gender as well as by floor is the shift that the men made in terms of sheer
quantity. My impression during transcribing had been that women partici-
pated more in collaborative floors than they did in single ones and more
than men did. Actually, it was men who participated less. The MANOVA
referred to earlier not only dealt with the difference in words per turn and
turns per minute depending on the type of floor being constructed; it also
related these factors to speaker sex. In singly developed floors, the men
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held forth, took longer turns though not more of them—dominated the
construction of the floor by virtue, at least, of the time they took talking.
In collaborative floors, men talked less than they did in single ones and
occasionally even less than the women in collaborative floors, a rare find-
ing given the usual one of men as the "big talkers" (Edelsky 1978).

More specifically in all meetings men's turns were one and one fourth
to nearly four times longer than women's in single-floor episodes (e.g., in
the November meeting, 32.87 words per turn for men and 8.58 for wom-
en). By contrast, collaborative-floor episode turns for both women and
men averaged about 6.5 words. Here is evidence then, given my admission
that I perceived women talking more in collaborative than single floors
and more than men in collaborative floors, for Kramer's (1975) proposal
that perhaps our subjective impression of a talkative woman is simply one
who talks as much as the average man. In any case, collaborative-floor
episodes appeared to be quantity equalizers.

Not only was sheer quantity equalized, but so was the use of certain
language functions usually associated with the "male domain," such as
joking (Coser 1960). Collaborative floors found women joking, arguing,
directing, and soliciting responses more and men less, while the reverse
was true for single ones. Thus, not only was there a different functional
"feel" to the two floor types, but women and men each had a somewhat
different "style" and were differentially responsible for the "feel" of epi-
sodes depending on floor type.

Of course, it was always people, in roles, who produced whatever data
were counted (turns, floors, functions, etc.). The chair, a male, was the
leading user of the soliciting response function but only in singly devel-
oped floors. In collaborative ones, talk to solicit responses was uttered
primarily by women. That women took the role of questioners (reactors,
conversational ball carriers, etc.) is hardly a new finding and not one that is
particularly an indicator of either control or equality. That the phenome-
non of woman as questioner varies with the organization of talk, however,
is new information. In these meetings, single-floor solicitations of re-
sponses seemed connected more to planning and clarifying points of infor-
mation than to showing interest in another's topic as they were in Fish-
man's (1978) data. Response solicitations of this type in single-floor
episodes were made more often by Rafe, the chair. Response solicitations
in collaboration-floor episodes too were connected to plans, but they were
also often combined with teases, word playing, arguing; often uttered in
tandem; and often produced by women.

What seemed to happen, then, was that when what's-going-on was
collaboratively constructed (as were many personal stories in women's rap
groups studied by Kalcik 1975) and characterized by either a "happy
babble of disorganized sound" (Goffman 1967:40) or a demonstration of
being on the same wavelength, women and men interacted more as equals
on many dimensions. A possible explanation for women's having out-
stripped men in the increase of certain language functions in collaborative
floors (joking, arguing, suggesting, soliciting responses, validating, direct-
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ing) and thus being more proactive and on center stage in collaborative
floors and reactive and on the sidelines in single ones can be found in
Brown and Lcvinson's (1978) work. They propose that people, and there-
fore women, are "rational" beings, choosing from their repertoires those
strategies that best serve their interests. Singly developed floors, charac-
terized by monologues, single party control, and hierarchical interaction
where turn takers stand out from non—turn takers and floors are won or
lost, share features with other contexts in which women have learned they
had best not assert themselves. Collaborative floors, however, are inher-
ently more informal, cooperative ventures which provided both a cover
of "anonymity" for assertive language use and a comfortable backdrop
against which women can display a fuller range of language ability.

The same general explanation, with different details, could have ac-
counted for the men's decrease in quantity and thus dominance over the
talking time in collaborative floors. Men too arc "rational" beings and, like
women, are able to respond to and accomplish moment-to-moment shifts
in interaction to suit their purposes. If participation in collaborative floors
does in fact provide the high levels of communicative satisfaction (interest,
a sense of "we"-ncss, excitement, fun, etc.) they appeared to engender, it
would seem that people would be desirous of being a part of such activity.
What men would get out of collaborative floors, then, would not be the
joint benefits of both a forum for fuller expression of their functional
talents as well as an opportunity for experiencing high involvement, syner-
gistic, solidarity-building interaction. Rather it would be the single benefit
mentioned last. A signal that such a conversational structure was available,
then, would be an offer hardly anyone could refuse.

Conclusions

Previously it would have seemed that the appropriate general question
about gender and language was, How do women and men carry out their
socially designated and differentiated power positions as they carry on oral
discourse? That is, do the sexes negotiate interactional space and time as
equals, and if not, what differences obtain? On the basis of this study's
giant detour to analyze the floor, that question now seems too simple. A
better one is, Under what conditions do men and women interact (e.g., hold
the floor) more or less as equals and under what conditions do they not?

As was stated at the beginning, the unpremeditated detour consisted of
an investigation into "the floor" that was initial and exploratory. As such,
it has been necessarily global and has certainly generated many new ques-
tions. Most obviously, does the definition of "floor" fit other speech events
and other data?

The definition that was developed here has been implicitly proposed as
applicable to a variety of speech events. That is, while the types of floors
identified and their proportionate use may be peculiar to these informal
meetings, the definition itself of "floor" should apply to floors in conversa-
tions, formal meetings, debates, informal meetings, classroom discussions,
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group therapy sessions, and so on. One problem (mentioned earlier in the
section One-at-a-time) with many "conversational" analyses is that they
have often drawn their data from events that are not strictly conversa-
tions6: experimental sessions, service encounters, therapy sessions, class-
room lessons, and so forth. Characteristics of these nonconversations are
then generalized to conversations as well as a range of speech events. The
present study would be subject to the same criticism if it claimed that
holding the floor at a formal debate, an informal meeting, a lunch date, and
so on, entailed the same privileges; that the different ways floors were devel-
oped, in informal meetings are the same ways they are developed in any-
thing from coffee klatches to seminars. Instead, the proposal here is that
what is had when having the floor (but not how one gets it or what one
does with it or what consequences follow from having it or what it means
to have it) is a constant.

A question for future research is, Does it?
Another obvious question is whether the two ways of developing the

floor in these data appear with different numbers, gendered combinations,
statuses, and so on, of participants in different speech events; that is, the
study cries out for both replication and replication with variation.

Additionally, what other contextual factors besides floor structure con-
tribute to interpretations of what counts as a turn, an interruption, and so
on? For instance, the particular interactional histories of specific partici-
pants may be such a factor. In the present study one participant was
somewhat bitter about personal consequences of past events in the depart-
ment. Other participants "bent over backward" to show that person re-
spect and lift the person's spirits. Consequently this member's side com-
ments, regardless of their content or the low voice with which they were
delivered, were responded to as though they had been on-rccord; they
were treated as turns.

Other questions include: What are the cues and mechanisms which
invite a collaboratively developed floor? What are the speaker-change sig-
nals, turn-allocation devices, and oriented-to features that accompany them?
Are there different turn-tying and cohesion strategies in collaborative
floors (and, if so, do these require a reexamination of conversational max-
ims or postulates) ? Is there a difference in communicative satisfaction in or
attitudes toward the floor types? Is there a relationship between types and
content of contributions (aborted utterances, moves of various kinds, etc.)
and floor type?

Regardless of the answers, it is clear that the floor might be taken as a
worthwhile object of research.

NOTES

I wish to thank Cheris Kramarac for her encouragement and help during the
project and Terri Rosegrant, Sarah Hudelson, Vera John-Steiner, Betty Lou Du-
Bois, Keith Walters, and Erving GofFman for their comments on an earlier draft.
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Special appreciation goes to my colleagues for their willingness to be taped while
being themselves. This chapter originally appeared in Language in Society 10
(1981):383-421. An earlier version of one part of this study, "How to Have the
Floor: Two General Ways," appears in C. Edclsky (Ed.) Conversational Analysis:
New Perspectives, 1981, a special issue of the Journal of the Linguistic Association of the
Southwest.

1. Presentation of more than one speaker's talk on the same line indicates the
start of simultaneous talk. Brackets indicate simultaneous starts; arrows are used
for overlaps beginning unevenly. Double-direction arrows show where the floor
holder's talk was overlapped by talk directed to the general topic or the group at
large; single-direction arrows show someone being both overlapped and addressed
directly. Since by this time I was interested in the start of overlapping turns but not
in the synchrony of talk, I made no attempt to indicate the end of simultaneity in
talk.

2. In child language research, had frequency been the criteria for study of a
phenomenon, simplification rather than rule overgcneralization would have been
the focus of attempts to explain the process of language acquisition (Hakuta &
Cancino 1977).

3. "Episode" is not a precise term. It is unrelated to the episodes of Esau and
Bristol-Poth (1981), conversational chunks characterized by withln-chunk states of
tension and resolution. It is somewhat related to Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz's
notion of "speech activity" (cited by Shultz, Horio & Erickson 1982), a unit of
discourse that may consist of one or more connected topics and an action, such as
"chatting about the weather," "trying to get someone's attention," or "lecturing
about linguistics." Just as the speech activity idea does not use a single standard to
decide on the size of activities (embedded within lecturing about linguistics, there
might also be the activity of trying to get someone's attention), neither did I make
episode-dividing decisions in a way that would ensure that all episodes were at the
same level of generality. I was aware of the problem during data analysis but am
still unable to resolve it.

4. I made no attempt to examine moves within on across turns directly, even
though move as a unit is probably more basic than turn for considerations of the
sequencing and cohesiveness of interactions (Goffman 1976). In this study, how-
ever, I was interested in types of "speakings" or contributions and their "legit-
imacy," rather than the sequence of contributions and their cohesion. I was espe-
cially interested in sorting out turn from floor (I have never seen move and floor
conflated in the literature).

Since one turn can contain two moves and thus be perceived as two back-to-
back turns for the same speaker just as two contributions by different people can
constitute one move and be perceived as one jointly built turn, it is clear that the
turn count for this study would not be identical with one that takes account of
moves. Multiple moves within turns were implicitly acknowledged when functions
were noted. That is, a contribution which responded to another's query and then
asked a new question was coded as accomplishing both informing and soliciting
response functions. However, one contribution could also be a vehicle for several
functions that were not separate moves, for example, complaining in a teasing
mode was coded as both complaining and teasing. The instances of all functions
together thus exceeds slightly the number of all turns taken (e.g., in one fifteen-
minute segment, there were a total of 234 turns taken and 268 functions noted)
and probably exceeds the numbers of moves made. If future work should empha-
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size the "movc"-ment of interaction as it relates to ways of having the floor, it
would do well to incorporate notions of move as well as turn.

5. Most likely, to identify the function(s) of turns, both as participant and as
analyzer, I tacitly used my knowledge of the structure of the utterance, para-
language, my history with the speakers, and general pragmatics (van Dijk 1977).

6. Since the exact nature of "conversations" was not the focus of this study,
and since previous research either collapses a variety of speech events under the
umbrella term "conversation" or differentiates these only according to a turn-
allocation system (Sacks et al. 1974), any definition I could propose would be
prematvirc.
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Women, Men, and Interruptions:
A Critical Review

DEBORAH JAMES
and

SANDRA CLARKE

Overview of Research Results: Questions in Need of Answers

Within the language and gender literature one of the findings most widely
cited as well established is that men interrupt women more than women
interrupt men. For example, Roscnblum (1986:160) states that "men are
more likely to interrupt and overlap women's speech than the reverse."
Aries (1987:152) observes that "men have frequently been found to inter-
rupt women more than women interrupt men." And Holmes (1991:210)
concludes that "the balance of evidence [seems] to confirm the view that
men interrupt others more often than women do, and that, more specifi-
cally, men interrupt women more than women interrupt men."

This chapter will show that a review of studies appearing between
1965 and 1991 and dealing with gender differences in the use of interrup-
tions does not support this conclusion; most research has found no signifi-
cant difference between the genders in number of interruptions initiated,
in either cross-sex or same-sex interaction. It will be argued that this result
is unsurprising, given the multifunctional nature of simultaneous talk. The
question then arises of whether women and men differ in the functions for
which they use simultaneous talk. Potential ways of determining whether
men use simultaneous talk as a means of dominating interactions to a
greater extent than do women are surveyed; it is shown that the research
to elate provides no firm evidence for such a gender difference when any
such criterion is taken into account. However, since no criterion ap-
proaches being a fully adequate measure of whether an instance of simul-
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taneous talk constitutes a dominance attempt, it cannot be definitively
concluded that no gender differences exist in this respect. Some evidence is
then provided that women are more likely than men to use simultaneous
talk to show involvement and rapport, a fact that would be consistent with
other findings in the literature on gender differences in conversational
behavior. Finally, the potential effects of various subject and situational
variables on women's and men's use of simultaneous talk are discussed; it
is noted that existing research provides comparatively little information
with respect to these. Further, a number of methodological problems are
noted which may have led to misleading results, and to which future
researchers should be alert.

The research on interruptions deals, broadly speaking, with instances
in which one person initiates talk while another person is already talking.
Most researchers in the area of language and gender, in the area of family
interaction, and in the psychological literature in general have assumed
that the basic function of such behavior is to prevent the first speaker from
being able to finish what he or she wants to say, and to allow the second
speaker to take over the floor. Mishler and Waxier (1968:140), for exam-
ple, state that "a person-control strategy such as an interruption [says]
'Stop talking' or '1 am no longer listening to what you say.'" Interruption is
interpreted as violating normal conversational rules, as being negative or
undesirable behavior, and as constituting an attempt to exercise power and
to dominate and control the interaction through control of the floor and
of the topic of conversation. Thus, for example, West (1984:55) states that
"an interrupting speaker is engaged in violation of the current speaker's
right to be engaged in speaking"; Octigan and Nicdcrman (1979:52)
observe, "An interruption or overlap is taken as a violation and a sign of
conversational dominance." Given this assumption, the commonly cited
finding that males interrupt females more than the reverse has been seen as
unsurprising, since males have more power and status than females. Males
are therefore likely, it has been supposed, to presume that they have a right
to take the floor from females, whereas females will not make the same
assumption with respect to males. Perhaps, too, because of their higher
status, males are assumed by both sexes to be more likely to be right about
things than arc females, so that it would be seen by both sexes as more
legitimate for males to interrupt females than the reverse (this would be
the prediction of status characteristics theory—Bergcr, Roscnholtz, and
Zclditch [1980], and see James and Drakich [this volume]—an approach
which takes into account how status differences can affect expectations and
beliefs about oneself and others).

An alternative theoretical approach to accounting for gender differ-
ences in verbal behavior posits that females and males, because of their
differing socialization in sex-separate peer groups, come to have different
interactional goals and to use different verbal strategies to attain those
goals (e.g., Maltz and Borker 1982, Tannen 1990). This approach, too,
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would predict that males would interrupt more (assuming the preceding
interpretation of the role of interruptions to be correct), since males learn
that an important goal for them is to assert their status, to appear a leader,
to "win"; frequently seizing and holding the floor provides a means of
achieving this goal. Females, on the other hand, appear to learn to focus
instead on establishing and maintaining harmonious relationships with
others; this would militate against their violating conversational rules by
interrupting others.

Contrary to these predictions, a review of the studies which have
examined the tise of interruptions in mixed-sex interaction (whether
dyadic or group) reveals that it is not, in fact, the case that most have
found men to interrupt women more than the reverse. Indeed, the major-
ity of studies have found no difference between the sexes in this respect.
The findings of these studies are summarized in Table 9.1.1 We consider
here only the results in terms of the relative number of interruptions
initiated (one complication being that different studies have used different
measures of interruption; this point will be discussed shortly). Of twenty-
one studies which have compared the number of interruptions initiated by
females and by males in dyadic interaction, only six, or fewer than a third,
have found men to interrupt women more than the reverse. Thirteen
studies have found no significant difference between the sexes in total
number of interruptions, and two have found women to interrupt men
more. In addition, twelve studies have examined interruptions in groups
of more than two. Of these, five have found men to initiate more interrup-
tions overall; four have found no significant difference between the gen-
ders in this respect; and three have found women to initiate more inter-
ruptions. Of course, to determine whether males interrupt females more
than the reverse, one must also, for group studies, factor in the sex of the
person interrupted (since, for example, a finding of men's interrupting
more overall could conceivably result from their interrupting other men
with particular frequency; there might be no significant difference in
quantity between men's interruptions of women and women's interrup-
tions of men). Only seven of the studies of groups have clone this systemat-
ically. In all but one of these cases, the results have correlated with the
findings with respect to who interrupted more overall; for example, if the
study found men to interrupt mote than women overall, it also found men
to interrupt women more than the reverse. (The one exception is Kennedy
and Camclen [1983], in which women were found to interrupt others
more than men overall, but women and men were found to interrupt each
other to an equal extent.) Studies of groups which took into account the
sex of the person interrupted art indicated by an asterisk in Table 9.1.2

These studies—along with those to be presented in Table 9.2—have
most frequently employed as subjects unacquainted college students; the
great majority of studies of dyads have been set in an experimental labora-
tory, while most of those examining groups have dealt with naturally
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Table 9.1 The Relationship Between Gender and Number of Interruptions
Initiated in Mixed-Sex Interaction

(A = studies of dyads; B = studies of groups)

A (1) Studies Which Found No Significant Difference Between the Genders
in Number of Interruptions
Bilous & Krauss 1988
Dindia 1987
Duncan & Fiske 1977
Frances 1979
Jose, Crosby, & Wong-McCarthy 1988
Kollock, Blumstein, & Schwartz 1985
Leet-Pellegrini 1980
Lcffler, Gillespie, & Conaty 1982
Marche 1988
Martin & Craig 1983
Roger & Nesshoever 1987
Simkins-Bullock & Wildman 1991
Welkowitz, Bond, & Feldstem 1984

(2) Studies Which Found Males to Interrupt Females Significantly More
Than the Reverse3

Bohn & Stutman 1983
Esposito 1979
Octigan & Niederman 1979
Peterson 1986
West 1979, West 1982, West & Zimmerman 1983 (all three describe the same

study)
Zimmerman & West 1975

(3) Studies Which Found Females to Interrupt Males Significantly More
Than the Reverse
Sayers 1987
Shaw & Sadler 1965

B (1) Studies Which Found No Significant Difference Between the Genders
in Total Number of Interruptions
Beattie 1981x

Smith-Lovin & Brody 1989*4

Willis & Williams 1976
Woods 1989

(2) Studies Which Found Males to Interrupt Significantly More Than Fe-
males Overall
Brooks 1982
Case 1988
Craig & Pitts 1990*

(significantly more successful5 interruptions of students by male rather than
female tutors; more successful interruptions of female students by male students
than the reverse; no statistics provided for relative overall number of [successful]
interruptions produced by male and female students)

(continued)
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Table 9.1 (Continued'}

Eakins & Eakins 1976
McMillan, Clifton, McGrath, & Gale 1977

(3) Studies Which Found Females to Interrupt Significantly More Than
Males Overall
Connor-Linton 1987*
Kennedy & Camden 1983*
Murray & Covelli 1988*6

occurring interaction. Virtually all of these studies have been conducted in
the United States or Britain. (For a discussion of the possible relevance of
such variables, see pp. 260-265.)

Also of interest here is the question of whether males differ from
females in interruption behavior when same-sex interaction is compared.
If the major determinant of interruptive behavior is simply having more
status or power than others with whom one is interacting, there is indeed
no reason to expect differences between all-male and all-female interaction
with respect to number of interruptions. If, on the other hand, learned
differences in goals and verbal strategies arc an important determinant,
and if asserting a leadership role by taking the floor is an important
strategy for males but not for females, then one would expect there to be
more interruptions in all-male than in all-female interaction.

The results of studies which have compared number of interruptions in
same-sex interaction arc presented in Table 9.2. The great majority—
seventeen of twenty-two—found no gender differences. This might ap-
pear to suggest that status or power, rather than gender differences in
interactional goals, is the more important determinant; nevertheless we
will see that the situation cannot be assumed to be as simple as this. Two
further studies found more interruptions in all-male interaction, and three
studies, contrary to both types of prediction just made, found more inter-
ruptions in all-female interaction

Our survey of the gender-related interruptions literature, then, poses
several important questions. First of all, why is it that the majority of
studies have not found men to interrupt women more than the reverse in
mixed-sex interaction? Second, why has there been so much variation in
the results of studies? Third, why is it that some studies have found
women to interrupt more than men, in both mixed-sex and same-sex
interaction? And fourth, are there aspects of interruption behavior other
than simply the relative number of interruptions initiated by women and
men which would be more revelatory of gender differences?

With respect to the first question, one explanation for the lack of
significant gender differences may lie in the fact that the commonly held
assumption that interruptions serve primarily to dominate and control
conversations is overly simplistic. A considerable body of recent research
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Table 9.2 All-Female Versus All-Male Interaction
with Respect to Number of Interruptions

(All are studies of dyads, except Smith-Lovin and Brody [1989]
and Dabbs and Ruback [1984], which examined three-person
and five-person groups respectively.)

(1) Studies Which Found No Significant Difference in
Number of Interruptions
Dabbs & Ruback 1984
Dindia 1987
Duncan & Fiske 1977
Esposito 1979
Frances 1979
LaFrance & Carmen 1980/LaFrancc 1981 (these describe the

same study)
Marche 1988
Martin & Craig 1983
McLachlan 1991
Octigan & Niederman 1979
Peterson 1986
Roger & Schumacher 1983
Rogers & Jones 1975
Simkins-Bullock & Wildman 1991
Smith-Lovin & Brody 1989
Trimboli & Walker 1984
Welkowitz, Bond, & Feldstein 1984

(2) Studies Which Found Significantly More Interruptions
in All-Male Interaction7

Bohn & Stutman 1983
de Boer 1987

(3) Studies Which Found Significantly More Interruptions
in All-Female Interaction
Bilous & Krauss 1988
Crosby 1976
Street & Murphy 1987

suggests that simultaneous talk may frequently be unrelated to dominance.
A later section on the functions of interruptions (pp.238—247) reviews
this literature and surveys the ways in which "interruptions" can and do
perform useful, healthy functions in conversation; it also surveys evidence
suggesting that the majority of interruptions in casual conversation may
not be dominance-related, and that the proportion of dominance-related
interruptions may be highest in certain types of context. In addition,
that section examines so-called successful and unsuccessful interruptions,
showing that the former are sometimes more strongly associated with
dominance than the latter, but that no simple correlation can be assumed.
A section on gender and the use of dominance-associated interruptions
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(pp. 247-258) focuses on types of criteria which might shed light on the
question of whether men are indeed more likely to use interruptions to
dominate interactions than are women and shows that no reliable conclu-
sion may be drawn. A section on gender and cooperative interruptions
(pp. 258—260) presents some evidence that women arc more likely to use
simultaneous talk for supportive and rapport-building functions than are
men. Lastly, a section on miscellaneous factors affecting gender-related
interruptions (pp. 260—268) reviews possible explanations for the incon-
sistencies in the findings of different studies, examining different variables
which may affect the number of interruptions initiated by each gender and
other aspects of the methodologies employed which might also have con-
tributed to the variations in the results found.

The Use of the Term "-Interruption" in This Review

A comment must be made before continuing with respect to our use of the
term "interruption." First, while interruptions arc normally thought of as
involving simultaneous talk, an utterance may perform the same types of
function as an interruption without simultaneous speech actually occur-
ring; for example, the interrupter may begin to speak immediately upon
the interruptec's completing the utterance of a word while in midturn, and
the interruptee may consequently cease speaking and relinquish the turn.
Such phenomena have been noted by Mcltzer, Morris, and Hayes (1971)
and Ferguson (1977), among others; they are most commonly referred to
(after Ferguson) as "silent interruptions." Although relatively few re-
searchers have investigated the latter,8 we include these as part of the
phenomena of concern here. In effect, this survey deals with all those
instances in which the switch between speakers is not completely
"smooth," in the sense of Ferguson (1977); in "smooth speaker switches"
the first speaker completes his/her turn and there is no simultaneous
speech. In order to refer to these, a term is needed which refers to this set
of phenomena and which is at the same time free of connotation as to the
role or function of the second speaker's utterance, since, as noted previ-
ously, such an utterance may not necessarily be disruptive. Unfortunately
no such term exists in English. The word "interruption," both in ordinary
usage and in the usage of most researchers, has negative connotations,
implying violation of another's right to speak. The term "overlap" has
been used by Tannen (1983 and subsequent works) and by some others to
indicate simultaneous talk without any negative connotation; however,
this term is problematic for our purposes in that it does not allow for
"silent interruptions," and in that it has been commonly used in the inter-
ruptions literature in two different specific technical senses.9 Moreover, in
colloquial usage the word "overlap" carries the implication that the first
speaker completes his/her utterance without: ceding the floor, and the term
needed for our purposes should not be restricted to these cases alone.

There is, however, a precedent in the literature for the use of the term
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"interruption" to mean simply "any deviation from a smooth speaker
switch." Ferguson (1977) and those researchers who have adopted her
classification of types of interruption (e.g., Beattie 1981, Marche 1988,
Craig & Pitts 1990) use it with this interpretation (sec also Beattie
1989:334 for further discussion of this point). Under the circumstances,
and in the absence of any clearly more satisfactory alternative, we have
chosen to follow this precedent in our general comments on the research
in this area; in this context, then, "interruption" should be understood as
meaning "any deviation from a smooth switch between speakers," with no
implication as to whether speaking rights are violated.

One point should be kept in mind, however: since the great majority
of researchers have been concerned with interruption behavior as a mea-
sure of dominance, most have attempted to exclude from consideration
those instances which they viewed as non-dominance-rclatcd (these consti-
tuting, usually, only a very small class of cases); thus they have counted
interruptions in such a way as to exclude such instances. This will be
commented on further in the next section (sec pp. 238, 240—241, and
note 11). Thus, when the term "interruption" is used in reports of the
results of specific studies, the precise set of phenomena included is deter-
mined by the individual study.

The Functions of Interruptions

Interruptions us Supportive and Cooperative Speech Acts

There exists one type of simultaneous utterance which has long been
recognized by most researchers as supportive rather than disruptive in
nature. This category is most commonly referred to (after Yngve 1970) as
"back channel utterances" or "back channel responses"10; these consist of
one-word utterances such as "mhm," "yeah," "uh-huh," and "right" (and
nonverbal equivalents such as nods) and are uttered by a listener primarily
to indicate interest and attention to what the speaker is saying. They need
not be, but frequently are, uttered simultaneously with the speaker's talk.
The great majority of studies have explicitly excluded these from their
count of interruptions (the only clear exceptions are Willis & Williams
[1976], Shaw & Sadler [1965], and Wclkowitz, Bond, & Feldstein
[19841).

It has been widely assumed in the past, however, that aside from back
channel utterances, simultaneous talk is relatively rare in conversation, and
that the basic rule is that only one person speaks at a time. Sacks, Scheg-
lofF, and Jefferson (1974:700—701), in setting out what has become the
most widely accepted theory of turn taking in conversation, state: "Over-
whelmingly, one party talks at a time. . . . Transitions from one turn to the
next occur, for the most part, with little or no gap and little or no overlap."
Given this assumption, it is not surprising that it has been supposed that
instances of simultaneous talk other than back channels and very brief
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overlapping between turns necessarily constitute negative and dysfunc-
tional acts. However, it has become increasingly apparent in more recent
research that such simultaneous talk is, in fact, common and, far from
being necessarily disruptive, may even function to signal and promote
solidarity between speakers. One of the first to comment on this was
Kalcik (1975), who noted in an examination of communication in two
women's rap groups that interruptions were frequent, rarely seemed to be
objected to, and were primarily supportive or collaborative in nature,
often produced as the women worked out a topic or a story together as a
group. Other researchers who have noted that simultaneous talk fre-
quently has a supportive function include Bennett (1981), Edelsky (1981,
this volume), Beattie (1982), Shultz, Elorio & Erickson (1982), Kennedy
& Camden (1983), Murray (1985, 1987), Tanncn (1983, 1984, 1987,
1989, 1990), Testa (1988), Mocrman (1988), Coates (1989), Goldberg
(1990), and Herman (1991). Edelsky (1981, this volume), for example, in
a well-known study of faculty committee meetings, argued that two types
of "floor" could be distinguished, singly developed floors and collab-
oratively developed floors. In single floors, in which the discussion was
highly task-oriented (focusing on such matters as reporting on items), the
"one speaker at a time" rule was followed, and there were few interrup-
tions. In collaborative floors, however, this rule no longer applied, and
simultaneous speech was normal. In this type of floor, through talking
simultaneously, participants developed an idea together, produced a joint
answer to a question, or shared in joking. Edelsky notes that a high degree
of involvement in the interaction characterized the use of simultaneous
speech in collaborative floors.

Similar observations arc made by Coates (1989), in a study of conver-
sations among a group of women friends. She found that simultaneous
speech was very common, but that it normally consisted of "work| ing]
together to produce shared meanings" (p. 113), rather than attempts to
take the floor from another speaker. Most commonly one speaker would
make a comment or ask a question during another speaker's turn, this
functioning simply as a sign of active listenership; a speaker would com-
plete another's utterance, without in any way attempting to obtain the
floor; or two or more speakers would contribute simultaneously to the
same theme, in a manner very similar to that described by Edelsky.

Tanncn (1983 and later works) has also argued that simultaneous talk
can have a cooperative function; she suggests, indeed, that it can serve as a
way of indicating that one is interested in, enthusiastic about, and highly
involved in the conversation. This is particularly true, she suggests, of a
certain type of conversational style characteristic of some cultural groups
(for example, New York Jewish speech). In this style, which is also charac-
terized by a rapid pace, expressive: phonology, exaggerated intonation con-
tours, frequent back channel utterances, and other features, Tannen argues
that higher priority is placed on honoring the positive face of others (their
need to know that others like them and are involved with them) (Brown &
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Lcvinson 1987) than on honoring others' negative face (their need not
to be imposed upon) (Tannen 1989:272). Thus, in this style interrup-
tions are very frequent and serve to carry a metamessage of interpersonal
rapport; indeed, failure to interrupt is interpreted as indicating lack of
interest.

Thus it is evident that far from being disruptive in nature, interrup-
tions may frequently be supportive, collaborative, and rapport-building.11

Other Circumstances in Which Interruptions Do Not Violate
the Speaking Rights of Others

Various researchers have pointed out other uses of interruptions which,
while not being particularly associated with collaboration and rapport,
nevertheless do not constitute violations of conversational rules. For ex-
ample, one might interrupt because of a problem with the communicative
process. For example, if one is failing to understand what the speaker is
trying to communicate because one did not catch or did not understand a
word used, one might legitimately break in to ask for clarification; or, if
one realizes that the speaker, in answering a question one has posed, has
not properly understood it, one might legitimately interrupt in order to
rephrase the question in a clearer way. Goldberg (1990) and Bull and
Mayer (1988), among others, discuss the existence of such "relationally
neutral" uses (the term is Goldberg's). Similarly, certain types of situation
may require immediate speech, and here too interruptions are obviously
appropriate (e.g., "Fire!"; "Don't touch that, it's hot!") (see, e.g., Tannen
1989:268-269 and Goldberg 1990:886-888). As one further type of
example Testa (1988) contends that if A is explaining something to B and
in the middle of the explanation B gets A's point, it is appropriate and not
disruptive for B to interrupt A. Jefferson (1973) makes a similar point.
(There may be cultural and individual variation as to the acceptability of
such types of interruption as these last.)

A particularly common circumstance in which simultaneous talk, while
not supportive in function, is also obviously not disruptive, is the case of
the simple mistiming error. For example, B may recognize that A is about
to finish her or his turn and begin to speak slightly before A has stopped;
or B may make a mistake in judgment about whether A is ready to finish
and begin to speak when A is not, in fact, ready to relinquish the turn.
Usually in the latter case the intcrruptor stops speaking after realizing that
the current speaker is continuing. (Coates [1989] suggests that enthusi-
asm is particularly likely to lead to such errors, Dindia [1987], that they
may result from nervousness or awkwardness.)12

It is relevant to note here that a number of studies adopting the Sacks,
Schcgloff, and Jefferson (1974) theory of turn allocation in conversation
have attempted to exclude systematically such mistiming errors from their
count of interruptions (all remaining simultaneous talk, other than back
channels, is normally then assumed—unjustifiably, as is clear from the rest
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of the discussion in this section—-to be disruptive). Following Schegioff
(1973) cases of mistiming in th is approach arc termed "overlaps," as
opposed to interruptions; these are defined as occurring at or just before a
"transition-relevant place" (that is, a possible completion point, defined as
the end of any "unit-type") in the current speaker's talk. As a mechanical
measure for distinguishing mistiming errors from other types of simul-
taneous talk, this is quite problematic and has been extensively criticized;
see pp. 266-267.13

In actual fact, the extent to which an interruption is interpreted as
negative and disruptive is probably not a black-and-white matter, but
rather a matter of degree, Murray (1987), arguing for this point, suggests
a number of factors which may contribute to degree of dismpriveness;
these include whether the interniptee has made her/his first point, wheth-
er s/he has finished what s/he wanted to say, whether s/hc has been unduly
monopolizing the floor, and whether the interrupter has a special claim to
be heard (this being the case if, e.g., the interruptec has previously not
allowed the interrupter to answer a third person's question or has been
attacking the interrupter and not letting him/her respond to the attack),

The Extent to Which Interruption:, Are Likely to Be
Dominance-Related in Different Types of Interaction

To evaluate the results of the studies dealing with the relationship between
interruptions and gender accurately, it is necessary to consider what pro-
portion of the interruptions in an interaction are likely to be of the disrup-
tive, dominance-related type, and whether the proportion is likely to be
higher in some kinds of interaction than in others.

It is possible that in casual conversations between friends, many of the
interruptions are cooperative and rapport-building. Some support for this
is provided by Coates (1989), who reports that only a minority of the
simultaneous speech in her data could be analyzed as representing at
tempts to take over the floor, and by Tannen (1989), who states that when
students in her course counted "overlaps" in half-hour casual conversa-
tions they had taped, roughly 75% of these were judged to be cooperative
rather than obstructive.14 It is possible, however, that the proportion of
interruptions which arc dominance-related might be higher in other types
of interaction.

One approach which might potentially shed light on these matters
involves classifying interruptions in terms of their content relative to the
interruptce's talk. A few studies have made such a classification. Kennedy
and Camden (1983), in a study of graduate students interacting in semi-
nars and work programs, classified 38% of the interruptions in the data as
instances of agreement and 11% as instances of clarification (here, the
interruptor attempts to understand the interruptec's message). The re-
maining interruptions constituted disagreement, changes of subject, and
tangential remarks.lb Insofar as agreement and clarification can be as-
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sumcd to be supportive and cooperative, half of the interruptions in these
contexts, then, would not have been of the disruptive type. Kennedy and
Camden note (p. 58), "In many cases, the interruptions seem to serve a
healthy, functional and confirming communicative role." Sayers (1987), in
a study of unstructured conversation in dyads, found similar results: ap-
proximately half the interruptions constituted agreement, elaboration, or
requests for clarification. In Willis and Williams (1976), a study of high
school students' speech in class discussions and casual conversation, 34%
of interruptions (in total; setting was not taken into account) were found
to constitute agreement, and 51% disagreement; the remainder were not
classified.

These results, then, in particular those of Kennedy and Camden and of
Sayers, appear to provide further support that a significant percentage of
interruptions in interactions may not be dominance-related. The difference
between unstructured conversation (Sayers 1987) and conversation in
seminars or work groups (Kennedy & Camden 1983) appears not to have
affected results.

However, some caution is called for in interpreting the findings of
these studies. It does not necessarily follow that when one interrupts to
agree or ask for clarification, such interruptions never constitute attempts
to seize the floor; for example, as is pointed out by Dindia (1987) and by
Smith-Lovin and Brody (1989), one can agree with what is being said as a
precursor to taking over the floor. Further, interruptions involving dis-
agreement are not necessarily disruptive; even in collaborative, rapport-
building simultaneous talk, one speaker may be gently disagreeing with
another. Examples of this can be found in the data provided by Coates
(1989) (e.g., p. 112). Thus, a more adequate analysis of what an interrup-
tor may have been attempting to do must take into account not simply the
content of an interruption, but also the larger context in which the inter-
ruption is used.

A quite different type of approach to the role of interruptions in
interactions, specifically directed toward determining the extent to which
the interruptions in an interaction are likely to be dominance-related, is
provided by eight studies which have attempted to test the relationship
between interruption use and dominance by indirect means. Six of these
studies examined experimentally the relationship between an individual's
use of interruptions and his or her predisposition toward dominance over
others, as measured by a psychological test;16 one examined the relation-
ship between interruptions and relative power in intimate couples, where
power was measured by a questionnaire dealing with relative influence
over day-to-day decision making (Kollock, Blumstcin & Schwartz 1985);
and one examined the relationship between interruptions and overall
"domineering behavior," the latter being measured in terms of the propor-
tion of messages transmitted which attempted to assert relational control
(Courtright, Millar, & Rogers-Millar 1979:180-181).

Of these studies the three which found the clearest link between inter-
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ruptions and dominance all examined interactions in which competition
and conflict were present, and indeed, it is plausible to suppose that this
would be a context particularly likely to elicit dominance-related interrup-
tions.17 In Kollock, Blumstcin & Schwartz (1985), a study of heterosexual
and homosexual intimate couples, partners had to decide jointly how to
resolve a hypothetical conflict about which they had been given differently
slanted versions of the facts; thus, they were "set up" to argue with each
other. In couples in which one partner was more powerful than the other
in terms of relative influence over day-to-day decision making, the more
powerful partner attempted more interruptions; in couples where the
partners were equal in power, they did not differ in number of interrup-
tions. The initiating of interruptions, then, was linked with being more
powerful. This suggests that a significant percentage of interruptions were
of the dominance-related, disruptive type, as there is no reason to expect
the initiation of other types of interruptions to be associated with power.
In two other studies, Roger and Schumacher (1983) and Roger and
Nesshoever (1987), subjects were assigned topics tor discussion on which
they were known to disagree and were instructed to try to convince their
partners of their own point of view. These two studies were concerned not
with total number of interruptions but with "successful" interruptions (to
be discussed in more detail on pp. 244—246), in which the interruptec
yields the floor to the interruptor; both studies found that individuals with
personalities high in dominance initiated significantly more such interrup-
tions than those with personalities low in dominance.

In two further studies the interaction was less obviously conflictual,
but involved a formal task (Rogers & Jones 1975, Aries, Gold, & Wiegel
1983). In a formal task, participants come together to accomplish a spe-
cific instrumental goal such as making a joint: decision or working out a
joint solution to a problem. Since there is evidence that status differences
are more likely to affect interaction in situations involving formal tasks
than in those involving informal tasks (in which no collective decision is
required) or in non—task-oriented situations (Bergcr, Rosenholtz &
Zelditch 1980), it would be reasonable to hypothesize that a higher pro-
portion of interruptions would be dominance-related in formal task set-
tings. On the other hand, however, the situation is complicated by the fact
that even in a formal task setting, some segments of the interaction may be
less task-oriented than others, and this may affect interruption behavior.
For example, it will be recalled that in her study of faculty meetings—a
formal task setting—Edelsky (1981, this volume) found that in the second
of the two types of floor that she distinguished (collaborative floors), the
interaction became less task-oriented. While collaborative floors took up
only a small part of the interaction, the bulk of the simultaneous talk took
place in this type of floor, and this talk was primarily cooperative rather
than disruptive. Thus even with a formal task context it appears that it is
possible for the majority of the simultaneous talk to be nondisruptive in
nature. What, then, were the results of the work of Rogers and Jones
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(1975) and Aries, Gold, and Weigcl (1983)? Both observed a relationship
between interruptions and a high dominance predisposition, but this did
not hold for all types of subject or all types of setting. Rogers and Jones,
studying same-sex dyads, found a positive link between number of inter-
ruptions and high dominance for male dyads but not for female dyads; and
Aries ct al., studying same-sex and mixed-sex groups, found such a link for
all-male groups but not all-female or mixed-sex groups. (The relevance of
these findings to gender is discussed on pp. 251-253.)

In two other studies, Courtright, Millar and Rogers-Millar (1979) and
Marche (1988), subjects were instructed to discuss assigned problems;
while they were not required to reach a collective decision, it is neverthe-
less possible that such a context would be more likely to elicit dominance-
related interruptions than would unstructured, noil—task-oriented friendly
conversation. Courtright et al., in a study of married couples, did find that
the more "domineering" the spouse, or the greater the proportion of
messages s/hc transmitted that attempted to assert relational control, the
more likely s/hc was to interrupt the other partner. Marche, studying two
age groups averaging fourteen and nineteen years old, found that in the
case of the fourteen-year-olds, high-dominance subjects initiated signifi-
cantly more interruptions overall than low-dominance ones; however, no
such pattern was present in the case of the nineteen-year-olds.

Of the eight studies under review that have explored the relationship
between dominance and interruption use, only one (Ferguson 1977) ex-
amined unstructured conversation between friends. This was the only
study of the group which found comparatively little correlation between
interruptions and dominance predisposition;18 this provides some addi-
tional support for the hypothesis that dominance-related interruptions are
less likely to occur in casual conversation between friends than in other
contexts.

It would appear, then, that a significant percentage of interruptions in
casual conversation may be noii-domiiiance-related. The proportion of
interruptions which arc dominance-related may be higher in contexts in-
volving formal tasks, and highest in interactions involving competition
and conflict. However, much more research is needed to determine the
facts in this area.19

"Successful" Interruptions and Dominance

It has been assumed by some researchers that one specific type of interrup-
tion event, defined in terms of formal observational criteria, is particularly
strongly associated with dominance. Clearly, if correct, this must be taken
into account in any consideration of the relationship between interruption
use and gender. This approach to investigating the link between interrup-
tions and dominance recognizes that conversation is jointly produced: not
only is the behavior of the interrupter relevant, but so also is the behavior
of the iiitcrruptee. Of central importance is the distinction between a
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situation in which, on being interrupted by B, A yields the floor to B
(here, the interruption is called, in the most commonly used terminology,
"successful"); and a situation in which A continues speaking and B, the
interrupter, stops speaking without gaining the floor (here, the interrup-
tion is termed, most commonly, "unsuccessful").20 This distinction ap-
pears to have been first made in family interaction studies such as Farina
(1960) and Mishlcr and Waxier (1968). It has been generally assumed that
successful interruptions constitute a much clearer manifestation of domi-
nance on the part of the interruptor than do unsuccessful interruptions
(e.g., Smith-Lovin & Brody 1989:427, Kollock, Blumstein, & Schwartz
1985:40, Natale, Entin, & Jaffe 1979:875).

There is obviously a certain amount of plausibility in the idea that
interruptions in which the first speaker yields the turn are particularly
likely to be associated with dominance. One type of evidence for this
hypothesis is provided by McLaughlin (1984), who found that when
asked to rate speech samples, subjects rated successful interruptions as
more domineering than unsuccessful ones (unless there was a readily ap-
parent reason why the interruption had occurred). In addition, several of
those studies mentioned earlier (sec pp. 242—244) which have dealt with
the relationship between use of interruptions and dominance predisposi-
tion or power have also examined whether this link is stronger for success-
ful interruptions than for unsuccessful ones, and/or whether it is stronger
for those interruptions which are successful than for total attempted inter-
ruptions. Results have been mixed. Both Roger and Schumacher (1983)
and Roger and Nesshoever (1987) did indeed find a positive correlation
between successful interruptions and dominance predisposition, but no
correlation between unsuccessful interruptions and dominance. However,
both studies note that this latter result may have been due to the fact that
there were relatively few unsuccessful interruptions in their data. Kollock,
Blumstein, and Schwartz (1983) found that the more powerful partner in
a couple produced a greater number of successful interruptions; however,
unsuccessful interruptions were not examined separately and it is possible
that this finding was simply a result of the fact that the more powerful
partner initiated more interruptions overall. Aries et al. (1983) concluded
that for all-female groups, while there was no link between dominance
predisposition and total attempted interruptions, there was indeed a
positive correlation between dominance predisposition and successful in-
terruptions; for all-male groups the correlation held for both but was
stronger in the case of successful interruptions. For mixed-sex groups,
however, no correlation was found for either attempted or successful inter-
ruptions. Marche (1988) concluded that for her fourteen-year-old sub-
jects, there was a positive correlation between dominance predisposition
and successful interruptions, but a negative correlation between domi-
nance and unsuccessful interruptions. However, no such pattern held for
nineteen-year-olds, and indeed some results were the opposite of what
might be expected: for example, for nineteen-year-old females, the less
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dominant they were, the more successful interruptions they initiated. Fur-
ther, Ferguson (1977) found no correlation between dominance predis-
position and cither successful interruptions or unsuccessful interruptions.
And while Rogers and Jones (1975) found a positive correlation between
total attempted interruptions and dominance predisposition, they found
no link between successful interruptions and dominance.

These findings suggest that while successful interruptions are some-
times more strongly associated with dominance than unsuccessful ones,
this is far from universally true. We will not attempt here to sort out the
reasons for the variations in the findings of these studies. It should, how-
ever, be noted that clearly no one-to-one relationship exists between suc-
cessful interruptions and dominance. Perusal of examples of simultaneous
talk given in Tannen (1989:271, 273, 278), in Edelsky (this volume: 196-
198), and in Coates (1989:112), for example, reveals a number of in-
stances of what are technically successful interruptions, but which arc
clearly both intended and perceived as collaborative and rapport-building.
Similarly, "neutral" interruptions of the types discussed earlier (sec pp.
240—241) arc normally successful (the interruptee is expected to cease
speaking, as noted by Goldberg [1990:888]), yet are not dominance-
associated. Further, it docs not follow that unsuccessful interruptions are
necessarily unrelated to dominance. Edelsky (this volume:218), for exam-
ple, notes that in more task-oriented floors or contexts, "self-stops," as she
calls them, were sometimes preludes to new topics ("OK, now what
about—") and sometimes incipient rebuttals ("but—"), and that speakers
often produced a series of these in close sequence; she suggests that these
may act as signals that the speaker is "reserving a spot" to develop an idea
alone. While not violating others' right to the floor, in the appropriate
context such behavior could be perceived as intimidating by other partici-
pants. It is overly simplistic, then, to assume that those instances of inter-
ruption which arc manifestations of dominance can be accurately and
straightforwardly identified in terms of the successful versus unsuccessful
distinction.

The Functions of Interruptions: Conclusions

It is clear then that while interruptions may function to prevent others
from completing their talk and to allow the interrupter to take over the
floor, this is only one of various functions which they can perform. What
proportion of interruptions are likely to be of this disruptive type in any
given conversation is probably affected by various aspects of the interac-
tion, including such factors as the degree of conflict present. It may well be
that in many conversations only a relatively small proportion of the inter-
ruptions are of the disruptive type (it must be kept in mind, too, that there-
is no simple dividing line between disruptive and nondisruptive interrup-
tions, as pointed out by Murray [1987]). Lastly there is some evidence
that "successful" interruptions tend to be more strongly associated with
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dominance and disruptivcncss than "unsuccessful" ones; however, it: is
clear that no simple one-to-one relationship is involved here.

Clearly, a central problem in analyzing the function of interruptions is
that there exist no simple, objective ways of determining the function of an
interruption. Only an analysis which takes into account the larger context
in which the interruption takes place, including the semantic content of
the interruption, the general trend and content of the conversation up to
that point, and the relationship between the participants—and which also
considers the conversational style employed by the interrupter, given that
individual's cultural background—is likely to ascertain adequately the role
which an interruption was intended to perform.21

Gender and the Use of Dominance-Associated Interruptions

The preceding discussion helps to shed light on why the majority of
studies listed in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 have not found males to interrupt more
than females. While there are reasons to expect that males would initiate
more interruption;; of the disruptive, dominance-related type, as was dis-
cussed earlier (sec pp. 232—233), here is no reason to expect: that they
would initiate more interruptions of other types than would females. If
many interruptions, perhaps even the great majority in many interactions,
are not intended or perceived as disruptive, it is not surprising that females
and males have, in most cases, been found not to differ in number of
interruptions.22

Certain questions, however, remain. First, is it in fact the case that
males' interruptions are more likely to constitute dominance-related at-
tempts to seize the floor than are those of females? Ways of approaching
this question exist other than that of comparing the relative number of
interruptions produced; some of these have already been touched on ear
lier. The five sections that follow will investigate these.

A second question of interest is: Are males'---and, indeed, females'—
interruptions more likely to be dominance-associated when the inter-
ruptces arc female than when they arc male? Since females have lower
status, it may be viewed as more legitimate to attempt to seize the floor
from females than from males (Berger, Roscnholtz & Zelditch 1980). On
the other hand, given that the male interactional style stresses competing
and winning (e.g., Maltz & Borkcr 1982, Tannen 1990), and given that
various studies have found more sex-stercotypic behavior in same-sex than
in mixed-sex interaction (e.g., Piliavin & Martin 1978, Carli 1989), and
that levels of dominance behavior have been found to be higher in all-male
than in all-female groups (e.g., Ridgeway & Dickema 1989), it is also
conceivable that the highest levels of dominance-associated interruptions
might occur between males. Interruptec gender will be touched on where
relevant in the four sections to follow (see pp. 248-253). The fifth section
(see pp. 253-258) will survey research on the extent to which females and
males discriminate on the basis of coparticipants1 gender in their overall
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interruption attempts and will discuss possible interpretations of the re-
sults.

Semantic Content as a Gauge of Gender Differences
with Respect to Dominance-Related Interruptions

As was mentioned earlier (see pp. 241—242), a few studies have classified
interruptions into different types on the basis of their content relative to
the interruptee's talk (e.g., agreement, disagreement, support). It has been
noted there that no one-to-one relationship can be assumed between these
categories and the relative disruptiveness of an interruption; for example,
one can agree but still be attempting to seize the floor, and one can
disagree but in a context in which the interruption nevertheless has a
collaborative function. Still, any common patterns in gender differences
running through these studies could be relevant to the question of wheth-
er males produce more interruptions of the disruptive type, and to the
question of whether females are more likely to receive interruptions of this
type than arc males.

Five studies have compared the genders with respect to the content of
interruptions. (Four of these found the genders not to differ in relative
number of interruptions; one, Saycrs 1987, found females to interrupt
more.) Kennedy and Camden (1983), Sayers (1987), and Dindia (1987)
classified interruptions as agreement, clarification, disagreement, and dis-
confirmation (in disconfirmation the interruption either changes the sub-
ject or in some way minimizes or makes light of the interruptee's talk).
None of these three studies observed any gender differences with respect
to the semantic content of interruptions when the sex of the interrupter
alone was taken into account. Kennedy and Camden, studying mixed-sex
groups, did not investigate the effects of interruptee gender. Sayers stud-
ied mixed-sex dyads only. Dindia, investigating mixed and same-sex dyads,
did find interruptee gender to be relevant in some respects: males made
more disconfirming interruptions toward females than they did toward
males or than females did toward either sex; at the same time, however,
both genders produced more agreeing interruptions when addressing
members of the opposite sex than when addressing members of the same
sex. Males also used more disagreeing interruptions when addressing oth-
er males than any other sex combination. A further study dealing with
interruption content, Willis and Williams (1976), classified interruptions
in mixed-sex groups as agreement, disagreement, irrelevant to the speak-
er's topic, and miscellaneous. Female interrupters used more agreeing
interruptions with males than with other females, and more disagreeing
interruptions with other females than with males; no other gender differ-
ences were observed. Lastly, Smith-Lovin and Brody (1989), examining
mixed-sex and same-sex groups, classified interruptions as supportive,
negative, or neutral. The only gender difference found was that males were
more likely to initiate a supportive interruption toward another male when
in an all-male group than when in a mixed-sex group.23
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Even assuming, ovcrsimplistically, a correlation between disruptivcncss
and aspects of content such as disagreement, these studies clearly fail to
provide any convincing support for the hypothesis that males initiate more
interruptions of the dominance-related type than do females. Overall,
comparatively few differences were discovered. Dindia's finding that males
used more disagreeing interruptions with other males than any other sex
combination is partially supportive of a pattern of more competition, and
thus possibly more disruptive interruptions, in all-male interaction; how
ever, Smith-Lovin and Brody's results appear to contradict this. Some of
Dindia's and Willis and Williams's results suggest that more disruptive
interruptions may be directed against women than against men, but other
results—such as Dindia's finding that men use more agreeing interrup-
tions toward women than toward men—do not support such a conclu-
sion.

Type of Context as a Gauge of Gender Differences
with Respect to Dominance-Related Interruptions

It was suggested earlier (see pp. 241-244) that the proportion of inter-
ruptions which represent dominance attempts may be particularly low in
casual, friendly conversation; may possibly be higher in formal task con-
texts (although this is unclear); and may be particularly high in interac-
tions which involve competition and conflict. If it were the case that in
casual, unstructured conversation the sexes were most likely not to differ in
relative number of interruptions initiated, and in competitive, conflictual
contexts males were frequently found to initiate more interruptions than
females, this would provide some support for the hypothesis that males'
interruptions are more likely to be dominance-related than are those of
females. Is this, then, the case?

Five studies listed in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 have investigated interruptions
in a context involving a relatively high degree of competition or conflict.
Three of these are Kollock, Blumstcin, and Schwartz (1985), Roger and
Nesshoever (1987), and Roger and Schumacher (1983). As was discussed
earlier (see pp. 242—243), these studies also tested whether individuals
who were the more powerful member of a couple (in the case of Kollock ct
al.) or who had a high predisposition toward dominance in their person-
alities (in the case of the other two studies) initiated more interruptions,
attempted or successful, than individuals of whom this was not the case;
the results supported this hypothesis in all three studies. None of these
studies found the sexes to differ in relative; frequency of interruptions
(Roger and Nesshoever examined mixed-sex dyads, Roger and Schu-
macher same-sex dyads, and Kollock ct al. both types). However, subjects
were preselected in such a way that an equal number of females and males
represented the more powerful member of their couple or had a high
predisposition toward dominance (see note 16 and p. 242); thus, power or
a high dominance tendency may have simply outweighed gender as a
determinant of interruption behavior in these studies. In real life males and
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females are not equally likely to be high in power or dominance predis-
position.

Two other studies compared interruption behavior in competitive and
in more cooperative contexts (e.g., Trimboli and Walker [1984] com-
pared, on the one hand, friendly chats dealing with topics on which sub-
jects held similar views and, on the other, arguments dealing with topics
on which subjects held opposite views). Trimboli and Walker found that
while there were more interruptions in the competitive situation, all-male,
all-female, and mixed-sex dyads did not differ in overall number of inter-
ruptions in either type of context; behavior of the sexes in mixed-sex dyads
was not compared. Jose, Crosby, and Wong-McCarthy (1980), examining
mixed-sex dyads, reported with respect to gender only that females were
interrupted more often in the more cooperative setting than any other
gender and context combination. Clearly, then, these studies are not sup-
portive of the hypothesis that competitive contexts would be particularly
likely to elicit findings of males exceeding females in the extent to which
they interrupt others. Equally clearly, however, more research is needed in
this area.

A comparison of studies of unstructured conversations and studies
involving a formal task also reveals no clear difference between these two
types of context in the proportion of cases in which males were found to
interrupt more than females, for either same or mixed-sex interaction.
However, as was noted earlier (see p. 243), it is not in fact obvious that
more interruptions of the disruptive type are to be expected in formal task
contexts than in unstructured, friendly conversation. Thus, we find here,
as previously, no evidence to support the hypothesis that males initiate
more interruptions of the dominance-related type, either against females
or against males.

"Successful" Interruptions as a Gauge of Gender Differences
with Respect to Dominance-Related Interruptions

In a previous section (sec pp. 244—246) it was observed that "successful"
interruptions may be more likely to be associated with attempts to seize the
floor from others than are "unsuccessful" interruptions, although not all the
relevant evidence is supportive of this hypothesis, and successful interrup-
tions certainly need not be dominance-related. Despite the fact that there
are some problems here, one obvious avenue to pursue, in attempting to
determine whether males initiate more interruptions which represent domi-
nance attempts than do females, is to survey the results of studies which have
compared the genders with respect to the number of successful interrup-
tions initiated. In addition, if successful interruptions are particularly likely
to occur when the intcrruptee is female, this would suggest that females arc
more willing to yield the floor than are males, whether because of differ-
ences in female and male interactional styles, or because of males' higher
status (in the case of cross-sex interruptions) or both.

Eleven studies have examined gender in relation to the initiation of
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successful interruptions. Nine have dealt with mixed-sex interaction. Of
these Woods (1989), studying three-person groups of colleagues interact-
ing at their place of work, found males to initiate a greater number of
successful interruptions than females; Craig and Pitts (1990), dealing with
tutorials, found male students to initiate a greater number of "successful
speaker switches" involving interruption of females than the reverse. The
remaining seven studies found no gender differences (Beattie 1981, Roger
& Nesshoevcr 1987, Kollock et al. 1985, Welkowitz et al. 1984, Smith-
Lovin & Brody 1989, Marche 1988, and Natale et al. 1979). In addition
the last five of these, plus two further studies (Rogers & Jones 1975
and Roger & Schumacher 1983), examined same-sex interaction. Here,
Kollock et al. (1985) found—contrary to what might have been predicted—
that there were more successful interruptions in female than in male ho-
mosexual couples. No other study found a gender difference. However,
with respect to the "no difference" findings of Kollock et al. (1985) and
Roger and Ncsshoever (1987) for mixed-sex interaction, and of Roger and
Schumacher (1983) for same-sex interaction, having higher power or be-
ing high in dominance may have outweighed gender here as a factor in
interruption behavior; see the previous comments on pp. 249—250 (this
would, however, leave the results of Kollock et al. for same-sex pairs
unexplained). In an}' case the same-sex results clearly fail to provide any
support for the notion that there might be more dominance-associated
interruptions in all-male than in all-female interaction. Of the mixed-sex
results, where a difference exists males were found to initiate the greater
number of successful interruptions; this difference appears only in a small
minority of the studies, however.

Three studies-West (1979), Kennedy and Catndcn (1983), and
Dindia (1987)—have also examined in detail the responses of males and
females to being interrupted. None found either sex to be more likely to
yield the floor to an intcrruptor.

Overall then there appears to be no convincing evidence that males
initiate a greater number of successful interruptions than females toward
either gender, and little evidence that females are more likely to be suc-
cessfully interrupted than are males. Thus, this criterion, like those in the
two immediately preceding sections (see pp. 248-250), does not support
cither the hypothesis that males surpass females in the use of dominance-
related interruptions or the hypothesis that females more often have
dominance-related interruptions directed at them. However, it should be
kept in mind that the connection between "successful" interruptions and
dominance is, in any case, neither simple nor straightforward.

Dominance Predisposition and Power as Gauges of Gender
Differences with Respect to Dominance-Related Interruptions

We have seen that a small number of studies have dealt with the extent to
which the number of interruptions initiated correlates with having a high
dominance predisposition or having greater power in a relationship. For
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three studies—Kollock et al. (1985), Roger and Schumacher (1983), and
Roger and Nesshoever (1987)—having a high dominance predisposition
affected the interruption behavior of males and of females in the same way
and to the same extent: both genders produced significantly more inter-
ruptions (or in the case of the latter two studies, successful interruptions)
than low-dominance individuals. However, the four other studies which
have investigated the relationship between interruptions and dominance
predisposition and which employed subjects of both sexes (Rogers &
Jones 1975, Aries ct al. 1983, Courtright ct al. 1979, and Marche 1988)
have all found some gender differences with respect to this relationship:
having a high dominance predisposition was found not to affect the inter-
ruption behavior of males and females in exactly the same way (these
results will be discussed later). If the hypothesis that males initiate more
interruptions of the dominance-associated type than do females were cor-
rect, we might expect that where a difference in the behavior of high-
dominance males and females were found, it would take the following
form: having a high dominance predisposition would be more likely to
prompt males to interrupt a great deal than it would females. Such a result
might follow from the different interactional goals which males and fe-
males acquire; for instance, females' focus on harmonious relationships
with others may cause females to be more reluctant than males to use inter-
ruptions as dominance-related attempts to seize the floor even when they
have high dominance predispositions themselves. The type of context,
however, could also be relevant here; for example, particularly competitive
and conflictual situations such as those investigated in Kollock et al. (1985),
Roger and Schumacher (1983), and Roger and Nesshoever (1987) could
conceivably cause males' and females' behavior to be more alike.

Turning then to the results of studies in which differences in the inter-
ruption behavior of high-dominance males and females were observed, let
us begin with the findings with respect to same-sex interaction. Rogers
and Jones (1975) discovered that high-dominance partners attempted sig-
nificantly more interruptions than low-dominance ones only in male
dyads; also, there was a nonsignificant tendency for high-dominance part-
ners to initiate a greater number of successful interruptions in male dyads
only. This study did indeed find, then, that high-dominance predisposition
prompted males to interrupt more, but not females. Aries et al. (1983)
similarly found a positive correlation between high-dominance predispo-
sition and attempted interruptions in all-male groups, but not in all-
female groups.24 However, another finding of this study was in the oppo-
site direction from that anticipated: with respect to successful interrup-
tions, not only was there a positive correlation between these and high-
dominance predisposition in both all-female and all-male groups, but the
correlation was, in fact, stronger in all-female groups.

With respect to mixed-sex interaction, Aries et al. observed no correla-
tion between high dominance predisposition and interruptions in mixed-
sex groups, for either men or women. And, contrary to what might have
been anticipated, Courtright et al. (1979), studying married couples,
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found that the wife's "dominceringness" score (sec p. 242) was more
strongly associated with interruptions than was the husband's. One rele-
vant factor in this last finding, however, might be the topics assigned for
discussion, all of which—unlike those in the other studies examined—
dealt with interpersonal relationships (e.g., "How docs a couple develop
and maintain a strong marital and family relationship?"). There is much
evidence from studies that interpersonal relationships arc perceived by
both genders as a female area of expertise; thus, this may have given the
wives in this study a status as "experts" which had the effect of making
them feel more justified than their husbands in making dominance-
associated interruptions. If this is part of the explanation, it points to the
importance of the topic of conversation as a factor affecting the number of
interruptions of the dominance -associated type which an individual may
produce.

One last study, Marche (1988), dealt with both same-sex and mixed-
sex dyadic interaction; here, all findings held independently of the sex of
the addressee. High-dominance males and females did not differ with
respect to overall number of interruptions in this study, in either of the
two age groups studied (fourteen- and nineteen-year-olds); however,
some gender differences were found which do not form a readily interpret-
able pattern. For example, the higher in dominance nineteen-year-old fe-
males were, the fewer—rather than the more, as might have been
expected—"simple" interruptions (in Ferguson's 11977] terminology, i.e.,
successful interruptions involving simultaneous speech in which the inter-
ruptce fails to complete his/her turn) they produced, while for male
nineteen-year-olds no relationship existed between these and dominance.
Conversely for male, but not female, nineteen-year-olds, the higher in
dominance they were, the fewer—again, rather than the more—"silent"
interruptions (successful interruptions in which no simultaneous speech
occurs) they produced. Results such as these suggest strongly that the
relationships among various types of interruption, dominance, and gender
may be more complex than has usually been assumed.

These studies, then, provide no evidence that high-dominance males
produce more interruptions than high-dominance females in mixed-sex
interaction. With respect to same-sex interaction, some evidence is sup-
portive of this hypothesis, but other evidence fails to support it or even
appears to contradict it. Explanations for some of the gender differences
observed remain obscure. As in the three previous sections, we also find
here no clear evidence that males do indeed initiate more interruptions of
the dominance-associated variety than do females.

Discrimination on the Basis of Gender of Intcrruptee as a Gauge of
Gender Differences with Respect to Dominance-Related Interruptions

As pointed out earlier (see p. 247), one issue of concern is that of
whether interruptions are more likely to constitute dominance-related
attempts to seize the floor when interruptecs are female than when they
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arc male, a result that might follow from females' lower status relative
to males. Alternatively, it is also possible that the highest number of
dominance-related interruptions might be directed by males against other
males. It has been shown in the four previous sections that from the
perspective of the criteria there dealt with, although the results of some
individual studies have matched the predictions of one or the other of
these hypotheses, research results taken as a whole provide no clear sup-
port for either hypothesis. However, as was previously noted, the criteria
employed in these sections may not be completely reliable. A number of
researchers have addressed the question of whether either sex is more likely
to have dominance-related interruptions directed at them simply by com-
paring the frequency with which females and males arc interrupted; most
of these have also factored in the sex of the interruptor. The results are
summarized in Table 9.3; nine studies of mixed-sex groups and twelve
studies which compared same-sex and mixed-sex dyads are surveyed here.
This section will review and evaluate this research.

Perusal of Table 9.3 reveals one striking pattern. In thirteen of these
twenty-one studies females were interrupted more than males by either
one or both sexes (those studies listed in [2]—[6J; in the case of Craig and
Pitts [1990], this was true of student-student interruptions only, as noted
in [1] and [2]). However, males were interrupted more by either sex in
only two studies (those in [5]; in the case of Brooks [1982], male stu-
dents, but not male professors, were interrupted more than females [by
females], as noted in [2] and [5]). Clearly, the hypothesis that dominance-
related interruptions are generally more likely to be directed against fe-
males than against males, as a result of the status difference between them,
would provide one explanation for this discrepancy in numbers. Also of
interest are the results by sex of interruptor, summarized from the nine-
teen studies listed in (1)—(5) in Table 9.3. In a significant subportion of
these studies (eight) males interrupted females more than they did males,
and in one further study (Craig & Pitts 1990) males interrupted females
more in the case of student-student interruptions, although they inter-
rupted both sexes equally in the case of tutor-student interruptions. In the
remaining ten studies males interrupted both sexes to an equal extent. In
the case of female interruptors, the majority of studies (twelve) found
them to interrupt both sexes to an equal extent. In only four studies did
females interrupt other females to a greater extent overall than they did
males. In one study, they interrupted males more; in two studies the results
were mixed—in Craig and Pitts (1990), females students interrupted oth-
er female students more than they did male students but interrupted both
sexes equally in the case of tutor-student interruptions, while Brooks
(1982) found (by contrast) that female students interrupted male students
more than they did other female students but interrupted female pro-
fessors more than male professors.

It is noteworthy that in no study have males interrupted other males
more than they have females. This would initially appear to weigh against
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Table 9.3 Studies Which Have Examined Whether Each Gender Interrupts
Females or Males More

(1) Studies in Which Both Females and Males Interrupted Females and
Males to an Equal Extent
Bcattie 1981
Craig & Pitts 1990

(with regard to successful interruptions of students by tutors, or the reverse; cf.
[2])

Duncan & Fiske 1977
Frances 1979
Greif 198025

Leffler, Gillespie, & Conaty 1982 26

Martin & Craig 1983
Murray & Covelli 1988
Simkins-Bullock & Wildman 199!

(2) Studies in Which Both Sexes Interrupted Females More Than They Did
Males
Brooks 1982

(with regard to students' interruption of"professors; professors' interruptions of
students not tabulated; cf. [ 5 ] )

Craig & Pitts 1990
(with regard to successful interruptions of students by other students; cf. [1])

McMillan et al. 1977
Peterson 1986

(3) Studies in Which Males Interrupted Females More Than They Did Other
Males, But Females Interrupted Both Sexes to an Equal Extent
Octigan & Niederman 1979
Smith-Lovin & Brody 1989
Willis & Williams 1976
Zimmerman & West 1975

(4) Studies in Which Females Interrupted Other Females More Than They
Did Males, But Males Interrupted Both Sexes to an Equal Extent
Bilous & Krauss 1988
Marche 1988

(5) Studies in Which Males Interrupted Females More Than They Did Other
Males, and Females Interrupted Males More Than They Did Other Females
Brooks 1982

(with regard to students' interruption of other students; cf. [2])
Dindia 1987

(6) Studies in Which Females Were Interrupted More, But It Is Not Report-
ed Whether They Were Interrupted More By Males, Females, or Both Males
and Females27

Eakins & Eakins 1976
Kennedy & Camdcn 1983
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the hypothesis that the highest number of dominance-related interrup-
tions would be directed by males against other males; however, this begs
the question of the functions being performed by the interruptions, a
point to which we will return again.

It is also significant that male interrupters appear to have "discrimi-
nated against" females to a somewhat greater extent than female interrup-
ters did in these nineteen studies; they did this in nine studies, as opposed
to only six in the case of female interrupters (if we include both Craig and
Pitts [1990] and Brooks [1982] as studies in which at least some group
of females was "discriminated against"). One possible interpretation of
this result is that males' interruptions are, in general, more likely to be
dominance-related attempts to seize the floor than are females', because it
is only in this case that the status of the intcrruptcc should make a differ-
ence. There is no reason to expect interruptions which are intended as
cooperative or supportive, or such types of interruption as mistiming
errors, to be more frequently directed toward lower-status individuals
(females) than toward higher-status individuals (males). If male interrup-
ters "discriminate against" females more than female interrupters do, this
could mean that males' interruptions are more frequently attempts to seize
the floor.

However, other possible explanations for the findings must also be
explored. For example, with respect to the issue just raised, Smith-Levin
and Brody (1989), who found males to interrupt females more than other
males but females to interrupt both sexes equally, propose that cross-sex
conflict explains this apparent inconsistency between male and female be-
havior. In this account both males' and females' interruptions are held to
be primarily dominance attempts, Smith-Levin and Brody, noting that
some studies have yielded indirect evidence that there is more conflict in
mixed-sex than in same-sex interaction (e.g., South et al. 1987),28 suggest
that while in the case of males, the status difference and the clement of
cross-sex conflict both work in the same direction, leading them to inter-
rupt females more than other males, in the case of females the two factors
lead in opposite directions; status differences lead women to defer to men
while interrupting other women, but adversarial conflict leads them to
interrupt men while respecting or supporting the speech of others of their
own sex. If the two effects were roughly equal in strength, these authors
point out, they could cancel each other out, causing women to interrupt
both sexes equally.

This account offers an explanation for the results of the four studies
listed under (3) in Table 9.3, and it might also serve to explain the findings
of the two studies listed under (5), in which both sexes interrupted the
opposite sex more than their own, if we assume that for female interrup-
ters some factor caused cross-sex conflict to outweigh deference to males
in these two studies. The results of the remaining studies listed under (1),
(2), and (4), however, would not be readily explained by this account.

Moreover, it is also possible that factors unrelated to dominance were
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at work in these studies. For example, in Dindia (1987) (one of the studies
under f5 | ) , more than half the interruptions in mixed-sex dyads were
instances of agreement. This suggests that these interruptions may not
have been of the disruptive type, and thus that cross-sex conflict may not
provide the best interpretation of these data; Dindia proposes as an alter-
native that mixed-sex conversations—at least among strangers, presum-
ably, as in her study—may be more "awkward" than same-sex conversa-
tions, leading to more mistiming errors.29 It is also possible that in the
studies comparing same- and mixed-sex dyads in which females inter-
rupted other females more than males, the reason was not that females felt
it was more legitimate to attempt to take the floor from other females, but
rather that interruptions of the rapport-building., cooperative type arc
particularly characteristic of all-female interaction; that is, the increase rnav
have involved an increase in supportive, rather than disruptive, interrup-
tions. Evidence for this will be discussed later (see pp. 258-260), where it
will be suggested that this best explains the findings of the two studies
listed under (4) in Table 9.3. (This type of highly rapport-building inter-
action may, however, be more appropriate in some contexts than in others;
this may explain why some dyadic studies did not find females interrupt-
ing other females more than males.)

Consideration of the cooperative function of interruptions, in turn,
raises the issue of whether males might initiate more interruptions of the
cooperative type when talking to females than when talking to males;
could this be at least part of tin: explanation tor the fact that so many
studies have found males to interrupt females more than they did other
males? As noted earlier, various studies have shown males' behavior to be
less scx-stcreotypic in mixed-sex than in same sex interaction; also, Bilous
and Krauss (1988) found that both males and females manifested some
speech accommodation in the direction of the other gender's style. If
cooperative interruptions are more characteristic of the female than of the
male verbal style, it is possible that males may tend to increase their use of
these when interacting with females. In the absence of detailed compari-
sons of the roles of males' interruptions in same and mixed-sex interaction,
however, this must remain speculation.

In sum, then, one possible interpretation of the findings of the twenty-
one studies listed in Table 9.3 is that interruptions tend to be more likely
to constitute dominance-related attempts to seize the floor when inter-
ruptees are female than when they are male, and that: males' interruptions
are somewhat more likely to represent dominance attempts than are those
of females. However, these findings could also be interpreted in other
ways. To the extent that cross-sex conflict is an issue, perhaps females'
interruptions are equally as intentionally disruptive as those of males. On
the other hand, perhaps the increases in interruptions observed do not in
fact represent dominance attempts, but rather nondisruptivc types of in-
terruption triggered by such factors as gender differences in verbal style
and speech accommodation.30 In evaluating the findings, then, we come
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up once more against the problem of how to interpret the roles and
functions of interruptions.

Gender and Dominance-Associated Interruptions: Conclusions

No clear conclusions, then, can be drawn at this time from the existing
research findings as to whether males' interruptions are more likely to
constitute attempts to seize the floor than are those of females, or as to
whether females arc more likely than males to have dominance-related
interruptions directed against them. It may simply not be the case that
males and females differ significantly overall with respect to the use of
dominance-associated interruptions; but given the fact that none of the
criteria discussed in the preceding five sections constitute truly reliable
gauges of whether or not an interruption constitutes a dominance at-
tempt, this cannot be concluded with any certainty.

The central problem, of course, as noted earlier (see pp. 246—247),
is that there exist no simple, objective criteria to determine whether or
not an interruption constitutes a dominance-related attempt to seize the
floor (and indeed, as observed earlier, there is in any ease unquestion-
ably no hard-and-fast line between interruptions which arc and are not
dominance-associated; a continuum is involved). The only approach to
determining the role of the interruptions in a given interaction which is
likely to approach adequacy is the type of analysis undertaken by such
researchers as Tannen, Edelsky, and Coates (see pp. 239—240), which
takes into detailed account the larger context in which the interruptions
occur. However, determination of the extent to which the interruptions in
any given interaction represent dominance attempts is inherently problem-
atic, in that this involves ascertaining the intentions of the interrupter, and
these can only ultimately be guessed. (Having the participants contribute
to the analysis, as has been done by Tannen and also by, e.g., Roger and
Ncsshoever [1987], is no doubt a useful tactic here.) In addition, as noted
earlier, a further potentially difficult aspect of any such analysis is that the
conversational style normally used by the interrupter must also be taken
into account; for example, speakers of the style described by Tannen (1983
and later works), as discussed earlier (sec pp. 239—240), must be identified
and judged differently from speakers of styles in which interruptions may
be less widely regarded as rapport-building in function.

Gender and Cooperative Interruptions

We have seen that not only are instances of interruption not necessarily
disruptive in nature, but they can function to indicate support, collabora-
tion, and solidarity. There is considerable evidence, however, that women
tend to perform more positive socioemotional behavior of this kind in
interactions than do men. For example, many studies have found women
to do more agreeing and showing of support, in both same- and mixed-sex
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interaction (e.g., Lcet-Pellegrini 1980, Aries 1982, Wood & Kartcn 1986,
Carli 1989); the majority of studies which have examined the use of back
channel responses by listeners have found women to use more (e.g., Bilous
& Krauss 1988, Roger & Nesshoever 1987, Edclsky & Adams 1990); and
several studies have found women to be more likely to express interest in
another's opinions or feelings by such means as asking questions or using
tags (Fishman 1983, Holmes 1984, Cameron, McAlinden, and O'Lcary
1989).

Given the preceding findings, one might hypothesize that women
would be more likely than men to use interruptions to indicate interest
and rapport. Three studies which have examined all-female groups—
Kalcik (1975), Coates (1989), and Booth-Butterficld and Booth-
Butterfield (1988)—have all reported the interruptions in the groups
studied to be primarily of this kind. Coates (1989), indeed, suggests that
this is the most typical function of simultaneous talk in all-female interac-
tion. However, virtually no studies have applied the same kind of detailed
analysis to interruptions in all-male groups so that comparisons might be
made between the genders in these respects. One exception is McLachlan
(1991), a study which provides some support for the hypothesis under
discussion: McLachlan reported that when tackling a problem in which
they were in agreement as to the solution (as determined by a pretest),
female dyads produced more simultaneous speech classified by coders as
nondisruptivc than did male dyads.

Moreover there exists one type of indirect evidence which suggests
that interruptions may tend to be more commonly of the collaborative,
supportive type in all-female than in all-male interaction. As shown in
Table 9.2, three studies (Bilous & Krauss 1988, Street & Murphy 1987,
Crosby 1976) found significantly more total interruptions in all-female
pairs than in all-male pairs. In addition, although Marchc (1988) observed
no gender difference overall in number of interruptions, in this study of
three age groups averaging nine,, fourteen and nineteen years old31 there
were significantly more interruptions in female than in male pairs in the
fourteen-year-old group; further, across all three age groups, females were
significantly more likely to interrupt other females than they were males.
One further study, Dabbs and Ruback (1984), reported a tendency for all-
female groups to produce more interruptions than all-male groups. What
is of particular interest in all five of these studies is that each reports in
addition other findings for all-female talk which, together with the inter-
ruption findings, suggest a pattern remarkably reminiscent of the conver-
sational style described by Tanncn (1983 and later works) and mentioned
earlier (see pp. 239—240). To recap, in this "high-involvement" style,
interruptions arc frequent and serve a primarily positive sociocmotional
function, indicating interest and enthusiasm, Other characteristics of this
style include frequent and expressive back channel responses, a fast rate of
speech, and fast pacing with respect to turn taking; Tannen notes that the
overall effect of one of intensity and rapid pace (1983:120-121). The
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findings of all these studies suggest that this type of speech style character-
izes all-female, but not all-male talk. For example, Bilous and Krauss
(1988) report of their study that female pairs not only interrupted more
than male pairs, but also produced more back channel responses, paused
less, produced more total words, produced shorter utterances, and
laughed more; they note that this suggests a higher involvement level in
female than in male pairs (p. 190). Similarly, Marche (1988) notes that not
only did females interrupt other females more than they did males, but
female pairs also produced more brief, multiple, and repeated back channel
responses; laughed more; and made more brief restatements of the part-
ner's previous utterance (this last is also noted by Tanncn as typical of this
high-involvement, rapport-building style). Such findings suggest that the
relatively high level of interruptions observed in female interaction in these
five studies was probably primarily associated with the expression of inter-
est, enthusiasm, and rapport. No study that we know of has reported
behaviors such as those mentioned as being more strongly characteristic of
male than of female interaction, or even as being equally characteristic of
male and female interaction.32

In addition, Bilous and Krauss (1988) and Marche (1988) examined
mixed-sex dyads as well as same-sex dyads. The features mentioned previ-
ously were found to be, in general, less prevalent in mixed-sex than in
female dyads in both studies, and Bilous and Krauss report that females
significantly reduced most of these behaviors, including interruptions,
when talking to males (representing accommodation to the male speech
style). Thus, this style may be particularly characteristic of all-female talk,
at least under some circumstances.

Other Factors Which M.ay Have Affected Results
in the Gender-Related Interruptions Literature

This chapter has reviewed a number of studies dealing with potential
gender differences in the use of interruptions and has pointed to consider-
able inconsistencies in the findings of different studies. What kinds of
factors might have given rise to these inconsistencies? Clearly, various
subject and situational variables may have been at work here. Beyond this,
however, other aspects of the methodology employed may also have con-
tributed to the variations in the findings; methodological considerations,
moreover, render the research results of questionable reliability in a per-
centage of cases. This section will first review subject and situational vari-
ables which may have affected results and then turn to methodological
problems.

Effects of Subject and Situational Variables

Most of the gender-related research on interruptions has involved unac-
quainted or minimally acquainted college students interacting in dyads;
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the setting has most commonly been that of the experimental laboratory.
The effects of such factors as age, degree of intimacy, type of setting, and
topic of conversation have rarely been systematically addressed in this
literature. We will review here various factors which might potentially
affect the results of studies with respect to gender differences in interrup-
tion use and comment on the existing evidence as to any such effects,
dealing first with subject and then with situational variables.

(1) Age. While, as we have seen, most research on adults has involved no
significant gender differences in interruption behavior, the only two stud-
ies of very young children—Esposito (1979) and Peterson (1986), which
examined three- and four-year-olds—both found that boys interrupted
girls significantly more than the reverse in mixed-sex pairs. Obviously, one
possible explanation is that these young children are not yet sufficiently
socialized to initiate interruptions of the supportive or cooperative type
(given that these involve some degree of awareness of the needs of others),
and that very young boys are more likely than girls to initiate dominance-
related interruptions. However, further research is needed to warrant such
a conclusion. With respect to older prcadolcsccnt children, Marchc (1988)
found no significant gender differences in interruption behavior in nine-
year-olds, and Welkowitz et al. (1984) found only one gender difference
for eight-year-olds: the interruptce was more likely to retain the floor in
female dyads than in male or mixed-sex dyads. This may imply fewer
disruptive interruptions in the female dyads. Both studies also compared
different age groups. The only major age-based difference found by
Marche was that for fourteen-year-olds, but not for nine- or nineteen- year-
olds, there were more interruptions in female than in male same-sex dyads;
it is not clear how this age effect might be best explained. Welkowitz et al.
found that the interruptee was more likely to retain the floor1 in dyads of
male twenty-year-olds than in dyads of male eight-year-olds (there was no
such effect for female dyads) and was more likely to retain the floor in
mixed-sex dyads of twenty-year-olds than in mixed-sex dyads of eight-
year-olds. This may imply fewer dominance-related interruptions by the
older males and the older mixed-sex dyads than by the younger ones.33

(2) Degree of Intimacy. Research suggests that unacquainted individuals
arc more likely than those who know each other well to rely on characteris-
tics such as sex to define status/power relationships; close friends and
intimates may transcend this to create their own personal division of
power (Maccoby & Jacklin 1974, Drass 1986). Consistent with this are
the findings of Kollock et al. (1985), in which relative power, but not
gender, affected interruption use in intimate couples. We might anticipate,
then, that in mixed-sex interaction males would be more likely to exceed
females in the initiation of dominance-associated interruptions when par-
ticipants are unacquainted or not well acquainted than when they are
intimates. Three studies have systematically examined the relationships
among interruptions, degree of intimacy, and gender. Two found no evi-
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dcncc for such an effect (although it should be kept in mind that both
studies dealt only with the raw number of interruptions, and of course
it is not clear what proportion of these would have been dominance-
associated): Shaw and Sadler (1965), who concluded that females inter-
rupted more than males in mixed-sex pairs, found that they interrupted to
an equal extent whether the partner was a husband, a boyfriend, or a
stranger, and Crosby (1976) similarly found that whether a (same-sex)
dyad partner was a friend or a stranger did not affect number of interrup-
tions. The third study, McLachlan (1991), comparing same-sex interaction
between friends and between strangers in a problem-solving task, reported
two significant triple interactions involving disagreement, gender, and
familiarity for successful interruptions and back channel responses; how-
ever, "the cell means were not readily interpreted" and "the results were
not considered sufficiently robust for further comment" (p. 210).

Further, a comparison of those studies from Tables 9.1 and 9.2 which
involved unacquainted subjects and those which involved friends or ac-
quaintances (no studies other than those mentioned have involved inti-
mate couples) reveals no clear pattern of gender-related differences.

(3) Personality Factors. The relationship between gender and a tendency
toward high dominance predisposition as factors in interruption behavior—
including the extent to which dominance predisposition may differently
affect males' and females' interruption behavior—has been discussed (see
pp. 251—253). There is in addition a certain amount of research on the
effects of sex-role self-concept on interruption use (e.g., LaFrance & Car-
men 1980, Jose et al. 1980, Drass 1986, Marchc 1988). Results have been
mixed; we will not attempt to review these here. A useful discussion of the
problems involved in studying sex-role self-concept in relation to conver-
sational behavior is provided in Crosby, Jose & Wong-McCarthy (1981).
In addition, a few studies have examined the relationship between inter-
ruption use and such qualities (of interruptor and/or interruptee) as
need for social approval, emotional maturity, and degree of extroversion
(Natale et al. 1979 fsee note 13], Feldstein ct al. 1974, Rim 1977). Only
Natale et al. examined whether the effects found held equally for males and
for females; no gender differences were observed.

(4) Status/Power in the Interaction Resulting From Some Source Other
Than Gender. To the extent that interruptions are associated with domi-
nance, it might be expected that individuals with higher status or power in
the interaction deriving from some source other than gender would inter-
rupt lower-status, lower-power individuals more than the reverse, and that
this might outweigh any effects on interruption use which might other-
wise be produced by gender. As previously noted, this may help to explain
the findings of no gender differences in Kollock et al. (1985 [sec pp. 249—
250]), Leffler et al. (1982 [see notes 19 and 26]), and, in part, Craig and
Pitts (1990 [see note 19]).
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(5) Degree of Conflict Present, and the Extent to Which the Interaction Is
Task-Oriented. The possible differential effects of these factors on females'
and males' use of interruptions, and the conclusions which can be drawn
from existing research with respect to this, have been discussed (see pp.
249-250).

(6) Natural Versus Laboratory Setting. It has sometimes been suggested
(e.g., Smith 1985) that a laboratory setting is particularly conducive to the
display of control-related behaviors, and thus might favor male dominance
displays, although this is a controversial point. However, comparison of
studies on interruptions in these two types of setting reveal no systematic
differences in the results as they relate to gender. (Thirty-one of the forty-
three studies listed in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 involved a laboratory experiment;
twelve—for the most part studies of groups—examined naturally occur-
ring speech.)

(7) Dyad Versus Group. Kennedy and Camden (1983:55) suggest that
since the amount of speech time and floor access available per person is less
in a group than in a dyad, this leads to an increased demand for speeches of
shorter duration and a relaxation of turn-taking protocol, and thus inter-
rupting may become a more legitimate means of gaining the floor in a
group than in a dyad. (Beattie [1981:29—30] makes a similar point.) If
this is true, one might expect that there would be fewer findings of males
interrupting more than females in studies of mixed-sex groups than in
those of mixed-sex dyads. Indeed, a somewhat higher percentage of stud-
ies of mixed-sex groups have found females to interrupt more than males
than is the case in studies of dyads (three out of twelve, or 25%, as
opposed to only two out of twenty-one, or 9.5%); however, contrary to
expectation, slightly more studies of mixed-sex groups than studies of
dyads have found males to interrupt more (five out of twelve, or 42%, as
compared to six out of twenty-one, or 29%).

(8) Topic of Conversation. If the topic of conversation is perceived as
representing a male or a female area of expertise, the gender in question
may feel more of an "authority" in that area and thus may feel more
justified in making dominance-associated interruptions. It was suggested
earlier (sec pp. 252—253) that this may explain the finding of Courtright
ct al. (1979) that wives' "domineeringness" scores were more strongly
associated with interruptions than were those of husbands. In most of the
studies in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 no information is provided as to the topic(s)
discussed; in thirteen, however, the topic is described (in each case, it was
assigned for discussion by the experimenter). These topics were sex-
neutral in all but two cases, in both of which they dealt with a "female area
of expertise." It is noteworthy that one of these two studies (Shaw &
Sadler 1965) is also one of the few in which females were found to
interrupt males more than the reverse (the topic here dealt with interper-
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sonal relationships, as in Courtright ct al. [1979J). In the remaining study,
however (Lcct-Pcllcgrini 1980), in which subjects were asked to discuss
the possible effects of TV violence on children—since it deals with chil-
dren, arguably a topic on which women would perceive themselves and be
perceived by men as particularly competent—the genders were not found
to differ significantly in number of interruptions.

(9) Change in Gender Behavior Over the Tears. It is also conceivable that
the influence of the women's movement might, over time, have brought
about changes in women's and men's beliefs and assumptions about their
own and the other sex, and consequently changes in their behavior. In fact,
when one conducts a comparison of the findings of studies in chronologi-
cal order, an interesting result emerges. Restricting ourselves here to re-
search on mixed-sex interaction, the single study done during the 1960s
(Shaw & Sadler 1965) found females to interrupt males more than the
reverse. Of the ten studies published in the 1970s (all between 1975 and
1979; we include here West [ 1979], the results of which were also pub-
lished later in West [1982J and West & Zimmerman [1983]), fully seven
found males to interrupt more, while three others found 110 gender differ-
ence. Of the twenty-three studies published between 1980 and 1991,
however, fourteen found no gender difference, five found males to inter-
rupt more, and four found females to interrupt more. Thus, while 70% of
the studies published between 1975 and 1979 found males to interrupt
more, only 22% of those conducted between 1980 and 1991 found this
(the distribution is similar for the first and second halves of the decade).

Caution is called for, however, in drawing the conclusion that women
must have interrupted men more in the 1980s and 1990s than they did in
the 1970s. It is not inconceivable that in the years immediately following
the publication of Zimmerman and West's enormously influential 1975
study, the expectation of similar results (i.e., that men interrupted women
far more than the reverse) may have caused some element of experimenter
bias to enter into the design and/or analysis of some studies. That such
bias may affect results is illustrated by the fact that two surveys of studies
on gender differences in, respectively, influenceability (Eagly & Carli
1981) and performance in task groups (Wood 1987) have found a signifi-
cant relationship between the sex of the researcher and the generation of
results flattering to that sex. Some ways in which such a bias might enter
into analysis will be discussed in the next section. Expectations of re-
searchers that males would interrupt females more than the reverse may
have been somewhat reduced in the early 1980s by the publication of such
widely cited studies in the interruptions literature as Beattic (1981), which
found the sexes not to differ in interruption use.

All of these variables, then, are potentially germane to women's and
men's use of interruptions, and at least some may help to account for the
inconsistencies in the findings of different studies. There are also, of
course, either variables which may be relevant, for example, the subjects'
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sociocconomic class, cultural and/or ethnic group, and amount: of educa-
tion. Existing research, however, provides virtually no information about
the possible effects of these factors on women's and men's use of interrup-
tions. Clearly, there is much scope for future research into the effects of all
these factors on interruption use as it interrelates with gender.

Methodological Considerations

Other aspects of the methodology employed in studies of interruptions
may also have contributed to the inconsistencies in their results. One
important factor here is undoubtedly the way in which interruptions have
been counted; studies have differed in this, rendering their results not truly
comparable. Moreover, more seriously, the method of counting used may
sometimes have led to misleading or unreliable results. Further, unrepre-
sentative!}' small subject samples, absence of statistical testing, and faulty
statistical methods render the results of some studies of questionable re-
liability.

Let us being with a consideration of the measures by which interrup-
tions have been counted. While most studies have simply counted in-
stances of interruption in raw numbers, some have instead divided the
number of interruptions by the amount of time that the other partici-
pant^) spoke, to produce a rate.34 This latter way of measuring interrup-
tions takes into account differences in the opportunities afforded to the
two participants to interrupt. For example, suppose that A and B, talking
together, each initiate the same raw number of .interruptions toward the
other, but A talks twice as much as B; in that case, B has interrupted at
only half of A's rate, since B lias had twice as much opportunity to inter-
rupt as A. Thus, a study counting raw numbers of interruptions would
conclude that there was no difference between A and B with respect to
interruptive behavior, while a study measuring interruption rate would
conclude that A interrupted B twice as much as B interrupted A. Measure-
ment of interruptions as a rate would appear to be a more accurate gauge
of interruption behavior.

Nine studies dealing with gender have measured rate rather than raw
number of interruptions;35 none of these found a significant difference
between the sexes in their rate of interruption. Five of these studies also
report results on the amount that women and men spoke. Of these, four
found no significant difference (Duncan & Fiske 1977, Frances 1979,
Martin & Craig 1S583, and Lefflcr ct al. 1982); the remaining study,
Kollock et al. (1985), had mixed results. Nevertheless one is led to wonder
whether some studies which measured interruptions in terms of raw num-
bers and found no difference between the genders might not have found a
difference if interruptions had been measured as a rate; in view of the fact
that most studies have found men to talk more than women in mixed-sex
interaction (either overall or under at least some circumstances) (see James
& Drakich, this volume), this raises the possibility that men might have
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interrupted women at a more frequent rate than the reverse in these
studies.

It is also possible that in the five studies listed in Table 9.1 in which
females were found—in each case, by the raw numbers measure—to inter-
rupt significantly more than males in mixed-sex interaction, the sexes may
not in fact have differed significantly in the rate at which they interrupted
each other, if males spoke more than females did in these studies. Males
were indeed found to talk significantly more than females in two of these
studies, Connor-Linton (1987) and Sayers (1987), and in the case of the
latter, there does exist evidence that the female and male subjects did not
differ in the rate at which they interrupted.36

There have also been, of course, other kinds of differences among
studies in how interruptions have been measured, as noted earlier; these
too raise questions of comparability with respect to the results of different
research. Thus while most studies have excluded back channel utterances
from their count of interruptions, a few have not (see p. 238); while some
studies have excluded other types of simultaneous talk perceived as sup-
portive rather than disruptive in function, others have not (see note 11);
while some have excluded the type of mistiming error termed an "overlap"
by ScheglofF (1973), others have not (see pp. 240-241 and note 13); and
while most studies have ignored the existence of "silent" interruptions, a
few have included them in their interruptions count (see note 8). Clearly,
differences of these kinds could affect results. As just one kind of example,
"silent" interruptions, in which the interrupter begins speaking during a
slight pause in the interruptce's talk—so that no simultaneous speech
occurs (see p. 237)—are of course one form of "successful" interruption;
to the extent that successful interruptions are more strongly associated
with dominance than unsuccessful ones, to exclude "silent" interruptions
might conceivably reduce the extent to which the counted interruptions
constituted attempts to seize the floor.

Yet another problem is that the way in which instances of interruption
are counted can sometimes be subject to errors in interpretation, and,
moreover, susceptible to experimenter bias. One often-cited example
of this is to be found in the research which has attempted to separate
"overlaps" in the Schegloff (1973) sense from "interruptions." As was
noted earlier (see pp. 240—241), the distinction between the two types is
based on whether the simultaneous speech initiated is or is not near a
"transition-relevant place" (that is, a possible completion point); this is
defined simply as the end of any "unit-type," that is, any word, phrase,
clause, or sentence (Sacks et al. 1974:702). But, of course, the crucial
criterion with respect to whether or not an instance of simultaneous
speech is simply a mistiming error is really whether the interruptor be-
lieves that the interruptee is about to reach a point which can reasonably
be taken as the end of his/her turn; and this, in fact, requires taking into
account not only syntactic criteria, but also the semantic content of the
intcrruptee's speech, the larger communicative context, prosodie and non-
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verbal turn-yielding signals (Duncan 1973), and even knowledge of the
personality of the interruptee.37 (These problems have been pointed out
by a number of researchers, e.g., Bennett [1981], McLaughlin [1984],
Wilson, Wicmann & Zimmerman [1984], Murray [1985, 1987], Murray
& Covelli [1988], Tanncn [1989].) These then are also the criteria the
analyst must use in deciding whether a given instance of simultaneous talk
is likely to have been a simple mistiming error. A further problem here too
is that the common use of written transcripts of conversations, as opposed
to videotapes, makes unavailable prosodic and nonverbal turn-yielding
signals. Thus, in practice the decision of the analyst as to whether instances
of simultaneous talk should be classified as "interruptions" or merely
"overlaps" must involve a large subjective component, and as a result
errors can be made, and biased expectations can influence judgment.

Further, the use of written transcripts in the usual format originated by
Sacks ct al. (1974) may also lead to other types of error in interpretation.
Edelsky (1981, this volume), in a nice discussion of this, points out that
the way in which participants' contributions are displayed on the page
can give a misleading impression of who interrupted whom. Other re-
searchers who have commented on the fact that the transcript display can
affect interpretation include Aleguire (1978), Jefferson (1973), and Ochs
(1979). Comparable problems can arise when a mechanized means such as
a computer system that records simultaneous speech is used (as in, e.g.,
Natalc et al. 1979).

Other aspects of the methodology used may also render of question-
able reliability the results of some studies. The pioneering study of Zim-
merman and West (1975), for example, which found men to interrupt
women overwhelmingly more than the reverse, has been criticized not
only on the grounds that bias may have been present in the counting of
instances of interruption (Murray & Covelli 1988, Murray 1988), but also
on the grounds that the relatively small number of interruptions identified
render the results unrepresentative (Marchc 1988), on the grounds that
the number of subjects was small and over a quarter of the male interrup-
tions in the mixcd-scx conversations were attributable to a single subject
(Beattie [1981 [, who also points out that if just one other male subject was
relatively voluble, this would have caused the gender difference to be
significant), and on the grounds that the effects of speech setting were not
controlled for (Murray & Covelli 1988). Similar criticisms could also be
made of other studies. A telling discussion of how research on interrup-
tions has often employed faulty statistical methods is provided by Dindia
(1987), who points out that studies have often tested only for the sex of
the intcrruptor, ignoring the effect of the sex of the interruptee and the
interaction of sex of interruptor and sex of interruptee; she notes that if the
correlation between the two is ignored, results may be reported as signifi-
cant which in fact are not, or vice versa. Statistical tests used in studies of
simultaneous speech, then, she argues, have often ignored the fact that
interruption behavior in one member of a group or dyad is not indepen-
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dent of that of other members; typically, researchers in this area have
incorrectly applied statistical tests that assume independent observations.
In addition, not all studies have even employed statistical testing (e.g.,
Eakins & Eakins 1976, Woods 1989).

Clearly not only do methodological differences among studies create
problems when it comes to comparing their results, but more seriously,
because of faulty methodology, real gender differences in interruption use
may be obscured, or gender differences may be reported which arc not in
fact present. It is vital that these problems be ironed out in future research,
if reliable results are to be obtained.

Conclusions

Males have been hypothesized to be more likely than females to use inter-
ruption as a means of dominating and controlling interactions. It has been
widely cited that, consistent with this hypothesis, most research has found
males to interrupt females more than the reverse. This review has pointed
out that such a conclusion is incorrect; the majority of studies have found
no significant difference between the sexes in this respect. This may be a
consequence of the fact that a large proportion of the simultaneous talk in
an interaction may not represent attempts to dominate or control the
interaction. Various efforts have been made by researchers to find simple,
objective criteria by which those instances of interruption which constitute
attempts to dominate can be reliably distinguished from those which do
not. It is clear, however, that no such criteria exist.

There also exist approaches other than that of simply comparing the
overall number of interruptions initiated which serve as potential means of
testing whether males are more likely than females to use dominance-
associated interruptions, and of testing whether such interruptions are
more likely to be directed against females than against males. These in-
clude examination of the semantic content of females' and males' inter-
ruptions as directed toward each sex and comparison of the number of
"successful" interruptions initiated by and toward each sex. Overall no
clear-cut gender differences have emerged from the research by any of
these criteria. Because none is an entirely reliable gauge of dominance in
interruption behavior, however, it cannot be definitively concluded that
males and females do not differ with respect to the use of dominance-
associated interruptions.

A small amount of evidence exists that females may use interruptions
of the cooperative and rapport-building type to a greater extent than do
males, at least in some circumstances. However, definitive conclusions as
to whether males and females differ in the ways in which they use inter-
ruptions, whether of the cooperative or dominance-related type, must
probably be dependent on analyses of conversations which take into de-
tailed account the larger context in which the interruptions occur—
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although, as noted earlier (sec p. 258), this approach is also in some ways
problematic.

In addition, little evidence exists as to the effects of a number of
different subject and situational variables on the interruption behavior of
females and males; clearly this constitutes a further area for future re-
search. And lastly, it is essential that future researchers be alert to ways in
which the methodology employed can contribute to misleading and unre-
liable results in the area of gender and interruption use.

NOTES

1. We have omitted from Tables 9.1 and 9.2 unpublished papers of which we
have been unable to obtain a copy (e.g., Hirschman 1973 and Ofshe 1981, cited in
the bibliographies in Thorne & Henley 1975 and Thornc, Kramarae, & Henley
1983), and a few papers dealing with interruptions and gender in which the results
reported were insufficiently clear or insufficiently specific with respect to our con-
cerns in this review (e.g., McCarrick et al. 1981, van Alphen 1987, Pieper 1984,
Greif 1980). All of the studies reported on involved adult interaction, with the
exception of Esposito (1979) and Peterson (1986), which examined three- and
four-year-olds; also, two studies (Welkowitz, Bond, & Feldstcin 1984, Marche
1988) examined eight- or nine-year-olds in addition to adults.

2. Also of relevance here arc two studies of parent-child dyads, Greif (1980)
and Pieper (1984), both of which failed to find a significant difference between the
number of interruptions initiated by mothers and by fathers but found a tendency
for fathers to produce more. Greif also discerned a nonsignificant trend for boys to
interrupt parents more than girls did.

3. In addition, Natalc, Entin, and Jaffc (1979), in a study of same-sex and
mixed-sex dyads, found that males initiated more interruptions overall than fe-
males. However, since the sex of the partner was not taken into account, it is not
possible to tell whether males interrupted females more than the reverse in this
study.

4. Smith-Lovin and Brody (1989), Willis and Williams (1976), and Woods
(1989), while they found no difference between males and females in relative
number of interruptions, report other findings with regard to the use of interrup-
tions which they argue reflect male dominance. These will be discussed in a later
section.

5. Craig and Pitts excluded from consideration cases in which the interrup-
tion did not result in the interruptor gaining single control of the floor. See pp.
244—246 for a further discussion of this distinction.

6. Murray and Coveili (1988) studied, along with three mixed-sex groups,
two same-sex and two mixed-sex dyadic interviews; their results are collapsed
across all these.

7. In addition, in Natale, Entin, and faffe (1979) (see note 3), it is possible
that there may have been more interruptions in male than in female dyads; how-
ever, since the sex of the interruptce was not taken into account in this study, it is
not possible to determine whether or not this was the case.

8. Those studies from Tables 9,1 and 9.2 which included "silent interrup-
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tions" in their investigation arc Bcattie (1981), Craig and Pitts (1990), Marche
(1988), Roger and Schumacher (1983), Roger and Ncsshoevcr (1987), and Trim-
boli and Walker (1984).

9. See pp. 240—241 for one commonly used definition of "overlap." A second
definition is that employed in research adopting Ferguson's (1977) method
ot classifying deviations from smooth speaker switches; it here refers to an instance
in which both speakers continue talking simultaneously, neither yielding to the
other.

10. Other names include "assent terms1' (Schcgloff 1972), "listener responses"
(Dittman & Llewellyn 1967), "minimal responses" (Zimmerman & West 1975),
"accompaniment signals" (Kcndon 1967), and "rcinforccrs" (Wiemann & Knapp
1975).

11. A few of the studies listed in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 have recognized that some
specific types of simultaneous talk other than back channel responses arc likely to
be primarily supportive and have excluded these from their count of interruptions
(in an attempt to isolate those instances of simultaneous talk which are disruptive
from those which are not). Woods (1989) and Lcffler ct al. (1982) excluded cases
in which a word or phrase was repeated; West and Zimmerman (1983) excluded
"saying the same thing at the same time;" and Duncan and Fiske (1977), Roger
and Schumacher (1983), Roger and Nesshoever (1987), Marche (1988), and
Smith-Lovin and Brody (1989) excluded phrases such as "I agree" or "that's
right," requests for clarification, brief restatements of another speaker's utterance,
and completions of another speaker's sentence. It is certainly, however, not safe to
assume that once such types of simultaneous talk as these last are excluded, all
remaining cases will then be genuinely disruptive. For example, instances of simul-
taneous talk in which participants arc jointly developing an idea or sharing in a joke
(as described in, e.g., Coatcs 11989] or Edclsky [1981, this volume]) might well
not be excluded by these measures; nor would types of interruption such as those
illustrated in on pp. 240—241, which are not supportive in nature but are nonethe-
less not disruptive.

In addition, in one last study, de Boer (1987) (see Table 9.2), instances of
simultaneous talk were classed as "interruptions" (as opposed to "overlaps") appar-
ently on a purely subjective basis, that of whether they manifested "competition."

12. This discussion of mistiming errors is primarily applicable to conversation-
al styles which do not value fast pacing as a sign of involvement and rapport. In
cultural groups in which such a style is the norm, pauses between turns are per-
ceived as indicating lack of rapport; overlapping talk of the type described is
normal, both because speakers wish to prevent pauses and because overlapping
itself is seen as evidence of positive involvement in the conversation (sec Tannen
1984).

13. Twelve studies from Tables 9.1 and 9.2 have excluded "overlaps," in this
definition, from their count of interruptions: Dindia (1987), Kollock et al. (1985),
Esposito (1979), Octigan and Nicderman (1979), West (1979, 1982)/West and
Zimmerman (1983), Zimmerman and West (1975), Sayers (1987), Smith-Lovin
and Brody (1989), Woods (1989), Eakins and Eakins (1976), Kennedy and Cam-
den (1983), and Murray and Covelli (1988).

14. Some further support for the notion that most interruptions are not
dominance-related in unstructured conversation is provided by Natale, Entin, and
JafFe (1979), who found that the frequency with which individuals interrupted
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others in this context correlated positively with their "desire for social approval" on
a standard test, a result which would not be expected if most interruptions are
manifestations of a disregard for others' right to speak.

15. This classification is based on the work ot Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson
(1967).

16. These six studies each used an established psychological dominance test
involving subject self-rating; Ferguson (1977) additionally employed a dominance
rating based on the interviewer's personal judgment. While the choice of test
differed from study to study, testing was in general designed to measure the extent
to which subjects tend to influence or control the behavior of others in their
interpersonal interactions (cf. Ferguson 1977:299).

17. In addition, three studies which have compared competitive interactions
with less competitive ones have found there to be significantly more interruptions
in the former than in the latter (Jose et al. 1980, Trimboli & Walker 1984,
Stephens & Beattie 1986).

18. Dominance was observed to be correlated only with "overlaps," defined as
instances of interruption in which both speakers completed their utterances. This
finding has not been duplicated in other studies.

19. Also relevant here are a tew studies in which individuals differing in status
on a basis other than that of gender were compared with respect to the number of
interruptions they initiated. Wiens, Thompson, Matarazzo, Matarazzo, and Sas-
low (1965) found that higher-status nurses interrupted an interviewer more than
lower-status nurses did; West and Zimmerman (1977), that parents interrupted
children more than the reverse; West (1985), that doctors interrupted patients
more than the reverse; and Leffler et al. (1982), that when clyaci members were
assigned the role of "teacher" or "student," "teachers" interrupted "students" more
than the reverse. In addition, Craig and Pitts (1990) found that tutors interrupted
students "successfully" (see pp. 244-245) more than the reverse in tutorials; how
ever, Beattie (1981) found the opposite to be the case. It may well be pertinent
here that except in the case of the stud}' on parents and children, all these involved
formally structured interaction, rather than casual friendly conversation. In addi
tion, however, it is possible that factors independent of status considerations may
have been relevant in some cases; for instance, the nature of children's conversation
may tend to be more provocative of interruptions than that of adults, and the
requirements of the pedagogical role may tend to lead to more interruptions by
teachers or tutors than by students.

20. Some researchers include as part of the definition of "successful interrup-
tion" that the interruptee does not complete his or her utterance (e.g., Kollock et
al. 1985, Roger & Schumacher 198.5, Roger & Nesshoever 1987, Smith-Levin &
Brody 1989, Welkowitz ct al. 1984). Other researchers use a slightly broader
definition, in which the crucial factor is simply that the interruptor ends by gaining
single control of the floor—the interruptee may or may not complete his or her
utterance (e.g., Natalc et al. 1979, Rogers & Jones 1975, Beattie 1981, Craig &
Pitts 1990). Sec also Ferguson (1977) for an often-cited four-way classification of
interruptions which takes into account the response of the interruptee and Roger,
Bull, and Smith (1988) for a still more detailed classification of interruptions along
these lines.

21. Goldberg (1990) proposes a heuristic to determine whether an interrup-
tion is dominance-related, rapport-related, or neutral, based on the semantic con-
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tent of the interruption (the focus here is primarily on whether the interruption
shares a topic with the interrupted talk). This proposal constitutes a useful contri-
bution to the problem but does not provide a full explanation; for example, it does
not account for differences in the use and interpretation of simultaneous talk as a
result of conversational style differences (Tannen 1983 and later works).

22. As noted earlier, some studies have omitted from their interruptions count
some types of interruption (beyond simply "back channel" responses, which have
been almost always omitted) which they believed likely to be not dominance-
related. Of these too, however, only a minority found males to interrupt more than
females. Of the eight studies mentioned in note 11 which excluded types of
interruption thought to be supportive, two found males to interrupt more (West &
Zimmerman 1983, de Boer 1987); the rest found no difference. Of the twelve
studies listed in note 13 which excluded the type of mistiming error identified by
the criteria of Schegloff (1972) (sec pp. 240—241), four found no difference, five
found males to interrupt more, and three found females to interrupt more. Of
course, in these cases, many of the remaining interruptions which were counted
still may not have been disruptive.

23. In addition, de Boer (1987), as noted in note 11, classified instances of
simultaneous talk as "interruptions" only if they manifested "competition," appar-
ently judged on a subjective basis. By this criterion, male pairs were found to
produce more interruptions than female pairs. (However, de Boer also notes that
one particular conversation between two men might have caused this difference to
be significant.) Further, Lamothe (1989) classified interruptions as positive, nega-
tive, or "other" and found that when female, male, and mixed-sex pairs were
compared, female pairs produced the largest number of positive interruptions and
male pairs the largest number of negative interruptions. (However, Lamothe's
definition of "interruption" is unclear; unfortunately, we have been unable to
obtain the full text of this paper.)

24. It may also be relevant that in Ferguson (1977), in which all the subjects
were female, comparatively little relationship was found between interruptions and
high dominance predisposition. However, as was previously noted (see p. 244),
the fact that this study involved informal conversation between friends may also be
a factor.

25. In this study of parent-child dyads both parents tended to interrupt daugh-
ters more than sons, but this did not reach significance.

26. As was previously noted (see note 19), in this study subjects were assigned
the roles of "teacher" and "student," and either the higher status or the pedagogical
function associated with the "teacher" role may have outweighed the impact of
gender on interruption behavior.

27. In addition. Woods (1989) found that subordinate females in three-person
work groups were more often successfully interrupted than subordinate males. No
statement is made, however, as to whether females were more often successfully
interrupted than males overall, or as to the results with respect to attempted
interruptions.

28. Going beyond the research cited by Smith-Lovin and Brody (1989), some
studies have found women to show more competitive behavior with men than
with other women (e.g., Hogg 1985, Carli 1989). However, the results of some
other studies contradict this (e.g., Lcet-Pellegrini 1980, Aries 1976).

29. The findings of Welkowitz et al. (1984), in which there were a greater
number of unsuccessful interruptions in mixed-sex than in same-sex dyads, are also
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consistent with this suggestion. No other .studies have produced results obviously
consistent with this particular proposal, however.

30. One further illustration of the fact that discrimination in interruption at-
tempts on the basis of gender may not necessarily involve issues of status and
dominance is provided by Brooks (1982), in which students in college classes
interrupted female professors more than male professors. Brooks also reports that
students participated twice as much in female professors' classes and suggests that
female professors encouraged class participation more; thus, the reason why stu-
dents interrupted female professors more than male professors may have been
simply that they had more opportunities to interrupt female professors.

31. While Marche studied the number and type of interruptions used in all
three age groups, the relationship between interruption use and dominance predis-
position was examined only for the fourteen- and nineteen-year-olds. For this
reason, references to this work earlier in the chapter have mentioned only these
two age groups.

32. Several other studies echo the same theme. Thus Hirschman (1973) ob-
served that female pairs interrupted each other more than male pairs, but that "the
females when talking to each other tended to elaborate on each others' utterances,
the males to argue" (cited in Thome & Henley 1975:249). Also LaFrance (1981)
found that significantly more of the interruptions in female pairs constituted ques-
tions than in male pairs and noted that these are "more responsive in character"
than other types of interruptions. (However, Dindia [ 1987] did not find the sexes
to differ in number of interruptive questions.) In addition, the finding of Ofshe
(1981, cited in Thome, Kramarae, & Henley 1983:276), that not only were there
much higher rates of simultaneous speech in all-female than in all-male groups, but
the difference was greater during social than during task activity, suggests that here
too, females may have been using interruptions for rapport-building purposes to a
greater extent than males.

33. Greenwood (1989, cited in Tannei: 1989:270, 1990:192-195), however,
found that a high rate of interruption was a sign of social comfort among pre-
adolescent children; this suggests that by this age the use of interruptions as
collaborative and rapport-building acts is already well developed.

34. It has sometimes been suggested that conversing with a very talkative
partner is likely to increase the amount of interruptions an individual initiates,
because of the need to "get a word in edgewise." Findings with respect to this have
been mixed, however. Natale et al. (1979) observed that the more an individual
talked, the more likely s/he was to be interrupted, and Drass (1986) found that for
males, but not for females, the more time the subject spent listening, the more
likely it was that he would initiate an interruption. However, Kennedy and Cam-
den (1983) and Dindia (1987) both found lengthy speech by a partner to have no
effect on interruption use.

35. These are Duncan and Fiske (1977), Roger and Ncsshoever (1987), Roger
and Schumacher (1983), Martin and Craig (1983), Leffler et al. (1982), LaFrance
and Carmen (1980)/LaFrance (1981) (describing the same study), Smith-Lovin
and Brody (1989), Frances (1979) (this study employed both measures), and
Kollock et al. (1985) (this last study, however, measured interruption rate by
dividing the number of interruptions individuals produced by the amount they
spoke themselves, rather than by the amount their partner spoke). As an additional
note Beatrie (1981) and Craig and Pitts (1990) employed neither measure; both
studies measured interruptions as a percentage of all speaker switches.
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36. In an earlier (1984) version of this paper Saycrs did measure interruptions
as a rate and reported no significant gender difference.

37. For example, Coates (1989:108) points out that certain individuals have a
tendency to "tail off" (sic) without finishing their sentences.
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Understanding Gender
Differences in Amount

of Talk: A Critical
Review of Research

DEBORAH JAMES
and

JANICE DRAKICH

When both husband and wife wear pants it if not difficult to tell them

apart-—he is the one who is listening.
—Anonymous

The belief that women talk more than men is firmly entrenched in Western
culture. However, the investigation of gender differences in amount of talk
has not supported this widely held stereotype: the bulk of research find-
ings indicate that men talk more than women. Results have, however, been
tar from consistent on the question of which gender talks more: some
studies have found that women talk more than men, at least in some
circumstances, and a number oi studies have found no difference between
the sexes in amount of talk. In this chapter we examine the inconsistent
research findings and attempt to demonstrate that they are, in fact, more
consistent than they might initially appear. We argue that in order to make
sense of these findings, it is necessary to consider carefully the context
and structure of social interaction within which gender differences are
observed.

The Research Findings on Amount of Talk
Sixty-three studies that we know of which appeared between 1951 and
1991 have addressed the question of gender differences in amount of talk

281
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in adult interaction.1 Fifty-six of these studies, the great majority, deal
with mixed-sex interaction (sec Table 10.1); in addition, ten of these fifty-
six, plus a further seven studies, have compared male and female talk in
same-sex interaction.2 Our review focuses on those studies which have
examined mixed-sex interaction. Virtually all of these have used as their
subjects middle-class English-speaking Americans; consequently the con-
clusions we report can only be viewed as holding for this group, although
we contend that our consideration of the context and structure of social
interaction can also be applied to explanations for observed behavior in
other cultural groups.

Studies have varied as to how amount of talk has been measured; these
measures have included the total number of words, the total number of
seconds spent talking, the number of turns at talk taken, and the average
length of a turn. In the case of six studies different measures produced
discrepant results; in these cases the measure used to classify the study in
Tables 10.1-10.4 is that of the number of seconds spent talking or words

Table 10.1 An Overview of Studies Dealing with Gender Differences
in Amount of Talk in Mixed-Sex Adult Interaction

Studies in Which Men Were Found to Talk More Than Women Overall
Argyle, Lalljee, & Cook 1968
Aries 1976
Bernard 1972
Caudill 1958
Doherty 1974
Eakins & Eakins 1976
Eubanks 1975
Heiss 1962
Hilpert, Kramer, & Clark 1975
Karp & Yoels 1976
Kelly, Wildman, & Urey 1982
Kenkel 1963
Latour 1987
Mulac 1989
Parker 1973
Sayers 1987
Simkins-Bullock & Wildman 1991
Smith-Lovin, Skvoretz, & Hudson 1986
Strodtbcck 1951
Strodtbeck, James, & Hawkins 1957
Strodtbeck & Mann 1956
Swacker 1976
Wood & Karten 1986
Woods 1989

(continued]
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Table 10.1 (Continued)

Studies in Which Men Were Found to Talk More Than Women in Some
Circumstances, But No Difference Was Found in Other Circumstances
Boersma, (jay, Jones, Morrison, & Rcmick 1981
Brooks 1982
Cornelius & Gray L988
Cornelius, Gray, & Constantinople 1990
Craig & Pitts 1990
Edelsky 1981, this volume
Kollock, Blumstein, & Schwartz 1985
Nemeth, Eiidicott, & Wachtler 1976
Soskin & John 1963
Stcrnglanz & Lyberger-Ficck 1977

Studies in Which in Some Circumstances Men Were Found to Talk More
Than Women, But in Others Women Were Found to Talk More Than Men
Dovidio, Brown, Hcltman, Ellyson, & Keating 1988
Hcrshcy & Werner 1975
Kajandcr 1976

Studies in Which Sometimes Men Were Found to Talk More, Sometimes
Women, and Sometimes Neither, Depending on the Circumstances
Lcct-Pcllcgrini 1980

Studies in Which Women Were Found to Talk More Than Men Overall
Aries 1982
Askinas 1971

Studies in Which No Difference Was Found Between the Genders in Amount
of Talk
Bilous & Krauss 1988
Case 1988
Crosby, Jose, & Wong-McCarthy 1981
Crouch & Dubois 1977
Duncan & Fiske 1977
Frances 1979
Hirschman 1978
Hirschman 1974
Leffler, Gillespic, & Conaty 1982
Manbcr 1976
Markcl, Long, & Saine 1976
Martin Craig 1983
McLachlan 191
McMillan, Clifton, McGrath, & Gale 1977
Robertson 1978
Shaw and Sadler 1965
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uttered. The only exception is that of Edelsky (1981, this volume), which
examined only number of turns taken and average length of a turn. Since
this study found no gender difference in number of turns but that males'
turns were longer (in one type of "floor"), and this would presumably lead
to males' taking up more overall talking time, we have classified this study
as finding males to talk more (in that type of floor).3 Some comments will
be made on problems associated with the use of different measures of
amount of talk, and on the cases in which discrepant results were found for
different measures.

To summarize, of these fifty-six studies dealing with adult mixed-sex
interaction males were found to talk more than females overall in twenty-
four, or 42.9%, of the studies. In a further ten studies (17.9%) it was
found that males talked more than females in some circumstances, with
there being no difference in other circumstances. In three studies (5.4%)
sometimes males and sometimes females talked more, depending on the
circumstances, and in one further study sometimes males, sometimes fe-
males, and sometimes neither talked more, again depending on the cir-
cumstances. Sixteen studies (28.6%) found no difference between the
sexes overall in amount of talk; only two studies (3.6%) found females to
talk more overall. The interesting questions here are, then, first, why have
the majority of studies found males to talk more than females, either
overall or under at least some circumstances? Second, how is the variation
in the findings of different studies to be explained? And third, why does
the stereotype that women talk more exist, given that there is extraordi-
narily little empirical support for it? We will concentrate here on the first
and second questions and will return to the third at the conclusion of the
chapter.

The Approach to Understanding the Research Findings

We begin by reviewing the main explanations which have been proposed
within the language and gender literature as to why most studies have
found men to talk more than women in mixed-sex interaction. Many
researchers have attributed this in a straightforward way to the fact that
men have greater status and power than do women. Holding the floor at
length, it is held, is a way in which men exploit this greater power and
exercise dominance over women. Dale Spender argues (1980) that men
control language and determine the norms by which it can be used, and
that they attempt to prevent women from speaking from lack of respect for
women and as a way of legitimating their own primacy. "In a male suprem-
acist society where women arc devalued, their language is devalued to such
an extent that they are required to be silent" (pp. 42—43). It has further
been suggested that men use specific mechanisms to discourage women
from speaking, such as interruptions and inattention to the topics women
raise (Spender 1980:87, Thorne, Kramarae, & Henley 1983:17). (It
might be noted, however, that the majority of studies dealing with gender
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differences in interruptions have not, in fact, found males to interrupt
females more than the reverse; see James and Clarke [this volume].) This
approach makes a contribution to our understanding of gender differences
in talk but offers no explanation for the fact that many studies have found
no difference between the genders in amount of talk, or for the fact that a
few studies have found women to talk more.

Another approach to explaining why most studies have found men to
talk more than women, first proposed in Maltz and Borker (1982), focuses
on the idea that women and men tend to learn, through socialization, to
approach conversational interaction with different goals and to use differ-
ent verbal strategies in interacting with others. Much evidence suggests
that men learn that it is important for them to assert status and to appear a
leader in interactions, while women learn to concentrate on using talk in
such a way as to establish and maintain harmonious relationships with
others. It has been suggested that taking and holding the floor for long
periods follows logically from this as a male speech strategy, since this can
function as a way of gaining attention and asserting status, while by con-
trast, being careful not to take up a disproportionate amount of talking
time follows logically from the female speech style, since this empha-
sizes cooperation, support, and equality among interactants. Thus, Coates
(1986:117), for example, comments that "the differences between the
competitive, assertive male style and the co-operative, supportive female
style mean that men will tend to dominate in mixed-sex interaction."4

Moreover, Tanncn (1990) proposes reasons why men might not always
talk more than women, from the point of view of this approach: she
suggests that men tend to talk more than women in "public" situations,
whereas women tend to talk more than men in "private" situations. In a
public situation, she suggests, there are typically more participants than in
a private situation, they know each other less well, and there are more
status differences among them; therefore, participants are more likely to
feel that they will be appraised by others in the group. Men will thus talk
more because they feel the need to establish or maintain their status in the
group, whereas women will talk less because they do not use talk to assert
status and because they fear that their talk will be judged negatively. In a
private situation, on the other hand, one is with individuals with whom
one feels close; since women view talk as crucial in maintaining close
relationships whereas men do not, women will tend to talk more than men
in private settings. This approach, too, has played a dominant role in our
understanding of gender differences in talk.

We propose here, however, an alternative approach to making sense of
the findings in the area of amount of talk which we will argue is a partic-
ularly fruitful one. This approach offers, we suggest, significant further
insights both into why so many studievS have found men to talk more and
into why there has been so much variation in the findings in this area. In
this viewpoint, careful consideration is taken of the exact context and
structure of social interaction. Bergcr, Roscnholtz, and Zelditch (1980),
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among others, argue that differences in behavior result primarily from
differences in expectations and beliefs about oneself and others. This ap-
proach, we suggest, is crucial to an understanding of gender differences in
amount of talk. Differences in how much women and men talk in different
contexts, we maintain, can be explained in terms of the differential cultural
expectations about women's and men's abilities and areas of competence—
which are associated with the difference in status between women and
men—in interrelationship with specific factors in particular situations
which can affect these expectations. In taking this approach, we adopt the
sociological perspective of status characteristics (or expectation states) the-
ory (Berger, Fizek, Norman, & Zelditch 1977). Status characteristics the-
ory provides us with a framework and a cumulative body of research
which help us to understand the processes that connect gender to observ-
able inequalities in face-to-face interaction. To clarify our subsequent dis-
cussion, we briefly introduce the central concepts of status characteristics
theory—"self-other performance expectations" and "status characteris-
tics."

Status Characteristics Theory

Status characteristics theory focuses on how status differences organize
interaction. The theory argues that in social interaction individuals evalu-
ate themselves relative to the other individuals with whom they are partici-
pating and come to hold expectations as to how, and how well, they will
perform in relation to every other participant in the interaction. These
"self-other performance expectations" provide the structure of the interac-
tion which then determines subsequent interaction. The formulation of
these "self-other performance expectations" is based on the "status charac-
teristics" possessed by the participants in the social interaction. A status
characteristic is any characteristic that is socially valued, is meaningful, and
has differentially evaluated states which are associated directly or indirectly
with beliefs about task performance ability—"performance expectations."
Examples of status characteristics are race, sex, education, or organization-
al office. People's social expectations as to how well and in what way the
different participants in an interaction will perform are crucially associated
with whether individuals possess the high or the low state of the relevant
status characteristic (particularly when participants do not know each
other well, so that other information which might override the influence
of these status characteristics is unavailable to them). Thus, for example,
individuals who have high status with regard to a status characteristic arc
viewed as being in general more intellectually competent and able than are
individuals who have low status with regard to that status characteristic.
Consequently the high-status individual is not only expected to perform
better but is also given more opportunity to perform than the lower-status
individual. It is important to note that status characteristics and their
associated performance expectations are relational; that is, we do not speak
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of performance expectations tor women, but rather we speak of perfor-
mance expectations associated with women in relation to those perfor-
mance expectations associated with men, "Because status characteristics
involve relational expectations females do not in this conception carry sex-
related characteristics around with them in every situation; or, put in other
words, sex-related characteristics are not assumed to he part of their char-
acter, they arc assumed to be beliefs about certain kinds of situations"
(Bcrgeret al. 1977:35).

The power of this theory 1 ies in its explanation of how external status
characteristics structure the status hierarchy of facc-to-facc interaction.
This theoretical approach for explaining the data, then, places particular
importance on social structure, which sociologists have defined as pat-
terned relationships.

The fruitfulness of this approach will become more evident as we
analyze the findings. Let us now turn to a more careful examination of the
research and research findings on amount of talk.

The Relevance of the Research Activity to Amount of Talk

The research on amount of talk focusing on face-to-face interaction has
examined talk within the context of a variety of different kinds of activities.
These activities, we argue, can be held to form a continuum. At one end
are "formal tasks"; at the other are informal non-task-oriented activities. In
between the two are "informal tasks" and activities such as interaction in a
college or university classroom which occur within formal structures but
are not task-oriented.

Formal task activities are defined in sociology as activities in which a
pair or group of individuals come together to accomplish specific instru-
mental goals such as solving a problem together or making a joint deci-
sion. These tasks require participants to exchange ideas, to take each oth-
er's opinions into account as they work at the task, and to complete the
task successfully by producing a single, collective outcome such as a com-
mittee decision. By comparison, neither informal task activities nor non-
task-oriented activities require the accomplishment of a specific goal such
as joint decision making or problem solving. An example of an informal
task is a situation in which subjects have been brought together and asked
by an experimenter simply to "get to know one another"; an example
of a non-task-oriented activity is naturally occurring casual conversation.
These different types of activity are associated with different rules, regula-
tions, and requirements.

Since our position in examining the research findings is that the behav-
ior observed is dependent on the requirements of the situation and the
relative performance expectations that participants hold in a given situa-
tion, it is necessary to differentiate studies examining behavior within
different contexts. For our purposes here we deal separately with the stud-
ies employing formal task activities, the studies involving informal activ-
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itics (both task and nontask), and the studies involving formally structured
but not task-oriented activities, such as college classroom interaction.5

Amount of Talk in Formal Task Contexts

Twenty-four of the fifty-six studies dealing with adult face-to-face interac-
tion have employed formal task activities. As examples of these, three
studies have examined talk in task-oriented committee meetings such as
faculty meetings or hospital staff meetings (Eakins & Eakins 1976,
Edclsky 1981, this volume, Caudill 1958); in two studies subjects were

Table 10.2 Studies Involving Formal Tasks

Studies Which Found Men to Talk More Overall
Caudill 1958
Eakins & Eakins 1976
Heiss 1962
Hilpcrt, Kramer, & Clark 1975
Kelly, Wildman, & Urcy 1982
Kenkel 1963
Mulac 1989
Simkins-Bullock & Wildman 1991
Smith-Lovin, Skvoretz, & Hudson 1986
Strodtbeck 1951
Strodtbeck, James, & Hawkins 1957
Strodtbeck & Mann 1956
Wood & Karten 1986

Studies Which Found Men to Talk More in Some Circumstances, But No
Difference in Other Circumstances
Edelsky 1981, this volume
Kollock, Blumstein, & Schwartz 1985
Nemeth, Endicott, & Wachtler 1976

Studies Which Found Men to Talk More in Some Circumstances, But Women
to Talk More in Others
Hcrshcy & Werner 1975

Studies in Which Sometimes Men Were Found to Talk More, Sometimes
Women, and Sometimes Neither, Depending on the Circumstances
Lcct-Pellegrini 1980

Studies Which Found Women to Talk More Overall
Aries 1982

Studies Which Found No Difference Between the Genders in Amount of Talk
Bilous & Krauss 1988
Crosby, Jose, & Wong-McCarthy 1981
McLachlan 1991
McMillan, Clifton, McGrath, & Gale 1977
Shaw & Sadler 1965
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members of a mock jury who had to decide on the guilt or innocence of a
defendant (Strodfbeck & Mann 1956, Strodtbeck, James, & Hawkins
1957); in one study small groups were asked to solve a murder mystery
(McMillan, Clifton, McGrath, & Gale 1977); in another married couples
were asked to come to a decision on such matters as how to spend money
won in a lottery (Hershey & Werner 1975); and in still another small
groups had to reach a consensus on the advisability of a doctor's prescrib-
ing amphetamines to a trusted student who wanted the drugs to help
improve his or her performance on a medical school admission test (Aries
1982).

Of these twenty-four studies (see Table 10.2) thirteen found men to
talk more than women overall, and three found men to talk more in certain
circumstances, with there being no difference in other circumstances (in
one of these, Edclsky [1981, this volume], men can in fact be presumed to
have also talked more overall; sec note 3). One study found that some-
times men and sometimes women talked more, depending on the circum-
stances; one study found that sometimes men, sometimes women, and
sometimes neither talked more, again depending on the circumstances;
and five studies found no difference between the genders in amount of
talk. Only one study found women to talk more than men overall.

Understanding the Results

The analysis of these results begins with the question, Why did the great
majority of these studies find men to talk more than women, either overall
or in at least some circumstances:1

Previous research has indicated that those who have high status with
regard to a status characteristic such as race, organizational rank, or occu-
pation participate more in task-oriented dyads or groups than do those
who have low status with regard to that characteristic (e.g., Bergcr,
Roscnholtz, & Zelditch 1980, Stein & Heller 1979, Slater 1966, Capella
1985). Thus, if gender is also a status characteristic, it is not surprising to
find men talking more than women in such contexts. Why, however,
should those of high status talk more than those of low status in formal
task-oriented interactions? The answer to this question can be found in
status characteristics theory; in fact, the finding that men talk more than
women follows precisely the predictions of the theory. As was noted ear-
lier, the theory holds that individuals who have high status with regard to
some status characteristic will be viewed both by themselves and by others
as more intellectually competent, and therefore likely to perform better,
than individuals who have low status with regard to that characteristic.
Higher-status individuals, then, since they feel more competent, will be
more willing to contribute to the interaction than will lower-status indi-
viduals. They will also tend to be less tolerant of, and less willing to wait
for, contributions from lower-status individuals, since they perceive those
individuals as less competent at the task. Lower-status individuals, on the
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other hand, expect higher-status individuals to be more competent than
they are themselves. Thus, they encourage the participation of the higher-
status individuals, they tend to wait for them to make contributions, and
they are less willing to contribute to the interaction themselves. The effect
is, of course, that higher-status individuals make significantly more verbal
contributions and consequently take up significantly more time talking.6

As a further point, studies of role differentiation in groups have shown
that those of higher status in a group are normally assigned to and accept a
specifically task-oriented role, while those of lower status are normally
assigned to and accept instead a primarily (positive) socioemotional role
(in performing a positive socioemotional role, one supports others, shows
interest, works to relieve tension in the group, etc.) Occupants of task-
oriented roles are expected to make more task-oriented contributions than
are occupants of positive socioemotional roles, and moreover, task-
oriented contributions (typically, information, opinions, and suggestions)
normally take up more talking time than do positive socioemotional con-
tributions (e.g., agreeing and giving indications of interest). This latter
point is confirmed by research documenting that the majority of group
interaction consists of task-oriented behaviors (Anderson & Blanchard
1982). This pattern of role differentiation, then, also contributes to the
overall result that those of higher status talk more in a task-oriented setting
than do those of lower status. (And indeed many studies have found men
to give more information and opinions than women in mixed-sex dyads or
groups [e.g., Piliavin & Martin 1978, Fishman 1983, Wood & Karten
1986] and have found women to perform more socioemotional acts in
interactions [e.g., Fowler & Rosenfeld 1979, Burlcson 1982, Wood
1987].)

Support for this general explanation of why men talk more than
women in mixed-sex formal task-oriented settings is provided by the fol-
lowing. First, the theory would predict that women would talk more in
same-sex than in mixed-sex interaction in such settings, since their status
(all else being equal) would be equivalent to that of their coparticipants,
and further, that the distribution of task and socioemotional behavior
would be similar for both female and male same-sex groups. Two studies,
Bilous and Krauss (1988) and Mulac (1989), have compared amount of
talk in same-sex and mixed-sex formal task-oriented interaction; both
found that women did indeed talk more in same-sex than in mixed-sex
interaction.7 In addition, Yamacia, Tjosvold, and Draguns (1983) and
Lockheed (1976) both found that females and males did not differ in
number of task-oriented contributions in same-sex formal task groups, but
that males produced significantly more such contributions than did fe-
males in mixed-sex groups.

Second, support for the theory is provided by Eskilson and Wiley
(1976), who examined three-person groups performing a formal task. For
half of these groups leaders were assigned by the drawing of lots. For the
other half a test related to the task was administered, and one member of
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the group was announced to have performed best on this test. (In fact,
however, s/he was selected at random). This individual was assigned to be
the leader of the group and was in addition given information relevant to
the task which other group members did not have. Status characteristics
theory would predict that the women leaders in this second group would
have high status in the group, regardless of its gender composition; would
both perceive themselves and be perceived by others as relatively highly
competent at the task; as a result would participate verbally to an extent
similar to that of the equivalent male leaders; and would participate more
than female leaders who were chosen by the drawing of lots. These were
indeed the results found.

Thus when gender and associated expectations are nullified, males and
females behave similarly with regard to amount of talk in task-oriented
groups; it is only when gender influences the interaction that differences in
amount of talk appear.

At this point we turn to the following question: Why, then, is it that
eleven of these twenty-four studies dealing with amount of talk in formal
task-oriented interaction did not find men to talk more than women overall?

An examination of these eleven studies in comparison with those
which did find men to talk more overall reveals two methodological differ-
ences between them which help to explain the inconsistency in the find-
ings: differences in the way in which amount of talk was measured and
differences in the variables examined.

First, one source of the apparent inconsistency in findings lies in how
amount of talk was measured. In Aries (1982), which found women to
talk more, and Shaw and Sadler (1965) and McMillan, Clifton, McGrath,
and Gale (1977), who found no difference between the genders in amount
of talk, what was measured was not the total amount of talk (measured in
seconds or in words) produced by men and women, nor the average
length of verbal contributions, but rather (in the cases of Aries and of
Shaw and Sadler) the number of verbal acts initiated by each gender, and
(in the case of McMillan et al.) the number of sentences produced. The
first two and the last two measures, however, do not necessarily produce
identical results. For example, Craig and Pitts (1990), in a study of univer-
sity tutorials, found that male and female tutors did not differ in average-
number of verbal acts initiated, but that male tutors nevertheless took up
more overall talking time; the same was true of male and female students
in male-led tutorials. Presumably this was because males were producing
longer utterances (although this was not explicitly measured). Similarly,
three studies, Edelsky (1981, this volume), Frances (1979), and Duncan
and Fiskc (1977), found that men and women did not differ in average
number of verbal acts in mixed-sex interaction, but that the average length
of an act was significantly greater for men. In all probability the reason
why these different measures may produce different results has to do with
the consistent finding of mixed-sex interaction studies (noted earlier) that
a greater percentage of men's than of women's speech consists of specifi-
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cally task-oriented behavior such as giving information, opinions, and
suggestions, whereas a greater percentage of women's than of men's
speech consists of positive socioemotional and "facilitating" behavior,
such as agreeing, giving indications of interest in what others arc saying,
and trying to draw out others. (Indeed, one of the findings of Aries
[1982] was that this was the case for her subjects.) Acts of the former type
tend to take up significantly more talking time than acts of the latter type.
Thus it is possible for the genders to initiate the same number of verbal
acts or even for females to initiate more, but for males nevertheless to take
up significantly more talking time. In the case of these three studies which
measured only the number of acts initiated or sentences produced men
may in fact have taken up more talking time overall than women; we do
not know. Thus, it is important to be aware that different measures can
produce different results in comparing studies of gender differences in
amount of talk; all too often, the results of different measures have been
assumed by researchers to represent the same behavior, when in fact they
represent different types of behavior.8

A second source of the apparent inconsistency in the findings lies in the
variables examined in particular studies. Hershey and Werner (1975) pro-
vide one illustration of this. This study of decision making by married
couples found that wives who were not associated with a feminist organi-
zation spoke for a significantly shorter length of time than did their hus-
bands, but wives who were associated with a feminist organization spoke
for ^greater length of time than did their husbands. Thus, in contrast with
other researchers, Hershey and Werner introduce the variable of feminism;
this nullifies the impact of gender for feminist couples. For those couples
who held more traditional expectations about the genders, the results
conformed to stereotypic expectations. However, for the feminist couples
the results did not conform to gender expectations. Feminists are not likely
to accept traditional sexist values nor adhere to traditional gender roles in
interaction and are likely to choose as marriage partners men who have
similar views. Thus, we might expect these women to make, and be al-
lowed by their husbands to make, more task-oriented contributions than
would otherwise be usual.

Similarly, Kollock, Blumstcin, and Schwartz (1985) in a study of com-
municative patterns in heterosexual and homosexual couples introduced
the variable of "relative power," measured in terms of relative influence
over day-to-day decision making (as determined by a questionnaire com-
pleted by each partner). It was found that in heterosexual couples in which
the male was the more "powerful" member, and in homosexual couples in
which one member was more "powerful" than the other, the more power-
ful member took up significantly more talking time when the couple
worked together on a formal task. However, in couples in which the
members were rated as equal in power, there was no significant difference
in amount of talk.9

Leet-Pellegrini (1980) examined the contribution of "expertise." While
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she found no difference between equally "nonexpert" men and women in
amount of talk,' ° she found that when one member of a mixed-sex dyad
was supplied with topically relevant information such that s/hc took on
the role of "expert" in the task assigned, women as well as men talked
significantly more than their uninformed partner of the opposite sex.
Having expertise is likely to make women as well as men perceive them-
selves, and be perceived by their partner, as relatively high in competence.
(However, male "•experts" were found to occupy significantly more talking
space relative to uninformed female partners than did female "experts"
relative to uninformed male partners; this is unsurprising, since status
characteristics theory would predict that individuals would combine the
performance expectations associated with their gender and their expertise
status characteristics [diffuse and specific, respectively]. That is, individu-
als will add the positive expectations and subtract the negative expecta-
tions to formulate an averaged expectation. Thus, here, individuals would
add the positive performance expectations for the male "experts" who held
high status on both gender and expertise, but for the women "experts"
would subtract the negative performance expectations associated with
being female from the positive expectations associated with being an
"expert.")

Edelsky (1981, this volume) examined a rather different kind of
variable. In this study of five committee meetings Edelsky argued that it
was possible to distinguish two kinds of "floors" ("singly developed
floors" and "collaboratively developed floors"), where a floor is defined as
"the acknowledged what's-going-on within a psychological time/space"
(Edelsky, this vol.: 209). Single floors, which were by far the most preva-
lent type of floor, were characterized by single speakers taking turns in
sequence and were highly task-oriented. Here men spoke significantly
more than women, as we might expect. In collaborative floors, which were
of relatively brief duration, two or more people spoke simultaneously in
seeming "free-for-alls" or "jointly built one idea, operating on the same
wavelength" (p. L89). This included, for example, jointly sharing in build-
ing an answer to a question or joking together about some matter. In
collaborative floors the interaction was "high involvement, synergistic,
solidarity-building" (p. 221). Collaborative floors were clearly overall less
task-oriented than single floor:;; for example, Edelsky notes that "manag-
ing the agenda," such as reporting on items and soliciting responses, was
the predominant activity in single floors but not in collaborative floors;
"time-outs from the agenda more often . . . coincided with collaborative
floors." (p. 217) (for example, joking was much more common). In collab-
orative floors, there was no difference in the amount of talking time taken
up by men and women. But indeed our theory predicts a difference in this
direction between singleand collaborative floors. Since collaborative floors
are typically less task-oriented, there is a lessened demand for the status-
associated intellectual competence than is the case in single floors, and
moreover, because collaborative floors are jointly developed, making a
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contribution is not perceived as an attempt to take single control of the
floor. For both of these reasons, women are likely to feel less "on the spot"
and thus more willing to speak in collaborative than in single floors (and
men are likely to take a more tolerant attitude toward their contributions).

All of these studies point to the importance of social structure—the
underlying pattern of social relationships and the underlying structure of
self-other expectations—in explaining behavior.

Overall, then, we can conclude that the results of existing studies on
amount of talk in mixed-sex formal task-oriented interaction are quite
consistent with what one would predict if it is accepted that the expecta-
tions associated with high-status people are normally attached to men and
the expectations associated with low-status people arc normally attached
to women, but that it is also the case that particular circumstances can
affect or nullify the impact of gender on expectations.

Amount of Talk in Formally Structured but Not Formally
Task-Oriented Interaction

Sixteen studies (see Table 10.3) have examined interaction in contexts
which involve a relatively high degree of formal structure but are not
formally task-oriented in the sense defined earlier: that is, in which
there is no requirement that the group successfully complete a task by
producing a single, collective outcome. Twelve of these studies have dealt
with participation in college classrooms. The remaining four are Bernard
(1972), a study of TV panel discussions; Swacker (1976), an examination
of question-and-answer periods after papers were presented at three aca-
demic conferences; Woods (1989), a study of colleagues conferring at
work; and Lcffler, Gillcspic, and Conaty (1982), in which subjects role-
played being "teacher" or "student." Of these studies six found males to
talk more overall; six found males to talk more in some circumstances, but
no difference in other circumstances; one found males to talk more in one
respect, but females to talk more in another; and three found no difference
between the genders. None of these studies found females to talk more
overall.

These results are consistent with those found for the studies involving
formal tasks: the great majority of studies found men to talk more than
women, either overall or in some circumstances. Since, as in the case of
formal tasks, the contexts involved here are ones in which intellectual
competence is perceived as important, it is to be expected that the results
would be similar to those of the formally task-oriented studies.

As in the case of the studies examined earlier the presence of factors
which serve to nullify the impact of the expectations associated with gen-
der aids in explaining the variations in the findings. For example, in
Lcffler, Gillcspie, and Conaty (1982), in which pairs of subjects role-
played being "teacher" and "student" (and "teachers" were given extra
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Table 10.3 Studies Examining Formally Structured,
but Not Formally Task-Oriented Interaction

Studies Which Found Men to Talk More Overall
Bernard 1972
Karp & Ybels 1976
Latour 1987
Parker 1973
Swacker 1976
Woods 1989

Studies Which Found Men to Talk More in Some Circumstances, But No
Difference in Other Circumstances
Boersma, Gay, Jones, Morrison, & Remick 1981
Brooks 1982
Cornelius & Gray 1988
Cornelius, Gray, & Constantinople 1990
Craig & Pitts 1990
Sternglanz & Lybergcr-Ficek 1977

Studies Which Found Men to Talk More in One Respect, But Women to Talk
More in Another
Kajandcr 1976

Studies Which Found No Difference Between the Genders in Amount of Talk
Crouch & Dubois 1977
Leffler, Gillcspie, & Conaty 1982
Robertson 1978

relevant information), it was found that the status and expertise associated
with the "teacher" role outweighed the effects of gender, with the result
that "teachers'1 talked more than "students" regardless of the gender of the
subject.

Considerable variation exists in the results of the studies dealing with
amount of participation in college classrooms. There appear to be several
variables which are relevant here. Chief among these are the sex of the
instructor and the subject matter of the course in question. Unfortunately,
however, studies have not been consistent as to their findings concerning
the relevance of these variables. For example, Sternglanz and Lyberger-
Ficek (1977) and Craig and Pitts (1990) found that males spoke signifi-
cantly more, proportionately, than females in male-taught classes, but that
there was no difference in female-taught classes; Karp and Yoels (1976)
and Parker (1973) found that males spoke more than females in both types
of class, but that the difference was greater in male-taught classes. In
contrast with all four of these studies, however, Brooks (1982) found that
males participated more than females in female-taught classes, but that
there was no difference in male-taught classes; and Boersma, Gay, Jones,
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Morrison, and Rcmick (1981) found that males made more comments
than females in female-taught nonscicncc classes but that there was no
difference in male-taught classes or in science classes, and also found that
male students were significantly more likely than females to speak more
than once per interaction with a female instructor, but that this difference
disappeared with a male instructor. (Stcrnglanz & Lybcrgcr-Ficck [1977]
also found that male students were more likely than females to speak more
than once per interaction with an instructor but did not find the sex of the
instructor to be relevant.) In addition, Cornelius and Gray (1988) found
that the highest participation rates were those of male students in female-
taught classes in the arts and social sciences. Sorting out the effects of these
and other possible variables is beyond the scope of this review; further
research is clearly needed in this area.11

Nevertheless, the fact that most of these studies found males to talk
more than females, either overall or under some circumstances, is clearly
consonant with what one would predict given the social structural factors
discussed earlier.

Amount of Talk in Informal Task Contexts
and Non-Task-Oriented Contexts

Let us now turn to those sixteen studies dealing with amount of talk which
have not involved formal task-oriented activities or other formally struc-
tured interaction (see Table 10.4). Most of these studies have been experi-
ments in which pairs or small groups of subjects were asked to "talk about
anything" or "just get to know each other," or else were asked to discuss a
topic such as how to grow vegetables (Dovidio, Brown, Heltman, Ellyson
& Keating 1988) or who should control the money in a marriage (Eu-
banks 1975). Three studies, in addition, have involved the recording of
naturally occurring speech: Soskin and John (1963) examined the speech
of one couple for several days; Doherty (1974) observed a therapy group
in a psychiatric hospital; and Case (1988) studied the speech of a group of
managers at a management school who "worked together in an unstruc-
tured setting, observing and attempting to understand their own . . . be-
havior fas leaders], and coming face to face with issues of power, uncer-
tainty, and normlessness" (p. 45). Of these sixteen studies five found males
to talk more than females overall; one found males to talk more in some
circumstances, and no difference in others; one found males to talk more
in some circumstances, and females to talk more in another; eight found
no difference between the genders in amount of talk; and one found
females to talk more than males. (All the studies finding females to talk
more or no difference measured the total amount of talking time, rather
than the number of acts produced.)

Thus, even in these informal situations nearly a third of the studies
found males to talk more than females overall. However, it is of interest to
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Table 10.4 Studies Involving Informal Tasks and Non-Task-Oricnted Activities

Studies Which Found Men to Talk More Overall
Argyle, Lalljee, & Cook 1968
Aries 1976
Doherty 1974
Eubanks 1975
Sayers 1987

Studies Which Found Men to Talk More in Some Circumstances, and No
Difference in Others
Soskin & John 1963

Studies Which Found Men to Talk More in Some Circumstances, and Women
to Talk More in Another
Dovidio, Brown, Heltman, Kllyson & Keating 1988

Studies Which Found Women to Talk More Overall
Askinas 1971

Studies Which Found No Difference Between the Genders in Amount of Talk
Case 1988
Duncan & Fiske ). 977
Frances 1979
Hirschman 1973
Hirschman 1974
Manber 1976
Markel, Long, & Same 1976
Martin & Craig 1983

compare these studies with those of formal task activities and other for-
mally structured interaction: a much smaller percentage of these studies
found males to talk more than females either overall or under some cir-
cumstances (37.5%, as opposed to 67% in the case of formal tasks and
75% in the case of formally structured but not task-oriented interaction;
studies in which sometimes men and sometimes women talked more are
ignored in this count). Thus, the amount that women talk appears to be
much more likely to equal or exceed the amount that men talk in informal
contexts than it does in formal task-oriented contexts or other formally
structured contexts.

Understanding Talk in Informal Contexts

In attempting to account lor these findings, we begin, as before, with a
consideration of why men would be likely to talk more than women in
informal task- and non-task-oriented interactions, from the point of view
of status characteristics theory.
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First, the kinds of cultural beliefs associated with gender which facili-
tate males' greater amount of talk in formal task-oriented groups can also
affect informal interactions. In particular, we have observed that in formal
task-oriented groups the nature of the task requires instrumental skills and
competence at the task. If there is no objective information in the situation
to assess participants, participants will rely on the status characteristics
present in the situation, such as sex, to assess competence and to formulate
self-other expectations. The differential evaluation of males and females is
connected to the cultural belief that individuals who have higher status arc
more competent than are individuals of lower status. Given this, we might
expect that even in informal interactions, men would tend to act, and be
allowed to act, as "authorities" to a greater extent than women. Men
would therefore make more statements, give more information, and offer
more expressions of opinion than do women. And, as noted earlier, a
number of studies have indeed found that men do give more statements,
information, and opinions than do women, even in informal interactions
(e.g., Fishman 1983, Aries 1976, Kaplan 1976). This will tend to increase
the amount of talking which men do relative to that which women do.

Why, then, has there been a much lower incidence of findings of males
talking more in studies of informal task- and non—task-oriented interac-
tion than in studies of formal-task or other formally structured interaction?
It would seem from this that informal situations must differ from more
formal ones in significant ways. One important respect in which they differ
is that while both types of interactions require instrumental and sociocmo-
tional skills, informal interactions require more socioemotional skills. The
success of informal interactions is based on facilitating and maintaining
harmonious interpersonal relations rather than on completing a task. To
achieve this end, socioemotional rather than instrumental skills are re-
quired. The cultural beliefs and expectations associated with the relative
competence of males and females in these skills are that women would be
socioemotional experts. Therefore, both men and women in informal in-
teraction would expect women to engage in talk which would move the
interaction along.

It is not surprising, then, that many studies have found that women's
speech is significantly more "affiliativc" and "facilitating" than is men's
(toward both sexes). As noted earlier, women contribute more positive
socioemotional acts, such as agreeing and showing support (e.g., Aries
1982, Leet-Pellegnni 1980, Piliavin & Martin 1978, Wood & Karten
1986). Women work harder than do men at keeping conversations going
and keeping them running smoothly (Fishman 1983, McLaughlin, Loud-
en, Cashion, Altcndorf, Baaskc, & Smith 1985). More specifically, com-
pared to men, women have been found to give more indications of interest
in and attention to what other people are saying. For example, women
make supportive remarks, explicitly acknowledge what has been said by
others, and make comments which develop or elaborate on what others
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have said (Kalcik 1975, Jones 1980, Roger & Schumacher 1983, Coatcs
1989). Women tend to be more likely to try to draw out another person's
opinions or feelings, for example, by asking questions or using tags (Fish-
man 1983, Holmes 1984, Saycrs 1987, Cameron, McAlinden^ & O'Leary
1989). They are more likely to take up and build on topies introduced by
someone else and to initiate new topics when a conversation flags (Fish-
man 1983).12

This is relevant to amount of talk in that the "facilitative" types of
speech function just described do in themselves take up a certain amount
of talking time, and that certain types of interaction require them to a
greater extent than other types. Fishman (1983:99) notes that "sometimes
women are required to sit and 'be a good listener' because they are not
otherwise needed [to work at keeping the conversation going]. At other
times women are required to fill silences and keep conversation moving, to
talk a Jot."

In particular, these types of speech function arc required more in
informal conversations than in formal task ones or in other types of for-
mally structured interaction. In formal task interaction, participants (espe-
cially, of course, male participants) are expected and arc well motivated to
make contributions, and therefore it is less necessary for someone to talk
simply to keep the conversation going or to try to draw out others.
Similarly, in situations such as a college classroom or a panel discussion,
where participation is governed by formal rules, these speech functions are
called for far less than in informal conversations. Probably, also, the more
casual the conversation and the fewer the participants, the more these
"facilitative" uses of speech are required.13 This then is one factor which
might help to explain why males have been more frequently found to talk
more than females in studies of formal tasks and formally structured activ-
ities than in studies of informal activities.14

Another related factor which may contribute to the social structure of
interactions is the topic of conversation. Men and women differ in the
areas in which they are expected to be knowledgeable and in which they
consequently tend to be knowledgeable; for example, if the topic of dis-
cussion were how to build a table, men would be expected to, and would
thus be likely to, know more, but jf'the topic of discussion were how to set
a table, women would be expected to, and would be likely to, know more.
It is reasonable, then, to conclude that in mixed-sex interaction, the topic
may have an effect on the verbal output of each gender depending on the
gender bias in topic competency. And indeed, there is evidence from
studies that this is the case. For example, in Dovidio et al. (1988) it was
found that when mixed-sex dyads were asked to discuss either a neutral
topic (vegetable gardening) or a topic in which males are expected to be
more knowledgeable than females (automotive oil changing), males spoke
more than females, but when they were asked to discuss a topic in which
females are expected to be more knowledgeable than males (pattern sew-
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ing), females spoke more than males. As another example, in Kelly, Wild-
man, and Urey (1982) small groups had to reach a decision on two issues,
one involving a male-oriented topic (cars) and one involving a neutral
topic (travel). While men talked more than women on both tasks, the
difference was significantly greater in the case of the task involving the
male-oriented topic. (This was also true in the case of the neutral versus
male-oriented topics in Dovidio et al. [1988].) Similarly March (1953)
found that in political discussion the more local the issue, the more
women talked, presumably because local issues were seen as more female-
appropriate. It is reasonable to suppose that topics in which females are
expected to be more competent than males (and perhaps neutral topics as
well) are more likely to arise in informal conversations than in formal task
activities or formally structured interaction such as a college classroom.
Researchers have tended to pay little attention to topic as a factor affecting
amount of talk, and we suspect that in some studies, the findings may have
been in part a result of the topic of conversation. One example of this has
been given earlier with reference to Leet-Pcllegrini (1980) (see note 10).
As a further example Askinas (1971) found that in mixed-sex groups of
college students from coeducational residences, women talked more than
men when discussing coeducational versus single-sex housing. Women
may have talked more because this topic involves a discussion of interper-
sonal relationships with others, and since women are expected to be the
socioemotional experts, they are in general more likely and willing to
discuss such matters than are men (e.g., Aries & Johnson 1983, Davidson
& Duberman 1982, Levin & Arlukc 1985). In addition, women have
more of a vested interest in this topic then men because of women's
greater vulnerability in coeducational living in light of the prevalence of
violence against women by men and the social stigma that may be attached
to single women sharing residence with men. And, to take another exam-
ple, in Hirschman (1973), a study of dyads in which no difference was
found between the genders in amount of talk, the discussion topic as-
signed was "love, sexuality, and marriage"; although this is of course a
topic of significant interest to both genders, its high level of socioemo-
tional content may have encouraged more talk by women than might
otherwise have been the case.

More generally, contexts which involve in any way an area where one
gender is believed to be and is likely to be more competent than the other
can be expected to affect amount of talk. For example, Golinkoff and Ames
(1979) and Stoneman and Brody (1981) found that when parents were
asked to play with their child with a set of toys (both parents being
present), mothers talked significantly more than fathers. Since mothers are
given more responsibility for child care and since dealing with children is
thus generally viewed as a female area of expertise, it is not surprising that
women talked more (and were allowed by the men to talk more) in this
situation.

Differences in cultural expectations about the areas in which men and
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women are competent determine men's and women's actual performances
and, consequently, the amount of tali,.

Conclusions

Research indicates that men and women often behave differently with
regard to the amount that they talk in adult face-to-face interaction. Fre-
quently men talk more than women; however, they do not necessarily do
so. We have argued here that these behaviors are best explained in terms of
the social structure of the interaction; this is informed by the difference in
status between the genders and the differential cultural expectations about
men's and women's abilities and areas of competence. As the social struc-
ture of the interaction changes, so also do expectations and consequently
behavior; hence the apparent inconsistencies in the results of studies on
amount of talk.

This review of the literature on amount of talk shows that in order to
understand gender differences in interactional behavior, it is important to
take into account the full range of findings in the area examined, and it is
vital that the complexity of the contribution which social structure and
social context can make to behavior be appreciated. Most previous ac-
counts of gender differences in amount of talk within the language and
gender literature have concentrated only on the common finding that men
talk more than women in mixed-sex interaction. The reason most com-
monly suggested for this finding has been simply that men talk more as a
way of exploiting their greater power and exercising dominance and con-
trol over women, and that they tend to attempt to prevent women from
speaking because they devalue women. We hope to have shown here that
such an account is limited. While it takes into account the emergence and
maintenance of the status hierarchy of social interaction, it fails to appreci-
ate the subtle interplay between the social structure of the interaction and
the beliefs and expectations associated with the social context of the inter-
action. Our work complements and extends the power explanation by
moving the discourse from gender dispositions of power to the shared set
of performance expectations which differentiate individuals, and as a con-
sequence both give rise to power differences and maintain and perpetuate
status hierarchies in social interaction. An alternative approach to explain-
ing gender differences in amount of talk has focused on the idea that
women and men arc socialized to have different goals in interactions and
to use talk in different ways in order to attain these goals. While it takes
account of the impact of social context on the amount of talk produced by
each gender, and certainly contributes to our understanding of gender-
related differences in amount of talk, this approach fails, in particular, to
appreciate the importance of the status difference between the genders as a
factor affecting expectations about females and males and consequently
affecting their socialization and subsequent behavior.

This chapter has shown, then, that the range of results found by studies
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with respect to amount of talk, which cannot be adequately understood
either from a power perspective or from the perspective of differential
gender-based interactional styles, can be explained in a reasonably consis-
tent and satisfactory way when given a careful analysis from the perspec-
tive of social structure and social context.

Epilogue: Stereotypes Revisited

As a final note, let us consider again the widely held stereotype that
women talk more than men do. Why does this stereotype exist? One
commonly cited suggestion is that of Spender (1980): "The talkativeness
of women has been gauged in comparison not with men but with silence.
Women have not been judged on the grounds of whether they talk more
than men, but of whether they talk more than silent women" (p. 42).
Kramarae (1981) expresses the same idea when she says, "the long tradi-
tion of male control of language, determining both the symbols that are
developed and the norms for usage for women and men, means that
women's speech will not be evaluated the same way as men's speech. . . .
Women may talk less, but they still talk too much" (p. 116).15

Another suggestion has involved the fact that women and men tend to
discuss different types of topics (e.g., Aries & Johnson 1983, Levin &
Arluke 1985), along with the idea that men tend to judge "women's"
topics as trivial or unimportant; Coates (1986:103), for example, com-
ments, "The idea that women discuss topics which are essentially trivial
has probably contributed to the myth of women's verbosity, since talk on
trivial topics can more easily be labelled 'too much.'"

We suggest that a further useful approach to the question of why the
stereotype exists is as follows. Because of the differential cultural expecta-
tions about women's and men's abilities and areas of competence, women
and men use talk in different ways. In particular, women are expected to
use and do use talk to a greater extent than do men to serve the function of
establishing and maintaining personal relationships (this is not surprising,
as the responsibility for interpersonal relationships primarily rests with
women); for example, as we have observed, women, to a greater extent
than men, are expected to talk, and do talk, simply in order to keep the
interaction flowing smoothly and to show goodwill toward others, and
they arc expected to talk, and do talk, about personal feelings and other
socioemotional matters relevant to interpersonal relationships to a greater
extent than do men. (These types of talk are both more likely to occur in
informal interactions; thus, one contributory factor to the stereotype is
probably the fact that men have more frequently interacted with women in
informal than in formal interactions.) Therefore, men have experienced
women as talking at times when they would be less likely to choose to talk
themselves, and about matters about which men would be less likely to
choose to talk about themselves.16 In addition, men may perceive women
as more talkative than men as a consequence of observing women's inter-
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actions with other women. A number of studies have found that what is
particularly important in female friendships is the sharing of intimate
feelings and confidences through talk, whereas in male friendships the
sharing of activities is more important (e.g., Caldwell & Peplau 1982,
Aries & Johnson 1983, Lowcmhal, Thurnhcr, &: Chirrboga 1976). The
fact that women spend significantly more time than men "just talking"
with each other ma}7 be perceived by men as constituting unusual (and
therefore, excessive) talkativeness. Moreover, as noted by previous re-
searchers, because of the association of "women's talk" with talk which has
socioemotional functions and consequently less value than instrumental
talk, men may fail to appreciate the social value of this talk. Thus, women
may be perceived by men as talking at times when no talk is necessary, and
thus as talking too much.

NOTES

1. We ignore here studies which have dealt with interaction between children
or between parents or teachers and children, and studies in which the genders were
not compared within the same interaction (for example, those which examined the
behavior of interviewees in separate interviews or which compared subjects' de-
scriptions of picture.1 or other objects).

2. Thirteen of these seventeen studies—Aries (1976), Borgatta and Stimson
(1963), Crosby (1976), Duncan and Fiske (1977), Frances (1979), Lamb (1981),
Lcct-Pcllegrini (1980), Markel, Long, and Saine (1976), Martin and Craig (1983),
McLaehlan (1991), Mulac (1989), Simkins-Bullock and Wildman (1991), and
Street and Murphy (1987)—found no gender differences in amount of talk be-
tween same-sex pairs or groups. Bilous and Krauss (1988) and Dabbs and Ruback
(1984) found females to talk more than males in same-sex informal interaction,
and Ickes and Barnes (1977) found female pairs to produce more utterances when
left alone by the experimenter prior (as subjects believed) to the experiment.
Rosenfeld (1966) found that when asked to pretend that they disliked and did not
want closer acquaintanceship with their co-participant, female pairs spoke less than
male pairs.

3. Since Edelsky reports that the type of "floor" in which males talked more
was far more prevalent than the type of floor in which they did not (see further
discussion later in the text), it is presumably also the case that males talked more
overall in this study. Since she does not actually state this, however, we have
included this study only under the heading "men talked more under some circum-
stances."

4. It should be commented here that analyses in which differential socializa-
tion has been invoked to explain gender differences in behavior have often in the
past implicitly treated these behaviors as inherent properties of females and males;
it has been assumed that sex-typed behaviors arc absolute. Such analyses are funda-
mentally flawed 111 that they fail to recognize the importance of social structure to
behavior; and as a consequence, behavior that does not conform to gender-role
socialization goes unexplained (or, more seriously, the behavior is interpreted as
spurious or a result of methodological weaknesses). Such assumptions constitute a
disservice to intellectual inquiry and at the same rime perpetuate stereotypical
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images of women's and men's behavior. However, it should be noted that work
within the language and gender literature since the 1970s which has ascribed
gender differences in behavior to learned differential speech styles and strategics is
not subject to this type of criticism; researchers have normally viewed these differ-
ent styles/strategics as explicitly grounded in social context and social structure
(e.g., "speech is a means for dealing with social and psychological situations. When
men and women have different experiences and operate in different social contexts,
they tend to develop different genres of speech and different skills for doing things
with words" (Maltz & Borker 1982:200); "Women's speech strategics—for exam-
ple, their "interaction work" . . . and styles of "politeness" . . .—may be under-
stood, at least in part, as ways of coping with greater male power" (Thorne,
Kramarac, & Henley 1983:15).

5. Most of the research on amount of talk has examined the behavior of
subjects in a controlled experimental setting. One concern sometimes expressed by
researchers is that behavior in such a setting does not constitute an accurate guide
to natural behavior. Smith (1985:155), for example, suggests that no elicited
conversation in an experiment can be characterized as informal, and that experi-
mental studies in general are more likely to elicit a disproportionate amount of
male speech than are studies of naturally occurring talk: "I personally doubt . . .
that the relatively formal and task-related norms of laboratory settings in which
people arc aware of being observed and recorded can ever be overridden by simple
instructions [e.g., 'just get acquainted']. If they cannot, then formal observational
settings will always favour the display of control-related behaviours, and the appar-
ent dominance of those for whom these settings have a facilitativc effect—in this
case, men." Whether the fact of being observed and recorded makes subjects partic-
ularly self-conscious is a debatable point; Wiemann (1981), for example, found
that after the first minute, tape-recording did not make subjects self-conscious. In
any case, we compared those studies out of these fifty-six which involved experi-
ments with those which examined naturally occurring speech, with a view to
seeing whether there was a systematic difference in the results along the lines
suggested by Smith. In fact the differences were the opposite of those predicted by
Smith: proportionately, more studies which examined naturally occurring speech
found males to talk more, either overall or under some circumstances (fifteen of
twenty-one studies, or 71%) than did studies involving experiments (twenty of
thirty-five studies, or 57%). It is also the case, however, that a far higher propor-
tion of the studies of naturally occurring speech dealt with a formal!)' task-oriented
or formally structured situation than was the case with the experimental studies
(eighteen of twenty-one studies of naturally occurring speech, as opposed to
twenty-three of thirty-five experimental sttidies). We present arguments in the text
that formally task-oriented and formally structured settings are significantly more
likely to elicit more speech by males than by females than arc informal speech
situations; thus, we propose that this is why the studies of naturally occurring
speech and the experimental studies produced somewhat disparate results. (We do
not dispute, however, that the ways in which an experimental setting may affect
speech behavior would be a useful subject for future research.)

6. Tanncn (1990) suggests that women tend to feel that a situation is more
"public" when men (other than perhaps family members) are present, and that
women are more likely to fear that their talk will be judged negatively in public
settings than arc men. Status characteristics theory provides an explanation for
why the presence of men would tend to make women more concerned about how
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their talk would be judged, since ir predicts that women's lower status relative to
men would cause them to view themselves as relatively less competent and knowl-
edgeable.

7. The matter of whether men talk more when with women than when with
other men in formal task-oriented interaction is complicated by the fact that there
is considerable evidence that men tend to compete for status with other men; since
holding the floor for long periods is one way of achieving this, this is likely to
counterbalance the predicted tendency tor men to talk more when with women
than when with men. Mulac (1989) did find that men talked more when with
women than with men, but Bilous and Krauss (1988) found that the sex of the
partner made no difference to the amount of talk produced by men.

8. In Aries (1982:132) it is suggested that the reason why females were found
to initiate more verbal acts than males has to do with changes in "the norms
. . . regarding the acceptability and desirability of . . . verbal participation by
women." We question this, however, since if this were the case, one would expect
that an examination of the studies reviewed here in chronological order would
reveal a gradual increase in the findings of no difference between the genders in
amount of talk and in the findings of women talking more. However, no such
pattern is discernable.

9. A further, more unexpected finding of this stud)' was that in heterosexual
couples in which the woman was rated as more powerful than the man, the man
nevertheless talked more. Kollock, Blumstein and Schwartz note that other aspects
of their findings "suggest that men are generally uncomfortable with role reversal
in such realms as sexuality and income. . . . Perhaps this discomfort fakes the form
of increased loquaciousness. These men may feel it necessary to call attention to
themselves as participants in the interaction, and to remind their partners that it is
a dialogue" (Kollock ct al. 1985:4?,)-

10. The task assigned to subjects in this study was to discuss the negative effects
of television violence on children and recommend ways for improving the quality
of television programming. As will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter,
the topic of conversation is another factor which can affect the relative amount of
talk of the two genders; for example-, when the topic involves an area which is
expected to be of particular concern to women, v/ornen rend to talk more than they
would otherwise. Since child care is seen as the particular responsibility of women,
this may well explain why women talked as much as men in this study, as opposed
to less than men as might otherwise have been expected, when neither partner was
given extra relevant information,

11. For the information of the reader, Kajander (1976), which we have de-
scribed as finding men to talk more in one respect but women to talk more in
another, observed specifically that male students initiated more contact in the
classroom, but that female students answered more questions, in particular "rote"
questions. Kajander suggests that this is a result of personality differences between
men and women which affect cognitive styles; she suggests that the cognitive style
of males is predominantly characterized by problem solving, while the cognitive
style of females is characterized by a more simplistic lesson learning, and that
consequently males are more adept at handling material independently than are
females. While we have no suggestions as to why females were found to answer
more questions in this stud}' (no other study found this result), we suggest that a
social structural analysis offers a far more satisfactory explanation for why males
would initiate more contact in the classroom than does Kajander's analysis.
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12. Evidence indicates that even when women are functioning as leaders of a
group, their speech is nevertheless more affiliative in orientation than is typically
the case with men's speech. For example, Eskilson and Wiley (1976) found that
while women leaders "showed intense involvement with the instrumental tasks
of the group," they simultaneously "performed the expected encouraging and
tension-relieving behaviour" (Eskilson & Wiley 1976:192). They conclude that
women leaders do "double work" by meeting the instrumental expectations of
their role as leaders and the sociocmotional expectations of their role as women.

13. In addition, it has been suggested by some researchers that silence may
sometimes function as a male speech strategy in informal conversations with women
(particularly when die participants are intimate). Zimmerman and West (1975) and
Fishman (1983) found that in informal conversation in male-female pairs silences
and delayed minimal responses were much more commonly used by men than by
women and argue that these function as ways of asserting a dominant role and
controlling the overall direction of the conversation; similarly, Sattel (1983) notes
that in disputes in male-female pairs, male silence and inexpressiveness—refusal to
talk—can function as ways of controlling the situation. One consequence of such
male silence would be that women would be forced to work harder and talk more in
order to keep the conversation going.

14. As was noted earlier, Tannen (1990) proposes that women are likely to talk
more in "private" contexts (which would presumably involve primarily informal
activities) than in "public" contexts (into which formally task-oriented and formal-
ly structured activities would presumably tend to fall), and she suggests that one
important reason for this is that women's socialization, to a significantly greater
extent than men's, emphasizes talk as crucial to the maintenance of harmonious
relationships. This conclusion is similar to the point made here. We might, how-
ever, note that status characteristics theory takes into account and helps to explain
such gender-specific expectations. Berger et al. (1977:7) state that status charac-
teristics are socially constructed and that what is learned is "translated into observ-
able inequalities in face-to-face interaction." As noted earlier, research suggests
that lower-status individuals are expected to engage in a greater amount of positive
socioemotional behavior than are higher-status individuals. Thus, women's overall
lower status in relation to men, together with the expectation that women will
interact with men on a daily basis, leads to an expectation of greater involvement in
positive socioemotional talk by women than by men.

15. Some evidence is provided for this hypothesis by Cutler and Scott (1990),
who found that the contribution of female speakers to mixed-sex dyadic conversa-
tions was perceived by subjects to be greater than that of male speakers, although
in fact the contributions were identical.

16. A similar observation has been made by Tannen (1990:78).
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